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PREFACE

This book studies a verb form which began to attract my attention a long time ago. A study of the
meaning and the uses of the sDm.t=f verb form was the more challenging since in Sir Alan
Gardiner's Egyptian Grammar it is called "an obscure category of the verb", and in Dieter
Mueller's unpublished introductory grammar of Middle Egyptian "one of the most enigmatic
features of Egyptian grammar and morphology", which "has three seemingly unrelated uses". No
doubt these statements are largely due to the nature of the hieroglyphic script, which writes no
vowels. Had the vocalization been accounted for in the script, the problem of recognition would
not have arisen, and no doubt a clearer view of the uses and meaning of the form would have
existed long ago.
    Unfortunately, its distinctive morpheme t is written with a sign which covers more grammatical
phenomena. Moreover, the unique formation of its passive with -yt with ultimae infirmae verbs has
added to its isolation and separation from the suffix conjugation family. Owing to these
circumstances and the relatively small number of indubitable instances the form has received little
attention.
    However, that small and different can be interesting--though somewhat eccentric--and that the
form may be of startling significance for the core of the verbal system in Middle Egyptian, is
something I hope to be able to demonstrate.
    Indeed, the form is of such relatively rare and restricted occurrence that the subject originally
seemed to me to be too small for a monograph large enough to serve as a dissertation. Therefore I
decided to submit as the dissertation a number of articles under the broader heading of verb forms
and the verbal system in Middle Egyptian. At that time I could not foresee that the study of the
sDm.t=f would gradually grow into the present six contributions and take up a disproportionate
amount of space. Because the original idea thus had to be abandoned, the result now is that this
dissertation is one coherent monograph, covering only one subject.
    The fact that the first chapter on the sDm.t=f had already been submitted for publication as an
article, and has, meanwhile, been published (though with some minor differences), forced me to
pursue this policy for the other chapters too. Fortunately, the remaining five chapters will appear
in Egyptological journals within a relatively short span of time, from late 1997 to late 1998.
    I am most grateful to my supervisor Prof. Herman te Velde, who was willing to take over the
guidance of this dissertation after the untimely and deeply regretted death of my previous
supervisor, Prof. Jan Quaegebeur of Leuven University. The death of this great scholar and good
friend confronted me with the question of what to do next, that is, to abandon the dissertation or to
finish it as quickly as possible under a new supervisor. It was Prof. te Velde's characteristic
gentleness, generosity and willingness to take over that stimulated me to finish the dissertation in a
relatively short time. After all, it was only in December 1995 that I wrote to him with the request
to act as my supervisor. I am no less indebted to Prof. Günter Burkard, who did not hesitate to
offer his experience with Middle Egyptian grammar and texts when asked to act as second
supervisor by Prof. te Velde. On hearing that Prof. Harco Willems had been appointed the
successor to Prof. Jan Quaegebeur in Leuven, my feelings were somewhat mixed. On the one
hand, I felt that this was undoubtedly a great honour for him, but, on the other hand, I knew that I
would sorely miss not only an excellent colleague and close friend whose brief social calls during
office hours I really enjoyed but also the challenging discussions with him about matters of
grammar. Thus, when Prof. te Velde suggested that he should act as 'referent', I was delighted to
be fortunate enough to cross swords with his sharp mind again on a mutual interest of ours.
    My daily occupation in Egyptology as editor of the Annual Egyptological Bibliography in fact
leaves little time for pursuing my personal interests in research. Under such circumstances a
favourable environment is necessary for efforts such as the completion of a dissertation. Indeed, I
owe a great deal to the pleasant atmosphere in the Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten and
to the close cooperation with my colleague Willem Hovestreydt. I am most grateful to the
Institute's director, Prof. De Roos, for creating that fertile soil, and I am honoured to have found
him willing to act as first 'paranimf'. Among my many long-standing friendships, I would



x

particularly like to mention Dr Guido van den Boorn here who will act as second 'paranimf'. His
own dissertation, written under similar circumstances, that is, primarily after office hours, stood as
an example for me.
    I would like to thank Profs. Koster, Van der Plas and Schneider for their willingness to act as
reviewers. Further, I would like to express my gratitude to Profs. Comrie, Schadeberg, Schenkel,
and Seuren, who were prepared to respond to queries I had about matters of great concern to my
subject but which had received relatively little attention in linguistic literature or were beyond my
perspective. I am grateful, too, to Dr Julia Harvey, who not only corrected the English text but
whose keen eye also traced many a typographical inconsistency.
    Last, but by no means least, I wish to thank my wife Renée, whose unfailing understanding of
my long hours in the study in the evenings and at weekends during the first years of our marriage
has been inspiring. Her knowledge of the English language provoked many a discussion about
formulations. We will particularly cherish in our memories the long sessions in which we discussed
the meaning of the crucial notion "not yet" and its use in a variety of English contexts.

Oegstgeest, July 1997 Louis Zonhoven
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INTRODUCTION

The present studies are devoted to some synchronic aspects of the sDm.t=f verb form, primarily its
meaning and its uses in Classical Egyptian.1 In older studies of the verbal system the verb form has
usually been granted a place separate from the suffix conjugation forms.2 Although it is
consistently included in grammars of Middle Egyptian, owing to its being a regular verb form in
that language phase, it has received relatively little special attention if compared with other suffix
conjugation forms, even in the years during and following the development by Polotsky of his
Standard Theory on the verbal system.
    In Polotsky's final presentation of the Standard Theory, the "Transpositions", the form is
excluded owing to its very restricted use.3 It is also absent from Junge's study of the syntax of the
Middle Egyptian literary language.4 Despite the fact that the verb form was related to the
prospective/future time field by Westendorf,5 it was not taken into consideration in a recent study
of future verb forms.6 Nor will its passive be included in a forthcoming study of the passive in
Classical Egyptian.7 Indeed, modern specialized studies on this verb form or its uses are few,8 in
fact there are only two, one by Satzinger,9 the other by Loprieno.10

    Although these studies will be discussed in my subsequent contributions whenever appropriate,
some preliminary remarks are in order here. Satzinger was the first to explicitly formulate that the
form is a full member of the suffix conjugation family.11 Whereas he deals with the form as a
unity, Loprieno approaches the form differently in a later article.12 He argues that the form must be
subdivided into two "transpositions" which have quite distinct uses after certain prepositions and
after the negation n, syntactically as well as semantically.
    In the present study of the verb form the time of the publication of Gardiner's grammar in 1927
is taken as a point of departure,13 which is more or less contemporaneous with Gunn's important
work on grammar14 and with the fourth and last edition of Erman's grammar.15 In these and earlier

                                               
     1 For a brief survey of the history of scholarly studies of the form in general and their assessment see Satzinger,
sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 58-61 and 68-69. For the passive sDm.t=f see Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 111-112.
     2 E.g., Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 208-211 (§418-420) under 10.c: the infinitival forms; so also in the earlier editions
op.cit.: 18941, 118-121 (§283-291); 19022, 146-148 (§304-308); 19113, 218-221 (§418-421). Although Sethe, Verbum
II, 157-160 (§353-357) deals with the form as "substantivized" in an Appendix to the "Tempus sDm-f", see the
additions and corrections, op.cit. II, 462 (note §357) for the identification as a feminine infinitive. Gardiner, EG, 316-
322 (§401-409), before Lesson XXVIII introducing the suffix conjugation. De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 90-91
(§173-176), together with the infinitive and the complementary infinitive. Lefebvre, GEC, 211-214 (§415-424),
between the infinitive and the participles. Edel, AäG, 367-372 (§730-740), together with the infinitive, the
complementary infinitive and the negative complement.
     3 Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 7, n.13.
     4 Junge, Syntax mitteläg. Literatursprache; id., Emphasis, 33 contains only a marginal reference to the form.
     5 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 194-195 (§267); followed by Polotsky (see my note 3).
     6 Vernus, Future at Issue. To judge from the introductory words about the difference between grammaticalization of
the future in verb forms and future/prospectivity as a contextual feature, an assessment of the sDm.t=f in this light
should have been obvious, given Westendorf's suggestion.
     7 Personal communication by Reintges. For an adapted version of ch. 3 of his forthcoming dissertation Passive
Voice in Older Egyptian see id., sDm-tw-f, GM 153 (1996), 79-99.
     8 Not seen by me is a thesis on the sDm.t=f by Depuydt, ref. Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 185, n.162.
     9 Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 58-69. The reaction of Junge, sDm.t.f, GM 1 (1972), 32-34 was more concerned
with matters of the terminology used by Satzinger than with the form; also, in Satzinger's reaction, Rund um sDm.t.f,
GM 27 (1978), 45-49 the verb form played only a background role.
     10 Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 17-29.
     11 Satzinger, op.cit., 59.
     12 Loprieno, op.cit., 18 (1.2) and 27, n.4.
     13 Gardiner, EG.
     14 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax (1924).
     15 Erman, Äg. Grammatik (19284).
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works the origin of the verb form played such a prominent role that it has, in my opinion,
considerably obscured the kinship of the sDm.t=f with the suffix conjugation. An intensive
occupation with that language-historical issue is noticeable.16

    No doubt owing to its remarkable 'not yet' notion, it is the n sDm.t=f construction which
received the bulk of the attention in the years preceding 1927.17 The question of the origin of the
verb form and of the relation of its t-morpheme to the feminine ending has received attention up to
more recent times.18

    It should be pointed out here that in the present study I refrain from language-historical
discussion of the issue of the origin of the verb form's t-morpheme. A hypothesis about its
historical development and its possible connections with the feminine ending -t and the passive
morpheme tw/i is necessarily highly theoretically biased, without good possibilities for verification
and disproval. It may result in quite divergent functions which only show a formal resemblance in
a writing with t being brought together under one semantic denominator without a firm
foundation.19 In my opinion, this approach does not further a better understanding of the meaning
of the verb form and its uses in Classical Egyptian.
    The present six studies on the sDm.t=f are presented separately to various journals. Nevertheless,
they cannot be taken as separate entities, each in their own right. In fact, the series of studies is
rather a coherent ensemble actually forming one long argument, in which each study depends on
the results of the preceding ones. Although the central issue, that is the unity and the meaning of
the verb form proper and its use in constructions, is treated from a unified viewpoint, some
overlapping due to recalling results already obtained and repetition of important references in notes
cannot be avoided. Otherwise, in my opinion, the understanding of the verb form I want to further
would instead be obstructed.
    As regards the concepts of tense and time reference from general linguistics, so predominant in
this study,20 these are based on a single description, the use of which, in my opinion, will prove to
be very rewarding for the treatment of the subject. By using a single view I hope to avoid the
confusion sometimes caused by a promiscuous handling of concepts. The brief description of some
essentials of tense and time reference as given in the beginning of the first study is only meant to
provide the necessary basis, but the treatment of the form and its uses I consider to be rather
philological with a grammatical bias than the reverse. The desired promulgation of the ideas set
forth here seems to me best served by being too explicit rather than too succinct, and by using
terms supposedly familiar to all Egyptologists rather than specialised linguistic terminology, which
tends to work as a deterrent.21

    To a considerable extent the present studies have been elicited by what I consider to be one of
the very rare, though historically explicable, mistaken descriptions in Gardiner's monumentum aere
perennius, which has exerted a considerable and long-lasting influence on the views and

                                               
     16 For a lucid survey and discussion of the state of the art in around 1924, mainly founded on n sDm.t=f, see Gunn,
Studies in Eg. Syntax, 174-179, discussing the identifications of (1) an infinitive by Sethe, Verbum II, 462 (note §357),
(2) a feminine perfective passive participle by Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 50-55
(repeated in id., EG, 318-319 (§405)), and (3) a feminine infinitival form by Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 208-209 (§418),
with the note that the passive is formed with a feminine passive participle (op.cit, 211 (§421, Anm.)).
     17 Although Vogelsang seems to have been the first to discover the 'not yet' notion of n sDm.t=f (see the remarks in
Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 50 (II) and Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 174, n.1; see
later Vogelsang, Klagen des Bauern, 149, 190), it was first explicitly noted in Blackman, sDm.t-f, ZÄS 49 (1911), 103-
105, soon followed by Erman, Ausdrücke für "noch nicht", "ehe", ZÄS 50 (1912), 107-109. After a syntactic note by
Peet, Negative cDmtf, ZÄS 52 (1914), 109-111, Gunn, op.cit., 174-175 and Gardiner, op.cit., 50-55 ("the passive of n
cDmt.f") were the last to deal with it before the appearance of Gardiner's grammar.
     18 Thacker, Semitic and Eg. Verbal Systems, 267-271. Schenkel, Suffixkonjugation, 45. Edel, AäG,368 (§732,
Anm.). Loprieno, Verbalsystem, 44. For an altogether different approach see Janssens, Verbal System in Old Eg., 21-
23 (§28-29).
     19 Thus, e.g., Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 114 (§429) and id., Stud. Grammatik PT, 100-101 (§280-282),
whose "Fortuative sDm.t=f forms" containing a t-morpheme expressing the unavoidable and natural, independent of the
speaker's will, encompass, among others, the sDm.t=f form under study and the suffix conjugation forms passivized
with .tw; cf. Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 59, n.8, where this "Fortuative" is justifiably called a "Prokrustes" bed.
     20 Comrie, Tense.
     21 Fortunately Comrie, Tense and id, Aspect, are examples of clarity and succinctness which prove that the
treatment of certain linguistic subjects do not need a specialised jargon. For a book review concerned with this matter
see R.H. Pierce, Acta Orientalia 39 (1988), 133-138; for a reply see Loprieno, Book Review, GM 112 (1989), 35-41.
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descriptions of the sDm.t=f verb form of later times, and which I have therefore taken as the point
of departure.22 My reconsideration of the problem may show how a monument that has brought the
knowledge of Egyptian grammar a giant step forward and is still irreplaceable has played a role in
certain misconceptions concerning the sDm.t=f, which no doubt have been fed by its relatively rare
occurrence. Because my reconsideration of something that is no more than a minute detail in the
grammatical ocean of the Egyptian verbal system has proceeded from the description in Gardiner's
grammar, my intensive occupation with that work has had the effect of increasing continually my
admiration for Gardiner's achievement, didactically as well as scholarly, and for his feeling for the
language.

                                               
     22 See the remarks and the survey in the introductory part of my Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §1 [publ. in BiOr 53
(1996), 613-644].
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CHAPTER I.  THE ACTIVE Dr sDm.t=f CONSTRUCTION

At present there is no general consensus about the uses and the meaning of the sDm.t=f verb form,
although the form is now commonly recognized as a finite verb form. To begin this study of the
verb form, I shall in the present contribution concentrate on only one construction, i.e. Dr sDm.t=f,
which might occupy a crucial position for the understanding of the meaning of the verb form in its
indubitable uses.

§ 1. Gardiner's Grammar and the sDm.t=f.

As the point of departure I take Gardiner's opinion on the subject in his monumental standard
reference grammar, which has dominated the study of Middle Egyptian for almost three quarters of
this century, and which has not as yet been replaced by a comprehensive and more modern one.
Three uses are described: 1) the n sDm.t=f construction; 2) the so-called narrative sDm.t=f; 3) its use
after a number of prepositions/conjunctions.1

    About n sDm.t=f Gardiner states that its chief meaning is "he has/had not yet heard" and that the
construction is particularly common as a virtual adverb clause with the meaning "before he has/had
...", lit. "he has/had not (yet)". Furthermore, he remarks that the temporal significance "not yet",
"before" is only very rarely absent. He considers the use of the sDm.t=f as a narrative tense rather
doubtful, because all examples but one might well contain the infinitive.
    Gardiner makes the following statements on its use after prepositions.2 "Examples [of this use]
are found from immutable verbs, where no alternative explanation seems possible, but doubt
occurs in the IIIae inf. and anomalous verbs, where the verb-form is indistinguishable from the
infinitive. In all certain examples the time of the action appears to be relatively past, i.e. anterior to
the time of the main verb. Quite certain examples, i.e. examples from immutable verbs, have been
found only with the prepositions r "until" and Dr "since", "from the moment that", but also
"before", "until". The use after m "when", m-xt "after", xft "when" and mi "like, according as" is
more doubtful, since instances are forthcoming only from IIIae inf. and anomalous verbs.3 There is
nothing to prevent such instances being interpreted as infinitives, though again there is no positive
evidence in favour of this view. The analogy with r and Dr favours a provisional classification
under the heading of the sDmt.f form".

                                               
     1 Gardiner, EG, 316-322 (§401-9).
     2 Gardiner, EG, 320-322 (§407).
     3 The selection of the prepositions goes back to Sethe, Verbum II, 158 (§353). Note that the only example of a
purported sDm.t=f after the preposition mi, i.e. mi wDA.t ib=k in Urk. IV 1143,7 is based on an incorrect reading.
Verification of the passage in Davies, Tomb of Rekh-mi-Rec II, pl. 50, lower reg., right revealed that there is no -t-
affix; this observation is confirmed in Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 170, n.40. Furthermore, note that in
religious texts of the New Kingdom written in Neo-Middle Egyptian the writings are sometimes incorrect. For
example, Perdu, Préposition xft, RdE 30 (1978), 112 (n.96) claims the existence of xft sDm.t=f, on the basis of a text
published by Nagel, Pap. fun. Louvre 3292, BIFAO 29 (1929), 83. This text Q, line 1 reads xft sprwt=f r Xrt-nTr; the -wt-
ending points rather to a nomen actionis, such as the better known prwt. On the other hand, the writing of the t might be
redundant, which finds confirmation in another text D, line 1 sprt pwy ir.n=f (Nagel, op.cit., 23; ref. Perdu, op.cit.,
112, n.97), where the form seems to be the infinitive, to judge from the construction. Interesting in this respect is the
text of the Destruction of Mankind (ed. Hornung, Himmelskuh), version SI, 7-8 (ed. p.3), which reads mdw n=n r
sDm.t=n st "speak to us, so that we may hear it" and SI, 29 (ed. p.11) nn iy=i r pH.t wi ky "I shall not return so that
someone may attack me" versus version SI, 9-10 (ed. p.4) n smA.n=i st r sDm.tw=i Ddt.i=Tn r=s "I cannot kill them, until
I have heard what you have to say about it" While the first two constructions translated with "so that" are written with
just a t and contain instead the Prospective sDm=f, the second one with the writing tw has the typical meaning "until" of
the sDm.t=f. This difference seems significant to me: while in the first construction the t is redundant, the pronounced t
of the genuine sDm.t=f in the second is written tw, to indicate this; note that, according to Guilhou, Vieillesse des dieux,
58-59 (5), in all three examples the meaning of the constructions is "tant que ... ne ... pas".
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§ 2. Present opinions on its uses and their meanings.

For a long time now there has been unanimity about the identification of the verb form in the n
sDm.t=f construction as occurring in Middle Egyptian, where the verb form cannot be interpreted
differently. However, there is no general consensus about the uses in which the form is formally
indistinguishable from the feminine infinitive.4

   In 1973 the use as an independently occurring narrative tense was reconsidered, and in fact
eliminated by Schenkel.5 Shortly before, the only example of the indubitable use of the form from
an immutable verb had been found not to contain the crucial t.6 Only a few scholars still hold this
to be a use of the sDm.t=f,7 and I consider it to be nonexistent.
    With respect to the number of prepositions after which the verb form is used, a majority of
authors do consider Gardiner's opinion to be correct, despite his own doubts.8 Others see the use
after prepositions as restricted to the indisputable uses after r and Dr only.9

    Differing from Gardiner's opinion that in r sDm.t=f the preposition has the meaning "until",
some scholars also consider a translation with "so that/in order that" possible.10

    The picture with Dr is more complicated. Some agree with Gardiner's "since/from the moment
that" as well as "before/until",11 while others opt for only one of the two possibilities.12

                                               
     4 I have doubts about the validity of Vernus's argument, op.cit., 168-174 (particularly 173-174), that with the help
of the analogy of the sDm.t=f verb form, which expresses the "accompli" in n sDm.t=f, the -t-affixed infinitive becomes
specialised to express the "accompli": from feminine -t-affixed infinitive to an infinitive in which the -t-ending comes to
express the "accompli". In the present study, the infinitive, masculine or feminine, will be shown to be semantically
quite separate from the sDm.t=f, as far as the construction with the preposition/conjunction Dr is concerned.
     5 Schenkel, Ende des narr. sDm.t=f, GM 4 (1973), 23-28. The main argument in Satzinger's study of the meaning of
the sDm.t=f in id., sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 58-69 is based on this narrative use; see also Satzinger, Rund um sDm.t.f, GM
27 (1978), 45-49, written after the elimination of the narrative use of the sDm.t=f and in reaction to Junge, sDm.t.f, GM
1 (1972), 32-34.
     6 Barns, Some Readings, JEA 58 (1972), 160-161 (3).
     7 Callender, Middle Egyptian, 41 (3.5.5.11). Menu, Petite grammaire, 153 (B.a). Iversen, Inscr. Herwerre, in:
Stud. zu Sprache und Religion. Westendorf. 1, 511, n.14. Fecht, Sinuhe's Zweikampf, in: op.cit.. 1, 472 (verse 13).
     8 Middle Egyptian grammars and studies. Ritter, Verbalsystem, 204 and 208 ("m-xt, Dr, mi, xft: anteriore/kausale
Textrelation"), 212 and 219 ("mi, m: circumstantielle/kausale Textrelation"), 231 and 234-5 ("sb.tw, r: posteriore/finale
Textrelation"). Hoch, M.Eg. Grammar, 225-226 (§156): "r 'until', Dr 'before, until, since, from the time that',
(possibly) also after m-xt 'after', m 'when', mi 'like' and xft 'when'". Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 101: "vor allem m
'während', r 'bis', xft 'als', Dr 'bevor noch'". Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 112-116, (40.3): "m-xt 'après
que'", (40.4): "m 'quand', xft 'lorsque'", (40.6): "Dr 'depuis que', r 'jusqu'à ce que'". Menu, Petite grammaire, 153-
154 (B.b): "notamment après r et Dr 'jusqu'à (ce que)', et avec verbes faibles ou irreguliers m 'quand', m-xt 'après
que', xft 'quand', mi 'comme'". Englund, Middle Egyptian, 72-73 (C): "r sDm.t=f 'until he has heard', and after a few
other prepositions-conjunctions like Dr, m, m-xt, xft, mi". Bakir, Introduction M.Eg., 121 (§331): "Dr 'since', m 'when',
m-xt 'after', xft 'when', mi 'like'". Callender, Middle Egyptian, 74, 4.4.4.1, sub b ("m-xt 'after'"), sub c ("m 'when'"),
sub d ("r 'until'"), sub f ("xft 'in view of the fact that'"), sub g ("mi 'just as'"). Brunner, Abriss mitteläg. Grammatik,
32 (§54): "m 'als', mj 'wie', xft 'im Augenblick als', m-xt 'nachdem', r 'bis'". Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 194-195
(§267): "r 'bis, sodass', Dr 'bevor', m 'als', m-xt 'nachdem'" (the latter with question mark). Lefebvre, GEC, 213
(§423): "r 'jusqu'à ce que', Dr 'depuis que', m 'quand', mi 'comme', xft 'au moment où', m-xt 'après que'".
Remarkably, the preposition Dr is omitted in Callender, Middle Egyptian, 76-77, and Brunner, Abriss mitteläg.
Grammatik, 32 (§54). Thus also in Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 164: "nach einigen Präpositionen, so nach m
'während', m-xt 'nachdem', mi 'wie', r 'bis'", but from personal correspondence I know that this will be rectified into
uses after r and Dr only in the next version of his introductory grammar.
     9 Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102 (§47.a.2). Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 20 (4). Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38
(1987), 168-174. Gaskins, Notes M.Eg. Syntax, 167-171. De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 90 (§175), with the note
"Après les autres prépositions n'apparaissent que des formes de verbes faibles, qui peuvent donc aussi bien être des
infinitifs". Allen, Inflection, 319 (§471). Edel, AäG, 368-370 (§734); he also included the only example known to him
of m wn.t "als". Thus also Satzinger, Zu den Umstandssätzen, MDAIK 22 (1967), 93. From Gunn's remarks, Studies in
Eg. Syntax, 181 (C) I infer that he only thought of r and Dr. I am not sure about Gilula's opinion in JEA 56 (1970), 207
(A III): "and only in the construction r sDmt.f is it the nominal form of the verb"; this seems to exclude Dr.
     10 Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 209 (§418). Edel, AäG, 368 (§734). Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 194 (§267.aa).
Osing, Biographie des Wnj, OrNS 46 (1977), 166, n.110. Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 118 (§444).
     11 See my notes 8, under Hoch, and 9, under de Buck ("depuis que, avant que"). Possibly Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37
(1980), 20-21, where only examples with the meaning "until" are given, but see p. 29, n.14 for "since". However, in
his latest publication Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 78, 151, 201: exclusively "since".
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    The opinions of Anthes and Westendorf deserve special mention. The former devotes particular
attention to the problem of the meaning of Dr in a study concerned with the prepositions m and Dr,
which will be dealt with further on.13 The latter scholar is particularly important for the present
study, because his opinion on the sDm.t=f form lies at the basis of the hypothesis put forward
here.14

    In his grammar of the medical texts Westendorf has expressed strong doubts about the
connection of the verb form with the past, a characteristic claimed in several standard reference
grammars.15 He points out that in his opinion the sDm.t=f is, as a general rule, used to express the
relative future: n sDm.t=f expresses that the subordinate action, which is located in the future
relative to the main action, has not (yet) taken place (see, for example, Sh. Sailor, 97-98 sr=sn Da n
iy.t=f nSny n xpr.t=f "they foretold a storm when it had not yet come, a tempest when it had not yet
occurred"). It is the same with the form after prepositions (see, for example, Sinuhe B, 247 Sbb(.w)
atx(.w) tp-mAa=i r pH.t=i dmi n ITw "mixing and straining were done in my presence, until I reached
the town of Itju"): reaching the capital lies in the future with respect to sailing to it. Indeed, he
only admits a meaning "before" for Dr sDm.t=f.
    In his grammar Borghouts has approached the sDm.t=f verb form, named there the
"terminative",16 somewhat differently from the usual treatments. In his view those forms iw.t=f and
in.t=f which are generally reckoned to be anomalous forms of the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f
are sDm.t=f forms.17

§ 3. The hypothesis of a common characteristic of the uses of the sDm.t=f.

The two generally accepted translations of n sDm.t=f are "before he hears/(has/had) heard" and,
more literally, "while he has/had not yet heard", which takes the negation into account. Thus, a
translation with "before" is evidently adequate and equivalent in effective meaning to "while not
yet". However, that the translation of n sDm.t=f with "while he has/has not yet heard" may be
deceitful as to its time reference is well illustrated in the opening lines of Loprieno's study of the
verb form, where it is stated that r sDm.t=f "until he hears/has heard" has a (relative) future time

                                                                                                                                                                           
     12 "Before": see my note 8, under Graefe, Menu and Westendorf, and note 9, under Borghouts, Gaskins, Edel (p.
369, §735) and Satzinger.   "Since/from the moment that": see note 8, under Grandet - Mathieu, Bakir and Lefebvre;
note 9, under Vernus (particularly p. 173) and Allen ("since" with causal sense), and note 11, under Loprieno. The
other studies mentioned in the preceding notes 9-11 either have no opinion on the meaning or omit Dr altogether. As
regards the dictionaries, Wb. V 593 (2-9) neither mentions a meaning "before" nor its use before sDm.t=f. Faulkner,
Concise Dictionary, 323 mentions "before/until", with reference to Gardiner, EG. "Before" is absent in Hannig,
Grosses Handwörterbuch, 1011.
     13 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 1-13.
     14 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 191-192 (§264); see also note 8, under Westendorf.
     15 See Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 191 (§264); with reference to this also Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976),
7, n.15: "la forme (r) sDmt.f est sans doute une forme substantive personelle du prospectif". For the past time reference,
I quote here only the statements in the most important reference grammars and studies of the verbal system in Old and
Middle Egyptian. (1) Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402; note the remarks "Present/past perfect, past tense"), 318-319 (§405;
derives from "feminine perfective passive participle"), 321 (§407: "the time of the action appears to be relatively past,
i.e. anterior to the time of the main verb, agreeing with the origin proposed for the sDmt.f form in §405"); cf. also
Gardiner, EG1, XXVIII, ref. p. 321: "I should now be inclined to claim relative past time for all cases of preposition +
sDmt.f. Indeed, the sDmt.f in all its uses [my italics, LZ] appears to be a substitute for the sDm.n.f form, or rather for
that form in its past or past relative meaning, and its frequency after prepositions may account for the rarity of sDm.n.f
in the same case". (2) Lefebvre, GEC, 212 (§419): "elle a toujours la signification d'un temps passé et doit se traduire
en conséquence, c'est-à-dire le plus souvent par le passé simple, dans une proposition principale, et, dans une
proposition subordonnée, par un temps de l'indicatif ou du subjonctif qui marque clairement que l'action est antérieure
à celle du verbe de la proposition principale, à quelque temps que soit ce dernier". (3) Edel, AäG, 368 (§732, Anm.):
"wobei .... allerdings die besondere Beziehung dieser Konstruktion auf die Vergangenheit unerklärt bleibt". (4) Allen,
Inflection, 320 (§473): "the tense of the sDm.t.f can be understood as past (present perfect, preterite, or pluperfect) in
examples after prepositions or as object of verbs. The same range of tenses appears in the negation nj sDm.t.f, whether
as temporal 'before he (has/had) heard' or, in Middle Egyptian, after particles, with the sense 'not yet'".
     16 Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102-105 (§§47-48); so also Englund, Middle Egyptian, 72. For the term "Terminativ" as
restricted to r sDm.t=f see Junge, [Sprache], in: LÄ V, 1185 (1.2.2); id., Einführung Neuägyptisch, 243; Simpson,
Demotic Grammar, 120 (7.5.2).
     17 See also my note 39 below.
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reference, but n sDm.t=f "before he has heard" a (relative) past time reference. Since "until" means
no more than "all the time before", it is obvious that Loprieno's analysis of the relative time
reference of the 'before'-clause is wrong. It seems to me that this analysis has been influenced by
that of "while he has/had not yet heard" as relative past.18 A translation trap can be seen to be at
work in Loprieno's analysis. Since this 'not yet' notion may have an obscuring effect on the issue
at stake here, I shall for our purposes provisionally proceed from the translation with "before".
    Furthermore, owing to the identification problems of the use after prepositions, I shall only
proceed from the indisputable uses after r and Dr, and leave aside all the prepositions after which
the sDm.t=f of verbs with masculine infinitive does not occur.
    Whereas the meaning of the construction r sDm.t=f is consistent with that of n sDm.t=f--if the
claimed modal meaning "so that/in order that" is considered to derive from the temporal
"until/before"--this is different in the case of Dr sDm.t=f.
    Among the meanings given for Dr sDm.t=f is that of "before/until", in addition to "since/from
the moment that". Despite the fact that the former meaning is not recognized by a number of
scholars, it is one in perfect tune with the other two certain uses, i.e. n sDm.t=f ("while not yet" =
"before") and r sDm.t=f ("until"). Thus, of the meanings claimed for Dr sDm.t=f, "before" is shared
with n sDm.t=f and "until" with r sDm.t=f. These two constructions do not share the other meaning
claimed for Dr sDm.t=f, i.e. "since/from the moment that".
    This makes it most attractive to return to Westendorf's hypothesis, albeit provisionally in a
slightly modified form, and exclusively on the basis of the indisputable uses.
    It is postulated here that the constructions in which the sDm.t=f indisputably occurs, share, on
the basis of exclusivity, the translation with "before/until" (and, provisionally, also the derived "so
that/in order that"), and further that they have only relative future time reference in common. With
respect to the uncertain uses after prepositions other than r and Dr, of which Gardiner said that
there is nothing to prevent an interpretation as the infinitive, it is pointed out here that, indeed,
their meanings do not suit my hypothesis. This does not appear to be fortuitous, and encourages a
test of the hypothesis.
    This hypothesis is somewhat more cautious than that of Westendorf, who noticed a connection
between this time reference and the verb form itself. Although this is not an illogical thought at all,
in the case of constructions it is necessary to first determine the roles of the constituents in
acquiring this meaning. Therefore, I do not attach this property to the verb form itself without
reserve, but provisionally only to the constructions in their entirety.
    Constructions translated with "before/until" can be said to be subordinate temporal clauses, the
time reference/tense of which is located in a future relative to the time of the main clause. Thus,
the constructions r sDm.t=f with the meaning "until" and Dr sDm.t=f with the meaning "before/until"
contradict Gardiner's statement that all constructions of preposition + sDm.t=f, including r and Dr,
have a relative past meaning, i.e. anterior to the time of the main verb.19 A relative past meaning
would require a translation with temporal "since/from the moment that" or "after".
    Apparently, the concept of relative time reference/relative tense tends to cause confusion, and it
seems necessary to elucidate it in some detail.

§ 4. Relative versus absolute tense/time reference.

Before describing the characteristics of relative tense/relative time reference, I would like to
introduce a working distinction between the terms "tense" and "time reference", to avoid possible
terminological confusion. The term "tense" will be exclusively reserved for verb forms, which are
tenses, either absolute or relative. The term "time reference" will be used as a general term, or
when it concerns subordinate clauses. Instead of saying that a temporal subordinate clause has a
specific "relative time reference", it can also be referred to as having "relative tense". This latter
use of the term "tense" is avoided in this study.
    The concept of relative time reference is best clarified by contrasting it with absolute time
reference. In the case of absolute time reference the present moment of speech is the deictic centre.
Present time reference means coincidence (simultaneity) of the time of the situation and the present
moment of speech; past time reference means location of the situation before (prior, anterior to) the
present moment; and future time reference means location of the situation after (posterior,
                                               
     18 See my note 15 above and the end of this section §3.
     19 See §1 above [p. 4].
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subsequent to) the present moment.20

    Whereas in the case of absolute time reference the reference point for the location of a situation
in time is the present, this is different with relative time reference: the reference point for the
location of a situation is some point in time given by the context, which is not necessarily the
present moment.21 For relative time reference all that is required is the identification of a reference
point, the range of potential reference points being in principle all those compatible with the given
context. Thus, the present moment, unless barred by context, is always available as a reference
point for relative time reference; it is one of the possible reference points.
    A relative tense is a verb form grammaticizing relative time reference.22 In other words, its
basic meaning is to locate a situation relative to a reference point in the context; the relative time
reference is part of the meaning of the form in question. Thus, a relative tense is quite strictly one
which is interpreted relative to a reference point provided by the context.23 The meaning of a
relative tense does not contain any reference to the anchoring in time of the reference point itself.24

    A relative present tense grammaticizes simultaneity (coincidence) with the reference point in the
context,25 and can be defined as "I hear/am hearing relative to a reference point in the context";
when a subordinate temporal clause has relative present time reference, it is primarily translated
with "while", "when".26 A relative past tense grammaticizes location anterior to (prior to, before)
the reference point, and can be defined as "I have already heard relative to a reference point in the
context"; when a subordinate temporal clause has relative past time reference, it is primarily
translated with "since", "after".27 A relative future tense grammaticizes location subsequent to
(posterior to, after) the reference point, and can be defined as "I am to hear yet relative to a
reference point in the context"; when a subordinate temporal clause has relative future time
reference, it is primarily translated with "before", "until".28

    The relative tense may be syntactically related to a word or expression which in itself is devoid
of absolute time reference, such as "(at) a time-point (that)". Neither this expression nor
conjunctions like "while", "before", "until" or "after" are anchored in absolute time by their
meaning, in contrast to time adverbials like "today", "yesterday" or "tomorrow". In turn, the
former type receives absolute time reference only indirectly through expressing location in time
relative to some absolute time situation.
     Thus, for example, in the subordinate clause "at a time that John is about to finish his
manuscript", John's finishing his manuscript is located in a future relative to some reference point.
In itself neutral to indicating absolute time reference, it is anchored in absolute time through its
coincidence with the absolute tense of the main clause: absolute present time reference with "I am
meeting John at a time that he is about to finish his manuscript", and absolute future with "I will
meet John etc." Note that for location in the absolute past, "I met John at a time that he was about
to finish his manuscript" the tense in the subordinate clause must be adapted to "was about".
    Thus, in principle there is a difference between the "reference point" as an 'empty' anchor point
and the "reference situation" as providing the absolute reference time in the context, but the two
may coincide. Whatever the situation, either the reference point itself or the reference situation to
which it is related includes the reference time.

                                               
     20 Comrie, Tense, 36. For a brief general summary see Comrie, [Tense], in: Encyclopedia of Language and
Linguistics, 4558-4563. For criticism of the tense model developed by Reichenbach, Elements of Symbolic Logic, 287-
298, which also includes a reference point for what is called here absolute tense, see Comrie, Reichenbach's approach,
in: Papers from the Seventeenth Regional Meeting, 24-30. For an application of Reichenbach's model to Egyptian
tenses see Reintges, Verbal Tenses, GM 149 (1995), 83-97.
     21 Comrie, Tense, 56. For relative time reference with particular attention to Egyptian see Allen, Tense, in: Essays
on Eg. Grammar, 5-11. See also Depuydt, Conjunction, XII-XIV.
     22 The formulation about "relative Tempora" in Ritter, Verbalsystem, 62 ("Verbalkonstruktionen, bei denen die
Referenzzeit entweder vor oder nach der Sprechzeit liegt, nennt man 'relative Tempora'") implies the
grammaticalization of relative time reference, but seems to exclude the existence of a relative present "Tempus".
     23 Comrie, Tense, 58.
     24 Comrie, op.cit., 125.
     25 For the exclusion of the existence of a relative present "Tempus" see Ritter, Verbalsystem, 62.
     26 For a similar approach with respect to subordinate clauses see Ritter, op. cit., 203.
     27 Note the remarkable statement in Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 112 that the conjunctions m-xt and r-sA
"after" are "conjonctions exprimant postériorité". I have to assume that this switch is a regrettable printer's error; see
also my next note.
     28 See my preceding note. In this case they claim that tp-a "before" is a conjunction expressing anteriority.
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    In terms of absolute time reference, the "reference point/situation" can coincide (be
simultaneous with) the present moment, and then has absolute present time reference; it can be
located before (prior, anterior to) the present moment of speech, and then has absolute past time
reference; it can also be located after (subsequent, posterior to) the present moment, and then has
absolute future time reference.
    Furthermore, tenses may combine absolute and relative time reference. The English pluperfect
(e.g., "John had already finished his manuscript yesterday") and future perfect (e.g., "John will
have finished his manuscript by tomorrow") are absolute-relative tenses. The pluperfect indicates a
time point before some reference point in the absolute past,29 and the future perfect indicates a
situation prior to a reference point in the absolute future.30

    After this theoretical exposition I will now turn to some examples of sentences combining
absolute and relative time reference. In the following examples this combination is, for the sake of
the central issue in this study, deliberately confined to the possibilities with "before/until".
However, in reality this combination offers a host of possible time relations in the sentence.
   It can, for example, be said of "I washed myself, before/until I entered the temple" that the
subordinate clause with "before/until" has a relative future time reference with respect to the time
of the main clause, which is absolute past: thus, relative future in the absolute past.31 A general
statement "I wash myself, before/until I enter the temple" contains a subordinate clause, the time
reference of which is future relative to the absolute present time of the main clause: thus, relative
future in the absolute present. Finally, a sentence "I shall wash myself, before/until I enter the
temple" contains a subordinate clause, the time reference of which is also future relative to the
absolute future time of the main clause: thus, relative future in the absolute future.
       To avoid possible confusion between the reference time and the time of the context, I would
like to point out that these do not necessarily coincide. Thus, for example, when the last example
above is embedded in a narrative past context, e.g. "(yesterday) he said: 'I shall wash myself,
before I enter the temple'". In such a case the reference time is the absolute future time of "I shall
wash myself", but the time of the context is absolute past.

§ 5. The strategy with respect to Dr sDm.t=f required for the investigation of the hypothesis.

After this section on time reference and tense I would like to return to the general hypothesis on
the sDm.t=f constructions, the verification and disproval of which must concentrate on the
construction Dr sDm.t=f. For a derived hypothesis that this construction has exclusively a relative
future time reference, the following strategy of investigation is required.
    1) To produce convincing evidence that the translation of Dr sDm.t=f admits, preferably
exclusively, "before", in the first place on the basis of indisputable examples, but also in examples
where it can be inferred that it must concern the sDm.t=f.
    2) Vice versa, it must be ascertained that in examples requiring a translation with "before/until",
the verb form can be explained as a sDm.t=f.
    3) It must be ascertained as far as possible whether indubitable examples of Dr sDm.t=f claimed
to mean "since/from the moment that" are actually best, or may only be, translated with
"before/until".
    4) To reconsider the formally ambiguous examples claimed to contain Dr sDm.t=f with the
required meaning "since/from the moment that", and to present an alternative solution of the use of
a feminine infinitive.
    5) To determine in cases of Dr + -t-affixed form where the verb form is ambiguous and the
meaning is debatable--at least to some extent--whether the verb form can be a sDm.t=f, if opting for
"before/until", or a feminine infinitive, in the case of "since/from the moment of".
    It is remarked here in advance that examples of Dr sDm.t=f, not only the indubitable ones but
also the inferred ones, are very sparse in Old and Middle Egyptian compared with the two other
certain uses of sDm.t=f.
    As a general remark valid for the whole study of the sDm.t=f I would like to point out here that I
share the rather general reserve towards identifying "verbal nouns" (also called "verbal abstracts"
or "gerunds"). With respect to the present issue, -t-affixed forms should only be identified as verbal

                                               
     29 Comrie, Tense, 65.
     30 Comrie, op.cit., 70.
     31 See also Patanè's remarks, Miscellanea, VA 2 (1986), 139.
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nouns, defectively written (sDm(w/y)t) or not (sDmt), when no other alternative seems possible.32

This is particularly relevant since my approach to the sDm.t=f verb form is to a large extent based
on presenting alternative identifications of alleged sDm.t=f forms.

§ 6. The other verb forms following the conjunction Dr.

That with a verbal substantive like the infinitive following Dr the meaning is "since", "from the
moment of" is a well-known and generally recognized fact, since this is in accordance with the
meaning of the use with a normal substantive (e.g., Dr (rk) nTr "since [the time of] the god").33

From a number of examples it has become evident that Dr followed by the Prospective sDm=f also
has the meaning "since".34 Rightly, Anthes claims a meaning of causal "since" for Dr +
Substantival sDm=f, but this causal meaning is of no further concern to our issue of relative time
reference.35

    In connection with the above alternatives, it may be convenient to dwell on some points of
syntax and morphology. The first one I shall deal with is the expression of subject and object with
the rivals sDm.t=f and feminine infinitive. There is, theoretically, a fundamental difference between
the semantic roles of the sole suffix pronoun or substantive, i.e., when it concerns the infinitive of
a transitive verb as object, and when it concerns a suffix conjugation form as subject. However, in
practice this difference does not play any significant part, since an object is usually present in both
cases and the expression of the semantic subject and object is identical with that in the suffix
conjugation.36

    Other points of interest are the two active (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f forms iw.t=f and
in.t=f, with the anomalous t-morpheme, and the stem of the verb iw/iy in the verb forms infinitive,
sDm.t=f and (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f.37 The always identifiable sDm.t=f form after the
negation n in Middle Egyptian proves the sDm.t=f form of the verb iw/iy to be iy.t.38 The form iw.t is

                                               
     32 Reserve on Gardiner's part seems to appear from the fact that remarks on the verbal abstracts are 'hidden' in the
introduction to the infinitive in EG, 223-223 (§298). Lefebvre, GEC, 209-210 (§413) grants them a special place. See
further the brief remarks in Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 93 (§42.d). 
     33 Gardiner, EG, 131 (§176,1). Lefebvre, GEC, 254 (§503,1). Anthes, Präpositionen m and Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 9,
sub III. Edel, AäG, 360 (§718). Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 1011, sub (1).
     34 Anthes, op.cit., 11, ex. 22 (Dr xa.y=k). Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 59 (§29.d.15), 114 (§51.e, n.213) and 127-128
(§58). Vernus, Future at Issue, 16, n.64 (Dr mAn=i) and 30 (I.1). Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 24 (2.7.2),
quoting CT [1055] VII 308 c/B1C/B1L/B2L (Dr ir.w=k xt nbt r=i), translates with "if" (French "si"); "as soon as" would
have suited the meaning of Dr better. Further, CT [1103] VII 429 d/B1C (Dr iw=k xsf im=i; var. B9C iw.y). The
Prospective sDm=f in Middle Egyptian can with sufficient justification be seen as one unitary suffix conjugation form
which covers two originally different forms; I label this form simply the Prospective sDm=f. This term is used in
Vernus, Future at Issue, 15 ff. to indicate a separate form which is distinct from the Prospective sDm.w=f (I consider
the latter name to be unfortunate because of the absence of the -w-affix in the IIae gem. verbs). Given the
interchangeability in many of the uses of these forms, the circumstance that the w-morpheme of the Prospective
sDm.w=f is quite often absent in Middle Egyptian and, consequently, the forms are identical but for a few exceptions
with different stems, it is quite often impossible to decide which of the original forms is being used. Whenever the
distinction is necessary, I label Vernus's Prospective sDm=f the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f (because dependent
usage is the original characteristic) and his Prospective sDm.(w)=f the Emphatic Prospective sDm=f (see the chart in
Vernus, op.cit., 52). For my Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f see Vernus, op.cit., 15-16; see particularly Schenkel,
Verbalflexion PT, BiOr 42 (1985), 488-489 (§4.3) on the sDm.y=f as occurring in Middle Egyptian in the syntactic
environment of the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f. The merged Prospective sDm=f is treated as one form in Borghouts,
Egyptisch I, 105-115 (§§49-51); for a characterization see pp. 105-106 (§49.a).
     35 Anthes, op.cit., 9 (IV) and 11-12 (exs. 25-34); omitted as a shade of meaning in Gardiner, EG, 131 (§176,3).
Evidence supporting Anthes comes from the CT, where the deceased speaks of himself, or is spoken of, as an accepted
intimate, "because he knows", e.g. CT [630] VI 252 c/Sq6C; [1058] VII 311 d; [1063] VII 320 c; [1081] VII 354 b;
[1087] VII 365 b-c; [1113] VII 444 b; [1168] VII 511 a; for the negative with tm, see CT [1109] VII 438 d.
     36 It does, however, in the example from the temple of Seti I at Abydos discussed in Appendix B below [p. 24].
     37 For the verb iw/iy as a semantic unity see Winand, Verbe iy/iw, LingAeg 1 (1991), 383 (§41). Add to his listing of
studies advocating two distinct, though related verbs Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102-103 (§47.a.1 + c), opting for two
verbs with distinct meaning: iw(i) "vertrekken" ["to leave"] versus iy "aankomen" ["to arrive"].
     38 Winand, op.cit., 378 (§38). Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 164 (7.3.1.1.3). Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 103
(§47.b). Gardiner, EG, 318 (§403). Lefebvre, GEC, 211 (§416 and §417). For iw.t=f as a sDm.t=f form see Depuydt,
Prospective sDm.f, JARCE 30 (1993), 23.
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typical for the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f,39 and the infinitive admits both the forms iwt and
iyt.40

    The form written int=f can, of course, either represent the suffix conjugation forms sDm.t=f or
(Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f (in.t=f), or the infinitive (int).

§ 7. Anthes's opinion on the meaning of Dr and Dr sDm.t=f.

It is fortunate that the meaning of Dr sDm.t=f has been studied in some detail by Anthes, although
his conclusions radically contradict the above hypothesis.41 His point of departure is the local
meaning of the substantive Dr "limit" and the derived (almost) exclusively temporal meaning of the
preposition/conjunction Dr, which denotes a "time point" (German "Zeitpunkt") and should
theoretically include the expression of directions in relation to it, as the preposition m does. This
theory of a meaning involving direction led him to assume that Dr as a conjunction could only
mean "since" or "until", the meanings "after" and "before" being excluded.
    Nevertheless, while accepting the meaning of temporal "since", he takes an impartial position
towards the textual evidence and assesses whether "until" or "before" is the more suitable
translation for Dr sDm.t=f. Partly based on his observation of the sluggish and inert attitude of
subordinates, who only tend to start working when confronted with the presence of a superior, he
argues that both "before" and "until" should be dropped in favour of German "dieweil" (now
obsolete), "denn" (English "for"), "weil" (English "because"). Thus, the possible translation of a
sentence like "hurry up with the execution of your task, before/until this overseer arrives/has
arrived" is considered by him to be inferior to "hurry up with the execution of your task, because
the overseer has arrived". In this solution Dr sDm.t=f has the causal meaning "since".
    As may be learned from English "since", which can have both a purely temporal and a derived
causal meaning, this meaning of Dr sDm.t=f would actually affiliate it instead with the temporal
dimension of a relative past meaning "since". The analogy with English "since" was also noticed
by Anthes.42

    It will be sufficient to recall here the passage from Sinuhe B, 32-33 Dd.n=f nn rx.n=f qd=i sDm.n=f
SsA=i "it was after/because he had come to know my character and after/because he had heard of
my skill that he said this".
    As Anthes's argument concerning the meaning of Dr sDm.t=f is actually the opposite of my
hypothesis, extra attention must be paid to the translations of the examples collected by him in the
presentation of the evidence.

§ 8. Three indubitable instances of Dr sDm.t=f in Coffin Texts spells.

                                               
     39 Winand, op.cit., 375 (§30). I reject the opinion of Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102 (§47.a.2.(1+4) that the sDm.t=f
form occurs in an independent use (op.cit., 103 (§47.c)) or after rdi (op.cit., 105 (§48.c)), while being restricted to
only three verbs, namely iw (the form iw.t=f), ini (the form in.t=f) and iy (no evidence for iy.t=f is given). The use of iw.t=f
(and in.t=f) is in every respect in tune with that of the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f. It is inconceivable to me that
only three verbs are admitted to these purported uses of the sDm.t=f, independent as well as after rdi, while, moreover,
there seems to be no evidence for the form iy.t=f with future time reference in these uses. Further remarkable
consequences would be that the verb iw "to leave" would occur only once in the use after the negation n as against many
examples of n iy.t=f. Actually, Borghouts's view of the forms iw.t=f/in.t=f--and iy.t=f with future time reference--in
independent use or after rdi is divergent from all modern studies. Even at the time when only the dichotomy between
Perfective and Imperfective sDm=f was recognized, important grammars like Gardiner, EG (see p. 365 (§448)),
Lefebvre, GEC (see p. 129 (§246)) and Edel, AäG (see p. 216 (§473.cc) considered the -t-affixed form to be an
anomalous form of the sDm=f, now generally accepted to be the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f. For a survey of the
history of the Prospective sDm=f forms in Middle Egyptian see Depuydt, op.cit., 11-31 (for the form iw.t=f particularly
23-24, sub 6-7).
     40 Gardiner, EG, 224 (§299), nn.17-18. Contra Winand, op.cit., 384 (§45.b) and 387 (table), who makes a
distinction between the verbal noun iwt and the infinitive iyt. For evidence of iwt as infinitive see: infinitive in narrative
use iwt (Sinuhe B, 109), iwt + agential in (Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 3), iwt=f (Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 17, 15);
infinitive in the Pseudoverbal Sentence with m + infinitive (s 10 m iwt s 10 m Smt in Sinuhe B, 248) and in concomitant
use (m iwt=f in Urk. IV 89,8); infinitive in the construction iwt pw ir.n=f/iry (Sinuhe B 236, B 242, R 156; Pap. Westcar,
8,4 and 12,6).
     41 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 4-13.
     42 Anthes, op.cit., 7.
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First I shall deal with the examples in CT Spells 420 and 769.
    CT [420] V 257 b-c/B1L. hA.y=i ia=[i] wi m S n Hsmn Dr aq.t=i r iwnyt "I shall go down and wash
myself in the Lake of Natron, before/until I enter the columned hall".43 A translation with "until"
would entail that the deceased has descended and purified himself all the time before entering the
iwnyt; this is not very likely. Continuing the past time reference of aq.n=i in section "a"--note that
the parallel B1Y has here the Indicative sDm=f form aq=i!--44 Faulkner translated "I have gone
down so that I may wash myself in the Lake of Natron, since I have entered into the pillared
hall".45 This translation forces one to the improbable assumption that the iwnyt is not a sacred part
of the temple proper, because the deceased has entered it before going down to the sacred lake for
the purification needed for entry into the temple.46

    CT [769] VI 404 l-n. sS.y n=Tn mAwt=Tn Dr swA.t Wsir Hr=Tn Dr swA.t N pn Hr=Tn "lay down
your staffs, before Osiris passes by you, before this N passes by you".47 Whereas in dictionaries
and grammars the verb swAi is generally regarded as a caus. 2-lit. swA 48--which would have a
feminine infinitive--or a caus. IIIae inf. swAi 49--which may have a feminine or masculine infinitive-
-Allen has pointed out that the verb is not a causative formation, but a IVae-inf., which may have a
masculine or feminine infinitive.50 It would indeed be surprising to find causative verbs written
abbreviated without the s- of causation, which is very often the case with swAi written with just the
cross sign (Z9) representing the whole consonantal value. Further evidence seems to be
forthcoming from the same corpus of the Coffin Texts in the spell title "spell for passing by...".
This type of title is generally considered to contain the infinitive, and this verb consistently shows
the form swA here.51

    The next example is the only indubitable one in a series of similar phrases in two related Coffin
Texts spells.
    CT [404] V 186 f-g/B10C. Dd rn=i in sAtw Dr xnd.t=k Hr=i "say my name, says the ground,
before/until you tread on me".
    In my opinion, the only possible translation of Dr xnd.t=k is with "before", as was also the
opinion of D. Mueller, who discusses Spells 404 and 405 in detail.52 The punctual Aktionsart of
the verb "to say" precludes a translation with "until". We have here a relative future time reference
for the subordinate clause with respect to a reference point in the absolute (immediate) future, set
by the injunction. Here the deceased has to show that he knows the secret password of the name of
a part of the gate before being admitted through the first gate of the Field of Rushes; he will be
renounced if he does not know it. A translation in the spirit of Anthes with "because you have
stepped on me" would describe a situation in which the deceased is already standing on the ground.
This would make the implicit threat by the ground redundant. This argument does not count in a
translation with causal "since" + future verb form, as Faulkner does ("tell my name, says the
ground, since you would tread on me"), because it is practically the same as the adequate

                                               
     43 De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 90 (§175): "avant de". Heerma van Voss, Oudste versie, 66: "voordat"
["before"].
     44 Unfortunately, version B1Y cannot be compared with B1L for 257c because B1Y has a lacuna there. Jürgens,
Überlieferungsgeschichte, 63 shows that B1Y and B1L stand far apart in the stemma for CT Spells 225+226.
     45 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 67. In this vein also Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 290 ("dès lors que j'entre").
     46 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 63-67.
     47 With causal "since" and relative future time reference: Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 300: "your staffs shall be
raised(?) for you. Since Osiris will pass by you and since I will pass by you". Almost similarly, Barguet, Textes des
sarcophages, 286: "entrebaillez vos tiges, aussitôt qu'Osiris passe près de vous". For an example of r swA.t=f see CT
[101] II 104 b/S1C r swA.t bA=i Swt=i pn Hr=f "until this ba and shadow of mine pass by him".
     48 Wb. IV, 60, 8ff. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 216. Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 675.
     49 Gardiner, EG, 559, sub wAi: swAi as caus. IIIae inf. verb; see also p. 216: "partly with masculine and partly with
feminine infinitives". Edel, AäG, 612, col. 2: swAj, without further indication of the verb class.
     50 Allen, Inflection, 584 ("the verb is not caus. IIIae. inf."). Already in Sethe, Verbum I, 254 (§409,1) it is stated
that swAi is a IVae. inf. with masculine infinitive. See also Gardiner, EG, 216 (§285) on the partly masculine and partly
feminine infinitives in this verb class.
     51 CT [1036] VII 285 c in all varr.: r n swA Hr=f; see further CT [1033] VII 278 a, CT [1053] VII 305 b,c,f, CT
[1055] VII 307 a, CT [1064] VII 323 a,c, CT [1066] VII 327 c, CT [1069] VII 332 e. CT [1081] VII 354 b in all varr.
Dr rx=f r n swA Hr.... Also in all varr. CT [1087] VII 366 d (Dr rx=f r n swA Hr=s) and CT [1109] 438 d (Dr tm=f rx.(w) r n
swA Hr=f).
     52 Mueller, Guide to the Hereafter, JEA 58 (1972), 99-125; "before", p. 105.
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translation with "now that you are going to step on me".53 The planned stepping on the ground by
the deceased takes place later in time than pronouncing the name, and the time relations of the
main and the subordinate clauses relative to one another are the same as in a translation with
"before".
    The same situation of a series of trials for the deceased about his knowledge of the names of the
gate to be passed occurs in Book of the Dead ch. 125. It will be sufficient to deal with only the
first trial, since the series is repeated again and again in the same wording.
    BD ch. 125, 89-90/Nu (P. BM 10,477).54 nn di=n aq=k Hr=n in bnSw n sbA pn n-is Dd.n=k rn=n "we
will not let you enter past us, say the jambs of this gate, unless after you have told our name".55

Note that Dd.n=k is a Circumstantial sDm.n=f after focal n-is.56 The threat is here explicit, and
makes it clear that the deceased will not be admitted unless he says the password. When adapted to
the CT formula, the wording would be as follows: "say our name, say the jambs of this gate,
before you enter past us".

§ 9. The inferred examples of Dr sDm.t=f in Coffin Texts Spell 405.

In the related Spell 405 a trial similar to Spell 404 occurs. The verb forms after Dr can now also be
identified with certainty as sDm.t=f forms, although the verbs used all have a feminine infinitive.57

    CT [405] V 203 l/M1C. [d]m rn n dpt tn Dr hAy.t=k r=s "pronounce the name of this boat, before
you descend into it".
    CT [405] V 207 b-c/M1C. idm rn n itrw Dr hAy.t=Tn r=f "pronounce the name of the river, before
you descend to it".58

    CT [405] V 207 g-h/M1C. idm rn n TAw Dr fA.t=Tn im=f "pronounce the name of the wind, before
you sail with it".
    CT [405] V 207 k-l/M1C. idm rn n axmt Dr pr.t=k [Hr=s] "pronounce the name of the riverbank,
before you go out on it".
    CT [405] V 207 k-l/M1NY. dm rn n ixmt Dr hA.t=k Hr=s "pronounce the name of the riverbank,
before you descend on it".
    Faulkner translated the first passage (203 l) with "when you go" and the others with causal
"since" + present tense.59

    The spells are the predecessors of Book of the Dead ch. 99, one copy of which has preserved
the Dr sDm.t=f constructions almost literally.
    BD ch. 99, 28-30/Nu (P. BM 10,477).60 Dd n=i rn=i in TAw Dr fA.t=k im.i ... Dd n=i rn=i in itrw Dr
DA.t=k im=i ... Dd n=i rn=i in sAtw Dr xnd.n=k [sic; xnd.[t]=k] Hr=i "tell me my name, says the wind,
before you sail with me ... tell me my name, says the river, before you cross (on) me ... tell me
my name, says the ground, before you tread on me".61

    Anthes, who translates only the first two passages with "because you have set sail with me ...
because you cross (on) me", explains his choice here by remarking in a note that wind and water

                                               
     53 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 51, n.20.
     54 Publ. Lapp, Papyrus Nu, pl. 69; Budge, Book of the Dead, 264 [27-28/ sheet 24]; id., Book of the Dead.
Facsimiles, pl. 50/Nu.
     55 Allen, Book of the Dead, 100, sub 7 ("unless thou tellest our name"). Barguet, Livre des morts, 163, col. 2 ("si tu
ne dis pas mon nom"). Hornung, Totenbuch, 242, sub 183 ("wenn du uns nicht unsere Namen nennst"). Faulkner,
Book of the Dead, 33 ("unless you tell our name").
     56 For the function of n-is as focusing the scope of negation see Loprieno, Eg. Negations, in: Ägypten im Afro-Or.
Kontext. Behrens, 216-219 (§3).
     57 Mueller, Guide to the Hereafter, JEA 58 (1972), 107-108: "before".
     58 Note the strange interchange of the suffix pronouns =k (CT V 207 l) and =Tn (CT V 207 c + h) on coffin M1C
(not commented upon by Mueller).
     59 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 54-55. Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 364 ("puisque vous voulez ...").
     60 Anthes, Präpositionen m and Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 9, ex. 7. Publ. Lapp, Papyrus Nu, pl. 64; Budge, Book of the
Dead, 207-208 [27-29/ sheets 21-22]; id., Book of the Dead. Facsimiles, pl. 46/Nu.
     61 Allen, Book of the Dead, 81, sub b: 3 x "before", though his translation of BD ch. 99b is based on ms. Pap.
Iouiya which writes the pertinent verb forms without the -t-affix (publ. Naville, Funeral Papyrus of Iouiya, pl. 22, 19-
22); also without -t-affix in, for example, BD ch. 99, 29+31 of Neferrenpet (publ. Milde, BD Neferrenpet, pl. 34).
With future tense Barguet, Livre des morts, 137: "dès lors que tu veux". Hornung, Totenbuch, 196-197: "bevor".
Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 96: "since" + present tense.
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have the deceased already in their power, and extort his answer.62 The absence of the t in xnd.[t]=k
and the mistaken replacement by xnd.n=k can be explained by confusion on the part of the copyist
caused by the coalescence of the dental d and the t marking the verb form.63

    Of some interest for this point is that it can safely be assumed that the Dr sDm.t=f construction
had already become extinct in the Neo-Middle Egyptian of the New Kingdom, because there is
only one other instance--at least as far as I know--from a historical inscription to be discussed in
some detail in Appendix A. It had no successor in Late Egyptian, and the poor understanding that
New Kingdom scribes obviously had of the construction and its meaning is very understandable
under these circumstances.

§ 10. Two indubitable examples from the Pyramid Texts.

Whereas Dr sDm.t=f has virtually disappeared from Neo-Middle Egyptian, the construction does
occur in Old Egyptian, the first phase of Classical Egyptian. I shall turn first to two indubitable
examples from the Pyramid Texts.
    PT [541] §1334a.64 iH(w) 4tS inDi Wsir N pn m-a=f Dr HD.t tA "strike Seth, protect this Osiris N
from him, before/until earth dawns". In this spell the four Sons of Horus are summoned to protect
the life of their father Osiris N, the dead king who has identified himself with Osiris.65

    If the verb Hwi is referring to defeating and finishing Seth rather than to prolonged fighting with
an ultimate victory only gained at the time of dawn, "until" is not very appropriate; but with
prolonged fighting, it is all right. "Until" fits the prolonged action of protection until dawn,66 but
"before" would be all right in any case.67 Sethe, who translates Dr HD.t tA with "as soon as" + past
tense, remarks in his commentary that the text was conceived of as spoken during the night, the
time that Osiris is asleep.68 The night as the time of chaos is Seth's finest hour, in which he feels
most comfortable, and the night would, therefore, tend to be the time during which most danger on
his part can be expected.69 Since the king as Osiris will awaken at dawn and can then take better
care of himself, the protective activities of the Sons of Horus should concentrate on the night, i.e.
before "the earth dawns".70 Anthes found support for his translation "for day has dawned" in BD
ch. 137A, 23/Nu (P. BM 10,477), which has Dr HD tA.71 However, the absence of t occurs here
again with a verb stem with a final dental, but, at that, the following word tA also begins with a t.
    Another example containing the sDm.t=f of an immutable verb is the following:
    PT [667] §1936b = Revised Number §1938c/Nt.72 StA sw n gm.n=(i) sw Dr Htp.t pt Dr Htp.t tA "he
is hidden. I cannot find him, before/until ([unless]) the sky has come to rest, before the earth has
come to rest". With negation in the main clause in English both "before" and "until" are adequate.
Faulkner and Allen translate the passage with "since".73 However, my hypothesis precludes that the

                                               
     62 Anthes, op.cit., 10, n.31.
     63 See also Borghouts, Early Book of Gates, in: Funerary Symbols and Religion. Essays Heerma van Voss, 18, n.11.
     64 Anthes, op.cit., 9, ex. 6; see also Anthes, Das objektlose iri n, JEA 55 (1969), 44 (5).
     65 The grammatical analysis of the preceding clause PT §1333d, which happens to contain another Dr construction--
syntactically unconnected, so it seems--is somewhat ambiguous, which results in uncertain translations; cf. Sethe,
Übersetzung und Kommentar PT V, 256 and 257-258, and Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 210.
     66 Schott, Löschen von Fackeln, ZÄS 73 (1937), 9: "bis(?)".
     67 Junker, Giza III, 93.
     68 Sethe, Übersetzung und Kommentar PT IV, 256 and 258. Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466): "since" with causal sense,
following Anthes. Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 173 (15): "depuis". Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 210: "at dawn";
see for this translation as time expression also Greig, sDm=f and sDm.n=f in Sinuhe, in: Stud. in Egyptology. Lichtheim
I-II, 330 (XIV).
     69 See Barta, Unt. zum Götterkreis, 184 on protective activities. On the enmity between Seth and the king as Osiris
see Griffiths, Conflict of Horus and Seth, 4-7.
     70 Edel, AäG, 370 (§735): "before". Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466): "since". On the general passivity of Osiris in the
PT, see Tobin, Divine Conflict, JARCE 30 (1993), 102.
     71 Publ. Lapp, Papyrus Nu, pl. 77; Budge, Book of the Dead, 307 [23/ sheet 26]; id., Book of the Dead. Facsimiles,
pl. 56/Nu; Naville, Totenbuch 1, pl. 150 (137A, 11). Allen, Book of the Dead, 114 (137A, S 2): "from dawn on".
     72 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts. Supplement, 39. For the Revised Number see Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466).
     73 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 260: "since the sky [and earth] became at peace". Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466): "since
the sky [and earth] has gone to rest"; it is noted that version P has Htp pt. However, Allen, Cosmology PT, in: Religion
and Philosophy, 25: "in the sky's [and earth's] resting place.
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speaker may have said that he is unable to locate him (the king as Osiris),74 even after sky and
earth have come to rest, this in order to indicate how very hidden he is. Although the case is
semantically somewhat ambiguous and either case is defendable, a translation with "before" is the
one that, in my opinion, gives the better sense: that he hopes to find him is implied in what the
speaker says, and, explicitly, he states that he is unable to do so as long as sky and earth are not
yet at peace.

§ 11. One indubitable and five inferred examples in Old Kingdom tomb inscriptions.

This concerns the type of sentence that induced Anthes to favour a translation with causal "since".75

    Tomb of Idu, Qasr el-Sayed.76 ASr sin Dr xpr.t wnm t "roast, hurry up, before/until the meal takes
place". Edel and Junker translate with "before", which is, in my opinion, the only possible
translation because the food has to be prepared in advance--particularly when a long process such
as the roasting of meat is involved!--and has to be finished before the workers arrive from the
fields to have their meal.77 On this practical ground the translation with "until" and that of Anthes
with "for it is (the time of) the meal" can be excluded.
    This point of having finished before people arrive is also crucial in the following situations
where, moreover, it concerns persons of superior rank. The legends to these scenes must all
contain Dr sDm.t=f constructions, although the forms are morphologically ambiguous, all the verbs
involved having a feminine infinitive.
    Tomb of Ankhmahor, Saqqara.78 aHa wn nty-Hna=i sxp=k Drww pn Hr pr Dr iy.t Xry-Hb r irt ixt "stand
up, hurry, my fellow, in order that you transport this rib piece from the house, before the lector-
priest arrives to perform the rite". It is barely conceivable that for something as important as the
funerary offering by the lector priest things would not have been fully prepared in advance. With a
verb denoting very short duration like aHa "to stand up" and the limited duration of the transport
"until" would be very awkward.
    Tomb of Ankhmahor, Saqqara.79 di iwt n=i mAHD pn Dr iy.t Xry-Hb "bring this antelope to me,
before the lector priest arrives." "Until" is not a good alternative.
    Tomb of Ti, Saqqara.80 sSr wn Tw Dr iy.t awty pw "milk, hurry up, before this herdsman arrives".
    Egyptian Museum Cairo Painting CG 1784.81 mniw pw anx Hr=k r Sy pw iw=f m Sp Dr hA.t=sn r mw
"O herdsman, let your look be alert (lit., lively) against this creature, which approaches furtively,
before/until they (= the herd) descend/have descended into the water". Here too, "before/until"
provides the only reasonable sense.82 Furthermore, Anthes's choice of causal "since"--or "now
that" with the same sense--seems out of the question because, in the context of the tomb scene,
admitting in its legend a situation of carelesness--i.e. watching out for a crocodile only as late as
the herd is already in the water--would refer to the most improper behaviour of endangering the
lives of livestock. For this reason such an exclamation can hardly be part of the repertoire of
scenes and their accompanying texts. The rather inexact correspondence between text and scene in
this case presents no real problem: the scene of the herd crossing the water belongs to the standard
repertoire of the Old Kingdom mastabas, while the recordings of such exclamations as the above
come from the realm of flexible and lively actual speech situations.
    Tomb Chapel of Pepiankh-Heny the Black (A, no. 2), Meir.83 m(i) iqr.(w) Dr iy.t sr "come
diligently, before the official arrives".84

                                               
     74 For this identification see Allen, op.cit., 25.
     75 See §7 above. Anthes, Präpositionen m and Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 9, exs. 1-5. For "before" see Junker, Giza III,
93.
     76 Published Montet, Tombeaux Kasr-el-Sayed, Kêmi 6 (1936), 118.
     77 Junker, Giza III, 93. Edel, AäG, 371 (§739). Verhoeven, Grillen, kochen, backen, 37: "weil".
     78 Capart, Rue de tombeaux, pl. 56, 2nd col. right.
     79 Capart, op.cit., pl. 45, lower reg.
     80 Steindorff, Grab des Ti, pl. 111, 3rd reg., right end.
     81 Publ. Borchardt, Denkmäler des Alten Reiches II: Nr. 1542-1808, 204 and pl. 109. Depicted in De Morgan,
Recherches sur les origines. L'âge de la pierre, 175; reconstructed after Erman, Reden, Rufe und Lieder, 30.
     82 Erman, op.cit., 30: "ehe(?)".
     83  Blackman - Apted, Meir V, pl. 31, lowest register, right.
     84 Blackman - Apted, Meir V, 40: translated "mind your steps when the noble comes". The example is noted in
Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 1011 (3).
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    No examples of this type seem to be forthcoming from the following period, the First
Intermediate Period up to the Second Intermediate Period.

§ 12. Four morphologically and semantically ambivalent examples in the Pyramid Texts .

According to the hypothesis, the verb forms should be identified either as sDm.t=f forms, when
"before/until" is to be translated, or as as feminine infinitives in the case of "since".
    PT [440] §815b-c.85 xtm=k w aAwy pt xsf=k w xsfw=s Dr Sd.t=k//Sdt=k kA n N r pt tn "you must not
close the double door of heaven, you must not bar its bars, before/until you have carried
away//since (/after) your carrying away the ka of this N to this heaven".86 The translations with
"before" or "until" are both possible, owing to the negation in the main clause. On the one hand,
Horus may be invoked not to close the doors of heaven before/until the king's ka has arrived,
because the king's ka will plead there for the king's admission and lead him to the great god.87

Since, obviously, the king himself has not yet arrived, it is, on the other hand, imaginable that,
though the king's ka is inside, Horus is advised not to close the doors because the king himself has
yet to arrive.88 In this case Dr "since" in the slightly different sense of "after", "now that", which
also express a relative past time relation, would be suitable. Faulkner, who, in general, translates
similar constructions with causal "since", opts here for "before you have taken".89

    A variant version of this spell is PT Spell 726.
    PT [726] §2252b.90 xsf=k w xsfwy=s Dr pr.t//prt kA n N ir pt "you must not bar its double bar,
before/until the ka of N has gone out into heaven//since (/after) the going out of the ka of N into
heaven". In this spell, too, the king's mounting up to the great god is referred to in the following
passages. Thus, both translations "before/until" and "since" ("after/now that)" are also possible
here.
    Two further ambiguous instances are the following.
    PT [553] §1355a-b.91 ifdt=k Smwt iptw tpyt-awy HAt 1r Sm.t(i) Smt im n nTr Dr hA.t//hAt ra nDr=f n=f
a=k "these four paths of yours which lie in front of the tomb of Horus, make your departure on
them to the god, before/until the sun has set//since the setting of the sun, that he might take your
arm".92 While Edel translates with "before (/until)"here,93 a number of others, including Sethe and
Allen, opt for temporal "since/once".94

    PT [689] §2091a-c. 5w wTs Nwt wTs n=k irt 1rw ir pt ir sHdw pt Dr Hms.t//Hmst 1rw Hr xnd=f pw biA
"Shu who raises Nut, raise the Eye of Horus to the sky, to the starry firmament of the sky, before
Horus has seated himself//since(/after) Horus' sitting on that metal throne of his". In contrast to
options for "since" without further commentary on the contents,95 Schott places his translation with

                                               
     85 Anthes, Präpositionen m and Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 10, ex. 8.
     86 For the latest discussion of the negation w see Kammerzell, Negation w, LingAeg 3 (1993), 17-32.
     87 Junker, Giza III, 93; so also Junker, Pyramidenzeit, 33 ("bevor") and 109 ("ehe"). Schweitzer, Wesen des Ka,
50: "bis". Kákosy, Selected Papers, 34: "until".
     88 Sethe, Negation w, ZÄS 61 (1926), 81: "diese Aufforderungen ... sind an den Himmelspförtner gerichtet, weil der
Tote selbst noch dem Ka folgen soll, der ihn dem Grossen Gott zu melden, vorausgesandt ist"; so also Sethe,
Übersetzung und Kommentar PT IV, 54: "sobald". Erman, Literatur, 32: "wenn (du nimmst)". Allen, Inflection, 317
(§466). Lichtheim, Literature I, 44-45: "after" (with note 3: "after", "since", not "before"). Spiegel,
Auferstehungsritual, ASAE 53 (1955), 385, n.1: "sobald". Allen, Horus PT, 44 (E.114: "as soon as").
     89 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 146; possibly under the influence of the strong statement by Junker, Giza III, 93-94 in
favour of "before"; followed by Hoffmeier, Sacred in the Vocabulary, 33. For a commentary on Faulkner's translation
here see Edel, Übersetzungsvorschläge, ZÄS 102 (1975), 32-33. It is inconsistent that Faulkner, op.cit., 312 translates
the var. PT [726] §2252b with "when the king's double ascends to the sky".
     90 Publ. Faulkner, Pyramid Texts. Supplement, 76.
     91 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 10, ex. 10.
     92 Leaving open only the translation of Dr with "before/until" or "since/once", I follow Allen's translation in
Inflection, 55 (§78) and 316 (§466). Edel, AäG, 490 (§959) and Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 213 translate the passage
§1355a as a Nominal Sentence, while Allen sees here a frontal extraposition resumed in §1355b by im.
     93 Edel, AäG, 370 (§735).
     94 Sethe, Übersetzung und Kommentar PT V, 282: "sobald". Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466): "once" (with a different
grammatical analysis of the passage). Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 213: "since". Allen, Horus PT, 38 (D 269): "when the
sun goes down". Van der Leeuw, Godsvoorstellingen, 48: "sedert (na)" ["since"].
     95 Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 298. Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466). Osing, Isis und Osiris, MDAIK 30 (1974), 100.
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"until" in the context of the pyramid cult with the king in the role of Horus.96

§ 13. Two cases with Dr wnt/Dr wn.t in Old and Middle Egyptian.

The examples with the writing wnt require particular caution, owing to the occurrence of the
nominalizing particle wnt after Dr.
    Pap. (med.) BM 10059, 14,7.... n pHwyt Xt mi ... Dr wn.t wn.ti "... the hind parts and (/of) the
belly like ... before that which was destined to exist existed" is how Westendorf originally
translated this very unclear and fragmentary passage.97 Influenced by Anthes's article, he later
changed "before" later into "until" or, alternatively, causal "since".98 Grammatically, the passage is
clear enough to establish that a feminine-neuter Future/Prospective Participle wn.ti must be the
subject and wn.t a conjugated verb form. According to our hypothesis, this must be a Dr sDm.t=f
construction.
   This is different in the following instance.
    Urk. I 195,10.99 Dr(-)wnt ity rx(.w) [qd=i]. This passage clearly has the causal shade "because the
sovereign knows my character".100 According to Edel, wnt functions here as the nominalizer of the
following Pseudoverbal construction.101 Thus, we are dealing here with causal Dr-wnt, in Middle
Egyptian normally Dr-ntt.
    This type of construction is comparable with a case which Gardiner regarded as a clear example
of sDm.t=f.
    Stela Cairo JE 46048. m(-)wnt xryt Hna 6A-wr "when there was war with the Thinite nome".102

Here an Adverbial Sentence as main clause iw xryt Hna 6A-wr seems to be converted into a
subordinate one with the help of the nominalizer wnt after the preposition m.103 It must be said that
this is an unusual construction, not only because of the combination of the preposition m with
archaizing wnt instead of ntt--combinations of preposition + ntt normally have a causal shade--but
also because the much simpler and more common construction of an Adverbial Sentence without iw
in circumstantial function could have been used. In my opinion, this purported case of m sDm.t=f
with the verb wnn is most doubtful.

§ 14. A semantically clear case of "before" in the Instruction of Ptahhotep.

The example below is morphologically ambiguous, but the correct translation with "before" may be
inferred from the context.
    Ptahhotep, 37-38/L2. sbA ir=k sw r mdwt Xr-HAt Dr Hms.t=k "teach him (now) in the sayings of
the past, before/until you settle down".104 The preceding lines 28 ff. clearly indicate that Ptahhotep
wants to retire but has not yet done so. Thus, it must be before/until the retirement of the sage that
Ptahhotep is to acquaint the pupil with his wisdom, at the request of the king.

§ 15. Conclusions concerning the meaning of the Dr sDm.t=f construction and the hypothesis.

In the discussion above I have proceeded from the general hypothesis that the three constructions in
which the sDm.t=f form indisputably occurs (n sDm.t=f, r sDm.t=f, Dr sDm.t=f) share a common
characteristic, i.e. relative future time reference expressed in a translation with "before" or "until".
This hypothesis is contradicted by the claim that Dr sDm.t=f can mean "since/from the moment that"

                                               
     96 Schott, Pyramidenkult, 188.
     97 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 194 (§267.2).
     98 Von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Ergänzungen, 145, ref. VIII.194 (§267,2).
     99 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 10, ex. 9.
     100 Thus also Anthes, ibid.: "denn". Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 84, ex. 143: "because".
     101 Edel, AäG, 538 (§1043).
     102 Edel, AäG, 370 (§735) = Gardiner, EG, XXXIV (ref. p. 321).
     103 Thus also Allen, Inflection, 315 (§464,2.2.2). Cf. Edel, AäG, 539 (§1043), ref. Petrie, Abydos I, pl. 54,
fragment right below, 5 (m=a ntjt). For wnt as a syntactic counterpart of iw see Allen, Tense, in: Essays on Eg.
Grammar, 11-13.
     104 Zába, Maximes de Ptahhotep, 71 and 111, sub 38: "avant de".
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and by Anthes's argument that Dr sDm.t=f does not have the meaning "before/until".
    Based on the material presented, my conclusions concerning Dr sDm.t=f are the following:
    1. There are no examples disproving the hypothesis that Dr sDm.t=f means "before/until he
(has/had) heard" and has a relative future time reference.
    2. A translation with "before" is possible in all instances, but with "until" only in a number of
cases. Therefore, I opt for "before" as the essential meaning, which in affirmative clauses generally
involves "(at) some time before", and "until" as the implied meaning "all the time before" in the
appropriate cases. One remark must be repeated here: the special situation of the presence of
negation in the main clause admits both "before" and "until". Further, I shall demonstrate that
'until'-clauses are the domain of r sDm.t=f instead. The r sDm.t=f construction will be elaborated on
in detail in the next study.
    3. The very few occurrences of Dr sDm.t=f are confined to two phases of Classical Egyptian, i.e.
Old and Middle Egyptian from the Middle Kingdom. The construction occurs in some spells from
the Book of the Dead that go back to, or make use of, Pyramid Texts or Coffin Texts material, but
it was poorly understood because it had already disappeared from use in the historical texts in Neo-
Middle Egyptian of the New Kingdom and later. Appendix A of the present study is devoted to the
one exception to this.
    4. All examples of Dr sDm.t=f but one (PT [667] §1936b) occur in contexts which in the main
clause contain injunctions or self-exhortations. Thus, in almost all instances there is relative future
time reference in an absolute (immediate) future time context. Whether this is accidental or not
cannot be determined with certainty.
    5. Cases of the writing Dr wnt may contain the particle wnt--later superseded by ntt--or the
sDm.t=f form wn.t, this depending on the construction following.
    On the basis of the results it is postulated that no examples of Dr sDm.t=f of verbs with
masculine infinitive can occur with the indisputable meaning "since", and that all examples with -t-
affixed forms and the meaning "since" can be explained as feminine infinitives. For some evidence
to support this postulate see the appendixes B and C. Until indubitable examples disproving the
hypothesis of the meaning of Dr sDm.t=f are brought forward, the general hypothesis holds.
    Given the rarity of Dr sDm.t=f--and, at that, almost exclusively in immediate-future contexts--and
of other constructions with the meaning "before" (such as with tp-a),105 this can hardly be
accidental. It would seem probable that it is the construction n sDm.t=f "while he has/had not yet
heard" which covers the 'before'-notion, a point apparent from its very adequate translation with
"before". This matter will also be elaborated upon in the third study on the sDm.t=f.

§ 16. The role and meaning of the preposition/conjunction Dr with verb forms.

We must now take a closer look at the individual roles of Dr and sDm.t=f in acquiring the meaning
"before".
    I proceed from Anthes's observation that the preposition/conjunction Dr derives from a
substantive with the spatial meaning "limit" (German "Grenze") and soon acquired an exclusively
temporal meaning.106 On the basis of this sense, "ultimate time point" is the closest equivalent to
spatial "limit".107 It may be safely assumed that the preposition/conjunction goes back to a
substantive used absolutely in an adverbial function, in a way fully comparable to the use of
English "the moment that", which is interpreted as "from/since the moment that" if located at the
starting point of the part on the time line occupied by the time situations in the sentence. Thus, for
example, in an imaginary example like "the moment that he was born he has appeared as king",
which does not require the addition of "from" or "since".
    Because Dr can always be translated with "since/from the moment that"--provisionally with Dr
sDm.t=f as only exception!--I postulate that "(at) ultimate time point" is indeed the basic meaning of
Dr and that this time point is always located on the left of the time line, which usually yields the

                                               
     105 The ex. with sDm=f in Gardiner, EG, 137 (§181) and Lefebvre, GEC, 360 (§724; but see his Obs. 1 for the
infinitive) contains, in my opinion, an infinitive with expression of the semantic subject and object according to the
suffix conjugation.
     106 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 4. Wb. V, 585-589.
     107 For the concept of Dr(w) in contrast to tAS see Hornung, Von zweierlei Grenzen, Eranos Jahrbuch 49 (1980),
[1981], 393-427.
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implied meaning "since/from the moment that".108

    Judging from the equivalence in translation of Dr + infinitive and Dr + Prospective sDm=f with
"since", "from the moment that/of" and their interchangeability in parallels,109 it would seem quite
probable that the roles of these two verb forms do not differ much here.
    The use of the Prospective sDm=f after Dr may be explained under the assumption that Egyptian
has a very refined way of expressing sentence-internal time relations.110 For example, the example
"(from/since) the moment that he was born he has appeared as king" may rather more exactly be
"(from/since) the moment that he was about (/going) to be born he has appeared as king". This
could express that the time point involved in Dr was the beginning of the birth-giving, an event of
very short duration on the time line and brought to completion very soon after: the completion lies,
however, still in the future with respect to the initial moment expressed by Dr.111 The punctual
meaning of Dr causes this explicit formulation of the situation connected with the time point to be
presented as a perfective.112 The futurity with respect to Dr is of no consequence for the time
relations in the sentence. This seems to me to be the reason why Dr + infinitive, which is a verb
form devoid of the expression of mood or time reference, can interchange with Dr + Prospective
sDm=f.113

    This explanation may account for the relative future relationship of the Prospective sDm=f with
respect to Dr within that subordinate clause construction, but does not explain why the verb form
does not locate its time situation in a future relative to the main clause situation. I suggest that this
is because the Prospective sDm=f is essentially an absolute future tense which only receives relative
time reference when occurring in a subordinate temporal clause, but does not possess the property
of relating itself to the reference situation in the main clause.

§ 17. The hypothesis refined: the verb form in Dr sDm.t=f as a relative future tense.

If we now attempt to reconcile the basic meaning "(at) the starting point" of the
preposition/conjunction with Dr sDm.t=f, then "before" as a literal translation must be abandoned.
    In the case of a translation with "before", the expression of the time relations between the main
and the subordinate clauses proceeds from the former as the point of departure. What is expressed
is that the main clause Event "A" and the implied interval are located "before" the time point of
realisation of Event "B" in the subordinate clause. However, from the standpoint of the subordinate
clause, its Event "B" is located "after" the time point of the main clause Event "A", with the
interval following the latter.
    For reasons of convenience, I now should like to slightly simplify the example CT [420] V 257
b-c into ia=i wi Dr aq.t=i r iwnyt and introduce an explicit reference point in the translation. "I shall
wash myself before the time point that I enter the temple hall" can be rephrased into "I shall wash
myself at a time point that I am to enter the temple hall yet". Nothing has changed in the mutual
time relations of the Events and the position of the interval: Event "A" is still located before Event

                                               
     108 Note that the meaning of Egyptian Dr as "starting point" is not unlike that of the Biblical Hebrew word tèrèm,
which as a substantive means "the very beginning, infancy, newness, freshness": see Klein, Etymol. Dict. of Hebrew,
251; Koehler - Baumgartner, Lexicon in Vet. Test. Libros, 356; Gesenius - Buhl, Handwörterbuch Alte Testament17,
279; Gesenius - Donner, op.cit.18. Lief. 2, 428. It is also mainly used as a conjunction translated with "while not yet"
or "before", occasionally main clause "not yet": Joüon - Muraoka, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 347 (§104,b), 370
(§113,j) and 607 (§160,n:VIII); Waltke - O'Connor, Introduction to Hebrew Syntax, 643 (38.7a).
     109 See for this Appendix C [p. 26].
     110 See Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 191 (§264), n.5, with reference to Heckel, Eigenschaftsverbum, ZÄS 82
(1957), 44.
     111 Vernus, Future at Issue, 31 ("the Prospective sDmw.f after a preposition/conjunction is not bound to convey
future meanings, but can convey past ones as well") offers no explanation for the phenomenon of the future form
Prospective sDm=f in relative past subordinate clauses of time.
     112 Cf. Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 17 on Dr as a preposition of "punctual application". Cf. Roccati,
Abgeleitete Konstr., GM 36 (1979), 40, who connects the concept "momentary/punctual" with "perfective aspect".
Loprieno, Verbalsystem, 49-50 regards the verb form in Dr sDm.t=f as expressing "die realisierte perfektive [Aspekt]";
see also id., Ancient Egyptian, 151 (67.3.1).
     113 See Appendix C [p. 26]. I reject the opinion of Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 170-174 that the infinitive
can be invested with perfective value. Precisely because of its indifference to tense and mood the verb form is simply
an easily available alternative for finite verb forms. See already my note 4 above.
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"B", with the interval in between. However, the Reference point is now located on the left,
coincidental with Event "A", and the interval is located after that time point. This reconciles the
meaning of Dr in Dr sDm.t=f with the postulated basic meaning of "(at) the starting point", but
entails that the verb form must be interpreted as a future tense. It expresses the situation that an
Event "B" is located in a future relative to a time point that is coincidental with the main clause
Event "A".
    This situation suits an interpretation of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense perfectly and
necessitates abandoning the old hypothesis, which concerned the time reference of the construction,
in favour of a more refined one. The new hypothesis entails three considerations: 1) the sDm.t=f
verb form is a relative future tense; 2) Dr denoting an empty "time point" functions as the
Reference point; 3) the main clause provides the explicit absolute time reference situation in the
context.
    In Dr + Prospective sDm=f this future verb form makes explicit what happened at the
coincidental time point Dr. Its future time reference is only related to the 'empty' time point of Dr,
and not to a main clause reference situation in the context--which would have resulted in a relative
future time reference with respect to it. Because this relative location in time is not part of the
meaning of the verb form, its futurity vanishes, it is 'reduced' to a punctual presentation.
    It is precisely the opposite with Dr sDm.t=f. In this case it is the reference situation in the main
clause which, by its temporal coincidence with the time point of Dr, denotes what happens then,
and it is the Event of the sDm.t=f which is at some distance in time from the reference situation. It
seems to me that, irrespective of the perfectivity or imperfectivity of this main clause situation, it
merely functions as a punctual reference situation for the sDm.t=f, because the Reference point Dr
with its punctual meaning is the channel through which the reference situation is only indirectly
related to the Event of the sDm.t=f. This difference in relative future time location with respect to
the main clause situation which exists between the two future verb forms can be satisfactorily
explained if the sDm.t=f is considered to be a relative tense, part of the meaning of which is to
locate its Event relative to a reference situation in the context.
    The relative future tense sDm.t=f as occurring in the subordinate construction Dr sDm.t=f can be
defined as follows: "it is asserted that the Event of 'hearing' is located in a future relative to a
Reference point (devoid of absolute time reference, but located at the starting point of the time
situations within the sentence), which is coincidental with a reference situation in the main clause
(providing the absolute future time reference)".
    Finally, it is noted here that the above interpretation of the sDm.t=f precludes its being a future
perfect, because the future perfect, a tense combining absolute and relative time reference, locates
its Event in a past relative to a Reference point in the absolute future.114

§ 18. The rarity and disappearance of Dr sDm.t=f.

Except for the rare instances of Dr sDm.t=f, the essential meaning of Dr "the moment that/of"
always implies "from the moment that/of". Eventually this caused Dr to simply mean "since",
"from the moment that/of". The preponderance of this developed and more restricted meaning went
along with--or was responsible for--the rarity of Dr sDm.t=f and its subsequent disappearance from
usage. However, it may also be that by the combination of rare usage and unusual meaning Dr
sDm.t=f, in a manner of speaking, destroyed itself.
    The construction could easily have disappeared for the following reason. There is another, much
more frequent and flexible sDm.t=f construction, i.e. n sDm.t=f, which covers the relative future
'before'-notion and operates in any absolute time field, as will be demonstrated in the third study
on the sDm.t=f. As has been pointed out, Dr sDm.t=f is, very predominantly, restricted to operating
in the absolute (immediate) future time field,115 which makes it comparable to a tense combining
absolute and relative time references. However, it would be going too far to consider this
restriction essential to the construction, because there is one exception among the examples and
because the constructions n sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f, which supposedly contain the same verb form,
are not subject to this, a point also to be elaborated in the next two studies.

                                               
     114 In extenso concerning this: Comrie, Tense, 69-74. Contra Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102 (§47.a.1) : "'perfect' ...
sDm.t=f 'hij zal gehoord hebben' [he will have heard]"; 104 (§48.a.1): n sDm.t=f "'hij heeft nog niet gehoord', eigl. 'hij
zal niet gehoord hebben' ['he has not yet heard', strictly speaking 'he will not have heard']".
     115 See §15 above, sub (4) [p. 19].
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    Finally, it is rather likely that the Egyptians encountered the same problem as the Egyptologists:
how to recognize a rare Dr sDm.t=f construction in writing, with so many IIIae inf. verbs hampering
an immediate correct understanding. Not only could they be in doubt, they could even be led astray
towards an interpretation involving the opposite relative time reference. This may have been
another reason for its disappearance.
    When dealing with the simple prepositions in his grammar, Gardiner states that the meaning of
Dr with sDm.t=f is "'since', but also strangely 'before', 'until'".116 Indeed, in the light of the much
richer evidence for Dr "from the moment that/of", "since", a meaning "before, until" would have
seemed strange. I hope that the translation of Dr with "before" when followed by the sDm.t=f,
which is accepted by some scholars, is no longer surprising, now that it has been demonstrated that
it is merely an adequate rendering of the time relations in the main and the subordinate clauses, but
not a literal translation of the Dr sDm.t=f construction, and that Dr to all intents and purposes,
whether used with the sDm.t=f or with the infinitive/ (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f, has only one
meaning.
    Given the rarity of Dr sDm.t=f it is, however, surprising to note that the sister constructions r
sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f which are much more frequent in Middle Egyptian are of rare occurrence in
the Old Kingdom. Doret has noted that the sDm.t=f does not belong to the narrative verbal system
of Old Egyptian,117 and Edel has remarked that evidence of indubitable examples of r sDm.t=f, i.e.
ones containing verbs with the masculine infinitive, turn up as late as the Middle Kingdom.118 The
slender evidence presented for active n sDm.t=f--that is, if n wnt is left out out of consideration--
comes from the Pyramid Texts,119 but, remarkably, the passive counterpart of this construction
seems to be more frequent. This passive form is the subject of the fourth study.

§ 19. Concluding words on the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense.

If the verb form in Dr sDm.t=f is accepted as a relative future tense, then the fairly complete
repertoire of the future verb forms in Classical Egyptian as given by Vernus is enriched by one in
the specific use studied here.120 For a more general statement, the question of whether the verb
form in the sister constructions n sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f can also be analysed as sharing the
characteristic of being a relative future tense must first be solved.121 Only then can the verb form as
it occurs in its three indubitable constructions definitively join the group of Classical Egyptian
relative tenses. The better known members are the Circumstantial sDm=f and sDm.n=f.122 While
these verb forms are, respectively, the relative present and the relative past tenses--which can
function as absolute present and past in combination with a main clause initial particle like iw or
aHa.n in the role of reference point of the present--it looks as if this relative future tense sDm.t=f, at
least as far as the results for Dr sDm.t=f suggest, is anything but a circumstantial verb form.

Appendix A: a passage on Senenmut's statue Berlin 2296 (Urk. IV 405,8).

There is a passage with an indubitable Dr sDm.t=f construction in the inscriptions on the block
statue Berlin 2296 showing Senenmut with Hatshepsut's daughter Neferure. To my knowledge, this
is its only occurrence in the Neo-Middle Egyptian of the XVIIIth Dynasty. The passage is

                                               
     116 Gardiner, EG, 131 (§176,4).
     117 Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 16.
     118 Edel, AäG, 368 (§734). The two examples in Allen, Inflection, 314 (§463) concern verbs with feminine
infinitives. Their identification by him as r sDm.t=f constructions rests on the only partially correct assumption that "jr
before the infinitive has the meaning 'in order to'". In my opinion justifiably, Edel also attributes the meaning "until"
to r + infinitive; see Edel, AäG, 369 (§734). I will go into this point in more detail in the second study, devoted to r
sDm.t=f.
     119 Edel, AäG, 370-371 (§737-8). Allen, Inflection, 312-313 (§460) and 358-359 (§530).
     120 Vernus, Future at Issue.
     121 Already proposed--without detailed argumentation, however--in Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 191 (§264) and in
Zonhoven, M-Eg. gramm., 99 (§40.a).
     122 Zonhoven, op.cit., 107 (§43.a) and 115-116 (§46.a). See id., Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994),
1995, 74 and n.90 for further references.
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discussed in some detail by Anthes, who argues that Gardiner's translation with "before" has to be
rejected in favour of his earlier translation with temporal "since".123 The passage and its context
read as follows.
    Urk. IV 405,5-9.124 iw ir.n=i Hry-tp n Hryw imy-r n imyw-r-kAt iw=i m tA pn Xr wD=f Dr xpr.t mni tp-
awy(=f?) iw=i m anx xr nbt tAwy nswt-bity MAat-kA-Ra anx.ti Dt "I acted as chief of the chiefs, as
overseer of the overseers of building, when I was in this country under his command, before death
occurred 'in days past' (/'upon his hands'?). I am (now) in (the floruit of) life under (by?) the
Mistress of the Two Lands, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Ma'atkare--may she stay alive
eternally".125

    The statue must be dated to a regnal year between Hatshepsut's accession and the demise of her
daughter Neferure.126 In the second sentence of the passage under study Senenmut refers to the
heyday of his career under Hatshepsut as reigning queen with the words iw=i m anx. The lines of
this biographical part of the inscriptions preceding our passage mention no other royal person than
Hatshepsut, and therefore the suffix pronoun =f in iw=i m tA pn Xr wD=f most probably refers to the
queen, who in the lines preceding the passage is presented as a male as well as a female king.
Senenmut gives here a very vague and general description of his early career in the service of
Hatshepsut as consort of Tuthmosis II127 by using the titles Hry-tp n Hryw and imy-r n imyw-r kAt, and
states that he had been in her service already before death occurred "in days past"--or "'upon his
hands", if the suffix pronoun is to be accounted for. However, it is possible that the suffix pronoun
is used here cataphorically, referring to Senenmut serving the person "whose death has occurred".
    This mention of the death of an unnamed person can only implicitly refer to Hatshepsut's late
husband Tuthmosis II.128 It is the only death relevant, because it would be absurd and improper, in
my opinion, to refer beforehand to the death of his beloved mistress in this official private
monument. This avoidance of mentioning him by name may be due to reticence on account of the
tragic early death of the king or, on the other hand, because of the unusual succession of his queen.
    Thus, in my opinion, in this first sentence of the passage Senenmut relates his early career,
before Hatshepsut succeeded her husband as queen-regent and later as reigning queen. References
to the early career of Senenmut, such as this one--however vague!--are extremely rare.129

    Once there was also a second suffix pronoun present, the =f in tp-awy=f. If this =f is accounted
for, it can only refer to Tuthmosis II. According to Anthes and, recently, Krauss, this suffix
pronoun was very carefully erased from the inscription.130 Therefore, I take it to be certain that its
presence was a mistake on the part of the scribe, who may have misunderstood the meaning of the
original Dr xpr.t mni tp-awy in the model, taking it to be a prepositional expression "upon his
hands", and added =f for that reason. This mistake may have been noticed by Senenmut, who had it
subsequently corrected by erasion of the suffix pronoun.131 In my opinion, Senenmut meant to say
'in days past', but why? It gives the impression of being some superfluous addition, and could have
been left out without an essential change of meaning.
    The unique use of the construction in the Neo-Middle Egyptian of the XVIIIth Dynasty
historical inscriptions seems to indicate that it had fallen into oblivion or disuse in this text genre.
That its meaning was no longer properly understood seems to be well illustrated by the use of
certain Dr sDm=f constructions in BD ch. 99, where a translation with "before" would be most
suitable.132 Senenmut, who may have composed the whole--or part of the--inscription himself,133

                                               
     123 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 6.
     124 Anthes, op.cit., 10-11, ex. 15.
     125 The translation of tp-awy as "predecessor", as a variant meaning of "ancestor", is to be rejected in any case; cf.
for this translation Meyer, Senenmut, 165; Dorman, Monuments of Senenmut, 123. The word tpyw-a, plural "ancestors"
occurs accidentally in the same inscription and is there written differently (Urk. IV 406,11).
     126 Meyer, op.cit. 138-139. Id., [Neferure], in: LÄ IV, 382-383. See Vandersleyen, Guerres d'Amosis, 222 for the
possibility that Neferure did not die young.
     127 Meyer, op.cit., 286.
     128 Thus also Meyer, op.cit., 289.
     129 Meyer, Senenmut, 12-13. Dorman, op.cit., 169-170.
     130 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 11, n.40. Krauss, Tilgungen, JARCE 31 (1994), 52-53.
     131 Thus also Krauss, op.cit., 52-53 with a different solution for the awkward tp-awy. He takes the time adverb as
standing in anticipatory emphasis at the head of the next sentence.
     132 See §9 above [p. 14].
     133 There is evidence that Senenmut engaged himself in at least some of the formulations of the statue inscriptions;
see Meyer, op.cit., 289.
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may have selected the construction for that special reason, in order to display his erudition.134

There is some evidence that he really was a self-made man of humble origins,135 and pride in his
erudition may have made him want to display this by using a construction already rare in Classical
Egyptian proper.136 An explicit mark of this pride in his originality seems to be a minor line in the
same inscription which accompanies some special signs.137

    Urk. IV 406,10. tiwt ir<t>.n(=i) m k(A)t-ib=i m ir(.w) m sxt n gm(.w) m sSw tpyw-a "signs which I
have made from my (own) thoughts as it is made in the field (occurs in the real world?), while it is
not found in the writings of the ancestors".138

    When selecting the construction Dr sDm.t=f, his problem was that he could not determine
whether the construction could be used in absolute past time contexts: among all the examples I
have collected none comes from a narrative context. All but one they have the (immediate) future
time reference of injunctions and self-exhortations. In my opinion, Senenmut deliberately included
an adverbial expression of absolute past time, i.e. tp-awy "formerly, in the past", to make sure that
the Reference point Dr would be located in an absolute past time context. This is indeed an
admirably clever thought, if he discovered it himself, because the corpus in which the construction
occurs is quite extensive, the occurrences are rare and the construction even seems to have been
extinct by the time he used it.

Appendix B: Dr + purported sDm.t=f signifying "since/from the moment that" in Anthes's study
and reference works on Old and Middle Egyptian.

It would not only be arduous but also fruitless to present the feminine infinitive as the alternative
identification for the sDm.t=f in all the cases where a -t-affixed verb form after Dr with the meaning
"since/from the moment that/of" has been identified as a sDm.t=f. In an attempt to disprove my
hypothesis, I will limit myself to those examples in the standard reference grammars and in the
special study by Anthes which have been adduced as evidence for this meaning of the
construction.139

    In his article on the prepositions m and Dr Anthes distinguishes between Dr sDm.t=f with the
meanings of temporal and of causal "since" and Dr + infinitive with only the meaning of temporal
"since". Of the six examples of purported Dr sDm.t=f the only one with a sDm.t=f of an immutable
verb is the one just discussed above in appendix A.
    With respect to the two claimed to have the causal meaning "since", he wonders whether the
verb forms are correctly identified as the sDm.t=f.140 One of these, PT §1355a-b (ifdt=k Smwt iptw
tpyt-awy HAt 1r Sm.t(i) Smt im n nTr Dr hA.t//hAt ra), is discussed above.141 The other is from the
Abydos temple of Seti I, in a scene where Horus says to give the king iAt=i nst=i st=i tp tA Dr rdit=i m
st it(=i) "my office, my seat, my throne upon earth, since my being installed on the throne of (my)
father".142 Indeed, from the morphosyntactic point of view, Dr hAt ra and Dr rdit=i may equally well
contain infinitives, and Anthes's opting for their identification as possible sDm.t=f forms depends
solely on his translation with causal "since". The construction Dr rdit=i m st it(=i) is translated by him
with "denn ich habe die Einsetzung auf den väterlichen Thron vollzogen", in order to fulfil the
obligation of the suffix pronoun to be the subject.143 There can be little doubt that the example must
simply be translated as above, and that the verb form is an infinitive with the suffix pronoun
denoting the semantic object.
    The three other examples of purported sDm.t=f with the temporal meaning "since" could just as
well contain infinitives.

                                               
     134 Meyer, op.cit., 288-290; Dorman, op.cit., 174-175. For the choice of unusual funerary liturgies for his tomb see
Meyer, op.cit., 293; Dorman, op.cit., 175.
     135 Meyer, op.cit., 283-293 passim, part. 291-293; Dorman, op.cit., 165.
     136 For a possible inferiority complex for Senenmut see Meyer, op.cit., 291.
     137 For creativity in selecting statuary types see Meyer, op.cit., 74-93, 280; Dorman, op.cit., 174-175.
     138 Slightly differently translated by Meyer, op.cit., 288. Note that a relative form irt.n=i would have been expected.
Was tit thought by Senenmut to be a masculine word like twt?
     139 Anthes, Präpositionen m und Dr, in: Stud. Wilson, 8-11.
     140 Anthes, op.cit., 10, exs. 10-11.
     141 See §12 above [p. 17].
     142 Wb. V Belegstellen, 103*, sub 593 (7).
     143 Anthes, op.cit., 10, ex. 11. On the issue of semantic object or subject see my note 36 above.
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    Urk. IV 1409,1-2.144 di=i sDm=Tn xprt xr=i Dr [hrw?] tpy Dr prt=i m warty mwt=i  "I will let you hear
what has happened to me since the first [day?], since my coming forth from the womb [lit., thighs]
of my mother".
    Urk. IV 386,1-2.145 mnfyt=i wnt nn [n]=s apr Xr Spssw Dr xat=i m nsw "my guard that was once
without equipment is now carrying [lit., under] precious things since my appearing as king".
    Urk. IV 1073,8-11.146 qmA=i n sf Tn.n=f sw Dr prt=i m Xkrw .... dhn.kwi m Hm-nTr MAat "my form
of yesterday, it has distinguished itself since my coming forth in the ornaments [....], having been
appointed as priest of Ma'at".
    Whereas one of the two examples of Dr + infinitive which Anthes presents cannot but contain
the infinitive without semantic subject (Dr prt),147 the verb form in the other is provided with a
suffix pronoun.
    Instruction of Amenemhat I for his Son, IXe/Mill.148 n iw iyt HA=i Dr mst=i (ms(w)t=i?) "mishap
has not come over me since my being born (birth?)".
    It will be clear that Anthes's identification strategy is inconsistent. The verb forms where the
suffix pronoun is both the semantic and the grammatical subject are ranged under the sDm.t=f,
whereas there is no sound reason not to identify the forms as the infinitives of intransitive verbs.
The verb form rdit=i in the Abydos inscription even requires an awkward translation in order to
have the suffix pronoun denoting the subject of a purported sDm.t=f form. Why not consider the
forms rdit=i and mst=i, both of transitive verbs, to be infinitives with the suffix pronoun denoting
the semantic object? Taking his examples of Dr + (Prospective) sDm=f with the meaning "since"
also into account, I note that the verb forms written rdit(=i), mst(=i) and mst=f are now identified by
him as the passivized and defectively written sDm.t(w)=f forms rdi.t(w=i), ms.t(w=i) and ms.t(w)=f.
    Since Anthes's study and Lefebvre's reference grammar use the same citations as given in
Gardiner's grammar, this is all the evidence given in the major studies of Middle Egyptian to
support the meaning "since/from the moment that/of" for Dr sDm.t=f .
    With respect to Old Egyptian, no examples of Dr sDm.t=f can be found in the recent study by
Doret of its narrative verbal system. However, Edel's grammar of Old Egyptian and Allen's study
of the verbal system in the Pyramid Texts both include the form. Edel connects the active verb
form only with Dr having the meaning "before", whereas Allen notes its occurrence after Dr with
only the meaning "since". Actually, Allen does deal with the description of the sDm.t=f in
Gardiner's grammar, but he does not refer to the meaning "before/until" given there. He mentions
Edel's description, but without referring to the latter's opinion about the meaning of Dr + sDm.t=f.
Apparently, this is because he agrees with Anthes's arguments in favour of causal "since".
    Only one of Allen's examples has not yet been dealt with in the present study. I have no reason
to doubt the correctness of its translation with "since", and the verb form can be identified as the
infinitive.
    PT [261] §324c-d. N pi nsr m-tp TAw (i)r Drw pt (i)r Dr tA Dr Swt awy Hnbw m N "N is the flame
before the wind, to the limits of the sky, to the limit of the earth, since the lightning's hands
having become empty of N".149

    Since a number of the examples in the standard grammars scrutinized in this appendix in fact go
back as far as Sethe's Verbum,150 I would like to end by noting that all the occurrences of Dr
sDm.t=f offered there, whether purported or genuine, have been dealt with.

Appendix C: some parallel Coffin Texts versions with Dr + infinitive and Dr + Prospective sDm=f
signifying "since/from the moment that/of".

Of interest for the present study is that Dr + the -t-affixed verb form identifiable as the infinitive
and Dr + Prospective sDm=f interchange in parallel versions of passages when a translation with

                                               
     144 Anthes, op.cit., 10, ex. 12. For further references see PM I/12, 204.
     145 Anthes, op.cit., 10, ex. 13.
     146 Anthes, op.cit., 10, ex. 14.
     147 Anthes, op.cit., 11, ex. 16.
     148 Anthes, op.cit., 11, ex. 17. Ed. Helck, Lehre Amenemhet, 65.
     149 Allen, Inflection, 316 (§466): "since". Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual der Unaspyr., 241: "nachdem"; id., Werden
der altäg. Hochkultur, 541 (§783): "sobald". Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 70: "when". Jacq, Voyage dans l'autre monde,
181 (§298): "quand (?)".
     150 See my note 3 above.
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"since/from the moment that/of" (or another conjunction signifying relative past time reference) is
required. I present here three passages from the Coffin Texts where this interchange occurs in the
variants.
    In contrast to my hypothesis, Loprieno has pointed out the interchangeability between the
(Prospective) sDm=f and the sDm.t=f in such parallel texts, on account of a semantic parallelism he
sees between the verb forms.151 Thus, the verb form written Hrt in the following example is
considered by Loprieno to be the sDm.t=f, but it could equally be the infinitive of a IIIae inf. verb.
    CT [53] I 242 f/B10Cc. my rm=n n Wsir N Dr Hr=f r=n "come, that we may weep for Osiris N,
now that he is far away from us". Note that in this speech situation the Reference point for the
relative past time is not the absolute future time of the injunction in the main clause, but the
present of the speaker. Osiris being distant was already past relative to the present, which is always
available as a Reference point.152

    CT [53] I 242 f/B12Cb. my m rm=n Wsir N Dr Hrt=f ir=n "come now, that we may lament Osiris
N, now that he is far away from us". I have here to choose the translation "now that" instead of
one that does full justice to the infinitive because English does not seem capable--as far as I am
aware--of using a prepositional phrase equivalent in meaning to "now that", which is the most
suitable here.
    This parallelism of forms with and without t also occurs elsewhere.
    CT [6] I 17 a-b/B6C. dr.(w) dAwt=k Dr srd=k Swt r Axt "your trembling is driven away, since you
have planted the plume at the horizon".153

    CT [6] I 17 a-b/B1P. dr.(w) dAwt=k Dr s<r>dt=k Swt r Axt "your trembling is driven away since
your planting the plume at the horizon". The form can be the feminine infinitive of a caus. 2-lit.
verb, with expression of semantic subject and object according to the manner of the suffix
conjugation.154

    Thus also in the following example.
    CT [76] II 2 b-c/B1C. iw=i wrD.kwi Hr sTsw 5w Dr fA=i sAt=i Nwt tp=i "I have become weary of the
Support-of-Shu, since I have lifted up my daughter Nut above me".155

    CT [76] II 2 b-c/B1Bo. iw=i wrD.kwi Hr sT[s]w 5w Dr fAt=i sAt=i Nwt tp=i "I have become weary of
the Support-of-Shu since my lifting up my daughter Nut above me".156

                                               
     151 Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 28, n.14. For a parallel between infinitive and sDm.t=f see Vernus, Études VI,
RdE 38 (1987), 173.
     152 See §4 above [p. 8].
     153 Borghouts, Magical P. Leiden 348, 85.
     154 The form without t in var. B6C is explained as a case of coalescence of the dental radical and the dental affix by
Borghouts, Early Book of Gates, in: Funerary Symbols and Religion. Essays Heerma van Voss, 18, n.11. Although this
suggestion is quite plausible, there is in fact no need for emendation.
     155 De Buck, Plaats en betekenis van Sjoe, 18-19. Zandee, Hymnen aan Amon, 130 (sub VI): "daar" ["because"].
Barta, Unt. zum Götterkreis, 198 translated the act of the "Lifting by Shu" with "Erhobenen des Schu", possibly
confusing this expression with that of the Heh gods as wTsw 5w.
     156 Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 115: "Var. B1Bo avec la forme wnmt=f".
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CHAPTER II.  THE ACTIVE r sDm.t=f CONSTRUCTION

The construction studied here, r sDm.t=f, is the sister construction of Dr sDm.t=f, which is analyzed
in the first study on the sDm.t=f verb form.1 There it is argued that the literal translation of Dr
sDm.t=f is "at a time point that he is to hear yet" and that the verb form is a relative future tense,
the specific meaning of which is to locate its Event in a future relative to a Reference
point/situation in the context. Whereas Dr sDm.t=f is of rare occurrence, we are on much firmer
ground with the r sDm.t=f construction, which has a long history continuing into Coptic.2

    Since I consider it most improbable that any scholar would disagree with the statement that both
constructions contain the same verb form, I feel justified in proceeding in the present study from
the results already obtained and from my definition of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense.

§ 1. The issues concerning r sDm.t=f and its constituent parts.

First, with respect to active meaning, there is the problem of the identification of the -t-affixed verb
forms following the preposition/conjunction, which involve the sDm.t=f, the feminine infinitive, the
feminine-neuter Perfective/Prospective Relative Form with implicit antecedent and, in principle,
also verbal nouns with the ending -t or defectively written -(w/y)t.3

   In the study on Dr sDm.t=f it is observed that, as far as the evidence for Old Egyptian and Middle
Egyptian of the Middle Kingdom is concerned, Dr sDm.t=f almost exclusively occurs in the absolute
time field context of the immediate future of injunctions and self-exhortations.4 There is only one
example where the absolute time field of the reference situation is the present, besides the unique
example involving the past, which dates from a New Kingdom historical inscription and calls for
attention. The question of whether r sDm.t=f can freely operate in any absolute time field is of vital
importance for the theory of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense, since relative tenses function
quite independently of the absolute time of the reference point/situation. Consequently, the
constructions in which they occur are also subjected to this rule.
    Concerning the meaning of the construction r sDm.t=f, there is general agreement that this is
"until he hears/(has/had) heard", thus r with the purely temporal meaning "until". This is in perfect
agreement with the theory of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense, which entails that in the
subordinate clause r sDm.t=f the conjunction should essentially signify relative future distance in
time with respect to a reference situation. Relative future time location in subordinate clauses is
generally expressed with the translations "before" and "until".5 Therefore, I postulate that the only
correct translation of r sDm.t=f is "until"--which is in accordance with the temporal conjunction
"before" used to translate Dr sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f.
    Despite the general agreement about the meaning "until", the meaning of r sDm.t=f must be put
to the test, as some scholars hold the opinion that a modal translation with "so that/in order that" is

                                               
     1 Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f). Although the main results concerning the verb form in that construction are
repeated here in brief, knowledge of the approach and the theoretical concepts involved, particularly with respect to
relative tense, is a prerequisite for the present study.
     2 For diachronical remarks on this point see for Late Egyptian Frandsen, Outline Late Eg. Verbal System, 106
(§56); Korostovtsev, Grammaire néo-égyptien, 303 (§333); Cerný - Groll, Late Eg. Grammar, 415 (33.1); Winand,
Études néo-égyptien, 292-293 (§464). Junge, Einführung Neuägyptisch, 243-244 (5.4.2.(2)): "Der Umstandssatz der
Nachzeitigkeit: Terminativ". For Demotic see Johnson, Demotic Verbal System, 230. For Coptic see Vergote,
Grammaire copte IIb, 234 (§167).
     3 See already my remarks in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §5, end [p. 10].
     4 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §15 (4) [p. 19].
     5 It is amazing that Gardiner, EG, 374 (§454,4), with regard to r + (his) Perfective sDm=f (now the Prospective
sDm=f; see Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 151, n.1), correctly states that "after r 'until' ... relative future time is
indicated", whereas on the preceding p. 373 (§454,4) he claims that "the sDmt.f form always has relative past meaning
after prepositions": this includes the indubitable r sDm.t=f, which is also consistently translated by him with "until".
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also possible.6 The statement that in the case of a translation of r sDm.t=f with "so that/in order that
he will/would hear (/have heard)" the construction has a relative future time reference is certainly
correct, but such a time reference does not a priori entail that its verb form is a relative future
tense, which is the central issue.
    The following points of interest concerning genuine or purported r sDm.t=f constructions
translated with "so that" are in need of closer observation. First, it must be investigated whether
certain indubitable r sDm.t=f constructions translated with "so that" cannot be equally well or better
be translated with "until". Second, in the case of purported r sDm.t=f constructions with the
obligatory meaning "so that", the possibility of one or more alternative identities of the -t-affixed
verb form and alternative translations must be considered--of course, with more or less the same
effect. Third, the question of other verb forms following the conjunction r when having the
temporal meaning "until" is also of importance for a clear picture.
    Unlike the essential meaning of the preposition/conjunction Dr, direction is inherent in the basic
meaning of the preposition/conjunction r. With respect to the temporal aspect of r as a conjunction
used to express movement towards the future, Roeder has defined this as follows: "'bis hin zu'
einer Zeit: von einem Zeitpunkt bis zu einem anderen".7 This sense of "from a starting point in
time up to a final point" is of importance for establishing the roles and the interaction of the
preposition/conjunction and the verb form. Thus, in r sDm.t=f it is the case that both constituent
parts involve the future, which may obscure their individual roles in this respect. This requires a
final investigation of how the translation with "until" is realized, but, in accordance with the
procedure followed for Dr sDm.t=f, I shall, provisionally, only proceed from the relative time
reference of the construction.

§ 2. The identification strategy of the -t-affixed verb forms after r.

The most important rival of the sDm.t=f is the infinitive. Although it is a well-established fact that r
+ infinitive in the Pseudoverbal Sentence has temporal future meaning ("on the way to reaching a
final point in time" = "shall/will"), r + infinitive as adverbial complement is generally regarded as
expressing purpose, "in order to".8 Below I shall produce evidence that in this latter role r +
infinitive can also express the notion of "on the way to finally arriving at a point in time" =
"until".9 In itself this is quite logical and it is, of course, only the translation which brings about
the shades of meaning. The temporal or 'final' colouring in the translations of the preposition r are
just possibilities within the range of the semantic palette of the expression of finality inherent in its
meaning. For example, the Dutch preposition/conjunction "teneinde" in "hij studeerde hard
teneinde te slagen", in a literal English translation "he studied hard 'to the end of' succeeding",
expresses at the same time being on the way to finally arriving at a result, as well as the aim of the
student to achieve a goal.
    Because the infinitive can be masculine, the Prospective sDm=f enters the arena too. Vernus has
characterized the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f as basically a 'modal form', but he notes that the
situation is complicated by the merging into the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f of another form,
the (Emphatic) Prospective sDm.w=f.10 More recently, Jansen-Winkeln has produced compelling

                                               
     6 Already remarked in my Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §2 [p. 5] and n.10. For this opinion see Sethe, Verbum II,
158 (§353,13dB) and the grammars of Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 209 (§418); Edel, AäG, 368-369 (§734); Westendorf,
Gramm. med. T,  194 (§267); Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 118 (§444). See further Osing, Biographie des Wnj,
OrNS 46 (1977), 166, n.10 and Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 77. See further §5 below on the r Hst=f construction [pp.
34-35].
     7 Roeder, Praeposition r, 16 (§21) and 39 (§72). See further §9 below [p. 39].
     8 Gardiner, EG, 126 (§163,10). Lefebvre, GEC, 199-200 (§393) and 249 (§491,9). Edel, AäG, 359 (§714); for ir +
infinitive with the meaning "until", however, see his remarks on pp. 368-369 (§734). Allen, Inflection, 314 (§463): "jr
before the infinitive has the meaning 'in order to'; this may serve to distinguish examples of the infinitive with
expressed subject from those of the sDm.t.f".
     9 For corroboration see under Edel in my preceding note. See also the remarks by Westendorf, Gramm. med. T.,
194 (1) concerning the question of the writings iyt/iwt; surprisingly, the meaning "until" as a possibility for r +
infinitive as adverbial adjunct is not mentioned by Westendorf, op.cit., 214 (§290,1). Very convincing for the non-
final/consecutive meaning of r + infinitive as adverbial adjunct is the evidence produced by von Deines - Westendorf,
Wb. med. T., 506 (sub c.3).
     10 For the merged Prospective sDm=f and the subforms the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f and the Emphatic
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evidence corroborating this picture.11 Based on these opinions, it is reasonable to assume that these
strong modal affinities of the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f have exerted substantial influence on
the meaning of the unitary Middle Egyptian Prospective sDm=f when used with (relative) future
time reference. I postulate that the meaning of r + Prospective sDm=f is exclusively modal "so
that/in order that".12 Its use to express tense in "until he hears/(has/had) heard" is not a very
obvious option, given that another construction with a specialized finite verb form is available for
this.13

    It seems quite logical to assume that the shades of meaning of the preposition/conjunction r as
they appear in translation are due to influences exerted by the meaning of the verb forms following
it. The exclusivity of the sDm.t=f as establishing the relationship between two time situations, as is
evident from Dr sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f, entails its specialization for expressing such a relationship.
In consequence, it is most probable that, among the suffix conjugation forms, the temporal clause
with "until" is exclusively the domain of the r sDm.t=f construction.
    From this standpoint the infinitive occupies the intermediate position between exclusively
temporal "until" for the sDm.t=f and modal "so that/in order that" for the Prospective sDm=f.
    It is my impression that, generally speaking, there exists a certain, and very understandable,
preference in Egyptology to regard verb forms with expressed agent--and also with obligatory
object in the case of the transitive verbs!--as finite suffix conjugation forms, rather than as the
infinitive.14 The strategy of alternative identification as the infinitive can really be based on a
significant semantic distinction, as I hope to have shown in the preceding study on Dr sDm.t=f.
    There is, of course, the question of why Egyptian would generally prefer the expression of an
agent with a principally infinite form as the infinitive, as if it were a finite verb form. The use of
the infinitive in such a role in narrative texts seems to me eloquent evidence of the fact that the
Egyptian infinitive is closer to operating as an optionally finite form than the infinitive in the
modern languages familiar to us. Also, the possibility of construction of agent and semantic object
according to the manner of the suffix conjugation points, in my opinion, in that direction.15

    A final problem is the possibility that a -t-affixed verb form after r can also be identified as the
feminine-neuter Perfective/Prospective Relative Form with implicit antecedent, which is of frequent
occurrence after this preposition with the meaning "in accordance with", like after mi.16 That this is

                                                                                                                                                                           
Prospective sDm.w=f see already Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), n.34.
     11 Jansen-Winkeln, Finalsatz, GM 146 (1995), 37-61. His main objective was to establish the substantival character
of the form; contra Depuydt, Prospective sDm.f, JARCE 30 (1993), 27 (C), who argued in favour of the Subjunctive
Prospective sDm=f being an adverbial verb form. I note here that, fully comparable to the English usage, the form can
be translated in its well-known adverbial use as a final subordinate clause with the implicitly adverbial "that he may
...", as an alternative to explicit "in order that". In "that he may ..." the modal meaning is expressed by "may" and the
substantival character by the special use there of "that".
     12 It seems that the editors of the medical texts follow the same policy, given the fact that all examples of r snb=f/s
referred to in von Deines - Westendorf, Wb. med. T., 761 (I.a.1-2) are rendered in the official translation (von Deines -
Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., passim) with "so that". The choice in favour of the identification of the verb
form as the Prospective sDm=f in Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 147 (§211,1) may well be based on the assumption that
it concerns a finite verb form if the agent/subject is expressed.
     13 According to Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 151 (§214,4), and I fully agree with him, the Prospective sDm=f
occurs after the preposition/conjunction r with both the meanings "so that" and "until". However, the two examples
given as evidence for this may equally well contain the infinitive (see for the form iwt my note 17 below; see further in
this section my remark on the infinitive + agent as alternative explanation). Of the example H 148, which can only
have the meaning "until", it is noted by Westendorf on p. 151, n.2 that--significantly, in my opinion--the parallel Eb
463 has the sDm.t=f form xpr.t. The improbability of the Prospective sDm=f as expressing the 'until' notion after the
preposition r is possibly implicitly confirmed by--though not explicitly stated in--Vernus, Future at Issue, as may be
inferred from the fact that Vernus nowhere mentions the purely temporal future use in the subordinate temporal clause.
Note that his example CT [830] VII 31 k of r + Prospective sDm.w=f given on p. 30, n.12 does not contain a
construction with r and, actually, reads m-xt Xnm.w=f tA pn n anx[w] Dt.
     14 For example, justifiably with respect to the word "presumed", Gardiner, EG, 228 (§304,3-Obs.) observes under
the heading of the infinitive that "when subject closely follows the verb-form, it is to be presumed that the verb-form is
not the infinitive, but the sDm.f form, or alternatively, if there is an ending -t, the sDmt.f form"; cf. also p. 227 (§304).
Compare the approach to mi rdit=f constructions of Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 168-174.
     15 See Gardiner's remarks, EG, 222 (§298); Lefebvre, GEC, 201 (§397).
     16 For the confusion between the relative form and the sDm.t=f after mi see, e.g., Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 209
(§418). Also, certain examples given in Sethe, Verbum II, 158 (§353,13a-b,f) as evidence for the sDm.t=f after the
prepositions m and mi are in fact feminine-neuter relative forms with implicit antecedent.
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a good alternative identification requiring a translation somewhat different from "so that" will be
shown in the section on r Hst constructions.
    To sum up, my strategy with respect to the identification of a -t-affixed active verb form--
provided that it is not a relative form--and with respect to the meaning of the construction will be
as follows:
1) When it concerns a certain sDm.t=f, the translation is exclusively "until".
2) When the form is either a sDm.t=f or a feminine infinitive, while the meaning is "until", I choose
the sDm.t=f, because r + infinitive is semantically ambivalent.
3) When a translation with "so that" is required, it concerns the infinitive and the translation should
rather be "to the purpose of".
4) The verb iw/iy. The construction written r iyt=f with the meaning "until" is considered to contain
the sDm.t=f form (r iy.t=f); with the meaning "to the purpose of", it contains the infinitive (r iyt=f).
The construction written r iwt=f with the meaning "until" contains the infinitive (r iwt=f);17 when
translated with "so that", it contains either the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f (r iw.t=f) or the
infinitive (r iwt=f). In the latter case the construction is then more exactly translated with "to the
purpose of" or something similar.

§ 3. The absolute time of the reference situation and of the context.

Before embarking on the examples, I would like to repeat that the absolute time of the reference
situation may well differ from that of the general context.18

    In the following examples the time of the reference situation is the absolute past, and the general
context is retrospective, and thus also in the absolute past.
    Sinuhe B, 247. Sbb(.w) atx(.w) tp-mAa=i r pH.t=i dmi n ITw "mixing and straining were done in my
presence, until I reached the town of Itju".
    Statue Cairo CG 534, back, 3-5.19 ink qbb n niwt=f grw m pr=f di=i snDt nTr=i m ib=i nsw m HAty=i
SfSft nt nb=i xt aty=i r pH.t=i iAwt nt didi=sn "I was one tranquil in his town and one silent in his house,
while I placed the fear of my god in my heart and of the king in my heart, and the awe for my lord
through my limbs, until I reached the old age which they give".
    Absolute present time reference of the reference situation occurs in the following examples from
CT Spell 60, where in a speech situation the deceased is addressed and his present situation is
described.20

   CT [60] I 250 b/B10Cc. iw=s m sA=k r HD.t tA r hA.t=k r Xrt-nTr "she [Bastet] is your protection,
until the earth dawns, until you go down to the necropolis". It may be inferred from r HD.t tA that r

                                               
     17 Some examples are: Urk. I 220,16 - 221,1: iw [S]Ad.n=i sw n rnpt 3 r iwt(=i?) r Xnw sk sw Xr mw "I dug it [the canal]
for three years, until (my?) returning to the Residence, when it [the canal] contained water". Pap. (med.) Kahun, 2,4-5:
wrS=s Hkr.ti r iwt nw n-sA iaw-r "she must spend the day being sober until the coming of the time after breakfast". Sinuhe
B, 309-310: iw=i Xr Hswt nt xr-nsw r iwt hrw n mni "I was under the praise of the king until the coming of the day of
death". CT [40] I 176 f-g: isk wi aA m tA pn n anxw [m] mdw=k imy DADAt rmT r iwt=i n=Tn "indeed, I am here in this land
of the living [as] your intercessor who is in the Tribunal of Man until my coming to you". CT [98] II 94 a-c/B1C: Dd s
r pn Hr ktt nt tp=f di=f sy Hr mAst=f Hr pag r iwt aff r xnp=s "a man recites this spell over a louse of his head, while he holds
it on his knee whilst spitting, until the coming of a fly to snatch it". With regard to the last example, a translation
expressing consequence (infinitive "to the purpose of") is not excluded; the verb form could then also be the
Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f ("so that a fly comes"); the variants B2L and B2P have the form iw, i.e. the defective
writing iw.(w) of the Emphatic Prospective sDm=f. This change may well point to a case of the shift from a temporal
'until' notion into a modal one of 'so that', a distinction often quite narrow; the shift is quite understandable when the
Subjunctive Prospective iw.t=f and the infinitive iwt are indistinguishable. See also my §8 below [pp. 38-39]. The
parallel of CT [49] I 217 b/B12C with the 'until' notion shows the writing r i(y)wt, whereas the others have r iyt; we may
well be concerned here with the interchange of the infinitives iyt and iwt. -- An obvious exception is stela Florence
2510, 6-7 (= Schiaparelli 1774; publ. Bosticco, Stele egiziane Firenze, no. 18, see also pp. 24-25): ink spd Hr xrp mrt=f r
iw hrw nfr n=i im=f "I was one keen on leading his subjects until the day on which it would be good for me came", but the
fact that the next line contains a mistaken writing of the sDm.n=f in didi.n=i st n sA=i m imyt-pr does not make the
orthography very reliable. The form nfr was identified by Gardiner, EG, 307 (§389,3) as a relative form.
     18 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §4, end [p. 9].
     19 Publ. Borchardt, Statuen. II, 84-85. The statue dates from the Middle Kingdom.
     20 For a partial translation see Kees, Totenglauben, 271; Münster, Unt. Göttin Isis, 25, n.328; 36, n.465 and 467;
Willems, Chests of Life, 146.
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hA.t=k also contains a sDm.t=f.21

    CT [60] I 252 c-d/B10Ca. Inpw xnty sH nTr Hr abA dbHw n Xry-Hb r HD.t tA "Anubis, Foremost of
the God's Booth, is presenting the requirements of the lector priest, until the earth dawns".22

    CT [60] I 252 e - 253 c/B10Cc. psD hrw r wA nTr m wryt wr(y)t=k m Hwwt-nTr m irt.n Ra m sA=[k]
wn=k im=s r HD.t [tA] "no sooner does day brighten than the god removes himself in the Place of
Embalming, (i.e.) your Place of Embalming in the temples as what Re made as your protection,
that you may be in it, until the earth dawns".23

    The infinitive as heading is tense indifferent24 and represents in the following example the
general present.
    Stela Metropolitan Museum of Art New York 17.190.1960, 1-2.25 dwA Ra xft wb<n>=f r xpr.t
Htp=f m anx "worshipping Re when he rises until his setting in life takes place".
    Absolute future time reference of the reference situation does occur in speech situations in
particular. These may be embedded in a narrative context, as in the next example.
    Sh. Sailor, 118. mk Tw r irt Abd Hr Abd r km.t=k Abd 4 m-Xnw-n iw pn "see, you will pass month
after month, until you have completed four months on this island".
    CT [158] II 359 c - 360 a/S2P. iw=sn Hna=i kA=k Dr.kA=sn Hna=k r rx.t 4tX wnt(=)sn Hna=k "they
are in my company, you shall say, they will end up in your company, until Seth knows that they
are with you".26 The absolute time of the reference point (Dr.kA=sn) is the future. For its being
embedded in the narrative context of a dialogue between Re and Horus CT II 357 c: aHa.n Dd.n 1r
"then Horus said" and, farther back, CT II 356 b: aHa.n Dd.n Ra "then Ra said" are testimony .
    In the following example the description of the situation of the deceased in the hereafter is in the
general present, but the reference point is in the absolute future.
    Urk. IV 117,3-4. stA.tw n=k tkA m grH r wbn.t Sw Hr Snbt=k "a torch shall be lighted for you in
the night, until the sunlight has arisen over your breast".
    CT Spell 691 contains the text of a speech, thus the absolute present context. Embedded in it is
a request which has absolute future time reference.
    CT [691] VI 324 d-e. di=f hA grH aSAt Hr grHw=i nw anx r wDA.t=i wbn=i "may he cause to add a
multitude of nights to my nights of life, until I proceed that I may shine".27

    Examples occur also in the absolute future context of stipulations, instructions and injunctions.
    Tomb of Hapidjefa (Siut I), 278.28 Hna prt ntsn m-sA Hm-kA=f Hr sAxt=f r pH.t=sn qaH mHty n Hwt-
nTr "and they must make the procession behind his ka-priest whilst glorifying him, until they have
reached the northern corner of the temple".29

    Stela of king Neferhotep at Abydos, 13.30 m sDr(.w) grH mi hrw r spr.t=k r AbDw "do not sleep
night nor day, until you have arrived at Abydos".
    Ptahhotep, 86-87. HH n=k sp nb mnx r wn.t sxr=k nn iw im=f "seek out for yourself every excellent
deed, until your conduct is without wrongdoing (lit., while there is no wrongdoing in it)".31 It is
probable that wnt is the sDm.t=f verb form here, with sxr=k as subject.32 It is unlikely that we have
here an occurrence of the nominalizing particle wnt, followed by a converted main clause of an
Adverbial Sentence with sxr=k as subject and nn iw im=f as predicate.
                                               
     21 Zandee, Crossword Puzzle, 61: r hA.t=k "in order that thou mayest descend to the netherworld".
     22 Seibert, Charakteristik, 121 offers two options: "für den (oder bis zum) Tagesanbruch". Note that Kees,
Totenglauben, 271 and Münster, Unt. Göttin Isis, 36, n.465 translate the following Prospective sDm=f forms in final
use in CT I 252 e with "until" too.
     23 For the translation of the particular construction with r in CT I 252 e see Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 186
(4).
     24 Gardiner, EG, 222 (§298); Edel, AäG, 351 (§695).
     25 Publ. Winlock, Statue of Roy, JEA 6 (1920), 1-3.
     26 Sethe, Sprüche für das Kennen der Seelen [3], ZÄS 58 (1923), 58 (38): "so werden (sollen) sie nunmehr mit dir
sein, damit Seth weiss dass sie mit dir sind".
     27 Grieshammer, Jenseitsgericht, 47-48 took wbn=i to be the syntactical equivalent of r wDA.t=i ("bis ich fortgehe und
wieder erscheine"). The spell is a precursor of BD ch. 71, recently treated by Laan, Niet ten dode opgeschreven
(dissertation Amsterdam); for r wDA.t=i see p. 62 (Aa, Chons, Ga).
     28 Publ. Griffith, Inscriptions Siut, pl. 6;  Montet, Tombeaux de Siout, Kêmi 3 (1930-1935), 56.
     29 Translated in Théodoridès, Contrats d'Hâpidjefa, Revue internationale des droits de l'antiquité. 3e série 18
(1971), 120.
     30 Publ. Helck, Hist.-biogr. Texte, 21-30. See also Anthes, Berichte des Neferhotep, in: Fs. Äg. Mus. Berlin, 18-19.
     31 Thus also Gardiner, to judge from his quotation in EG, 163 (§215).
     32 Thus also Zába, Maximes de Ptahhotep, 118 (86) and Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 21. See further Gunn,
Studies in Eg. Syntax, 150 (ex. 82).
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    I hope to have sufficiently demonstrated the flexibility of the r sDm.t=f construction occurring in
any absolute time field of the reference situation, and shall now pay attention to the other question,
that of modal "so that" assumed to be a possible translation of r sDm.t=f.

§ 4. The examples of r snb.t=f suggested to mean "so that" as well.

The verb snb "to be healthy" has a masculine infinitive, and no alternative identification of the verb
form in the expression r snb.t=f is possible. The theory of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense
requires a translation with "until". Almost all constructions of the preposition/conjunction r with a
form of the verb snb "to be(come) healthy" in the medical texts have r snb=f/s, quite often with the
addition Hr-a(wy) "immediately, very soon", but rare instances with the sDm.t=f do occur.33

    An example is Pap. (med.) Kahun, 1,29 34 wnm(.w) mr[H]t [r] snb.t=s. In his grammar of the
medical texts Westendorf translates the passage with "the fat must be eaten, so that she becomes
better", but the official translation of the corpus gives "until", as also in the only other instance of
sDm.t=f without the addition of a time adverb.35

    Although, generally speaking, the translations of the same passage with "so that" and "until" are
not worth much argument, this point is essential for the present issue. In any case it makes clear
that "until" is a most suitable translation. Indeed, because it is so self-evident that a medical
prescription is meant to cure a patient, it could be argued that this needs no special mention
through the expression "so that he becomes better". It is conceivable that it may be more important
to indicate precisely until what time the medicine must be taken continuously, and that what is
specified here is that this is not for a fixed period, i.e. a course of treatment, but all the time until
the patient is better.36

    The above argument notwithstanding, Westendorf may have had good reason to translate the
rare construction r snb.t=f with both "so that" and "until". The main argument for "so that" may
well come from the following example.
    Pap. (med.) BM 10059, 15,13.37 dAr.(w) sHDw Hr=s r snb.t(w)=f Hr-awy "the white spot is kept
under control owing to it, until(?) he is better, very soon".38 Only here, owing to the presence of
the time adverb Hr-awy, does the translation of r snb.t=f with "until" give an awkward effect, and
"so that" fits undoubtedly better. A temporal adverb other than "finally"39 cannot, or not smoothly,
be connected with the temporal conjunction "until". It is evident that "until" as meaning "all the
time before a final point" and involving some length of time is incompatible with an extension with
Hr-a(wy) "immediately, very soon".
    I am inclined to consider the example under discussion as an incidental mistake for or
corruption of the much more frequent examples of r + (purported) Prospective sDm=f + Hr-a(wy)
"so that he becomes better instantly", which in the medical text corpus seems to be nothing more
than a variant with more or less the same meaning as simple r snb=f.40 Less probably, Hr-awy might
be conceived of as some afterthought "which, by the way, will be the case very soon".
    Compare the following passages of r snb.t=f outside the medical corpus, which are equally well
translated with "until". There is no need for a translation with "so that".
    Dramatische Ramesseumspapyrus, 102-103 (scene 33,22). qn.n(=i) it(=i) pn nn r snb.t=f rf "it was
until he was better again that I have embraced this tired father of mine".41

                                               
     33 For the references see von Deines - Westendorf, Wb. med. T., 761 (I.a.1-3), where both "so dass" and "bis dass"
are given as possible translations  of r snb=f/s and r snb.t=f/s. The official translation in von Deines - Grapow -
Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T. of the instances referred to in the dictionary consistently gives the meaning "so dass"
for both r snb=f/s and r snb=f/s Hr-(awy), whereas for r snb.t=f/s this is "until", except for case L 58 with Hr-a(wy).
     34 = Case Kah 9, publ. in Grapow, Med. T., 461.
     35 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 194 (§267)" "so that"; von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T.,
269: "until"; also "until" for case Kah 7 (1,25), publ. Grapow, Med. T., 460 and translated von Deines - Grapow -
Westendorf, op.cit., 268.
     36 Thus also for the example Pap. (med.) Kahun, 5,24-25 with the sDm.t=f in Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien
II, 116: "jusqu'à ce que".
     37 = Case L 58, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 380; note the spelling with tw for t, which is uncommon for the writing of
the sDm.t=f in the medical texts.
     38 Von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 219: "so dass er sofort gesund wird".
     39 Cf. Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 58-69: "schliesslich hörte er".
     40 Another argument for some corruption may be the writing r snb.t(w)=f; see my note 37 above.
     41 Sethe, Dram. Ram. Pap., 211: "bis". Thus also Assmann, Verborgenheit des Mythos, GM 25 (1977), 17.
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    CT [157] II 342 a/S2P. dy r=Tn sw Hr Hnkwt=f r snb.t=f "put him in his bed, until he is better".
    What seems to me significant evidence is that in the medical texts, except for one example, the
time adverb Hr-awy "immediately, very soon" is not collocated with r snb.t=f but, instead, with r
snb=f. This agrees with my hypothesis that the meaning of r sDm.t=f is exclusively temporal
"until".42

    This evidence is nicely supported by the following passage, which contains two constructions
with the preposition/conjunction r, one with t and the other without but with Hr-awy.
    Pap. Ebers, 50,16-21.43 ir.t(w) m nhp r xpr.t nw n sTy-r Hna swr st r snb=f Hr-awy "it is made in the
early morning, until the time of breakfast comes, and it is drunk, so that he becomes better
immediately".44 Where "until" is obligatory, the sDm.t=f is used, and where a final/consecutive
translation is required, owing to Hr-awy, either the Prospective sDm=f or the infinitive is used.45

    It is worth noting that of all the instances in the medical texts of r snb=f (Hr-awy) none shows the
optional -w/y-affix of the Prospective sDm=f, which might be taken as an indication that the
construction does not contain that verb form. Whatever the value of my argument about the greater
suitability of a translation of r snb=f with "until", the whole matter can be solved by identifying the
form in r snb=f as the formally identical infinitive.46 That is, irrespective of whether a temporal
translation with "until" or a modal one with "in order to", "to the purpose/effect of", "with the
consequence of" etc. is to be preferred. The latter translations are obligatory when Hr-awy is
present. Occasionally, the notion "until" is also expressed with r snb.t=f.
    Some medical parallels containing verbs other than snb, involving xpr, whn, swA (all with
masculine infinitive), show the interchangeability of the r sDm.t=f construction with a construction
without a -t-affix in the verb form.47 According to my hypothesis, it concerns in the latter case r +
infinitive; indeed, "until" is most suitable.

§ 5. The expression r Hst=f "so that he praises/d" claimed to contain the sDm.t=f.

Before turning to expressions with r Hst, I would like to present an example which exposes the
identification problem of constructions of r + -t-affixed verb forms rather clearly.
    Urk. IV 345,10-11. TA=sn antyw r mrt=sn ATp=sn aHaw r Htp.t ib=sn "they may take myrrh in
accordance with what [/as much/long as] they want, and they may load the ships, until their heart
is satisfied". There can be little doubt that r mrt=sn contains a relative form. However, in his

                                               
     42 Note that, for example, in the Myth of the Destruction of Mankind (ed. Hornung, Himmelskuh, p. 3 (lines 7-8/SI
= verse 28) all parallels have (mdw n=n) r sDm{t}=n st "speak, so that we may hear it", but this is due to a redundant t,
of frequent occurrence in this text; e.g., also p. 11 (line 29/SI = verses 112-113 nn iw=i r pH{t} wi ky (contra Vernus,
Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 187, n.176, who identifies a sDm.t=f; "until" is unsuitable here). Note the genuine sDm.t=f
in p. 4 (lines 9-10/SI = verse 34) in n smA.n=i st r sDm.t{w}=i Dd.ti=Tn r=s "I cannot kill them, until I have heard what
you have to say about it", where the writing with tw indicates the pronounced t; see already Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr
sDm.t=f), n.3.
     43 = Case Eb 283, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 246.
     44 Von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 141.
     45 I disagree with von Deines - Westendorf, Wb. med. T., 510-511 (§3): "Im Gebrauch von r sDm=f und r sDm.t=f ist
kein Unterschied festzustellen (etwa: 'so dass' gegenüber 'bis dass')". Cf. also Westendorf's remarks, op.cit., 138,
n.5.
     46 Cf. the translation of Pap. Ram. III,B,8 in Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 116: rdit r=f r snb=f "to apply
to him until he is better". However, they identify the form as a Prospective sDm=f.
     47 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 195 (§ 269,1a). It concerns: 1) Pap. Ebers, 80,15-17 (= Eb 642) sDr m hnw mAw r
xpr smi iry "to remain overnight in a new pot until the forming of its cream"; par. Pap. Hearst, 8,12-13 (= H 111; r xpr.t
"until ... has formed"). 2) Pap. Berlin 3038, 5,1-4 (= Bln 52) wt.(w) Hr=s [r w]hn(w).t(w)=f "it is to be bandaged with it,
until it shrinks"; par. Pap. Ebers, 74,2-3 (= Eb 569) rdi.(w) r r n xsd r whn=f Ds=f "it is to be placed at the opening of the
khesed-swelling until its shrinking of its own" (von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 236 "so that").
Pap. Edwin Smith, 7,14-22 (= Sm 19) wd.xr=k sw Hr mniw=f r swA.t At ih=f "next, you put him on his stretcher, until the
time of his suffering has passed"; cf. Pap. Edwin Smith, 2,2-11 (= Sm 4) di.(w) r tA Hr mniw=f r swA At ih=f "(he) is to be
placed on the ground on his stretcher until the passing of the moment of his suffering". For the incorrect use or corrupt
writing in Pap. Berlin 3038, 13,3-8 (= Bln 154) ib{b}=f wxA.(w) dp.t=f HAty=f "his heart is 'nighted'; he tastes his haty-
heart" compare Pap. Ebers, 102,9-11 (= Eb 855w) iw ib=f wx=f dp=f HAty=f; note that in the Pap. Berlin parallel the
very common word ib "heart" is corrupted into ibb written as the verb "to be thirsty"! I am not convinced that Vernus,
Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 186, n.165 is right when he postulates that r sDm.t=f expresses the "accompli" and the form
without t the "inaccompli"; see already Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), n.4 and n.100.
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grammar Erman mistakenly recognized the verb form written mrt=sn as a sDm.t=f.48 On the other
hand, it is impossible to translate r Htp.t ib=sn as an active participial construction, which would
require the verb sHtp, or as a relative form, which would require resumption with Hr=s: most
clearly, it is a r sDm.t=f construction. Thus, despite their formal similarity, the two constructions
with r are quite different.
    A number of scholars recognize the sDm.t=f in the expression written r Hst=f, which shows a rich
variety in construction. Because a translation with "until" is not suitable here, I choose an
alternative identification of the verb form.
    The most complex of these constructions is of the following type.
    For example, Urk. I 100,11.49 ir.k(wi) mi-qd r Hs.t/Hst w(i) Hm=f Hr=s r xt nb. Edel translates with
"I acted ... so that His Majesty praised me on account of it exceedingly".50

    He also notes another frequently occurring variant of the expression with -t-affixed verb form,
now without expression of both the object w(i) and the prepositional phrase Hr=s: ir.y(=i) r
Hs.t=k/Hst=k. In Edel's translation: "I do that you may praise".51

    There is also a narrative version of this construction: Urk. I 100,9 ir.k(wi) r Hs.t/Hst Hm=f.
Another version is without object but with resumption: Urk. I 217,2 wn=(i) Hr wHm=f m mdt=f nb im
r Hs.t=f/Hst=f Hr=s.52 In the next example of the expression, the form Hst=k is the object of the main
clause verb and there is no preposition/conjunction r: Eloquent Peasant B1, 3 ir.y=i Hst=k.53

    Ambiguous though the identification of the verb form in most variants may be, the verb form in
the latter case can only be a relative form: "I shall do what you like". Indeed, all variants contain
the same verb form, if it is assumed that it concerns a relative form. In ir.y=(i)/ir.k(wi) r Hst=k "I shall
act/have acted with a view at what you will/would praise" the antecedent implicit in the relative
form is its semantic object, and there is no need to emend the dependent pronoun wi.54

    When the relative form itself is provided with a grammatical object, the grammatically
necessary resumptive pronoun in Hr=s is present: "I acted ... with a view at that concerning which
His Majesty would praise me".
    In the example Urk. I 217,2 wn=(i) Hr wHm=f m mdt=f nb im r Hst=f Hr=s "I used to replace him in
every matter of his there, with a view at that concerning which he would praise" a dependent
pronoun as object is absent, while a resumptive pronoun is present. This is somewhat unusual--
though not impossible--with a relative form or passive participle construction of a transitive verb
with resumption.55 The word Hst need not be regarded as a substantive Hs(w)t: "with a view at his
praise for it" or something of the kind.
    This alternative identification of a relative form was made long ago by Gunn, who identified the
form as the Prospective Relative Form.56 He made the very perceptive remark that the preposition r
rather expresses the notion of intention on the part of the agent of the verb form in the main clause
("with a view at") than of compliance with the wish of the superior ("in accordance with"). I do not

                                               
     48 Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 210 (§419): "so lange sie wollen". Cf. the modern German translation in Urk. IV
Übersetzung H. 5-16, 25: "so viel sie wollen".
     49 Add Urk. I 86,5 to the references in Edel, AäG, 369 (§734).
     50 Edel, AäG, 369 (§734). Sethe, Verbum II, 158 (§13.d.B). Erman, op.cit., 209 (§418), who omitted the following
Hr=s from his quotation of Urk. I 86,5. Seibert, Charakteristik, 80 (d). Cf. the translation in this vein of Urk. I 100,11
in Roccati, Littérature hist. ancien empire, 192 (§179): "de manière telle que"; Lichtheim, Literature I, 19 ("so that").
For iri used intransitively with the meaning "to act" see Anthes, Das objektlose iri n, JEA 55 (1969), 41-54.
     51 See also Erman, Reden, Rufe und Lieder, 7. Considered by Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 226, n.6 to be an infinitive,
with the suffix pronoun as direct object: "I will act so as to please you". However, the verb Hsi does not mean "to
please" [= "to win the praise of someone"], but "to praise", "to favour"; cf. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 176-177.
     52 Janssen, Trad. eg. autobiografie I, 124-125 (Bz III 42) considers the form to be an infinitive ("tot zijn voldoening
[to his satisfaction]". However, the suffix pronoun would then denote the semantic object, but in fact it refers to the
agent.
     53 For further examples of ir.y=i Hst=k from the Middle Kingdom see Newberry, Beni Hasan I, pl. 17, lower
register, left, and Griffith, Inscriptions Siut, pl. 2 (scenes 2,3,6). Cf. Erman, Reden, Rufe und Lieder, 8, n.3.
     54 So Osing, Biographie des Wnj, OrNS 46 (1977), 166, n.10 and Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 77 for the example in
Urk. I 100,9 (inscr. of Weni); see my following note.
     55 Cf., e.g., the examples Pap. Boulaq XVIII, section 11: imy-rn=f srw fAy n=sn m hrw pn (publ. Scharff,
Rechnungsbuch P. Boulaq 18, ZÄS 57 (1922), 1**-24**), and Newberry, El-Bersheh I, pl. 7, col. 5: smiw n=sn, where
agent and object are not indicated.
     56 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 9-11 (exs. 54-58). In this identification he is followed by Doret, Narrative Verbal
System, 25, n.108 and 91, n.1093 for the examples under discussion here; furthermore, Vernus, Future at Issue, 21
([41]).
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doubt the correctness of this identification and his remark.
    In theory, the variant construction r Hst wi Hm=f is also possible. That no occurrence is known to
me seems to suit the identification of Hst as a relative form. This may well be accidental, however,
because this construction occurs with the preposition mi, which in such instances has practically the
same meaning.57

    This construction mi Hst=f wi can only contain the infinitive, with the literal meaning "just like
his praising me", if it is taken for certain--as I do--that the sDm.t=f does not occur after prepositions
other than r or Dr. The theoretically possible construction r Hst=f wi would then also contain the
infinitive, and not the sDm.t=f. It would then have the meaning "to the purpose of his praising me".
    Edel also notes examples without -t-affix:58 first, ir(=i) r Hs=k "I act so that you praise", which
contains either the Subjunctive sDm=f or the Prospective sDm(.w)=f of Old Egyptian.59 Second,
ir.y(=i) Hs=k "I shall act in order that you praise" contains the Subjunctive sDm=f.60

§ 6. The preposition r "until" + the infinitive as adverbial adjunct.

In §2 I argue that it is not the Prospective sDm=f but the infinitive that covers the 'until' notion in
addition to the sDm.t=f. I would now like to draw attention to a few indisputable examples in the
medical texts of r + infinitive as adverbial adjunct with a non-modal sense, albeit that "until" is
here used rather in the spatial sense "as far as", "to the end".61

    Pap. Ebers, 100,6-7.62 iw mtwt 6 sSm n rdwy 3 n rd wnmy 3 n rd iAby r pH Tbt "there are six
vessels leading to the legs, three to the right leg, three to the left leg until reaching the sole of the
foot".63

    Pap. Ebers, 101,11-14.64 wnn aDt=f pw m Swt=f iAbt r dmD m qaH=f "it means that his fatty mass
in his left side is present until uniting with his shoulder".65

    The next example seems to contain an indubitable instance of r + infinitive with the temporal
meaning "until", also without the expression of the agent.
    Stela of Mentuhotep son of Hepy (Petrie Museum London UC 14333), 3-5.66 xaw=i m aq Hr nb=f
wrw Xr pHwy=f iryw-sbxt xam.y r pH bw nty Hm im "my appearance was of one who had access to his
lord, (with) the great ones behind him and the gate-keepers bowing until reaching the place where
the Majesty was".67 Grammatically correctly, the speaker in the participial construction aq Hr nb=f
is referred to in the 3rd person in Hr nb=f and, consequently, also in Xr pHwy=f. Therefore it is
unlikely for a suffix pronoun (=i) to be virtually present behind pH. In my opinion, it can only
concern a masculine infinitive of a transitive verb followed by a substantive denoting the semantic
object.
    Another example may be the following.
    Tomb Siut III, 5.68 aHa Hr pgA n xArt r dr=f DArw=s " one who remained steadfast in the arena for
the widow until his removing her needs". A translation with "so that" cannot be excluded,
however.69

    At first sight, no problem of identification of the verb form seems to arise in the following
example, where a seemingly clear instance of the feminine infinitive is present.
    CT [99] II 95 g - 96 a/S1C. in 4m<hy> xnty pr 9Hwty smh.y=f ib n s pn r swA{t?}//swA.t=(i?) Hr=f "it
                                               
     57 Urk. IV 134,13-14: mi Hst=f wi mi rdit=f Hwt tn m ib=i; cf. Ritter's remark, Verbalsystem, 215 on the choice between
sDm.t=f and infinitive. See already on this subject Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 168-174, particularly 171, ex.
(10).
     58 Edel, AäG, 369 (§734).
     59 Vernus, Future at Issue, 16 (sub I.1) and 30, n.12.
     60 Erman, Reden, Rufe und Lieder, 8 (b) translated "ich tue das von dir Gelobte", considering it a participial
construction.
     61 See my note 9 above.
     62 = Case 854h, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 3.
     63 Von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 2.
     64 = Case Eb 855n, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 10.
     65 Von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 6.
     66 Stewart, Eg. Stelae Petrie Coll. II, pl. 18. Goedicke, Wisdom Text, JEA 48 (1962), pl. 2 and p. 26.
     67 Stewart, op.cit., 20: inaccurately "until I reached". So also Goedicke, op.cit., 25; note that on p. 28, n.(h) aq Hr
is argued to mean "to enter the face (sight)", thus transitive.
     68 Publ. Brunner, Texte aus den Gräbern von Siut, 42-43.
     69 Brunner, op.cit., 17 translated with "until".
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is Sem(hy), the foremost of the house of Thoth, who will make forgetful the heart of this man until
the passing by him/I pass by him". The form written swAt appears to be the feminine infinitive of a
IVae inf. verb, but there is good evidence that the infinitive of this verb is masculine swA.70 Unless
it is assumed that this verb can have both a feminine and a masculine infinitive, as is occasionally
the case with the verbs Sm "to go away"71 and sDA "to proceed",72 I propose to emend it here
either into an infinitive swA or to assume a sDm.t=f form swA.t(=i) with the suffix pronoun =i not
written out.

§ 7. The identification problems of r + -t-affixed verb form + agent.

The following examples are formally ambiguous since they are just as likely to contain the sDm.t=f
as the feminine infinitive + agent expression according the suffix conjugation.73 In the case of
transitive verbs there must also be an object; if not, the suffix pronoun or substantive following
denotes the semantic object.
    The following example contains an intransitive verb of motion.
    Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 3-5.74 iwt in gHst bkAt Hr Smwt Hr=s r rmT xft-Hr=s iw irty=s Hr mAA Hr
sAsA nn an<n>=s HA=s r spr=s r Dw pn Sps r inr pn "the coming of a pregnant gazelle in a walking,
her face towards the people in front of her, while her eyes were looking straight ahead and without
her turning back until her arriving at this noble mountain, at this stone".75 Owing to the intransitive
use of ann with the preposition HA, the only possibility seems to be to consider the form after nn to
be the infinitive + suffix pronoun =s as agent/subject. However, Gardiner identifies a suffix
conjugation form in r spr=s. I argue that the presence of the same suffix pronoun as agent in the
preceding nn + infinitive construction makes it rather probable that it also concerns an infinitive in
r spr=s.76 I take iw in the circumstantial Pseudoverbal Sentence as marking a significant point here.
    In the next example the choice between the two forms is made on the slenderest of
morphological evidence, although it concerns the very frequent verb (r)di.
    PT [570] §1449a-c/M. ia<r>.ti n N m rn=k n Ra xsr=k HAti pt r dit sw 1rw Axt sDm=f bAw=f Hswt=f m
r n psDt-nTrw "be mounted up to N in your name of Re, that you may dispel the cloudiness of the
sky until [/to the purpose of] Horus of the Horizon's showing himself, that he may hear his [my]
power and his [my] praise from the mouth of the Ennead of Gods".77 There is evidence that the

                                               
     70 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §8, ref. ex. CT [769] VI 404 l-n [p. 12]. On the basis of my postulate that r +
Prospective sDm=f does not have the meaning "until", also case Pap. Edwin Smith 4 (2,7) di.(w) r tA Hr mniw=f r swA At
ih=f "(he) is to be placed on the ground on his bed until the passing of the moment of his suffering; publ. Grapow, Med.
T., 303. For further evidence see von Deines - Westendorf, Wb. med. T., 724 (1); note the parallel instance with
sDm.t=f (r swA.t) in case Sm 19 (7,18); publ. Grapow, Med. T., 321-322.
     71 Infinitive Smt: e.g., CT [502] VI 86 i/B1Bo Smt min iwt bkA "going today, returning tomorrow". Infinitive Sm:
CT [1004] VII 220 l Sm r Iwnw. Among the few occurrences of the verb in the Coffin Texts the infinitive Sm is more
frequent than Smt: CT [250] III 345 a/S1Ca+b; CT [421] V 258 a/B1Y (cf. also Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 68, n.1); CT
[428] V 274 a; CT [574] VI 184 i; CT [674] VI 302 a-b. Interesting is also that, when a verbal abstract is present, the
indirect genitive n is used, according to treatment as a normal substantive: Roccati, Papiro ieratico, r., rubrum hor.
above lines 13-18 r n Snat n HfAw "spell of the repelling of the snake"; the infinitive is Sna.
     72 See §7, end below [p. 38].
     73 See my remarks in §2 above [pp. 29-30].
     74 Couyat - Montet, Inscr. Ouadi Hammamat, pl. 29; Readingbook, 76-77.
     75 Schenkel, Memphis - Herakleopolis - Theben, 263 (441).
     76 Other examples containing transitive verbs + expression of agent and semantic object may be the following.
Admonitions, 13,4: Smt=f Hr mTnw r mAA=f wDnw "his going is on the roads until his seeing the flood". With the
meaning "until" it is unlikely that the form is a Substantival sDm=f, or even an Emphatic Prospective sDm=f, which
latter form does, of course, occur after r (see Vernus, Future at Issue, 30, n.12), but as far as the evidence in the
medical texts goes (see Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 211,1) it has the meaning "so that". Pap. Ebers, 6,14-16 (=
Case Eb 20, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 192): swr in s r wsS=f wrmyt ntt m Xt=f "to be drunk by a man until his urinating
away the weremyt that are in his belly"; Lefebvre, GEC, 359 (§719) identified here r + Perfective sDm=f and translated
with "until"; von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 110 preferred "so that". Stela in private collection
(publ. Steindorff, Bildnis und Biographie, in: Studi Rosellini II, 264): n sp di=i mA=sn xt nb HaA r smA=sn tA r imnt nfrt "I
never caused them to see something shameful(?) until their being interred in the Beautiful West". Ptahhotep, 128: Hr=k
m-Xrw r wSd=f Tw "your face downward until his addressing you". However, a coalescence of the radical d and the -t-
affix of sDm.t=f cannot be excluded, this yielding r wSd.<t>=f.
     77 I follow Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 224 and 225, n.6.
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sDm.t=f form has the stem rdi.78 Under the assumption that the sDm.t=f of the verb (r)di has only this
stem, the construction r dit sw 1rw must be identified as an infinitive with both semantic subject and
object expressed according to the manner of the suffix conjugation.
    Although, surprisingly, there is no certain evidence for r sDm.t=f in Old Egyptian,79 the
indubitable meaning "until" in the following two examples is enough reason to suspect the
occurrence of this verb form there.
    In the first the time situations are complicated because they concern a speech situation in a past
context.
    PT [518] §1197d-1198a/P. st.in=sn Tbwt=sn ir tA ssA.in=sn mnxwt=sn n wDA ib=n ir hA.t=k in=sn "so
they threw off their sandals onto the ground, they took off their clothes. 'Our heart was not happy,
until you descended', they said".80 The absolute past tense of the reference point is here set by n
wDA ib, here considered to be the n sDm=f construction, and not the n + Prospective sDm=f of Old
Egyptian. The speech situation in which the reference point is situated is embedded in an absolute
past time context set by the citation verb with past tense and the sDm.in=f forms.
    The point raised in § 6 concerning the masculine infinitive of the verb swA "to pass" brings me
to the case of the verb sDA "to proceed".
    This verb is used in the following example from the Old Kingdom, ranged by Edel under the
sDm.t=f constructions. In Old Egyptian the verb is treated as a caus. 2-lit., the infinitive of which
verb class is feminine.81 Edel also considered the infinitive to be an alternative for identification of
the verb form.
    Urk. I 216,7. [n] rdi(=i) xsf=sn n=(i) xt r s<D>A.t=sn (s<w>A.t=sn?) r is=sn n [Xrt-nTr] "I did not cause
them to punish (me) for anything, until they proceeded to their tomb of the necropolis".82

    However, a Middle Kingdom example with the undubitable meaning "until" has r sDA=f.
    Stela of Tjeti (British Museum 614), 12.83 Spss.kwi aA.kwi apr.n=i wi m iSt=i Ds=i rdit n=i Hm n nb=i
n-aAt-nt mrr=f wi 1r WAH-anx nsw-bity sA-Ra Intf anx(.w) mi Ra Dt r sDA=f m Htp r Axt=f "having become
wealthy and great, it is from my own property that I have provided myself, which the Majesty of
my lord had given me, as he loved me so much, the Horus Wahankh, the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, the Son of Re, Intef--may he stay alive like Re forever--until his proceeding in peace
to his horizon". Gardiner regarded sDA=f as a finite form, just as he did in the instance Inscr. Wadi
Hammamat 110 discussed above.84 However, it must then be a Prospective sDm=f, for which I
reject a meaning "until" in the construction with r.85 Although the infinitive in Old Egyptian is

                                               
     78 "Early Middle Kingdom Account", 19: ky m-a 1wni n rdi.t=f sw "another with Huni, which he has not yet given"
(publ. James, Early MK Account, JEA 45 (1968), 51-56; note that there is no reason to emend n into n<n>, for which
see p. 55 (r)). Gardiner, EG, 318 (§404): passive n rdyt. More uncertain is CT [70] I 297 b/T2C: n wrD ib=i r rdi.t=f n=k
possibly "my heart is not weary until he [= the officiant] gives to you", as translated by Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 66,
whereas Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 116 ("mon coeur ne se lasse pas du don qu'il te fait") interprets the form as
a relative form; also possible is an identification as the infinitive "my heart has not become weary of giving it [=
bread] to you", although r is not the usual preposition with wrD. Unfortunately, I have no further evidence on whether
the active sDm.t=f of the verb (r)di shows the r in the stem. With reference to the present example, Allen, Inflection,
102-103 (§189) remarks that "the sDm.t.f is attested with the base stem D [thus, without r, LZ] if at all; the infinitive is
also possible here ('in order for Horus to show himself'), but the infinitive after ir does not otherwise occur with
expressed subject in the PT"; the passage is translated with "until Horus of the horizon has shown himself". Sethe,
Übersetzung und Kommentar P.T. V, 377 translated with "damit/sodass" and on p. 389 draws a comparison with ir.y(=i)
r Hs.t/Hst=k, treated by me in §5; cf. Faulkner's commentary, Pyramid Texts, 225, n.6.
     79 Already noted in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §18, end [p. 22].
     80 Sethe, Übersetzung und Kommentar PT V, 86: "nicht is unser Herz froh geworden, bis du herabstiegst".
Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 191: "we were not happy, until you came down". Allen, Inflection, 218 (§334): "n wDA ib=n
could be preterite or future".
     81 Edel, AäG, 195-196 (§442) and 348 (§689). Allen, Inflection, 592 (§750). See also Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38
(1987), 173, n.54. Meeks, Année Lexicographique 1 (1977), 358 (77.4033); 3 (1979), 280 (79.2885; NB in Simpson,
Notes Giza Mastabas, in: Fs. Edel, 495 emend sDA in sDAt, as apparent from fig. 3).
     82 NB Edel, AäG, 16 (§33; the writing sA stands for swAj "to pass") and 369 (§734; the writing sA stands for sDA
and is due to a confusion between the signs Aa17 and U29 in hieratic). Since I have shown in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr
sDm.t=f), §8, ref. CT [769] VI 404 l-n [p. 12] that the infinitive is swA, and not swAt, this instance would be certain
evidence for sDm.t=f in Old Egyptian, under the proviso that the writing concerns the verb swA.
     83 Publ. Blackman, Stele of Thethi, JEA 17 (1931), 55-61, pl. 8.
     84 Gardiner, EG, 126 (§163,11-b).
     85 See §2 above [p. 29].
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sDAt,86 I consider the present instance evidence that the verb in Middle Egyptian was not only
treated as a caus. 2-lit., which verb class has a feminine infinitive, but also as a 3-lit. verb, just
like the related wDA, which verb class has a masculine infinitive.87

§ 8. A case of a shift of meaning in the Coffin Texts.

Quite often, there is only a narrow borderline between the expression of finality and of pure future,
and translations do admit both "so that" and "until". This may find expression in the choice of the
verb form, for which the parallels to the following passage from Coffin Texts Spell 75 are
testimony.88

    CT [75] I 398 c - 399 b/S1C. swA bA=i m sgr Hr=sn r aq=f [r kAr]. With infinitive: "may my ba
pass as a silent one by them until/to the purpose of its entering [into the shrine]". With Prospective
sDm=f "...., so that it enters [into the shrine]".
    Ibid./S2C. swA bA=i Hr=s m sgr r aq.t=f r kAr "may my ba pass by it as a silent one, until it enters
into the shrine". The form is the sDm.t=f.
    Ibid./T3C. swA bA=i m g<A>wt Hr=sn aq=f r kAr Hwt "may my ba pass in wondering at them, that
it may enter into the temple shrine". The form is the (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f in final use.

§ 9. The roles of the preposition/conjunction and of the verb form.

Though there is no problem about connecting subordinate clauses translated with "until" with
relative future time reference, the theory of the sDm.t=f being a relative future tense seems to run
into problems here. As already explained, a relative future tense locates the time of its Event in a
future relative to a Reference point in the context.89

    Drawing in the analysis of the time relations in the construction Dr sDm.t=f for comparison, it
can be seen that Dr functions as a Reference point relative to which the Event of the sDm.t=f is
located in the future: there is an interval between the two time points.90 Because in r sDm.t=f the
time of the Event of the sDm.t=f itself is the final point of a process, a problem is now created
because there seems to be no interval between the reference time and the Event. Furthermore,
because a situation which is described as a process can as such hardly fulfil the role of Reference
point, no specific Reference point relative to which the Event is located in the future seems to be
present.
    To solve this problem, I would like to return to Roeder's definition of the conjunction r in its
temporal sense, i.e. "from one point proceeding up to another point".91 This starting point is
represented by the verb form in the main clause, and it must be to this time situation that the
sDm.t=f is related. This comes clearly to the fore if we take a look at examples with main clause
verbs whose action is in general of short duration.
    CT [157] I 342 a/S2P. dy r=Tn sw Hr Hnkwt=f r snb.t=f "put him in his bed (all the time) until he
is better" receives the interpretation "keep him in bed".
    Dramatische Ramesseumspapyrus, 102-103 (scene 33,22). qn.n(=i) it(=i) pn nn r snb.t=f "it was (all
the time) until he was better that I have embraced this tired father of mine" becomes "I have kept

                                               
     86 See my note 81 above.
     87 From the remark in Gardiner, EG, 593 ("sDA probably caus.") I surmise that he did not have unequivocal
evidence about the verb class, for which the gender of the infinitive may form an indication. Infinitive sDAt in CT
[1084] VII 356 b-c/B2L: sDAt m Htp r stp-sA n Wsir swA <Hr> arrwt "proceeding in peace to the palace of Osiris, passing
(by) the gates". Infinitive sDA: CT [901] VII 107 k: r n sDA Hr arrwt.
     88 For the archetypal text of the passage under discussion see Jürgens, Überlieferungsgeschichte, 180-181 (154-
155). Note that he could not be decisive about the construction containing the verb aq in the archetype (indicated by †
... †); bare aq=f, usually considered to have final meaning, is translated with "bis er eintritt", which, in my opinion,
cannot be correct. Another example of a shift in grammatical construction and meaning is CT [98] II 94 a-c (see my
note 17 above) with the writing r iwt, which might contain either the infinitive (both "until" and "to the purpose of" are
possible) or the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f (only "so that"), which meaning would also be present in B2L and B2P
where the verb form is the Emphatic Prospective sDm=f form iw.(w?)).
     89 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §4 [p. 8].
     90 Op.cit., §17 [p. 20].
     91 See above §1, end [p. 28].
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embraced".92

    Urk. IV 117,3-4. stA.tw n=k tkA m grH r wbn.t Sw Hr Snbt=k "a torch will be lighted for you at
night [and kept burning all the time] until the sunlight has arisen over your breast" becomes "a
torch will be burning".
    The interactions between the main clause and the subordinate clause construction r sDm.t=f, and
between the constituents of the latter construction can be formulated as follows. The relative future
tense sDm.t=f locates its Event in a future relative to a Reference point, which as such is devoid of
absolute time reference but receives this through the main clause situation. As is evident from the
above examples, it is the starting point of the process represented by r which functions as the
Reference point. In this way the requirements for the interval necessary in relative time location are
fulfilled. It is the meaning of the preposition/conjunction r which is responsible for lengthening the
main clause situation from the initial point serving as Reference point into a process which
proceeds until reaching its final point, represented by the Event of the sDm.t=f: "all the time
before" = "until". In other words, the meaning of r is responsible for 'filling' the 'empty' interval
between Reference point and Event with a process.
    My final conclusion is that under this reconstruction of the roles of the preposition/conjunction r
and the verb form the theory of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense still holds.

Appendix A: the passage Eloquent Peasant B1, 81-82.

This passage reads mk iw wa m nA n sxty r Swt pr=f r tA.
    A number of translators of this passage have rendered the preposition/conjunction r with "until"
and "(just) before", which points to their interpretation of the form written Swt as a sDm.t=f.93 The
obvious problems most translators have here were recently noted by Vernus, who argued that it
cannot concern a r sDm.t=f construction and that the form written Swt must be an infinitive.94 I fully
agree with his argument about the form not being a sDm.t=f, but have strong doubts about the
infinitive proposed. On account of the plural strokes in the word Swt, I would not see an infinitive
here, but rather a substantive "emptiness".95 In my opinion, the simple translations of Faulkner
with "about the poverty of his house"96 and Gardiner with "concerning the indigence of his
house"97 hit the mark. Indeed, the use of the preposition r when expressing respect/relation is very
suitable here:98 "see, such a peasant comes (to the Nile valley) (only) 'in connection with/in
relation to/to the measure of' the emptiness of his house near the bottom".

                                               
     92 Sethe, Dram. Ram. Pap., 212-213 (102d): "ich habe umarmt" = "ich halte umschlungen".
     93 So Wb. IV, 428,3: "before".
     94 Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 184-187. See his list of translations.
     95 Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 263; Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 809; Gardiner, EG, 594 (under the verb
Swi).
     96 Faulkner, in: Literature of Anc. Eg., 35-36.
     97 Gardiner, Eloquent Peasant, JEA 9 (1923), 10.
     98 Gardiner, EG, 126 (§163,6).
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CHAPTER III.  THE ACTIVE n sDm.t=f CONSTRUCTION

In the two preceding studies on the sDm.t=f verb form attention has been focused on the Dr sDm.t=f
and r sDm.t=f constructions.1 What these constructions have in common is that they are introduced
by a preposition/conjunction and are translated, respectively, with the related conjunctions "before"
and "until". While there the fundamental problem was to distinguish the form from the feminine
infinitive--or even the feminine-neuter Perfective Relative Form with implicit antecedent--, owing
to its formal similarity to them, this morphological problem is of no consequence at all with n
sDm.t=f. The form can be identified at a glance owing to its combination with the negation n, which
does not occur in Middle Egyptian in combination with the infinitive.
    Now the problem lies with the translation of n sDm.t=f with "not yet", which notion appears to
be regarded by several scholars as the usual, but nonetheless optional, meaning of the negation in
that sDm.t=f construction, besides the meaning "not" known from the use of the negation in other
constructions with finite verb forms, i.e. n sDm=f and n sDm.n=f.2 A second problem is the
relationship of the form in n sDm.t=f to the form in Dr sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f.
    Putting forward the hypothesis that it concerns one verb form on account of its meaning in its
three indubitable uses,3 an attempt must be made to bring the use of the verb form in Dr sDm.t=f, r
sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f under one common semantic denominator.

§ 1. The absolute time of the reference situation and of the context.

In the following discussion of examples of the use of n sDm.t=f in relation to the three possible
reference times I shall consistently use the conjunction "before" + affirmative clause as the
translation of the construction. This strategy only serves the purpose of establishing that n sDm.t=f
in that translation can be interpreted in terms of relative future time reference.4 Remarkably, the
translation of this construction appears to cause great confusion as regards its relative time
reference, since several scholars claim a relative past with respect to the time of the reference
situation.5 One example will suffice to show that this analysis cannot be correct.

                                               
     1 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f) and op.cit. II (r sDm.t=f).
     2 For "not" or "not (yet)" see, among others, Gardiner, EG, 316 (§401): "[sDmt.f] after n 'not', chiefly with the
meaning 'he has (had) not yet heard'"; 317 (§402): "lit. 'he has (had) not (yet) ...'"; however, Gardiner has stated that
the 'not yet/before' notion is only very rarely absent (see Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §1 [p. 4]). Lefebvre, GEC,
212 (§421): "la construction négative n cDmt.f signifie, dans une proposition principale: 'il n'a (n'avait) pas (encore)
entendu'". Callender, Middle Egyptian, 103 (4.10.1.1): "the main clause is apparently iw n sDmt.f 'he has not yet
heard'; the conjoined form in n sDm.t=f 'when/and he had not heard'". Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 104 (§48.a.1): n sDm.t=f
"'hij heeft nog niet gehoord' (eigl. 'hij zal niet hebben gehoord')" ["'he has not yet heard' (strictly speaking 'he will
not have heard')"]. Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 101: "'ohne dass ...' bzw. 'bevor noch'". Grandet - Mathieu, Cours
d'égyptien II, 143 (42.4): "on les rend de préférence par 'avant qu'il n'ait mangé' ou 'n'ayant pas encore
mangé'...(lit., 'tandis qu'il n'a pas mangé')".
     3 Contra Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 18 (1.2) and 20 (3); for a further remark see §4 below [p. 45], and for
further discussion see Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §7-9 [pp. 75-77].
     4 Thus Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 191 (§264); Satzinger, Neg. Konstr., 29 (§39); Gaskins, Notes M.Eg. Syntax,
167. Note that under certain conditions "before" and "while not yet" are not easily interchangeable. Whereas "before"
in "John got to safety before the boiler blew up" can be smoothly replaced by "while the boiler had not yet blown up"--
where in both translations the implicature is indeed that "the boiler blew up"--this is different in "John got to the safety
handle before the boiler blew up": in the latter case, where the blow-up is aborted, "while not yet" cannot replace
"before". For the example with "before" see Gazdar, Pragmatics, 106 in a discussion of the pragmatic definitions of
presupposition.
     5 Already pointed out in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), n.15. Note the remarkable stance taken by Loprieno, op.cit.,
17, where it is stated that r sDm.t=f "until he hears/ has heard" has a (relative) future time reference, whereas n sDm.t=f
"before he has heard" has a (relative) past reference (see also p. 26). Thus also Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 101 on n
sDm.t=f: "Bedeutung: relative Vergangenheit, gleichzeitig mit oder vorzeitig zur Handlung des Hauptsatzteils: 'ohne
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    Sh. Sailor, 97-98. sr=sn Da n iy.t=f nSny n xpr.t=f "they foretold a storm before it had come, a
tempest before it had happened". One can simply not foretell anything that lies in the past relative
to the reference time of foretelling.
    The construction n sDm.t=f occurs quite frequently in narrative contexts, where the reference
situation may be situated in the absolute past. In the following examples the absolute past reference
time is set by sDm.n=f verb forms and their passive counterpart, the Passive sDm=f.
    PT [607] §1701a-b/M. ms.n Nw N Hr Drt=f iAbt nxn.(w) ny sAA.t N "it is while being a child,
before N had become wise that Nun has given birth to N at his left hand".6

    CT [154] II 280 d-e/B2Bo. Ra pw xp.n sw imy-ins=f n xn.t=f a=f r=f "it so happened to Re that the
One-who-is-in-his-red-cloth surprised him, before he [Re] had stretched out his arm against him".7

    CT [660] VI 282 a. xpr.n N pn n xpr.t pt n xpr.t tA "it was before the sky had come into existence,
before the earth had come into existence that this N had (already) come into existence".
    Kamose Stela II, 26.8 snD.n=f n=i iw=i m xd n aHA.t=n n spr.t=i r=f "it was while I was sailing
north, before we had fought, before I had reached him that he had (already) become afraid of me".
    CT [630] VI 251 c-d/Sq3C. iw rdi.(w) n=s mw nw irt n hA.t=s "the water of the eye was given to
her, before she had descended".
    CT [640] VI 261 f-h/T2Be. iw Ts.(w) Tst HA=i in 4tS PsDt m wsr=f n xpr.<t> Xnnw "a knot was tied
around me by Seth, when the Ennead was in its prime power, before the disturbance had come into
being".9

    The particle/auxiliary aHa.n is a certain marker of a narrative context.
    Urk. IV 2,12-15. aHa.n=i Hr irt waw r DbA=f m pA wiA n pA smA m hAw nb tAwy Nb-pHty-ra mAa-
xrw iw=i m Sri n ir.t=i Hmt "then I served as private soldier to replace him on the Barque of the Wild
Bull in the time of the Lord of the Two Lands Neb-pehty-re, justified, when I was a youngster,
before I had married".
    In Nominal Sentences the reference time may also be apparent from the retrospective viewpoint
taken in the text.
    CT [660] VI 280 q - 281 c. mswt=f mswt nTr hrw pw n mswt hdn n xpr.t pt tA n xpr.t mw n xpr.t Nw n
xpr.t Gb Nwt n xpr.t Wsir Ast n xpr.t 4tS Nbt-Ht "his birth was the birth of a god (already) on this day
of the birth of the heden-plant, before the sky and the earth had come into existence, before the
water had come into existence, before Nun had come into existence, before Geb and Nut had come
into existence, before Osiris and Isis had come into existence, before Seth and Nephthys had come
into existence".10

    CT [261] III 389 b-c/S1Ca. nnk tm n xpr.t=Tn nTrw "everything belonged (already) to me, before
you had come into existence, gods".
    The following example is also from CT Spell 261, which is concerned with the primordial role
of the god Heka.11

     CT [261] III 382 e - 383 a/S1Ca. ink ir.n nb-wa n xpr.t iSty snty m tA pn "I am one whom the Sole
Lord had made (already), before two things had come into existence in this land".12 In this case the
main clause implicitly has present time reference, but the reference time of the n sDm.t=f
construction here is the absolute past set by the sDm.n=f Relative Form.
                                                                                                                                                                           
dass ...', bzw. 'bevor noch ...'". Ritter, Verbalsystem, 211-212 on n sDm.t=f: "'bevor', anteriore Textrelation". Allen,
Inflection, 320 (§473): "the basic sense of the negated sDm.t.f is that of action prior to that of the governing clause,
whatever the translation"; I assume that Allen's last words mean "whether translated with 'while not yet' or 'before'".
Bakir, Introduction M.Eg., 121 (§329): "it is also noticed that this form is particularly used after the negative particle
n, which, in this case, would mean 'not yet', 'before'+ a tense anterior to the main tense of the context. In other
words, with two events taking place in the past, this form is used for the earlier event". Lefebvre, GEC, 212 (§419):
"et, dans une proposition subordonnée, par un temps de l'indicatif ou subjonctif qui marque clairement que l'action est
antérieure à celle du verbe de la proposition principale, à quelque temps que soit ce dernier"; pp. 212-213 (§421):
translations with "avant que".
     6 Note that Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 251 translated ny sAA.t N with "who had no wisdom", with reference to Gunn,
Negative Word, JEA 34 (1948), 28 (C), where ny xpr.t is translated with "not" instead of "not yet".
     7 For the inadequacy of this translation to render the grammatical structure of Nominal Sentence + Circumstantial
sDm.n=f in circumstantial function see Polotsky's remarks in Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 41-42 (3.10.2). For the
passage see Sethe, Sprüche für das Kennen der Seelen [1], ZÄS 57 (1922), 13 (24).
     8 Publ. Habachi, Stela of Kamose.
     9 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 226 (ex. 199) reads HA tp=i instead of HA=i.
     10 For the heden plant see Le Saout, Fête d'Hathor, CRIPEL 11 (1989), 69-71.
     11 Te Velde, God Heka, JEOL [VII], No. 21 (1969-1970), 180. Bickel, Cosmogonie, 152-153 (ex. 141).
     12 For a parallel see CT [162] II 396 b.
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    In the next example it is the passive Perfective Participle that sets the absolute past of the
reference time.
    CT [673] VI 301 j. i iry rn=f m Xt nt mwt=f n pr.t=f Hr tA "O you whose name was made in the
womb of his mother, before he had gone forth upon earth".
    The absolute present can also function as the reference time for n sDm.t=f.
    Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 11-12. n sDm.n=i n=f Hr sTA=i r m(w)t n iy.t=(i) /ø(?)n=f "I do not
listen to him whilst dragging me to death, before I have come to it".13

    The next passage comes from the series of CT Spells 38-41, the general content of which is that
a living person is addressing his deceased father, asking him to prevent a premature death.14

    CT [39] I 167 a - 168 c/B12Cb. sDm.n=f m r n iryw wnt Ts.n wi it=i pf imy Imnt r int=<i> sart={i} hrww
N pn m tA pn n anxw n Sd.t N p<n> {m} TAw=i n sxn.t=i swHwt=i n in.t N pn Hnty=f n wnm.t N pn pnd n
mna.t=(i) n swr.t N pn HsA=i r Xaaw=f n Hbs.<t> N pn pr=f n anxw m iw nsrsr "he has heard from the
mouth of the figures that that father of mine who is in the West has summoned me to fetch me and
reduce my days (lit., of this N) in this land of the living, before I (lit., this N) have brought up my
fledgelings, before I have deposited my eggs, before I (lit., this N) have attained my (lit., his)
lifetime, before I (lit., this N) have eaten the cake of (my) nurse, before I (lit., this N) have drunk
my milk according to its measure, before I (lit., this N) have furnished my (lit., his) house of the
living on the Island of Fire". The reference time is "my (present) days in the land of the living".15

    Finally, here are some examples with absolute future reference time.
    Eloquent Peasant B1, 183. m grg.(w) dwAw n iy.t=f "do not provide for tomorrow, before it has
come".16

    Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 18-19. ihm wi r m(w)t n iy.t=i n=f "restrain me from dying, before I
have come to it".
    CT [982] VII 191 q. n dmm=k n pH.t=f Tw "you will not be named, before he has reached you".
    In accordance with the evidence from r sDm.t=f it appears that the n sDm.t=f construction has a
relative future time reference with respect to any of the possible reference times of absolute past,
present and future.

§ 2. Introduction to the analysis of the construction n sDm.t=f.

Now that it has been established that the construction n sDm.t=f can indeed be analysed as having
relative future time reference, I will proceed to an analysis of the more literal translation with
"while not yet", in which the negation is accounted for. This analysis is not in accordance with the
interpretation by others of its verb form as expressing the relative past with respect to the action in
the main clause, when the construction is translated with "while he has/had not yet heard". It seems
that such an analysis has fallen victim to a translation trap, since it is inconceivable that a
construction which has a relative future time with respect to the reference situation in the main
clause contains a verb form which at the same time expresses a past relative to that main clause
situation. This trap may well be elicited by the elements "while" and "he has/had heard". To put
more solid ground under our feet, I shall proceed from the analysis of certain tenses in the Bantu
language Luganda as given in Comrie's recent and important work on tense.

§ 3. Comrie's analysis of the 'still', 'no longer' and 'not yet' tenses in Luganda.

Comrie deals with these rare tenses in a section on combinations of absolute tenses.17 The 'not yet'

                                               
     13 The possible n iy.t=ø is discussed in §10 below [p. 52].
     14 See De Buck, Premature Death, in: Pro Regno. Pro Sanctuario, 82; De Jong, CT Spell 38, SAK 21 (1994), 141-
142.
     15 Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 180 translates here--in my opinion, correctly--with a present tense ("avant que
j'aie élevé mes petits" etc.), whereas Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 31-32 has "when I had not yet brought up my
fledgelings". The latter translation implicates that this action has been completed before the present.
     16 Compare the similar phrasing in the inscr. Hatnub 24, 1-2 (publ. Anthes, Hatnub, 54-56, pl. 24; Readingbook,
73-74), which, however, has been suggested to read rx dwA(w) [n] iw.t=f mA n nHH "who knows the morrow when it has
not yet come, who has a view on eternity"; for further comment see Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), n.7.
     17 Comrie, Tense, 53-55. For a discussion of Comrie's analysis of these tenses see Schadeberg, Schon - noch - nicht
- mehr, Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blätter 2 (1990), 1-15.
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tense occurs only in the negative, but the affirmative 'still' tense has a negative counterpart in the
'no longer' tense. His analysis of this pair is of great importance for the approach to n sDm.t=f and
is therefore quoted in some detail.
    "The 'still' tense occupies two continuous segments on the time line including the past and
present: mu-kya-tudde 'you-still-sit', i.e. 'you are still seated'. Its negative is te-mu-kya-tudde,
'neg-you-still-sit', i.e. 'you are no longer seated'. The negation attaches only to the present
reference of the 'still' tense, but crucially does not negate its past time reference; whence the name
'no longer' tense. What this clarifies is the distribution of presupposition and assertion in the 'still'
tense. Since negation affects only the present time reference part of the overall meaning of the
'still' tense, this indicates that the present time reference is the assertion of this tense, while the
past time reference, which remains constant under negation, is a presupposition.18 Thus a more
accurate semantic description of the 'still' tense would be: it is presupposed that a situation held in
the past, and asserted that it holds at present. Its negative would therefore automatically receive the
interpretation: it is presupposed that a situation held in the past and asserted that it does not hold at
the present".
    Comrie proceeds as follows. "Luganda has one further verb form that fits into this general
pattern, namely the 'not yet' tense, as in te-tu-nna-genda 'neg-we-not:yet-go', i.e. 'we have not yet
gone'.19 The meaning of this tense is that a certain situation did not hold in the past and does not
hold in the present, i.e. that it is still the case that a certain situation does not hold. It may seem
that there is an additional semantic component, namely that the situation of 'our going' will hold in
the future. However, further investigation shows that this is only a [conversational] implicature,20

not part of the meaning of the verb form, as is equally the case with the English expression 'not
yet'.21 All that is indicated with regard to the future is the possibility of the situation holding in the
future, and this possibility may be demonstrated as unrealisable by the rest of the context" [e.g., by
explicitly cancelling the implicature].22

    What can be inferred from Comrie's discussion of these three tenses is of great relevance to the
ensuing discussion of n sDm.t=f. Firstly, conversational implicature is different from assertion as
not being part of the meaning of a verb form. Secondly, presupposition can be grammaticized in
the meaning of a verb form, and in cooperation with assertion it can partake in the meaning.
Thirdly, presupposition is immune to negation, and negation can affect only part of the meaning of
a verb form.
    There is general agreement that implicatures can be cancelled in the context, whereas this has
been argued to be different for presuppositions.23 Proceeding from this theoretical foundation, the
issues in the analysis of n sDm.t=f are the following. Is the reference to a future occurrence in the
translation of n sDm.t=f with "(while) he has/had not yet heard" in reality part of the meaning of the
verb form in Egyptian, or is it an implicature?24 Does the negation assert that only part of the
meaning of the verb form does not hold?25 Is a presupposition grammaticized as part of the

                                               
     18 Pragmatic presuppositions may be defined as propositions whose truth the speaker takes for granted, or seems to
take for granted, when making his statement; see Horn, [Pragmatics], in: Int. Encyclopedia of Linguistics. 3, 263.
Lyons, Semantics, 606: "what is presupposed is what the speaker takes for granted and assumes that the addressee will
take for granted as part of the contextual background". For another description and definition see Ritter, Verbalsystem,
27-30. For the negation test as a means to detect presuppositions see Leech, Semantics2, 279: "the blonde he married
was an heiress", as well as "the blonde he married was not an heiress", presuppose that "he married a blonde"; see also
Lyons, op.cit., 606; Horn, op.cit., 264; Seuren, [Presupposition], in: Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, 3313.
     19 Cf. Ashton, Luganda Grammar, 229.
     20 Lyons, Semantics, 606: "what is implicated is what the addressee can reasonably infer, but is not necessarily
intended to infer, in the context in which the utterance occurs, from what is said or not said"; see also the discussion of
the utterance "it is cold in here" on pp. 592-593. See, further, Leech, Semantics, 331-334 on conversational
implicature.
     21 For my suggestion that the 'not yet' notion in English can also be analysed in terms of a presupposition see
Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), Appendix C [pp. 93-96].
     22 Comrie, Tense, 23-26 (1.7). Lyons, Semantics, 606: "it is generally agreed that implicatures can be cancelled or
qualified in particular contexts".
     23 On the subject of conversational implicatures in contrast to discourse presuppositions see Lyons, Semantics, 592-
606 (see the last page for the conclusion). See also Givón, On Understanding Grammar, 112-113 (3.2.5).
     24 See §4 below.
     25 See §5 below.
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meaning of the sDm.t=f?26 If so, what is the nature of this presupposition?27

    In this contribution I shall only pay attention to presupposition as a phenomenon that can be
grammaticized in a verb form; presupposition as related to the speaker will be discussed in the
study of the verb form proper.28

§ 4. The sDm.t=f as a relative future tense and the translation trap in n sDm.t=f.

In the study on Dr sDm.t=f I have argued that in Dr sDm.t=f the preposition/conjunction has the same
basic meaning "(at) the time that" as in the other uses of Dr where it is translated with "since/from
the moment that", and that the translation with a relative future time reference ("before") is due to
the verb form as a relative future tense: "he is yet to hear".29

    Assuming that the verb form in Dr/r sDm.t=f is the same as that in n sDm.t=f,30 the latter
construction also contains this verb form, with the same relative time reference as part of its
meaning. The strongest plea against an assumption of different verb forms or of one verb form
with different meanings in the sDm.t=f constructions is that Dr sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f can be
translated with "before".
    Thus, despite the suitable English translation of n sDm.t=f with "(while) he has/had not yet
heard"--which can be analysed as involving an implicature--the reference to a relative future time in
n sDm.t=f cannot be an implicature and must be part of the meaning of the verb form.

§ 5. The roles of the negation and the verb form in n sDm.t=f.

The passage Sh. Sailor, 30-32. sr=sn Da n iy.t=ø nSny n xpr.t=f "they foretold a storm, when (it) had
not yet come, a tempest when it had not yet happened"--the parallel of the passage quoted in § 2--is
directly followed in lines 32-34 by the mention of the actual occurrence of a storm. The prediction
has come true. Crucially, the negation in n iy.t=f does not assert the future nonoccurrence of the
storm, but only its nonoccurrence at the time of the main clause.
    In the light of my conclusion that the sDm.t=f is a relative future tense, the translation of n iy.t=f
must be rephrased to do justice to the Egyptian. The passage from the Shipwrecked Sailor should
then be rendered--admittedly in impossible or very bad English--*"they foretold a storm, while it
was not to come yet", which means "(they foretold a storm), while 'it was to come', but not then".
"Then" represents the time reference coincidence with the main clause.
    Let us now imagine that in the above example sr=sn is not a past tense, but rather signifies the
present, which yields "they foretell a storm, while it has not yet come". In rephrased rendering it
would be "they foretell a storm, while it is not to come yet", which means "they foretell a storm,
while 'it is to come', but not (as) yet".
    The translation of n sDm.t=f with "while he has/had not yet heard" must contain the word "yet",
because omitting it would completely change the meaning into one without reference to the relative
future.31 The addition of "yet" is obligatory for this time reference and is elicited by the meaning of
the verb form. There is no evidence that the negation n can mean anything else than plain and
simple "not".
    The paraphrases "while it was to come, but not then" and "while it is to come, but not (as) yet"
form an exact analogy with the meaning of the well-known type of verbal clause with the
discontinuous negation n...is. The particle is functions there as a negative scope/focus specifier,
diverting the reach of the negation from the verbal situation ("contradictory negation") to the scope
of an adverbial adjunct/circumstantial clause ("contrary negation").32

                                               
     26 See §6 below.
     27 See §7 below.
     28 See Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §16 [pp. 81-83] and §18 [pp. 87-88].
     29 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §16-17 [pp. 19-21].
     30 See the last paragraph of the introduction above [p. 41].
     31 It is unclear to me what Depuydt, Prospective sDm=f, JARCE 30 (1993), 14 (F,1) means exactly with his remark
that "in the negated verb form n sDm.t=f 'he has not yet heard', the signified with which the signifier t forms a linguistic
sign is the meaning 'yet'". In this English translation the time adverb "yet" only gives rise to an implicature; see
Comrie's analysis given in §3 above [p. 44].
     32 Loprieno, Eg. Negations, in: Ägypten im Afro-Orient. Kontext. Behrens, 214-219; id., Ancient Egyptian, 209-210
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    In drawing a comparison, I would like to point out that in n sDm.t=f the occurrence of the
situation in a relative future is not affected by the negation either. However, constructions of n
sDm.t=f involving contrary negation by the addition of is + a time adverb expressing the
coincidence with the reference situation do not occur. Therefore it is the meaning of the verb form
that must be held responsible for leaving the relative future occurrence of its Event untouched by
the negation.

§ 6. Assertion and presupposition in the meaning of the sDm.t=f.

The concept of the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense offers a solution to the problem of why the
negation in n sDm.t=f only asserts that a situation does not occur at reference time, but, crucially,
does not deny its occurrence in a future relative to it. The meaning of a relative tense is that it
locates a situation in time relative to a reference time, which is given by the context. Thus, of
necessity, two time points partake in the meaning of such a verb form.33

    My explanation of why the negation n does not assert that a situation will not hold in a relative
future, but in contrast leaves it untouched, is based on the presence of a presupposition in the
meaning of the sDm.t=f.34

    Comrie's analysis of the distribution of presupposition and assertion in the Luganda 'no longer'
tense in relation to its affirmative counterpart, the 'still' tense, can also be applied to the verb form
as used in Dr sDm.t=f and n sDm.t=f, where it equally concerns two time situations. Since
presuppositions remain constant under negation and the negation leaves the relative future
occurrence of the Event in n sDm.t=f untouched, it may be inferred that the relative future
occurrence of the Event is a presupposition.
    Thus, the sDm.t=f verb form can be described as follows: "if the verb form asserts that an Event
is located in a future relative to a Reference point, then that Event is, necessarily, presupposed as
part of its meaning".
    Taking a wider view, I would like to suggest that, with finite relative tenses in general, the
relating of an Event in time to a Reference point presupposes the Event. If there were no Event, no
Reference point would be needed; but because a Reference point is grammaticized as part of the
meaning, the Event is a presupposition.35

§ 7. Assertion and presupposition in the meaning of n sDm.t=f.

The use of the English time adverb "still" to render the meaning of a specific Luganda tense
indicates that it asserts that "being still seated" holds at the present. This assertion entails,
necessarily, that a "having been seated" holding continuously from some moment in the past until
the present moment is presupposed.36 The grammaticalization of this presupposition in the meaning
of the affirmative 'still' tense excludes in its negative the meaning "you are still not seated", since
it would then be asserted that "having been seated" in the past has not taken place. This
presupposition in the affirmative tense cannot be affected by the negation, whence the meaning can
                                                                                                                                                                           
(7.8.1) and 213-214 (7.8.3).
     33 Comrie, Tense, 61: "in looking for examples of relative time reference, it is essential to ensure that the relative
time reference interpretation is part of the meaning of the form in question". Not fully understanding Satzinger's
argument, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 67, I surmise that with the formulation "der subjektive Standpunkt ist mittels der
Negation vorverlegt" something comparable to my "reference time" is meant. Arguing in favour of a meaning of the
sDm.t=f "finally he heard", he formulates as follows: "es wird gleichsam nur das 'schliesslich' negiert, nicht das
'Hören'", i.e. the final occurrence of the Event is not yet at stake at the time of the "vorverlegte subjektive
Standpunkt".
     34 Compare Vernus's formulation, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 173: "...la forme n sDmt.f, où sDmt.f est
fondamentalement un accompli, avec, de plus, présupposition que l'action dont l'accomplissement est nié a été ensuite
accomplie, ou devrait l'être".
     35 The 'still' and 'no longer' presupposition seems to belong to this type of presupposition, for which see Seuren,
[Presupposition], in: Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, 3320. Little work seems to have done on the notions
"still", "no longer" and, assumedly, "not yet" in connection with presupposition, witness Seuren's remark that "on the
whole the literature [on presupposition] is remarkably silent on the question of a 'remainder' category of
presuppositions induced by words like 'only', 'no longer', 'still'".
     36 My formulation is slightly different from that of Comrie (quoted in my §3 above [p. 44]).
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only be that "being still seated at present" does not hold. This results in 'being no longer seated'.
    Returning to n sDm.t=f, this construction cannot mean: *"relative to a reference point in the
context he is/was not going to hear", in which the nonoccurrence of a relative future Event would
be asserted. Thus, if the sDm.t=f enters into a syntagmatic relationship with the negation n, the
semantics of the verb form, i.e. the presupposition contained in its meaning, bar from asserting
that the relative future Event of hearing will not hold, and cause it to assert that it is only not
holding at the reference time. This is why n sDm.t=f can be translated with "before" + affirmative
clause.
    On the basis of the distribution of assertion and presupposition in the meaning of the sDm.t=f
verb form as described just above,37 the negative construction n sDm.t=f automatically receives the
description: "if in the meaning of the verb form in its affirmative use the future holding of the
Event relative to a Reference point is presupposed, then the negative construction can, necessarily,
only assert that the relative future Event does not hold at reference time".
    For the assessment of the role of negation in Classical Egyptian it is of importance to note that
in grammatical studies of this language phase there appears to have been remarkably little interest
in the explanation of the problem of how it is possible that in the negative construction n sDm.t=f
the negation asserts that the Event has/had not occurred at some point in time and leaves unaffected
the relative future occurrence of the Event, with the result being the 'disappearance' of "not" in the
adequate affirmative and commonly used translation with "before". Satzinger is the only one who
has taken explicit notice of this phenomenon but, in general, it seems to have been taken for
granted under the assumption that the negation in n sDm.t=f means "not (yet)". But all the evidence
concerning the construction demonstrates that the time adverb "yet" is a necessary element and
cannot be regarded as optional.
    To the role of the negation n in contradictory negation a refinement must now be added, i.e. that
in n sDm.t=f it 'contradicts' only part of the meaning of the verb form, owing to a presupposition
that is grammaticized. Only superficially does this type of 'partial' negation resemble in effect
contrary negation with n-is.38

    The description of the verb form and its negative construction as given by scholars who do not
consider the sDm.t=f to be a finite relative tense runs into a serious problem. For example,
Borghouts defines the form as denoting a future result which is completed (a future perfect):
sDm.t=f means "he will have heard", and he argues that n sDm.t=f means, strictly speaking, "he will
not have heard", but in practice "he has not yet heard".39 I cannot see how it is possible for a
construction which asserts that an Event will not occur--or will not have occurred--to in practice
always receive the opposite meaning, in which its future occurrence is not affected by the negation.
    If the Egyptian construction n sDm.t=f is rendered literally, the translation of the example from
the Shipwrecked Sailor quoted above would be: "they foretold a storm, when 'it was yet to come'
was not (holding)". From the viewpoint of the relative future tense the meaning of the construction
n sDm.t=f is: "at Reference point an Event located in a future relative to it does/did not hold".
    There are, however, rare examples of n sDm.t=f denoting in an absolute past context an Event
that is irreal, because it has been aborted by the action at the Reference point. Such examples seem
to defy the above analysis of the presence of a presupposition of the relative future occurrence of
the Event as part of the meaning of the sDm.t=f. Since this phenomenon belongs rather to the
domain of the verb form proper, the point will be discussed in the contribution devoted to it.40

§ 8. Two passages of n sDm.t=f where the 'not yet' notion seems absent.

In connection with the first example given below Gardiner states that the temporal significance "not
yet" is only very rarely absent.41 In addition to the existential expression n wnt, where this is
consistently the case,42 he produces the following example as evidence for this.

                                               
     37 See §6 above, last but one paragraph.
     38 For contradictory and contrary negation see my note 28 above.
     39 Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102 (§47.a.1: "hij zal gehoord hebben") and 104 (§48.a.1: "'hij heeft nog niet gehoord',
eigl. 'hij zal niet hebben gehoord'"). Possibly in the same sense Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 101: "Bedeutung:
abgeschlossene Handlung (zukünftig oder vergangen)". See also my note 2 above.
     40 Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §18 [pp. 87-88].
     41 Gardiner, EG, 317 (§ 402, bottom).
     42 See Appendix A below [pp. 52-53].
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    Urk. IV 892,8-9. HAq.n=f dmi n QdS n tS.t=i r bw Xr(y)=f "it was without my swerving from the
place where he was that he sacked the town of Kadesh, according to Gardiner's translation.43 He
translates the passage as if it reads nn tSt=i "without my swerving". This simple translation is so
plausible that I suggest the negation n is here a mistaken writing for nn.44

    Another example of a translation with only "not" comes from the medical texts.
    Pap. (med.) Berlin 3038, 12,8-9.45 kt nt dr Sna m Xt n hAy.t=f "another (remedy) to drive off a
constipation in the belly which does not go away", according to Westendorf's translation.46 It is
evident that we are here concerned with a remedy for a type of constipation that should have
disappeared already at some expected time point, but is obstinate and lingers. Owing to the remedy
it is expected to finally disappear, which was not yet the case at the time originally expected. This
time point of the general present functions as the implicit reference time. A translation with relative
temporal "before" does not fit here at all,47 but a literal translation "when it has not yet gone away"
or German "[eine Verstopfung], wenn diese noch nicht abgegangen ist" suits excellently. Also, the
translations "which as yet has still not gone away", or German "der noch immer nicht abgegangen
ist" come close to what is meant here.48

§ 9. The use of n sDm.t=f in the main clause.

Gardiner has observed that in spite of the common use of n sDm.t=f as a virtual adverb clause, the
construction is not to be regarded as essentially subordinate in meaning.49

     The following examples seem to provide excellent support for this observation. On account of
their importance for the issue of main clause use of n sDm.t=f I would like to present here in
advance three passive n sDm.t=f constructions, which will also be dealt with in a forthcoming
contribution on the passive sDm.t=f.50

    The most explicit evidence comes from one of the ferryman spells, where a conversation
between the ferryman (F) and the deceased (D) is going on.51

    CT [398] V 123 d + 124 b/G1T. mH r=k wsxt // n Sd.yt=s (D) "now make the barge ready" //
(F) "it has not yet been hollowed out".
    Ibid./G2T. mH r=k s(y) wxr.t(i?) // n Sd.yt=s (D) "now make it ready, it being thus carpentered(?)"
// (F) "it has not yet been hollowed out".
    CT [398] V 124 a-b/M3C.52 mk rk sy m wxrt // n Sd.yt=s (D) "now see, it is at the wharf" // (F)
"it has not yet been hollowed out".
    Less certain, but not improbable, examples come from two letters in the Illahun temple
archives. The ambivalence of a translation as either a subordinate or as a main clause is caused by
the fact that in both examples the reference time is the absolute present of the writing of the letter
("as yet") and not an explicit reference situation in the context.

                                               
     43 Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402, n.10). Since the form HAq.n=f would now be considered a Substantival sDm.n=f in an
Emphatic Sentence, I have adapted Gardiner's translation in this vein.
     44 Gardiner, EG, 179 (§235); 80 (§104).
     45 For the reference see my next note.
     46 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 195 (§268,2).
     47 For a remark on "before" as a relative temporal conjunction see Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §4 [p. 9].
Incomprehensible to me is Loprieno's translation in sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 24: "Another (remedy) to keep away from
the belly a constipation before it has gone away".
     48 Cf. Satzinger's translation in Neg. Konstr., 30 (§40). Note that, although Westendorf drops "noch [immer]" in
his translation of the passage, he translated cases of use of n sDm.n=f (Gramm. med. T., 172) with "noch nicht", since
they have parallels with n sDm.t=f. I suggest translating both versions literally because there is in practice very little
difference in meaning. Case Sm 6 (2,21) mj Aht whnn n Xrd n aD.n=f "like the weak spot of the skull of a child which is
not hardened" versus Sm 8 (4,11) n Ts.t=f "which has not yet attached". Case Eb 593 (76,1-4) sSn snf n Ts.n=f "a
bloodnest which does not attach" versus H 143 (10,2-4) n Ts.t=f "which has not yet attached". The only difference is the
overt presupposition of the sDm.t=f that "attaching will yet occur", which does not underly the formulations with n
sDm.n=f.
     49 Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402): "n sDmt.f is not to be regarded as essentially subordinate in meaning". Satzinger, Neg.
Konstr., 29: "n sDm.t-f 'er hatte noch nicht gehört', bzw. im Zustandssatz 'bevor er hörte'". Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57
(1971), 60. In Late Egyptian bw ir.t=f sDm is an autonomous construction, made circumstantial by the converter iw; cf.
recently Winand, Études néo-égyptien, 291-292 (§462). For a note on n sDm.t=f as a main clause construction see
Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §11 [p. 78].
     50 Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §6 [p. 62].
     51 See now Willems, Coffin of Heqata, 415-418 (7.4.3), particularly n.(t).
     52 = Gardiner, EG, 318, ex. 10a (Coffins M3C, 137 and G1T, 129).
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     Pap. Berlin 10016, vo. 4a.53 (i)n iw rdi.n=k int iwAw(t) (3?) n Ssp.t=ø "have you caused the (three?)
women workers to be brought? They have not yet been received".54 However, the omission of the
suffix pronoun may point to its use as a virtual relative clause:55 "the (three) woman workers which
have not yet been received".
    Pap. Berlin 10025, 6.56 //// ntt sw r irt r bAk im n rd.yt sDm bAk im irt.n=f "//// that he will act
against the humble servant. The humble servant has not yet been allowed to hear what he has
done". In this letter a servant in trouble is writing to his superior.57 Although it is also possible to
translate with " while not yet",58 I prefer to translate with a main clause because the repetition of
the expression "the humble servant" in the main and the subordinate clauses in one sentence is not
to be expected on stylistic grounds.
     At least the example of n sDm.t=f in the main clause as used in the context of a speech situation
("as yet") prove that the construction is not exclusively subordinate. On account of the following
example with the particle iw preceding the construction it has been suggested that this is necessary
for conversion of n sDm.t=f into a main clause.59

    CT [157] II 344 b - 345 b/S2P.60 xr m wn=f m Xrd xpr xrwt=f m SA iw n mr.t irt=f "now when he was
a child, his sacrificial animal became a pig. His eye had not yet become ill (then)".61 This example
is particularly good evidence for use as a main clause because, if iw n mr.t=f irt=f is taken as a
subordinate clause expressing contrast, it would then be expected to directly follow xr m wn=f m
Xrd.
    However, in the following example with the particle isT, translation as a subordinate clause
seems preferable.
    CT [312] IV 76 a-c/B6C.62 N pn wa m nw n fnTw 6m qmA.n=f m irt=f isT n xpr.t Ast ms=s 1r "this N
is one of these serpents of Atum which he has made from his eye, nota bene when Isis had not yet
come into existence that she might give birth to Horus".63

    The interpretation of this clause introduced by isT as a subordinate one cannot find support in an
example from the medical texts containing the variant sk, because its exact meaning and
grammatical structure are too uncertain to be used as good evidence for the role of isT and its
variants in this connection.
    Pap. Ebers, 39,18-19.64 hA sp pn m r=f r-pw m pHwy=fy r-pw mi snf n SA m-xt DAf=f sk ir.n=k n=f wt
Hr /// r bAg=s{t} m-HAt sk n ir.t=k sp pn "this case [of illness] descends either from his mouth or from
his anus like the blood of a pig after its cooking. Nota bene you have then already made for him a

                                               
     53 Publ. Scharff, Briefe aus Illahun, ZÄS 59 (1924), 24-27 and 2**-3**; photograph in Möller, Hier. Paläogr. I, pl.
5/2, 6.
     54 For the interpretation as a question I follow Silverman, Interrog. Constr., 12 (ex. 20). For n sDm.t=f as active see
Scharff, op.cit., 24: "Du liessest 3 Arbeiterinnen bringen, die ich nicht erhalten habe (??)"; note his remark "wie n
Ssp.t am Ende des Antwortsatzes zu fassen ist, vermag ich nicht zu sagen"; so also Silverman ("(For) I have not yet
received them") and Wente, Letters from Anc. Eg., 76 (90): "I have not received any".
     55 See the next section [p. 51].
     56 = Gardiner, EG, 318, n.19 (ÄZ 59,5, top). Now published by Luft, Archiv Illahun; for a photograph and
transcription see under its inv. no.
     57 Luft, op.cit., see under translation and commentary of the inv.no.: "//// der gegen den Diener dort handelt. Nicht
durfte der Diener dort vernehmen was er gemacht hat". Note that id., Illahun Verteidigungsbrief, Oikumene 4 (1983),
149 (fig. 34) has transliterated n rdj.tw, despite the clear transcription n rd.yt (see pl. between pp. 168-169).
     58 Thus Wente, op.cit., 77-78 (94): "before I have been permitted".
     59 Satzinger, Neg. Konstr., 29 (§40), n.89: "ein selbständiger Satz, gebildet aus jw + Zustandsatz"; this despite the
fact that on the same page (§39) he translates n sDm.t=f with "'er hatte noch nicht gehört', bzw. im Zustandsatz 'bevor
er hörte'". See also Frandsen, Outline Late Eg. Verbal System, 40-41 (§28,1); Callender, Middle Egyptian, 103
(4.10.1.1); Gaskins, Notes M.Eg. Syntax, 168.
     60 = Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402), n.5 (ÄZ. 58,20*).
     61 The example ibid., n.9 (Urk. V.6) m wn n xpr.t sTsw 5w, translated by Gardiner with "when the supports of Shu
had not (yet) come into existence" and considered by him to be the subordinated form of iw n sDm.t=f, does not explain
why n sDm.t=f is not simply used; thus also Gaskins, Notes M.Eg. Syntax, 170. I prefer Gunn's solution, Studies in Eg.
Syntax, 180 (7), who takes m wn as containing a participle ("as one who existed").
     62 = Gardiner, EG, 317, n.6 (Budge, p.167). For a study of Spell [312] see De Buck, Earliest Version of BD 78,
JEA 35 (1949), 87-97; Brunner, Spruch 312 der Sargtexte, in: id., Das hörende Herz, 308-315 (= id., op.cit., ZDMG
36 (1961), 439-445.
     63 Translated by Gardiner as a subordinate clause. For a translation see De Buck, op.cit., 94; for a partial
translation of the passage see Bickel, Cosmogonie, 96 (ex. 78).
     64 = Eb 198c, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 158.
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bandage upon the ////, so that it [the bloodnest] will have clotted in advance. Nota bene, (that is),
when you have not yet applied this treatment".65

    Only rarely do these particles and the negation n occur together in other constructions,
presumably to bring about a strong contrast, in translation often "whereas".66

    Under the assumption that iw n mr.t=f irt=f is indeed a main clause, the presence of iw here, but
not in the three examples of speech situations must be accounted for. These n sDm.t=f constructions
can only be interpreted as being used in a main clause, but in the instance with iw this is not so
evident, an interpretation of n sDm.t=f as a subordinate clause expressing contrast is also possible. I
suggest that the analogy with the particle iw marking the main clause in iw/isT sDm=f/sDm.n=f may
explain this unusual combination: the particle functions here purely as a syntactic marker of
independence, but now exceptionally in front of a construction that is almost exclusively known to
exercise circumstantial function instead of fronting a circumstantial verb form.

§ 10. The omission of the suffix pronoun in n sDm.t=f constructions.

Among the occurrences of n sDm.t=f there are a number which may show omission of the suffix
pronoun as subject, particularly in relative constructions where the antecedent is coreferential.67

This phenomenon occurs in both genuine relative clauses with ntt and virtual ones with a
circumstantial construction. That this is not restricted to n sDm.t=f appears from the following
examples with suffix pronoun omission in the verb form in n sDm=f.
    Urk. IV 7,6. mi ntyw n xpr=ø "like ones who have not come into existence".
    Inscr. Hatnub 22, 18.68 iw gr<t> ir.n=i ntt n ir.tw=ø in kywy rmT "I now have done what had never
been done by other people".69

    Turning now to the n sDm.t=f constructions, I would like to start with the 'true' relative clause
with nty.
    Eloquent Peasant B1, 271-272. m wA.(w) n ntt n iy.t=ø m Ha.w n ntt n xpr.t=ø "do not brood on
what has not yet come, do not rejoice over what has not yet happened".
    Contrary to n sDm=f and n sDm.n=f when functioning as virtual relative clauses, the omission of
the suffix pronoun as subject also occurs in n sDm.t=f in such a function. I will refer first to the
example Pap. Berlin 10016, vo. 4a, which was discussed in the preceding section and which, taken
as it stands, contains a unique passive sDm.t=f with suffix pronoun omission.70 Also, the two
following examples have a directly preceding referent/antecedent.
    Sh. Sailor, 30-32. sr=sn Da n iy.t=ø nSny n xpr.t=f "they foretold a storm which (lit., while (it))
had not yet come", and a tempest which (lit., while it) had not yet happened".
    Urk. IV 971,2. rx imyw-Xt n pr.t=ø Hr spty mdw "one who knows the inner things of the body,
which (lit., while they)) have not yet come forth on the lips of the speaker".
    An intermediate position is taken by the following instance, where no explicit
referent/antecedent is present in the immediately preceding context, but where the verb Dd in the
main clause automatically evokes the notion "speech, words".
    CT [75] I 383 d - 384 a/S1C. iw Dd.n n=i HAtyw=Tn nTrw n pr.t=ø m r=Tn. "your hearts have
(already) spoken to me (words), gods, which (lit., when (they)) had not yet come forth from your
mouth".71

                                               
     65 This translation follows von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf, Übersetz. med. T., 91; see for this difficult passage
also the commentary of id., Übersetz. med. T. Erläuterungen, 87 (8). There the meaning "whether // whether" of sk //
sk, as suggested in Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 181 (10) and at the time followed by Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs,
111, is strongly doubted. This has resulted in quite different translations.
     66 See Gardiner, EG, 388, n.9 (Urk. IV 751,9); see for this example also Junge, Emphasis, 106 (E77a). See further
Gardiner, EG, 313 (§394), exs. Urk. IV 38,11; Inscr. Hatnub 11, 9.
     67 Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402): "the omission seen in the last example [Sh. Sailor, 30-32] is found elsewhere in cases
where the context makes its expression superfluous".
     68 Publ. Anthes, Hatnub, 47-52.
     69 Similarly translated by Anthes, op.cit., 49-50; Vernus, Essai sur la conscience, 63, n.150. For a profound
approach to this ideological motivation see now Vernus, op.cit., part 2.
     70 An active translation would require emending the pronouns to express the subject and the object.
     71 Jürgens, Überlieferungsgeschichte, 173 (104) and n.35 fills the ellipse with "kein Wunsch". See also Bickel,
Cosmogonie, 102 (ex. 82).
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    In the following instance the implicit referent is a general "something".
    Stela Leiden V 7, vert., right, 3.72 sr n iy.t=ø mA n xpr.t=ø "one who announces (something)
which (lit., while (it)) has not yet come, who sees (something) which (lit., while (it)) has not yet
occurred".
    Here is an example in which the structure is identical with the preceding one, but the
determinatives suggest a reinterpretation or misunderstanding by the copyist.
    Enseignement Loyaliste, §13,5/Pl.73 xmt n iy.t=ø         ( ) "one who anticipates
(something) which (lit., while (it)) has not yet come".
    The plural determinative (Z2, vertical) in the verb xmt "to antipicate"--which is not uncommon
there, but is borrowed from the distinct verb xmt "to do for the third time"--is followed by the
negative arms sign (D35). I assume that the latter sign originally represented the negation n, but
was reinterpreted as the final determinative of the verb xmt "to anticipate", another borrowing from
the compound preposition m-xmt "in the absence of". This reinterpretation of the negative arms
sign as the final determinative of xmt "to anticipate" may have entailed a further one, namely that
of the sDm.t=f verb form iy.t=ø as the word iyt "mishap". This subsequent reinterpretation, which
breaks up the n iy.t=ø construction, would explain the presence of the 'bad bird' and plural
determinatives (G37+Z2) after the writing iyt: "one who anticipates mishap".74 Posener translates
the writing iyt more neutrally with "ce qui peut arriver".75

    In particular, the occurrence of n sDm.t=ø in the examples containing 'true' relative clauses and
the last three examples with n sDm.t=ø, where no specific referent precedes, suggests that n sDm.t=f
in such constructions may, to some extent, no longer have been perceived as a construction with a
finite verb form, but rather as an expression with a standard meaning signifying something like
"before an Event".76

     Schenkel and Loprieno have recently pointed out that n sDm=f and n sDm.n=f are verbal patterns
with a bound negation, which cannot simply be split up into a negation and a verb form from the
affirmative verbal system.77 With reference to n sDm.t=f, this coalescence may even have been
reinforced by the restriction of the verb form to only two common uses with
adverbial/circumstantial function: n sDm.t=f being roughly equivalent in meaning to the adverbial
expression "before an Event" and r sDm.t=f to "until an Event". Though in Late Egyptian bw ir.t=f
sDm has become a typical main clause pattern,78 n sDm.t=f in Classical Egyptian almost always
functions as a circumstantial construction.79

    What is interesting with respect to the above phenomenon are two instances from one text, the
first without and the second with the suffix pronoun =i written out.
    Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 11-12. n sDm.n=i n=f Hr sTA=i r m(w)t n iy.t=(i?)/ ø(?)n=f "I do not
listen to him whilst dragging me to death, while I have not yet come to it".
    Ibid., 18-19. ihm wi r m(w)t n iy.t=i n=f "restrain me from dying, while I have not yet come to it".
    If the writing n iyt n=f in the first example is taken as it stands, the meaning comes close to
"before coming to it".

Appendix A: the negative existential expression n wnt and the possible n wn.t=f construction.

In Middle Egyptian the negation n only precedes suffix conjugation forms, and on that syntactic
account the negative existential expression n wnt seems to be a n sDm.t=f construction.80 There are,
however, serious semantic and syntactic objections that force it to be set apart from the 'true' n

                                               
     72 Publ. Boeser, Beschrijving van de Egyptische verzameling I, pl. 7.
     73 Publ. Posener, Enseignement loyaliste, 132.
     74 Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 10.
     75 Posener, op.cit., 46. See Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 28.
     76 Just as the translation of n sDm.t=f with "while not yet" is generally translated with "before". Cf. Gunn, Studies in
Eg. Syntax, 181 (C) on the construction n sDm.t=f: "n is thus apparently equivalent to a preposition". See also Ritter,
Verbalsystem, 243 (2-3), where it is remarked that particles, with inclusion of the negations, have prepositional
character. For the 'true' relative clause compare the nty Hr/m/r sDm construction.
     77 Schenkel, Einf. Sprachwissenschaft, 190 (4.5.c). Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 209 (7.8.1).
     78 Winand, Études néo-égyptien, 289-292 (§458-463).
     79 For the few exceptions see §10 above [pp. 49-50].
     80 Thus Gardiner, EG, 317 (§402, bottom). For a different opinion see Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 167.
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sDm.t=f construction.
     The most important is, of course, that the typical 'not yet' notion always seems to be absent.
No doubt for this reason grammars may refer to n wnt under the n sDm.t=f construction, but will
range it under the negative existential expressions, together with nn wn which has the same meaning
"(while) there is not ... ". A second objection is that, in contrast to n sDm.t=f and in accordance
with the nn wn construction, n wnt has no valency for suffix pronouns.
    Since there is evidence from Dr wn.t=f and r wn.t=f that wn is the stem of the sDm.t=f of wnn,81 a
writing n wnt=f, as in the following example, might in principle qualify as a n sDm.t=f construction.
    CT [1042] VII 293 b-c/B2L. Ax sfA=i n wnt=f "the akh-spirit which I hate, it does not exist".82 A
translation with "not yet" is unsuitable because the deceased gains much better prospects from a
claim that a spirit which is hostile to him does not exist than from one saying that it not yet exists.
The translation without "yet" is supported by the parallels which have the Nominal Sentence n ntf
wn here.83 Therefore, it is improbable that we are dealing here with a n sDm.t=f construction.
Rather, this must be an exception to the general rule that the existential expressions have no
valency for suffix pronouns.
    The same line of argument concerning the deceased weakening his own claim is also valid for
the next example, in which the deceased claims to be creator-like.
    CT [261] III 384 d - 385 a/B1Bo. ir wnnt N pn sA pi n mst 6m msy n wnt mwt=f "as for truly this
N, he is the son of her who gave birth to Atum, one who was born while there was no mother of
him".84

    Nevertheless, n sDm.t=f constructions of wnn may exist. In the following example translations
with "while not yet" and with "while not" are both possible.
    Urk. I 50,13-14. ir.n(=i) is pw Hr rmn imnty m st wabt n{n} wnt/wn.t is im n rmT nb n-mrwt mk.t(i) xt sbi
n kA=f "it was in order that the property of him who had departed to his ka might be protected that
I have built this tomb on the west side in a pure place, while there was no tomb (yet) of any
man".85 Whether the circumstantial clause with n wnt/wn.t is translated with "while not" or with
"while not yet", in both instances it is related to ir.n=i, which has absolute past time reference.
However, in the translation with "while not" the clause n{n} wnt has relative present time reference
in the absolute past, but in that with "while not yet" it has relative future time reference. The
difference is that in the latter translation the owner would in his retrospective view explicitly
express that by the very building of his tomb at a place where at the time no tomb existed this has
now changed into the presence of at least one actual tomb, namely his own, which had been built
before the present of the inscription.
    None of the above random examples qualifies convincingly for a translation with "not yet".
Still, it cannot be excluded that the existential expression n wnt is in origin a n sDm.t=f construction.
If so, it must then have lost the typical 'not yet' notion at the earliest possible stage, because there
is no written evidence supporting a development from "not yet" to simply "not". I have explained
above that "not yet" signifies something rather different from "not".86

    However, n wnt could have gone through the following imaginary development: "he is not yet
existent" (realisation presupposed) → "he is as yet still not existent" (realisation retarded, but still
expected) → "he is ever still not existent" (realisation no longer expected to come about) → "he is
not existent" (statement of nonexistence).
   To some extent the use of "nog" in Dutch "dat betekent nog niet dat ..." is comparable; so also
in German "das heisst ja noch lange nicht, dass ...". This usage is an euphemistic understatement
of a speaker toward an (imaginary) addressee, which may well mean "taken at face value your
conclusion seems based on argument and logic, but I do not agree (at all) with it".

                                               
     81 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §13: Pap. BM 10059, 14,7 [p. 17], and op.cit. II (r sDm.t=f), §3 (Ptahhotep,
86-87 [p. 32].
     82 In De Buck's arrangement the antecedent Ax is taken to belong to section 293b; for the present arrangement see
Lesko, Book of Two Ways, 47. Version B2P also has n wnt=f; the other parallels have n ntf wn, a Nominal Sentence "he
is not an existing one".
     83 Lesko, op.cit., 47 also translates with "not".
     84 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 37 (ex. 9) follows the parallels, which have the better version ink wnnt sA pw and tm
"everything" instead of 6m "Atum" (B1Bo with god determinative).
     85 Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 28, ex. 12 translates as a main clause: "there was no tomb". He has a different
view on the syntax of the sentence, taking m st wabt Hr rmn imnty as the emphasized adverbial adjunct of ir.n=(i), and n{n}
wnt as a main clause, followed by the subordinate clause with n mrwt etc.
     86 See §7 above [p. 47].
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Appendix B: the negative construction r tm.t=f sDm.w.

Strictly speaking, this construction involving the negative verb tm belongs with the r sDm.t=f
construction, which has already been studied,87 but there are good reasons for dealing with it here.
In the first place, like n sDm.t=f it is a construction involving negation, and second, the problem of
its translation is intimately connected with that of n sDm.t=f, as I shall demonstrate.
    There are only two examples of this construction that I know of.88

    Ptahhotep, 465-466/Pr. ir sp Hna=f wa(.w) r tm.t=k mn(.w) xrt=f "deal with him in private, until you
no longer suffer from his situation".
    Letter to the Dead Naga ed-Deir, 5-6.89 im[=f] sbgs.w sAwt(y)=f r tm.t=f m[AA.w bA]k im r nHH "he
[the villain] must not (/never again) harm his guardian(?), until (finally resulting in that) he no
longer sees this servant, forever".90

    It is significant that it is necessary to translate here "no more/no longer".91 In these passages the
obligatory use of "no more/no longer" instead of "not" refers to a situation where someone is "not
troubled anymore", actually a new state succeeding the old one of "being troubled". Though the
assertion in these r tm.t=f sDm.w constructions refers to the wish for the non-holding of some
negative situation in the future, the implication is that a new, positive one is present: "not being
bothered anymore" = "to be left in peace".
    It seems to me that here, too, the implied presence of a new situation derives from the
presupposition of the existence of a situation which underlies the meaning of the sDm.t=f.92 Here,
too, an Event--here actually the beginning of a new situation--is located in a future relative to a
Reference situation and is presupposed.

                                               
     87 Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f).
     88 Cf. Lefebvre, GEC, 214 (§424, n.3).
     89 Publ. Simpson, Letter to the Dead, JEA 52 (1966), 39-52.
     90 Translated by Simpson, op.cit., 41: the sender Heni is writing to his deceased father Meru complaining about
Seni "do not let [him, Seni] cause his protector(?) to be injured, so that he will not see this [servant] ever <again>;
alternatively (p. 50): "do not let him allow his guardian(?) to be hurt, so that he may never again see this [servant]". In
connection with the great interpretation problems I quote Fecht's commentary, Totenbrief Nagc ed-Deir, MDAIK 24
(1969), 116-117: "4nj soll so lange 'bewacht' werden, bis er den 1nj in Ewigkeit nicht gesehen haben wird. Das heisst,
Mrw soll nicht nur dafür sorgen, dass 4nj den Absender (1nj) nicht bedrohe, dass er ihn nicht töte (der Traum!); er soll
darüber hinaus auch in Ewigkeit verhindern, dass 4nj seinen [Mrw, LZ] Sohn [1nj, LZ] 'sehen' und ihm damit--nach
seinem, 1nj's, natürlichen Tod--im Jenseits anklagend entgegentreten könnte".
     91 For this presupposition see §3 above [p. 44].
     92 See §6 above [pp. 46-47].
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CHAPTER IV.  THE PASSIVE sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f

In the preceding studies the three active sDm.t=f constructions are discussed.1 A remaining point to
be studied is the existence of a passive sDm.t=f, or, in the more cautious formulation used by some
scholars, the 'passive counterpart' of the active form. It will be argued that there is every reason to
identify this form as belonging to the suffix conjugation and as simply being the passive sDm.t=f.

§ 1. The existence of the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f.

Although there is divergence of opinion about the origin and the identity of this 'passive
counterpart', it is not contested that, within the limits of Classical Egyptian, a separate verb form
exists that is most closely related to the active form.2 Several factors contribute to the recognition
of its existence. First, there is the occurrence in Classical Egyptian of a -t-affixed form with
passive meaning after the negation n, while the construction has the typical 'not yet' notion.3

Second, this passive form is recognizable as different from the active owing to its remarkable
morphological feature of facultatively showing a -y-infix before the t in the case of ult.inf. verbs
(ms.(y)t=f).4 This differentiates it from any other passive formation among the suffix conjugation
forms, among which it must be reckoned.5

    All evidence from the negative construction points, in my opinion, to the understanding that,
from a synchronic standpoint, this form is simply the passive sDm.t=f. In certain passages this
sDm.t=f/ ms.yt=f/ ms.(y)t=f form occurs side by side with active n sDm.t=f, which proves that the
constructions have the same distribution.6 Furthermore, the use of the negation n before the passive
sDm.t=f form is a typical feature of suffix conjugation forms. Finally, the analysis of the intricacies
of the 'not yet' notion of active n sDm.t=f deems the passive form to be a finite relative future tense
as well.7 Therefore, I shall in the following only speak of "the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f". When in
examples the -y- (or -w)-infixes are put in between brackets, this concerns defectively written
forms.

                                               
     1 Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f); op.cit. II (r sDm.t=f); op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f).
     2 For a survey of the state of the art in 1924 on the origin of the construction, active as well as passive, see Gunn,
Studies in Eg. Syntax, 174-179. Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 111 follows Gardiner, EG, 318-319 (§404-405) and
id., Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 50-51 in identifying a passive participle; cf., however,
Gardiner's more cautious formulation in his EG, 318 (§404 top): "when the construction n sDmt.f has passive meaning,
the verb-form assumes the appearance of the fem. perf. pass. part.". Thus also formulated by Lefebvre, GEC, 213
(§422). Gardiner, EG, 319 (§405 bottom) does not find a contradiction of his own theory in Gunn's proposition of the
complementary infinitive (followed by De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 90 (§173)). Further, Edel, AäG, 367 (§730):
"Ein Passiv kann von der sDmtf-Form nicht gebildet werden; es wird ersetzt durch eine Umschreibung mit dem Nomen
actionis auf -wt bei den III. inf. und durch das Nomen actionis auf -t bei den starken Verben, eine Bildungsweise, wie
sie auch beim Komplementsinfinitiv begegnet"; see also p. 368 (§732, Anm.) and pp. 370-371 (§736 and §738),
particularly his explicit refutation of Gardiner's identification. Allen, Inflection, 363 (1.5.2.A) identifies the passive as
a "single inflected form". Note that among the recent, more extensive introductory grammars the passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f is absent in Borghouts, Egyptisch I.
     3 See Gardiner, EG, 318 (§404); Lefebvre, GEC, 213 (§422); De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 91 (§176); Edel,
AäG, 370-371 (§738); Allen, Inflection, 358-359 (§530).
     4 There is no evidence that verbs other than ult.inf. verbs can have the -y-infix; contra De Buck, Building Inscr., in:
Studia Aegyptiaca, 54-55 (16) and Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 143-144 (42.4; "wnmyt=f").
     5 This passive form is not included in a study on the finite passive formations in Egyptian, which is in preparation
by C. Reintges. For an abridged ch. see id., sDm-tw-f, GM 153 (1996), 79-99.
     6 For the evidence see §4 below [pp. 58-60]. Cf. Edel's remark, AäG, 371 (§738): "eingerahmt von aktivischen
sDmtf-Formen".
     7 Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §6-7 [pp. 46-48].
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§ 2. The formal similarity between the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f and sDm.t(w)=f.

With the passive sDm.t=f and the defectively written ms.(y)t=f one encounters the problem that the
verb form can also be identified as a defectively written sDm.t(w)=f. In the construction with the
negation n it is only the 'not yet' notion which allows the construction to be distinguished from n
sDm.t(w)=f "he has not been heard" when used in circumstantial function.8

    Proceeding from the assumption that on principle the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f can also occur
after the prepositions/conjunctions r and Dr, the same identification problem arises there. While in
the case of the active sDm.t=f the feminine infinitive was the most important rival, it is now the
sDm=f forms passivized by the defectively written morpheme .t(w).
   In my preceding article on the active r sDm.t=f construction a sharp dichotomy was postulated
between its exclusively temporal meaning "until" and the modal "so that" of the Prospective
sDm=f. As a consequence of this, constructions containing r + -t-affixed form with passive
meaning and the obligatory translation "until" would have to be identified as containing the passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f, and those with modal "so that" the passivized Prospective sDm.t(w)=f. However,
generally speaking, interpretation quite often admits both notions and, consequently, different
identifications! Furthermore, irrespective of a notion "until" or "so that" for r, the feminine
infinitive of a transitive verb with expression of the semantic object is once again an alternative
candidate for defectively written passives, on the one hand for ms.(y)t=f, with the meaning "until"
and, on the other, for ms.t(w)=f, with "to the purpose/effect of" as the equivalent of "so that".9

Owing to the combination of possible defective writings and choice in temporal or modal
translation, it is impossible to identify the verb forms with certainty. This problem is also relevant
to the -t-affixed verb forms after Dr.

§ 3. Passive n sDm.t=f or n sDm.t(w)=f in the Instruction of Amenemhat I?

To judge from some modern translations and commentaries of the following passage, some
scholars hold that it contains two passive n sDm.t=f constructions.10

    Instruction of Amenemhat I, Va-c/Mill.11 snnw psSw=i m rmT irw n=i q(A?)md{t}=i nty n sDm.tw=f (n
sDm.t{w}=f?) bw aA aHA n mAn.tw=f (n mAn.t{w}=f?). Possibly either "it is my (own) living images
and 'share' among man who have made me the fiendish plot(?) against me that had not (yet?) been
heard of and a great case of combat as had not (yet?) been seen", or "my (own) living images and
'share' among man are the ones who ...".12

    Before embarking on an attempt to correctly identify the constructions, I would like to state that
I concur with Westendorf's conviction that the form irw is not an imperative addressed to the
"living images and progeny" of the king.13 The king is addressing his eldest son Sesostris and no
one else.
    The plural strokes of irw would suit the Perfective Participle, which is the form suggested by

                                               
     8 See Gardiner, EG, 318 (§404, Obs.); Lefebvre, GEC, 213 (§422).
     9 See Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), §2 [p. 30]. This choice is a familiar problem, notably after rdi: e.g., Sinuhe B,
308 in Hm=f rdi irt=f/ir.t(w)=f "it was His Majesty who caused the doing of it/that it was done". Examples where there is
no open choice are relatively few, e.g., Stela of Ikhernofret, 4 (publ. Lesestücke, 70-71): Dam di.n=f in.t Hm.i m-xnt 6A-
sty "the electrum which he had caused My Majesty to bring from Nubia", where in.t must be the Subjunctive
Prospective sDm=f, because Hm=i is the agent.
     10 See for these translations Westendorf, Menschen als Ebenbilder Pharaos, GM 46 (1981), 35-36.
     11 Ed. Helck, Lehre Amenemhet, 33-34.
     12 The suffix pronoun =i in q(A)md{t}=i I take to be intended to be a genitivus objectivus in the sense of a patiens,
"victim". For snnw see Ockinga, Gottebenbildlichkeit, 53-57. For a discussion of q(A)md{t} see Westendorf, op.cit., 39;
Gardiner, Instruction of Amenemmes I, in: Mélanges Maspero I, 485. I opt for a derivation from the verb qmd "to
devise" (according to Gardiner, Notes Sinuhe, 86 (224)), here of course in an inimical sense, i.e. "to plot". The oblique
stroke in the word may stand for the panther's head, with reference to the connotation "outrageous, fiendish"(?). Note
that Ockinga, op.cit., 56 considers qmd to be an equivalent of sxA, "remembrance, memory".
     13 Whereas Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 159 and id., [Lehre Amenemhets I.], in: LÄ III, 968-969 still sticks to the
"address to the living", she translates the passage in id, Lehre des Amenemhet, ZÄS 111 (1984), 94 (Va) as descriptive:
"meine lebenden Abbilder und meine Partner (?) unter den Menschen, sie haben mir eine Fehde bereitet, wie man noch
nie gehört hat, und einen grossen Kampf, wie man noch nie gesehen hat".
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Westendorf.14 He suggests either taking this active participle irw as a predicate in a Nominal
Sentence or to consider psS.w as a pseudoparticiple as predicate to the subject snnw and to take rmT
as the antecedent of irw. The problem in the latter solution is that the sitting man sign following the
plural strokes in psSw cannot be taken as the suffix pronoun =i. Since snnw needs the expression of
a relationship with the speaker, psSw=i, which contains the appropriate suffix pronoun =i, must be
coordinated to it. Furthermore, I do not regard a generic word like rmT as a probable candidate for
the antecedent: in the case of general antecedents the participle is normally substantivized, "the
one(s) who". This latter argument also counts for a solution not mentioned by Westendorf, i.e.
taking m rmT as the predicate of an Adverbial Sentence, with the meaning: "my living images and
share are (now) people who ...". However, considering the importance of the utterance under
discussion, a sentence-initial particle like iw or mk would then seem to be required.
    Another suggestion, though one not very probable in a good literary text from the Middle
Kingdom, is to take the writing irw as ir=w, with the suffix pronoun =w replacing =sn.15

    Of all the options for this crux the least inappropriate seem to me to take the active perfective
participle irw either as the second member of a Participial Statement without frontal in,16 or as a
Bimembral Nominal Sentence with two juxtaposed substantival members (with the first as
Comment).17

    Because a few lines further on, in sections VIIIb-c, the active n sDm.t=f constructions n sDm.t
Snyt and n Hms.t=i are written with only t, it must be assumed that, if we are concerned with
passive n sDm.t=f constructions in the passage under discussion, the passivizing morpheme .tw has
influenced the writings here. Though Westendorf in his study of the passive feels uncertain about
the passive n sDm.t=f here,18 Brunner takes it to be certain on account of evidence for mAn as the
base of the sDm.t=f form of the verb mAA, and explains the writing with tw as denoting the
pronounced t.19 He produces the following example as evidence for this.
    CT [79] II 24 f - 25 b/B1C. hrw pw qA.n 6m im=f m-Xnw Dr=f n mAn.t=f Gb Xr rdwy=f 5w m Dr=f
"this day on which Atum became high in his realm, when he had not yet seen Geb under his feet
and Shu in his realm".20

    If, however, one proceeds from the correctness of writings as they are given in reliable
manuscripts, then I consider it improbable that the text of Pap. Millingen would write the active
and passive sDm.t=f--which are always formally identical in the case of non-ult.inf. verbs!--
differently with and without a superfluous w after the t within the space of a few lines.21

Furthermore, if both constructions in sections Va-c are taken to contain the same verb form, then it
must concern passivized n sDm.tw=f constructions. Although the writing of the base mAn does occur
with active sDm.t=f, this is not exclusively its base, for which the next example is evidence.
    CT [720] VI 348 c. n rx.t Htp=f n grt mA.t 5rr Xrt=f "when his going to rest was not yet known,
when the Small One has not yet even seen his belongings".
    Since the Indicative sDm=f of mAA may rarely--though undoubtedly--also show the base mAn,22

                                               
     14 Westendorf, op.cit., 36.
     15 Gardiner, EG, 39 (§34) and 397 (§486, Obs. 2). Possibly, this is meant in Blumenthal's translation given in my
note 13 above; however, according to Edel, Personalsuffix -w, ZÄS 84 (1954), 19 (A) this use of =w as personal
pronoun is not attested before the late XVIIth Dynasty in the sDm=f form. For a possible very early example of this use
of =w in colloquial Middle Egyptian see Hekanakhte Letter II, 27-28; note that James, Hekanakhte Papers, 39 (21) and
Allen, Colloquial Middle Egyptian, LingAeg 4 (1994), 5, n.26 identify the Passive sDm=f.
     16 See Vernus, Études VI, RdE 38 (1987) 179-180. Note that the well-known address formula in letters containing a
proper name followed by the word Dd can hardly be such a Participial Statement construction without in, given the fact
that with females the form is Ddt, which only fits a participle in attributive use; see Gardiner, EG, 367 (§450,1) and
James, Hekanakhte Letters, 119-120.
     17 Edel, AäG, 487 (§954).
     18 Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 112-113.
     19 Brunner, cDmtf von mAA, ZÄS 87 (1962), 77-78. Correct his reference "CT II 79b" into "CT [79] II 25b".
     20 For a parallel of the same passage with a passive construction see the next section [p. 59].
     21 Contra Brunner, op.cit., 78. A possible argument that the writing tw is present here owing to the attached suffix
pronouns is countermanded by the presence of the suffix pronoun in the correctly spelt n Hms.t=i.
     22 Certain evidence is Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 6 (publ. Readingbook 78,1): n mAn s(y) irt nb n xr Hr n rmT Hr=s
"while no eye had seen it, while no look of man had fallen upon it". Probable evidence is CT [75] I 334 c, where two
versions have the base mAn and all others mA: n mA=f/mAn=f xprw=i m Hr=f "he has not seen my form with his face". For
this phrase see now Willems, Coffin Heqata, 473 and De Cenival, Écritures mAA, RdE 29 (1977), 32, 34, 37 (all (6)
and (7)). Note that the base mAn is also present in the infinitive + suffix pronoun in Amenemhat IVc/Mill.; cf.
Gardiner, EG, 224, n.1.
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there is no morphological argument against identifying the present constructions as passivized n
sDm.tw=f constructions.
    Indeed, the translation proposed here, "it is my living images and 'share' among man who have
inflicted on me the fiendish plot against me that had not been heard of (before) and a great case of
fighting as had not been seen (before)", is no less suitable than one with "not yet".23 In practical
effect, there is little difference.24

§ 4. A series of passages relating to primeval conception, birth and existence.

A coherent group of examples is formed by passages in the Pyramid Texts, the Coffin Texts and
the Book of the Dead which are concerned with the theme of primeval conception, birth and
existence of the deceased, before the gods etc. existed. Since strings containing active n sDm.t=f and
passive n sDm.t=f/ n ms.yt=f/ ms.(y)t=f constructions form the best evidence that the active and
passive constructions are syntactically and semantically equivalent, I will deal with these first. The
examples also contain proof that the -y-infix is only optionally written in the case of ult.inf. verbs.
    PT [571] §1466b-d. ms.(w) N pn in it=f 6m n xpr.t pt n xpr.t tA n xpr.t rmT n ms.(y)t nTrw n xpr.t m(w)t
"this N has been engendered by his father Atum, when the sky had not yet come into being, when
the earth had not yet come into being, when men had not yet come into being, when the gods had
not yet been born, when death had not yet come into being".25

    CT [80] II 33 g - 34 e/B1C. n gm.n=i bw aHa=i im n gm.n=i bw Hms=i im n grg.t Iwnw wn{n?}=i im=f
n Ts.t 1A Hms=i Hr=f n ir.t=i Nwt wn=s Hr tp=i n ms.yt Xt tp(y)t n xpr.t psDwt pAwtt "I could not find a
place where I could stand, I could not find a place where I could sit, when Heliopolis had not yet
been founded in order that I could be in it, when Ha had not yet been knitted in order that I could
sit on him, when I had not yet made Nut in order that she could be on my head, when the first
generation had not yet been born, when the primeval Enneads had not yet come into existence".26

    CT [80] II 39 c + f-g/B1C. ir.n 6m smsw m Axw=f ... m wpt=f Gb r Nwt n ms.yt Xt tp(y)t n xpr.t psDty
pAwty "(Shu) whom Atum, the eldest, made through his magic ... at his separating Geb from Nut,
when the first generation had not yet been born, when the two primeval Enneads had not yet come
into being".27

    CT [162] II 400 a - 401 b/B1Bo.28 xpr.n=k n ms.yt rmT n xpr.t nTrw n sxt.t Apdw n ann.t MATrt sAt
nTr dwAy n ir.yt sAr r ikw nb pt tA "it was when man had not yet been born, when the gods had not yet
come into existence, when the birds had not yet been netted, when the jaws of Matjeret, daughter
of the Morning God, had not yet been bound, when the need of a commander, lord of heaven and
earth, had not yet been made that you came into existence".29 All the parallels show the -y-infix in
n ir.yt in 401 b, whereas n ms.yt in 400 a interchanges with n ms.(y)t.
    CT [162] II 400 b/Y1C adds: n spH.t ng(A)w "when the bulls had not yet been lassoed".
    CT [334] IV 181 l-o. hrw pw n Xnnw n Ts.t wsrwt n sn.(y)t tpw nTrw n mn.t itn Hr abwy n Ts.t Hr n BAt
"on this day of turmoil, when the necks had not yet been knitted, when the heads of the gods had
not yet been cut off, when the sun disk was not yet resting on the pair of horns, when the head of
Bat had not yet been knitted".30

    BD ch. 125A, 2-3/Ani (BM 10,470).31 iy.n=i aA n xpr<.t> aS n ms.(y)t Sndt <n> qmA.w<t> sAtw isrw

                                               
     23 Thus also Faulkner, in: Literature of Anc. Eg., 194 (1,10): "which has not been heard (before)".
     24 See the discussion of n wnt/wn.t in ex. Urk. I 50,13-14 in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), Appendix A [pp. 52-53].
     25 Allen, Inflection, 359 (§530).
     26 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 63 (ex. 31) takes wnn=i as it stands; then it must indeed be a relative form. I trust that wn=i
was meant, on account of the parallel wn=s Hr tp=i.
     27 For CT II 39 c see Bickel, Cosmogonie, 88-89 (ex. 67); for II 39 f-g op.cit., 183 (ex. 171), where "the Ennead of
the primordial gods" is the translation.
     28 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 51 (5); cited Gardiner, EG, 318, n.12 (Ann.
5,234).
     29 Jürgens, Überlieferungsgeschichte, 113 (6-11). For a translation of parts of the passage see Bickel, Cosmogonie,
121 (ex. 99) and 180-181 (ex. 169).
     30 For sni (zni) as a IIIae.inf. verb see Allen, Inflection, 573; thus also Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 230 and
Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 713. Wb. IV, 457, 16-19 gives the verb as sn (zn) with feminine infinitive.
     31 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 30 (3). Publ. Budge, Book of the Dead of Ani I,
pl. 30, 2-3; II, 568. Note that DuQuesne, At the Court of Osiris, 7 numbers the spell BD ch. 194; correct his Pap. BM
10047 (Any) into Pap. BM 10470 (Any).
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"it was when the pine had not yet come into existence, when the acacia had not yet been born,
when the soil and the tamarisks had not yet been created that I have come here".32

    BD ch. 146, portal 12, 8-10/Iouiya.33 xpr rn=f n rd.<t> aS n ms.(y)t Sndt n qmA{m}.yt biA Hr xAswt=f
"his name came into existence when the pine had not yet grown, when the acacia had not yet been
born, when metal in its mountains had not yet been created".
    Pap. Ramesseum X, 1,4-6.34 rdi.(w) n=i iwaw [n] ms.yt rmT n wtT.<t> nTrw n hA.t Ts n ms(w)t "the
inheritance had (already) been given to me, when man had not yet been born, when the gods had
not yet been begotten, when the spell of birth had not yet descended".
    Next, I shall present some examples in which active constructions occur together with passive n
sDm.t=f constructions only. Examples of n ms.yt=f and n ms.(y)t=f are absent from this group.
    PT [570] §1462d - 1463e/P.35 Xt tw tp(y)t nt idrwt nt mAa-xrw mst n xpr.t Dnd mst n xpr.t xrw mst n
xpr.t SnTt mst n xpr.t Xnnw n qni.t irt 1r n sAd.t Xryw 4tS "this first generation of punishment and of
justification, which was born when anger had not yet come into being, which was born when noise
had not yet come into being, which was born when strife had not yet come into being, which was
born when turmoil had not yet come into being, when the eye of Horus had not yet been injured(?),
when the testicles of Seth had not yet been pinched off".
    CT [79] II 24 f - 25 e/B1Bo. hrw pw qA.n 6m im=f m-Xnw Nw{t} 5w m Dr(w)=f n mA.t n=f Gb Xr
rdwy=f 5w m-Xnw Nw n Ts.t Akr Gb n xpr.t MHt-wrt n 6m di=f sxn Hr=sny "this day on which Atum
became high out of Nun, while Shu was in his realm, when Geb had not yet been seen to him
under his feet, while Shu was in Nun, when Aker and Geb had not yet been knitted, when Mehet-
weret had not yet come into existence for Atum that he might give support on both".36

    CT [720] VI 348 b-c. rdi aHaw n N tn sp-sn(?) m iw n nsrsr n rx.t Htp=f n grt mA.t 5rr Xrt=f "the
Standing One has twice(?) given to this N on the island of fire, when his going to rest was not yet
known, when the Small One has not yet even seen his belongings".
    CT [1012] VII 228 o-q. ms.(y=i) m qddw iwr.(y=i) m knmt n xpr.t pt tA n <a>nn.t arty MAT<r>t sAt Ra
"I was born in sleep, I was conceived in darkness, when heaven and earth had not yet come into
existence, when the jaws of Matjeret, daughter of Re, had not yet been bound".
    As the third group, here follow the examples containing only passive n sDm.t=f/ n ms.yt=f/ n
ms.(y)t=f constructions.
    PT [429] §779b.37 sxm.n=T m Xt mwt=T 6fnt n ms.(y)t=T "it was when you were not yet born that
you had already become powerful in the womb of your mother Tefnut".
    CT [316] IV 101 g-h/S2P.38 sy {pn?} nw dwAw <pn?> n iw nTr pn n wp.yt Swwt n ir.yt sxrw nTrw
"what is this morning of the coming of this god, when shadows had not yet been opened, when the
plans of the gods had not yet been made?".39

    CT [317] IV 135 b/S1C.40 xpr.n=i n ms.yt kAw n ir.yt id(r)wt "it was when bulls had not yet been
born and cows had not yet been made that I had (already) come into existence".41

    CT [331] IV 173 i - 174 e/G1T. rd.n=i rdt n ms.yt pt di=s n=i iAw n wHa.t tA sqA.y=f wi "it was when
the sky had not yet been born that it might give me praise, when the earth had not yet been

                                               
     32 I follow Gardiner's passive translation of the last construction, on account of the presence of the -w-affix
following the stem qmA; thus also Heerma van Voss, Anoebis en de demonen, 3: "eer de aardbodem en de tamarisk
geschapen waren" ["before the soil and the tamarisk had been created"]. See, however, Allen, Book of the Dead, 101
for the active sense: "when the ground had not created the tamarisks"; thus also DuQuesne, op.cit., 22.
     33 = Gardiner, EG, 318, ex. 10 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 30 (3). Publ.
Naville, Pap. Iouiya, pl. 22.
     34 Publ. Gardiner, Ramesseum Pap., pl. 43. This must be the reference in Gardiner, EG, 318, n.9,11,16 ("Pap.
mag. Ram.").
     35 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev.ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 30 (4). Edel, AäG, 371 (§738).
     36 De Buck, Coffin Texts II 25, n.5* considers the order of t and n following n mA in B1Bo to be certain, despite the
parallels all having mAn.t=f. Then it must concern a passive sDm.t=f.
     37 Edel, AäG, 371 (§738).
     38 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 50 (2); cited Gardiner, EG, 318, n.9 (Lac. TR
80,15). Note that the parallel from Siut quoted there has wdHw instead of Swwt.
     39 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 121 (ex. 100) reads here sp nw n iw nTr pn. Source S2C seems to confirm the reading pn. I
take this to be a tripartite nominal sentence with nw instead of pw, and pn as misplaced and properly belonging to dwAw.
     40 = Gardiner, EG, 318, n.9 (Lac. TR 19,60-1) = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 50
(1); with regard to the text from Siut quoted there (giving n ir.yt kAwt), note the interchange of the verb forms, and
further that De Buck's transcription of S1Chas. has n ir.y<t> kAwt (a misplacement by the scribe of the t in kAw{t}
"bulls"?).
     41 Bickel, Cosmogonie, 147 (ex. 127).
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released that it might exalt me that I have grown (in) a growing".42

    Temple Deir el Bahari, pl. 116, 4th night hour, 5.43 wbn.n nsw //// n ir.yt sdb "it was when the
fringe(-cloth) had not yet been made that the king had (already) shone".
    Finally, I will present some examples in broken contexts.
    CT [742] VI 370 m-n. //// TAw snxn n snxn.t=s "/////the fledgelings nursed, when she [the
deceased] had not yet been nursed".
    PT "P fragment Or E 3".44 ///// ny grg.t niwwt "///// when settlements had not yet been founded".
    Pap. Ramesseum VII, r. O, col. 2.45 [n ms.(y)t] wrw n xpr.t 5rr "when the great ones [had not yet
been born], when the Small One had not yet come into being"

§ 5. Two certain examples of passive n fx.t=f.

A certain example of the passive sDm.t=f in a royal historical text is the following.
    Pap. Berlin 3029 [Berlin Leather Roll] I, 9-10.46 swsx.n=f wi r nb psSt=i 2 m nxn n fx.t n=i
mTA<m?> "it was as a child, when the swaddling clothes/foreskin had not yet been detached for me
that he has extolled me to (be) lord of my two parts". De Buck has pointed out that the writing
mTA (with the linen determinative V6) must be read mTA<m> "swaddling clothes", for which word
as a designation of clothing (with the clothing determinative S28) there is more evidence,47 and
further that the text as it stands can hardly be anything but a case of the passive n sDm.t=f.48

However, a word mTA "phallus", with phallus determinative D52, is known from the New
Kingdom.49 This reading has the advantage that no emendation of final m is necessary--assuming
that mTA may also designate the "foreskin", or rather essentially signifies this word, functioning as
a synecdoche--but the use of the linen determinative V6 poses a problem.
    A close parallel of this passage must contain another passive n fx.t=f, at least if the passage as it
stands is taken to be correct.
    Urk. VII 34,1.50 HqA.n=f niwt=f m sDty n fx.t=f m TAm "it was as a youngster, when he had not yet
been released from the foreskin that he (already) ruled his city".51 If the phallus determinative D52
here is taken to be correct--as I do--then m TAm "from the foreskin" must be read, which word also
occurs elsewhere with the same determinative,52 and mTAm "swaddling clothes" would be out of
the question. However, the presence of the phallus determinative is explained by De Buck as a
corruption of the band of linen sign V12 as a determinative of mTAm "swaddling clothes", owing
to the resemblance in hieratic and brought about by a hieratic original.53

    De Buck's argument of a corruption because of the resemblance of signs in Hieratic can, of
course, also be reversed, which would explain the presence of a clothing determinative V6--albeit

                                               
     42 Willems, Coffin Heqata, 490. Bickel, Cosmogonie, 181-182 (ex. 170).
     43 Cited Gardiner, EG, 318, n.18 (D. el B., 116, 4th hour). Publ. Naville, Deir el Bahari IV, pl. 116, 4th night
hour, col. 5; see also op.cit., p. 11.
     44 See Allen, Inflection, 359 (§530).
     45 Publ. Gardiner, Ramesseum Pap., pl. 25.
     46 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev.ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 30 (6). Publ. De Buck, Building Inscr., in:
Studia Aegyptiaca, 48-57.
     47 For a New Kingdom occurrence of mTAm (m-formation of the verb TAm "to veil") see the stela "Theban Tomb
65", 3, publ. Gardiner, A much-travelled Theban Official, JEA 4 (1917), pl. 8; see p. 34, n.2. For a Middle Kingdom
reference see Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 36 (A.4.2, ref. Louvre C 168, 4).
     48 De Buck, Building Inscr., in: Studia Aegyptiaca, 54 (16). In Blumenthal's opinion, Phraseologie, 36 (A4.2), the
passage under discussion has mTA "phallus" for mTAm "foreskin".
     49 Wb. II, 175,5. For another possible New Kingdom occurrence see also Helck, Berufung des Vezirs, in: Äg. Stud.
Grapow, 112 (line 3 of the inscr.) and 115.
     50 = Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev.ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 30 (6). Publ. Newberry, Beni Hasan I, pls. 25-
26 (184-186); Readingbook, 67-72 (71,10-11).
     51 Lloyd, Inscr. Khnumhotpe II, in: Pyramid Studies Edwards, 24 (2cIX) translates "before he was circumcised",
but incorrectly transliterates m sDt(y) n fx.t(w)=f TAm (p. 34, n.51).
     52 CT [322] IV 149 b. See the brief discussion by Lefebvre, Quelques mots ég., in: Äg. Stud. Grapow, 209-210
(§7); id., Tableau des parties du corps, 40 (§45).
     53 De Buck, Building Inscr., in: Studia Aegyptiaca, 54 (16). For an uncertain occurrence of mTAm with the clothing
determinative V12 (different from V6 in the word mTA<m> in the Berlin Leather Roll I, 10) see the passage stela
Florence 2540, 6; ref. Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 36 (A4.2).
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one different from V12--54 in the Berlin Leather Roll passage. This would relate the closely parallel
passages from the Berlin Leather Roll and the Khnumhotep inscription to an act of circumcision, of
removing the "foreskin" (mTA and TAm).55 It seems to me that the presence of the cloth
determinative V6 in the Berlin Leather Roll passage can be traced back to a confusion between the
derivatives of the well-known verb TAm "to veil" and the rare verb mTA "to wrap".56 The words
mTA and TAm as a designation of "foreskin" may very well be derivatives from either verb.
    I follow the translators who interpret the passages as a reference to circumcision,57 and identify
here two passive constructions n fx.t=f.
    Finally, I would like to point out that there is no reason to assume a corruption n fx.t n=i for
active n fx.t=i in the Berlin Leather Roll, since almost directly following in the text there is another
n sDm.t=f construction, which is spelt correctly.58

    Pap. Berlin 3029 [Berlin Leather Roll] I, 11-12.59 imt.n=f wi m imy-aH m wDHy n pr.t=i m AHty=i
"it was as a weanling, when I had not yet come ('brought') forth from my thighs that he had
(already) installed me as palace inhabitant". Following Goedicke, I take the expression pri m AHty
as a designation for the first emission of semen by an adolescent boy,60 and not as a reference to
the embryonal stage of an unborn child.61 This was proposed by De Buck, who saw here a mistake
"my thighs" for "my [mother's] thighs". Goedicke's translation is nicely in tune with the reference
to circumcision, and removes the great difficulty of the age of a wDHy "weanling" being associated
with the time before birth.

§ 6. Five more examples of passive n sDm.t=f, n ms.yt=f and n ms.(y)t=f.

In the literary texts of the Middle Kingdom there is only one example of passive n sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f
that Westendorf considered certain.62

    Pap. Westcar, 5,9-11. imi int/in.tw n=i st-Hmwt 20 m nfrwt nt Haw=sn m bndwt Hnskytt nty n
wp.(y)t=sn m ms(w)t "let there be brought to me twenty women as ones beautiful of their bodies,
with breasts and braids, who have not yet been opened by birth".
    There is only one certain example in the medical texts.
    Pap. Edwin Smith, 2,25 - 3,1.63 biA pw wdHw biAty n pds.t=f m aAt "it is the metal that the

                                               
     54 See the preceding note.
     55 Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 36 (A4.2), suggests that the name of the circumcision ceremony is fx mTAm "to
remove the foreskin", but as far as the evidence on the basis of the determinatives goes this word mTAm refers only to
clothing. De Wit, Circoncision, ZÄS 99/1 (1972), 42 considers mTA in the Berlin Leather Roll passage to be a mistake
for TAm. Westendorf, [Beschneidung], in: LÄ I, 728: fx (m)TAm (with reference to Wb V 354,21: TAm).
     56 Von Deines - Westendorf, Wb. med. T., 413: "umwickeln", with clothing determinative S28; Hannig, Grosses
Handwörterbuch, 376. As suggested by Helck, Berufung des Vezirs, in: Äg. Stud. Grapow, 115, this verb may indeed
have the same basic meaning as the equally rare verb mTA (written with the man with hand to mouth sign V2 as
determinative), which is known from Ptahhotep, 63/Pr. and Sinuhe B, 109, if a basic meaning "to gird" is assumed.
This was suggested by Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 128 (4) for the Ptahhotep passage: "if thy heart girds(?) against
him, he will not equal thee". A foreskin can easily be compared with a girdle. The approximate meaning of "to
challenge" in Sinuhe B, 109 may be more exactly "to drive a person into a tight corner", "to corner a person", which
may be a metaphoric extended meaning of literal "to enclose", "to gird", "to wrap". See also Faulkner, Ptahhotpe and
the Disputants, in: Äg. Stud. Grapow, 82 (e).
     57 Gardiner, Participial Formations, Rev. ég. N.S. 2/1-2 (1920), 51 (6). Helck, op.cit., 115; Brunner, Geburt
Gottkönigs, 27. Goedicke, Berlin Leather Roll, in: Fs. Äg. Mus. Berlin, 94, n.(r). On circumcision see De Wit,
Circoncision, ZÄS 99/1 (1972), 41-48 (for the present passage p. 42). Recently Bailey, Circumcision, BACE 7 (1996),
24 has suggested seeing in the Khnumhotep passage a reference to a surgical treatment instead, the loosening of a
Phimosed foreskin; it would, however, be somewhat surprising to find a reference to the too tight foreskin of the king
in the royal building inscription of the Berlin Leather Roll.
     58 So, for example, Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 35: "bevor ich die Windeln verloren hatte"; Lichtheim, Literature I,
116: "yet wearing swaddling clothes".
     59 Publ. De Buck, Building Inscr., in: Studia Aegyptiaca, 48-57.
     60 Goedicke, Berlin Leather Roll, in: Fs. Äg. Mus. Berlin, 95, n.(u).
     61 Thus Blumenthal, Phraseologie, 37 (A4.4).
     62 Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 113; see also his n.5 with reference to Gardiner, EG, where the present passage
is not referred to on p. 318 (§404), but is mentioned under the active construction on p. 317, n.7 (it may be that
Gardiner thought of intransitive "to be open"). Lefebvre, GEC, 213, n.3 opts for n wp.t(w)=sn.
     63 = Case Sm 6B, publ. Grapow, Med. T., 306-307.
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metalworker casts, when it has not yet been flattened with the stone", according to Westendorf.64

    The following examples from the Middle Kingdom Illahun archive may also be instances of
passive use in the main clause.65 The reference time is the present of the writing of the letters.
     Pap. Berlin 10016, vo. 4a.66 (i)n iw rdi.n=k int iwAw(t) (3?) n Ssp.t=ø "have you caused the (three?)
women workers to be brought? (They) have not yet been received".67 However, the absence of the
suffix pronoun may well point to use as a virtual relative clause:68 "the (three) woman workers
which have not yet been received".69

    Pap. Berlin 10025, 6.70 //// ntt sw r irt r bAk im n rd.yt sDm bAk im irt.n=f "//// that he will act
against the humble servant. The humble servant has not yet been allowed to hear what he has
done". A servant in problems is writing here to his superior.71

    The following example is the only one I know of in the Coffin Texts which does not belong to
the type of passage on primeval conception dealt with above in § 4.
    CT [398] V 124 a/M3C.72 mk rk sy m wxrt n Sd.yt=s "see now, it is at the wharf. It has not yet
been cut out". I take this to be an instance of main clause use of the n sDm.t=f construction, here
with passive meaning.73 In this speech situation the reference time is the speaker's present.
§ 7. Passive r sDm.t=f constructions in Ptahhotep and a related example.

Owing to the identification problems and alternatives of translation I shall start with an example
containing an indisputable active r sDm.t=f construction, and then turn to its passive parallel.
    Ptahhotep, 266-267/L2.74 m gfn(.w) sw r s[k].t=f Xt=f r Dd.t(i)=f iyt=f Hr=s "do not rebuff him until
he has emptied [swept] his belly, until he has said what he has come for". The presence of the
pronominal object sw makes it impossible to translate m gfn(.w) r here with "do not be defensive
against" and to identify here the writings skt./=f and Ddti./=f as the sDm.ty.fy forms sk.t(y).f(y) and
Dd.ti.f(y),75 despite the unusual presence of the writing ti for a pronounced t in the sDm.t=f form
Dd.t(i)=f.76 The relative form iyt=f Hr=s is the object of the sDm.t=f form Dd.t(i)=f rather than an
apposition ("(namely), what he has come for") to a Prospective Relative Form Ddt.i=f. This makes a
translation "(until he has emptied [swept] his belly) of what he wants to say, (namely) what he has
come for", most artificial and improbable, though it is grammatically possible.
    This passage has close parallels in the London stela of Mentuhotep son of Hepy, of which part
of the inscription is a wisdom text.
    Stela of Mentuhotep son of Hepy (Petrie Museum London UC 14333), 11-12. hnn ib r Dd.t(y).f(y)
mArw=f r sk.t=f xrt nt Xt=f "to incline the heart towards him who wants to tell his misery, until he has
emptied [swept] the need of his belly". Although the writings Ddt./=f and skt./=f are similar in
appearance, the first cannot really be anything but a sDm.ty.fy form Dd.t(y).f(y) "one who wants to
tell ...", because taking the form as a sDm.t=f would leave the suffix pronoun without a clear

                                               
     64 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 195 (1). Slightly differently translated in von Deines - Grapow - Westendorf,
Übersetz. med. T., 176: "Das ist: das Metall das der Metalarbeiter giesst, bevor es in einer Form zu etwas verarbeitet
wird".
     65 See for this Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 49].
     66 Publ. Scharff, Briefe aus Illahun, ZÄS 59 (1924), 24-27 and 2**-3**; photograph in Möller, Hier. Paläogr. I, pl.
5/2.
     67 For the unique omission of the pronoun see Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §10 [p. 51].
     68 See the next section.
     69 In active sense Scharff, op.cit., 24: "Du liessest 3 Arbeiterinnen bringen, die ich nicht erhalten habe (??)"; note
his remark "wie n Ssp.t am Ende des Antwortsatzes zu fassen ist, vermag ich nicht zu sagen".
     70 Cited Gardiner, EG, 318, n.19 (ÄZ 59,5, top). Now published Luft, Archiv Illahun; for a photograph and
transcription see under its inv. no.
     71 Luft, op.cit., see under translation and commentary of the inv.no.: "//// der gegen den Diener dort handelt. Nicht
durfte der Diener dort vernehmen was er gemacht hat"; see already Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 49]. Cf. the
remarkable and very rare--if not unique--example in colloquial Late Egyptian of passive bw in.yt nAyw xsfy "their replies
have not yet been brought" in Pap. Leiden I 366, vo. 5; cf. Frandsen, Outline Late Eg. Verbal System, 40 (ex. 5).
     72 = Gardiner, EG, 318, ex.10a (Coffins M3C, 137 and G1T, 129).
     73 For the variants and the discussion see Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 49].
     74 Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 22 mixes up the two versions Prisse and L2. For the translation of the maxim
see Gardiner, EG, 323.
     75 Note that Schenkel, Einf. Sprachwissenschaft, 101 (Anm. 2) has suggested that the form usually known as the
sDm.ty.fy should instead be called the sDm.ti.f. To avoid any confusion, I retain the familiar name sDm.ty.fy when
referring to the verb form.
     76 See for this already Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 15, n.2.
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referent in the preceding context. Goedicke and Stewart also regard the writing skt./=f as a sDm.ty.fy
form sk.t(y).f(y).77 I do not favour this solution on account of the obvious dependence on the
Ptahhotep text, which precludes taking r skt./=f as containing a sDm.ty.fy form.
    Ibid., 14. hnn ib=k m iwhA.w r sprty r Dd.t=f iyt.n=f Hr.s "incline your heart. Do not be 'loaded'
(prejudiced?) against a petitioner, until he has said what he has come for".78 Goedicke and Stewart
identify the writing Ddt./=f as a sDm.ty.fy form Dd.t(y).f(y). I do not think this is very probable, as
one would then expect the future participle to have sprty as the direct and explicit antecedent. A
translation with the Prospective Relative Form Ddt(.i)=f "do not be prejudiced against a petitioner,
against what he has to say, (namely) what he has come for" is not probable either.79

    Let us now return to the Prisse version of Ptahhotep.
    Ptahhotep, 266-267/Pr. m gnf(.w) sw r sk.t Xt=f m kAt.n=f Dd n=k st "do not rebuff him, until his
belly is emptied [swept] of what he had in mind to say (it) to you".80 Since in the version L2 r sk.t=f
Xt=f is a certain r sDm.t=f construction, the variant Prisse cannot but contain a passive sDm.t=f.
There is no reason to assume that the passive form would only occur after the negation n,81 and
there is no need to emend here into r sk.t<=f> Xt=f.82

    Corroboration for the identification as a passive sDm.t=f comes from a similar expression
playing on the same theme of patience with petitioners.
    Stela Cairo CG 20539, I,b,5-6.83 wAH-ib r sDm.t mdwt "patient of heart until the words have been
heard".84

    Support for this identification as a passive sDm.t=f comes from an example with a similar
phraseology, but containing an active sDm.t=f.
    Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 51.85 [wAH] ib=k bA=i sn=i r xpr.t iwaw=i "be patient of heart, my
ba, my brother, until my heir has come into being".
    Although the following, somewhat unclear passage from Ptahhotep is translated by some
scholars as containing an active r sDm.t=f, it may well have passive meaning.
    Ptahhotep, 453/Pr. im=f siw(.w) r=k r sDm.t=k "he must/should not be making charges against
you, until you have been questioned".86 The preceding passage reads "do not take from the house

                                               
     77 Goedicke, Wisdom Text, JEA 48 (1962), 25 and 32-33, n.(z) and Stewart, Eg. Stelae Petrie Coll. II, 20 (no. 86)
opted for sDm.t(y).f(y) forms here and in line 14; for the form hnn as infinitive here see Goedicke's cogent argument in
favour of this form based on the use of tm Hbs Hr r Hqr in line 13, since the vetitive would have required the imperative
m of the verb imi.
     78 Thus also Goedicke, op.cit., 27 and 33, n.(aj), and Stewart, op.cit. II, 20. For a remark on the word formation
sprty see Van den Boorn, Duties of the Vizier, 205-206 (2).
     79 Goedicke, op.cit., 27 and 33, n.(aj): "until he has said what he came for". It is difficult to determine whether the
verb hnn is here used transitively or intransitively; see Wb. II, 494,(10)-495,(12); in any case m iwhA.w proves that hnn
must be an imperative here. For the construction verb form of an intransitive, mostly adjective verb + 'specifying'
substantive, see now Jansen-Winkeln, Exozentrische Komposita, ZÄS 121 (1994), 51-75.
     80 On the verb gnf/gfn "to rebuff" see Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 15 (266/273); on the divergence in the wording of
267, with the same sense, see Burkard, op.cit., 199-200; on the reading Dd n=k st instead of the mistaken Dd n=f st in
Zába, Maximes de Ptahhotep, 39 (267/[Pr.], see Burkard, op.cit., 296, n.1. Faulkner, in: Literature of Anc. Eg., 166
(maxim 17): "until his belly is emptied of what he has planned to tell you". Lichtheim, Literature I, 68 (17) leaves the
matter open in the translation: "don't stop him from purging his body". De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 91: "ne le
(= le suppliant) rebute pas avant que son corps ne soit balayé"; as is apparent from his translation, he recognizes a
passive sDm.t=f here. See also Janssen, Trad. eg. autobiografie I, 27, with reference to De Buck.
     81 E.g., from the remarks of Posener, Enseignement Mérikarê, RdE 7 (1950), 179 and n.7 (with respect to
Merikare, E 96-97; see §8) I conclude that he did not consider the possibility of passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f after the
preposition r.
     82 Zába, Maximes de Ptahhotep, 83 (P.266): "avant qu'il ne se soulage", without further commentary in the notes.
To judge from his translation "weise ihn nicht ab, bevor er nicht 'seinen Bauch' befreit hat von dem, was er
beabsichtigte dir zu sagen", Burkard, op.cit., 199 (267) has here emended the version Prisse conform to the version
L2.
     83 Publ. Lange - Schäfer, Grab- und Denksteine II, 152.
     84 Janssen, Trad. eg. autobiografie I, 27 considers the verb form to be either a nomen actionis "the hearing" (with
reference to Lefebvre, GEC, 209-210 (§§412-414; see also Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 177 (2)) or a passive sDm.t=f
(with reference to De Buck, Grammaire élémentaire, 91 (§176)). For the option of a -t-affixed verbal noun (e.g., the
complementary infinitive) here see my note 2 above.
     85 See Faulkner, Man Tired of Life, JEA 42 (1956), 21-40.
     86 Burkard, Lehre Ptahhotep, in: TUAT. Weisheitstexte II, 213 (§31a): "und der soll dich nicht anklagen, bevor du
gehört wurdest". Lichtheim, Literature, 72: "lest he denounce you before you are heard". As active form: Zába,
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of neighbours, do not get hold of possessions of one who is close to you". The version L1
proceeds with "there is nothing profitable to it". Since the addressee is being advised about his
behaviour, the following main clause must have the sense of "you must avoid causing that he
would ever be making charges against you (in secret?)". The r sDm.t=f construction, whether of
active or of passive meaning, must be translated with "before" or "until", both translations being
possible after a negative main clause. The variant L1 has active r sDm.t=k st with object here, "until
you have (finally) heard it [the making of charges]".87 In the parallel Prisse this object is absent,
and the translators felt forced to smuggle in "(about) it", justifiably if adhering to the sense
suggested by the version L1. This artifice is not necessary in another instance in the Prisse version,
Ptahhotep, 126 m mdw(.w) n=f r iAS.t=f "do not speak to him, until he calls/invites". Since
emendation should be avoided if not absolutely necessary, the problem of the passage can be solved
by assuming that it concerns a passive construction. Its sense would then be "you must avoid
causing that he would be making charges against you (in secret), until you are (finally and
surprisingly) questioned". Thus, "be of irreproachable behaviour, give no reason for bringing
about charges against you, while you are unaware of it and will by surprise be taken to be
subjected to an inquest". In this connection, I recall Ptahhotep, 419-420 sAw Dd=f sxr=f srw rdi=f mdt
Hr gs iry "beware lest he tell his matter: 'judges, he puts the matter one-sidedly'".
    It is remarkable that the Prisse version of Ptahhotep seems to contain two passive r sDm.t=f
constructions.
    Though the present evidence for the passive sDm.t=f after the preposition/conjunction r is indeed
still scant, this may change if the conclusion that a combination of passive meaning of a -t-affixed
verb form after r and the meaning "until" invites such an identification is accepted. No doubt, more
examples will turn up.

§ 8. An example of r ms.yt=f with passive meaning in Merikare.

The following example is the only one known to me where the passive sDm.t=f shows the -yt-affix
in the use after r.
    Merikare, E 96-97.88 HAq.n=i Xryw=sn nHm.n=i mn[mn]t=sn r bw.yt aAmw r Kmt "it was until the
Asiatics had been made averse to Egypt that I went on plundering their subjects and robbing their
cattle".
    To judge from the translations, some scholars consider the word bwyt to be a rare spelling of the
well-known bwt, usually translated with "abomination": "up to the point of disgust of the Asiatics
against Egypt" or suchlike.89 However, decisive importance must be attached to the fact that the
New Kingdom parallel C also has the writing bwyt, but now with the plural determinative, which
points to some misunderstanding.90 Indeed, this spelling of the substantive bwt would be very
unusual, if not unique, to judge from the dictionaries.91 Therefore I take the -y-infix to be correct,
and identify a form of the IIIae inf. verb bwi, the older form of the verb bwt.92 A number of
translators take the Asiatics to be the subject of an intransitive, respectively transitive verb: "until

                                                                                                                                                                           
Maximes de Ptahhotep, 96 (P.453): "qu'il ne soit obligé de porter plainte contre toi, encore avant que tu ne (m')aies
obéi", and p. 155 (453). Brunner, Altäg. Weisheit, 126 (383): "damit er dich nicht anzeigt, bevor du überhaupt davon
erfährst"; following him Jacq, Enseignement Ptahhotep, 132 (n.289). Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 20: "do not
give him occasion of protesting against you before you even listen (to him)". Faulkner, in: Literature of Anc. Eg., 171:
"lest he should make a complaint against you until you hear [about it]". Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 118 (§444):
"dann soll er nicht gegen dich Klage führen, sodass du (unweigerlich) hören musst".
     87 Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 152 (453) considers the deviation to be caused by a "Flüchtigkeitsfehler".
     88 Publ. Quack, Stud. Merikare, 185 (E 96-97) = Helck, Merikare, 58 (XXXV[e-h]).
     89 Helck, op.cit., 60 ("zur Schande der Asiaten gegenüber Ägypten"). Quack, op.cit., 59 ("so dass die
Verabscheuung des Asiaten gegen Ägypten ist"), following Seibert, Charakteristik, 80. Faulkner, in: Literature of Anc.
Eg., 188:" [until] the detestation of the Asiatics was against Egypt". Cf. Gardiner, New Literary Works, JEA 1 (1914),
31 (§22), who seems to consider the preposition r preceding bw.yt a mistake, when translating: "An abomination (??) is
the Aamu unto (??) Egypt".
     90 So Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 23 (97).
     91 Wb. I, 453 (7) - 454 (7) and Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 251: "der Abscheu, das Widerliche" etc.
Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 82: "abomination". Meeks, Année Lexicographique 1 (1977), 116 (77.1237); 2 (1978),
125 (78.1309); 3 (1979), 88 (79.0885): "aversion".
     92 Thus also Posener, Enseignement Mérikarê, RdE 7 (1950), 179; followed by Burkard, op.cit., 23 (7).
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the Asiatics were disgusted of Egypt"93 or "until the Asiatics abhorred Egypt".94

    Taking the -y-infix seriously, the verb form must be considered as the passive sDm.t=f of an
ult.inf. verb. Indeed, the dictionaries consider the verb bwi to be transitive, thus susceptible to the
passive conversion.95

    In paraphrase the passage seems to say that Egypt had become something metaphorically
equivalent to the religious bwt "something forbidden, taboo" to the Asiatics,96 because their people
were plundered or killed there and their cattle were robbed by the actions of the Egyptian king,
who went on doing this until they departed. Thus, these actions were carried out up to the point in
time that it caused the Asiatics to become disgusted and to leave. On the basis of the involvement
of the king as agent, the Asiatics can be considered to be the grammatical subject/semantic object
of a passive ms.yt=f of the transitive verb bwi, which must mean here something like "to make
(someone) averse to/disgusted of",97 "to deter (someone) from"98 rather than "to be disgusted of".99

§ 9. An example of passive Dr ms.(y)t=f in the Coffin Texts.

This is the only instance of passive Dr ms.(y)t=f known to me that I now consider to be certain.100

    CT [548] VI 146 c-f. xpr.kA [r]f bnwt m irt 1tm Dr awA.(y)t=i Dr DA.(y)t=i r IAbt Dr ir.(y)t Hb sbiw im=i
"there will be a swelling in the eye of the Destroyer, before I would be snatched away, before I
would be crossed over to the east, before the feast of the enemies would be celebrated over me".101

    The situation is that the deceased is on his way to paradise and wants to avoid a fatal second
death. As soon as the deceased becomes a victim of the demon, all is definitively over for him, and
he is no longer able to strike back. Thus any threat to the demon which tries to avert that fate can
only be effective if it is carried out before falling into his clutches.

                                               
     93 Posener, op.cit., 179: "de sorte que l'Asiatique ressente de l'aversion pour l'Égypte"; note that in n.7 he
proposes seeing this construction as a case of r sDm=f of the verb bwi "exécrer" and explains the t as intrusive from the
related, frequent substantive bwt. Brunner, Altäg. Weisheit, 226: "so dass die Asiaten jetzt Abscheu vor Ägypten
haben". In this vein also Meeks, Année Lexicographique 1 (1977), 116 (77.1236).
     94 Lichtheim, Literature I, 104 (95 ff.). Blumenthal, Lehre Merikare, ZÄS 107 (1980), 15: "verabscheuen".
     95 Wb. I, 453 (5-6): "verabscheuen". Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 82: bw (not bwi) "to detest, to abominate".
Hannig, Grosses Handwörterbuch, 250-251: "verabscheuen". Meeks, Année Lexicographique 1 (1977), 116 (77.1236):
"détester", "être dégoûté de", the latter meaning with reference to the present passage.
     96 Fundamental for the bwt concept is Frandsen, Logical Analysis, in: Crossroad, 145-159 and id., [Tabu], in: LÄ
VI, 135-142.
     97 Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 116 translate the present example transitively with "jusqu'à les
Asiatiques fussent dégoûtés de l'Égypte", adding the remark "avec la forme wnmyt=f" (for their identification of this
form as the passive sDm.t=f of non-ult.inf. verbs, see op.cit., 143 (42.4; see also my note 4 above).
     98 Suggested by Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 23 (97).
     99 Whereas Grandet - Mathieu, op.cit. II, 116 seem to consider "fussent  dégoûtés de" (see my note 97) as having
passive meaning, Posener (bwi "ressentir de l'aversion pour"; see my note 93) and Meeks (bwi "être dégoûté de"; see
my note 95) seems to consider the verb to be used intransitively here.
     100 The example in Edel, AäG, 370 (§736) does not contain a passive Dr sDm.t=f construction!
     101 See Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 161 (B.7.a) about the dangers for the deceased of crossing to the east.
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CHAPTER V.  THE RELATIVE FUTURE TENSE sDm.t=f

In the preceding studies on what are generally acknowledged to be the only three certain sDm.t=f
constructions, I have argued that the verb form can be defined as a relative future tense.1 Now that
this common characteristic has been established, I would like to turn to the verb form proper as a
unity.2

    A further analysis of a number of issues concerning the sDm.t=f is best served by a comparison
with the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f. Thus, before embarking on the sDm.t=f verb form some
remarks must be devoted to the arguments supporting this comparison and to questions concerning
the syntax of the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f.
    After the preliminaries on these verb forms I shall discuss the remarkable differences between
them and the sDm.t=f. It is indeed remarkable that the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f belong to a
verb form category to which I shall demonstrate that the sDm.t=f does not belong. In connection
with n sDm.t=f, the question of the negation of these verb forms is also of importance.

§ 1. The forms of the stem of the mutable verbs in the active and passive sDm.t=f.

Now that the bulk of the evidence on the sDm.t=f in my studies has been presented, this is the
appropriate place to present a survey of the stem of the verb form.3

    The mutable and anomalous verbs show the following stems. First, the IIae gem. (mAA and wnn
are ranged here under the anomalous verbs), which show reduplication of the second and third
radical.4 For the IIIae inf. there is vast evidence for the non-reduplicated stem. Rare evidence also
shows the IVae inf. to have this stem.5 As far as the anomalous verbs are concerned, there is rare,
but certain evidence that the verb rdi has the stem rdi, but owing to the remarkable rarity of this
verb in the n sDm.t=f construction the possibility of the stem di cannot be excluded with certainty.6

There is ample evidence for the stem iy.t of the verb iw/iy.7 The verb mAA displays both the stems

                                               
     1 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f); op.cit. II (r sDm.t=f); op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f); op.cit. IV (passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f).
     2 Contra Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 18 (1.2).
     3 Note that the forms after the negation n and after r and Dr are presented separately in Gardiner, EG, 318 (§403-
404) and 322 (§409), but treated as a unity in Lefebvre, GEC, 211 (§416-417).
     4 Urk. IV 1090,10: hnn.t=k (quoted in the present study, Appendix B [p. 92]); CT [162] II 401 a and CT [1012] VII
228 q: ann.t (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §4 [pp. 58-59]); PT [607] §1701b sAA.t (quoted
op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §1 [p. 42]). I have not been able to trace the evidence for the non-reduplicated stem qb of the
IIae gem. verb qbb, for which see Lefebvre, GEC, 211 (§417). Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 102 (§47.b) states that the IIae
gem. verbs have the non-reduplicated stem, presenting the stem mA of the verb mAA as evidence for this (ranged by me
under the anomalous verbs).
     5 Instr. of Amenemhat I, VIIIa-c/Mill.: Hms.t=i (quoted in the present study, §17 [p. 83]).
     6 "Early Middle Kingdom Account", 19: n rdi.t=f (cited in Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), n.75). Pap. Berlin 10025, 6:
n rd.yt (quoted in op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 49] and op.cit. IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §6 [p. 62]). Thus also
Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 164 (7.3.1.1.3).
     7 See my op.cit. I (Dr sDm.t=f), n.39. Note that the existence of n iw.t=f has also been suggested; see Inscr. Hatnub
24, 1-2 (publ. Anthes, Hatnub, 54-56, pl. 24; Readingbook, 73-74): rx dwA(w) [n] iw.t=f mA n nHH "who knows
tomorrow when it has not yet come, who has a view on eternity". This would be the only instance of the stem iw in the
n sDm.t=f construction in Middle Egyptian that I know of; see, however, De Buck's special note in Readingbook, 127
(73,4): "the reading n iw.t=f is due to Dévaud", which seems to express doubts, probably on the same grounds; see also
Janssen, Trad. eg. autobiografie I, 75 (Bl41). Indeed, the writing n iw.t=f is so uncommon that suspicion arises about
the correctness of the reading; the negation in particular may be a guess, though a good one on account of the parallel
in the Eloquent Peasant B1, 183 (see Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §1, end [p. 43]). I suggest reading dwA(w)
iw.t(y).f(y) "tomorrow that is yet to come"; for a comparable construction with a participle see Ptahhotep, 260 hrw iy Hr-
sA "the day which comes next". For a more certain example of njj jw.t with the meaning "while not yet" in the PT see
Allen, Inflection, 313 (§460).
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mAn and mA.8 Because existential n wnt is not reckoned to be a true n sDm.t=f construction,9 there is
only scarce evidence for the stem wn.10

    Some instances of the verb hAi "to descend" where a -y-affix appears do exist.11 Since nowhere
in good Middle Egyptian does this -y-affix show up among the active sDm.t=f of verbs other than
hAi, whether ult.inf. or not, we must be dealing here with a peculiarity of this verb which may
show in the writing of the stem and which may well be connected to its being, to some extent, a
middle-and-ult.inf. verb. The verb mAA with a middle and final aleph also shows peculiarities
which range it under the anomalous verbs.12 I do not consider the writing hAy to be an exceptional
plene writing--thus in principle present in all sDm.t=f forms of the verb hAi--as was Edel's
opinion.13 Possibly, we have here a glimpse of the phonological mechanism leading to a consistent
writing iy.t of the sDm.t=f form of the verb iw/iy.
    The aleph as some sort of weak radical14 also seems responsible for the occurrence of a -y-infix
in the passive construction written n qmA{m}.yt in a Book of the Dead papyrus,15 which should
orthographically correctly have been written n qmA.t.

§ 2. The relations of the sDm.t=f with the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f: introduction.

In my first study, on Dr sDm.t=f, I briefly and provisionally related the Circumstantial sDm=f and
Circumstantial sDm.n=f to the sDm.t=f as, respectively, the relative present, the relative past and the
relative future tense.16 If correct, this indicates the probable existence of a set of finite relative
tenses for each of the possible locations in time, i.e. present, past and future--which I hope to have
demonstrated convincingly for the latter form.
    Therefore, I shall first point out that the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in all their uses share the
property of being relative tenses with the sDm.t=f. Since the constructions Particle +
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f have recently been deployed to shake the transpositional foundations
of the Standard Theory of Polotsky,17 the syntax of iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f must be
discussed here. Because the relative tense concept of the sDm.t=f may also be relevant for the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f, I shall consider their interplay with the Indicative sDm=f/(sDm.n=f)
in this light.18

§ 3. The Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the circumstantial clause functioning as relative tenses
and as adverbial verb forms.

                                               
     8 The stem mAn: CT [79] II 25 b/B1C and the stem mA: CT [720] VI 348 c (both quoted in op.cit. IV (passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §3 [pp. 57-58]). For the stem mA of the passive see CT [79] II 25 b/B1Bo (quoted in op.cit. IV, §4
[p. 59]).
     9 See op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), Appendix A [pp. 52-53].
     10 Ptahhotep, 87: wn (quoted op.cit. II (r sDm.t=f), §3 [p. 32]). Pap. BM 10059, 14,7: wn (quoted in op.cit. I (Dr
sDm.t=f), §13 [p. 17]).
     11  CT [405] V 203 l/M1C (Dr hAy.t=k r=s) and CT [405] V 207 c/M1C (Dr hAy.t=Tn r=f); both quoted in op.cit. I (Dr
sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 13]. An instance with -w instead of -y may be CT [40] I 173 1/B16C, which may read bwt=i pw m(w)t r
hAw.t iAw=i r sb.t=i r imAx "to die is my abomination until my old age has come, until I pass to the blessed state"; the
parallel B13Cb has only r iAwt=i "until my old age". Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 185 (3) reads r hAw iAwt=i;
however, according to De Buck, a small t was added later, which may belong to the verb form. The word for "old age"
has a masculine and a feminine form; see Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 8. Reading the substantive hAw "period, time"
seems less probable to me, since no determinative is present. For another occurrence of hAy see Pap. Berlin 3038, 12,9
(quoted op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §8 [p. 48]).
     12 See De Cenival, Écritures mAA, RdE 29 (1977), 21-37.
     13 Edel, AäG, LXXIX, ref. (§731).
     14 Most recently Satzinger, Aleph-Phonem, in: Zwischen Ewigkeiten. Fs. Thausing, 192 (4).
     15 See op.cit. IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §4 (Pap. Iouiya) [p. 59]). Cf. also <n> qmAw.t in op.cit., §4 (BD of Ani)
[p. 59]. Note that Gardiner, EG, 318, ex. 13 transliterates the form in Pap. Iouiya as qm(A)yt, but ranges the verb under
the 3-lit. verbs.
     16 Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §19 [p. 22].
     17 See §5 below [pp. 70-73].
     18 For the Indicative sDm.n=f see further §6 below [p. 74].
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In the preceding articles on the sDm.t=f constructions I have argued that a finite relative tense
relates its Event to a reference time and that these two time points are grammaticized as part of the
meaning of such a tense.19 The Reference point as such is not attached to a specific absolute time
reference, i.e. the absolute past, absolute present and absolute future, but is available for each of
them.20

    The Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the circumstantial clause are translated with, respectively,
"while he hears/heard (simultaneously)" (relative present time reference) and "after (/while already)
he has/had heard" (relative past time reference). It is evident that these verb forms have a relative
time reference there, mostly with respect to the main clause situation.
    At first sight such a relative time reference may look like an implication deriving from the
context, but for the positive identification of the verb forms as true relative tenses it is, I am
convinced, a decisive factor that their 'relative tense' translations are consistent under any absolute
time reference of the main clause, as is also the case with the sDm.t=f constructions.21 Thus, for
example, also "after" for Circumstantial sDm.n=f as a relative past in the absolute future, as in the
following example.22

    Ptahhotep, 366/Pr. mdw.y=k rx.n=f wHa=k "may you speak, after you have come to know that
you can find out".
    Proceeding from Polotsky's theory, the property of the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f of being
able to exercise a circumstantial clause function asyndetically qualifies them as inherently adverbial
in this function.23 This is also possible for inherently adverbial sentence types such as the Adverbial
Sentence and the Pseudoverbal Sentence.24

    A point to be stressed here is that it is only the combination in the Circumstantial
sDm=f/sDm.n=f of being relative tenses and having an adverbial nature which in this 'true'
circumstantial use evokes adequate translations with "while (simultaneously)" resp. "while
already", "after". Thus, these notions are only a means of translation to render its adverbiality, but
are not intrinsic to the meaning of the verb forms as relative tenses.

§ 4. The Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f also in iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f as relative
tenses.

Allen has recently pointed out that at least part of the function of the exemplary particle iw in the
so-called compound verb forms in the main clause is to provide the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f
expressing relative time reference with the absolute time anchor point par excellence, the present.25

    What is true for this role of iw, "here-and-now",26 is also valid for aHa.n. In the meaning of
aHa.n as a particle with absolute present time reference there still seems to be an echo of its verbal
origin as a Present Perfect. In English in particular, the Present Perfect not only refers to an
absolute past Event but also to its present relevance.27 The substantival verb form aHa.n would then
                                               
     19 Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §4 [p. 8]; op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §6 [p. 46].
     20 I disagree with Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 159-161 (§2) that the flexibility of the reference point with the
Circumstantial sDm.n=f deems the form to be an aspect; see also the criticism of this viewpoint by Callender,
Existential Paragraph Markings, in: Akten München 1985. 3, 145-146.
     21 As far as it concerns the Circumstantial sDm.n=f, I agree with Allen's remark in Tense, in: Essays on Eg.
Grammar, 7: "though the sDm.n.f generally expresses past taxis [relative past time reference, LZ], it does not do so in
the negation nj sDm.n.f". His remark does not contradict my argument in favour of the Circumstantial sDm.n=f as a
relative tense, since n sDm.n=f definitely does not contain this verb form.
     22 For another example see Vernus, Future at Issue, 3 (c).
     23 I do not share Satzinger's doubts, Protasis ir sDm.f -- Afterthoughts, LingAeg 4 (1994), 274, about the existence of
a morphological category of adverbial sDm=f/sDm.n=f forms.
     24 For the separate case of the circumstantialization of certain negative constructions with n or nn see my note 80
below.
     25 Allen, Tense, in: Essays on Eg. Grammar, 6-11; for a discussion see Junge, Emphasis, 103-108 (6.3.4). In this
vein also Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 35-36 (3.8.4). See also Callender, Existential Paragraph Markings,
in: Akten München 1985. 3, 145-146.
     26 With regard to the meaning of iw as reference point, "here-and-now" is most suitable; see the term
"nynégocentrisme" used by Polotsky, op.cit., 36 (3.8.4). Other aspects of iw are not considered here.
     27 Comrie, Tense, 52 on the Present Perfect: "more generally, the perfect indicates the continuing present relevance
of a past situation"; see also p. 56 (3.1). The meaning of the Preterite or Simple Past does not include this present
relevance; see for this option Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 186. In my opinion, Loprieno is right with regard to the
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originally have had the meaning "that it has stood up and stands now". Just as the Stative rx.kwi
expresses the present state of "knowing" as the result of "having come to know", thus in aHa.n
"having stood up" has resulted in "standing" presently. Apparently, the action of "standing up" has
receded into the background and the resulting situation has become the more dominant feature.
Given that aHa.n normally has no suffix pronoun expression, its use must be impersonal, and I
suggest its meaning as a particle to be literally "as it (has come to stand, and) stands now" and in
practice temporal "now".28

    The obligatory combination of particle and verb form in what are with justification called the
"compound verb forms" iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f yields absolute present and absolute
past time reference.29 "Compound" is indeed the adequate term, because, syntactically as well as
semantically, the verb forms cannot function without the particle.

§ 5. The syntactic analysis of the verb forms in iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f and of the
constructions.

Essentially, the discussion in this section centres around the terms "adverbial" and "verbal", not
only as having reference to the morphology of verb forms but also to their syntactic function.
    In a reconsideration of the substitutional procedure in the Standard Theory of Polotsky, Collier
has recently argued that after the particles mk and isT the verb forms generally called the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f 30 do not submit to a substitutional analysis as adverbial forms and

                                                                                                                                                                           
explanation of the absolute present time reference of n sDm.n=f owing to the sDm.n=f functioning there in its original
meaning of Present Perfect, for which see op.cit., 77 (4.6.3.1.a) and 209 (7.8.1). This may, of course, also be the case
with aHa.n. For Preterite versus Present Perfect see the references to the discussion in Binnick, Time and the Verb,
456.
     28 Compare Polotsky, op.cit., 33 (3.8.2) "qu'il s'est mis débout"; I do not share his criticism (op.cit., 34 (3.8.3.1))
of Lefebvre's opinion (GEC, 161 (§319) concerning the impersonal use of iw [and, consequently, also aHa.n]. I disagree
with Polotsky's formulation, op.cit., 36 (3.8.4), who sees a time reference difference between iw "état actuel (est)" and
aHa.n "état à ce moment-là (se trouva)". Given that both iw sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f are compound narrative verb
forms working on the same principle of an absolute present Reference point function of iw and aHa.n, it would not be in
accordance with the relative tense theory if aHa.n in these compound narrative verb forms were to represent an absolute
past Reference point. In that case there would be a sequence of past Events on the time line, but without a location in
time relative to the absolute present, thus leaving a time gap between the Reference point of the past Events and the
absolute present. If Polotsky's view of aHa.n is understood in the sense of a Present Perfect, his idea does not
essentially differ from mine. I disagree with Ritter, Particles, LingAeg 2 (1992), 134 (2a): "2. [particles] indicating the
text relation, a) posterior text relation: aHa.n".
     29 For the term "compound narrative verb forms" see Gardiner, EG, 382-384 (§460). It seems to me that the
examples of iw sDm.n=f as indicating the future which are presented by Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 160-161 to
support his argument that the verb form is an aspect, and not a tense, form no problem. In his example No. 3 (Pap.
Ebers, 53,18-19), the time reference seems to be a general present ("it is put in water; it is made a paste") rather than
the future. The parenthetic iw rdi.n=k means "-- you have then already placed (two pots on the fire)--", and signifies a
preceding action with present relevance for the preparation of the medicine. Vernus's example No. 5 (stela BM 101,
3rd reg.,1-5; publ. Blackman, Stela Nebipusenwosret, JEA 21 (1935), 1-9), equally parenthetic, may well be
interpreted in terms of the absolute past: "--(presently) the great god has already commanded that you are upon earth
under his praise--". Incidentally, of the other three examples presented as proof for future time reference of the
sDm.n=f, No. 1 (Neferty XIVa-d/Pet, ed. Helck, Nfr.tj), where the alleged form is embedded among prospective/future
verb forms and constructions, rather contains a Passive sDm=f + dative (sxr.(w) n=sn), because with a sDm.n=f the verb
sxr "to fell" would force the literal translation "[the plotters], they will have felled their (own) mouth for fear of him".
This verb does not signify self-injury, but rather injury inflicted by another person; I suggest "[the plotters], to them
their mouth will be struck on account of the fear of him, where the "fear of him" is the agent. Vernus's No. 4 (BD ch.
133, rubr./P.Brocklehurst II; publ. Naville, Totenbuch 2, 344: Ax,1) isk ir.n=k ... isk rdi.n=k clearly contains the
Circumstantial sDm.n=f: "nota bene after you have made ... and nota bene after you have placed". Example No. 2 (CT
[148] II 219 f - 220 a/S1C) is even translated by Vernus himself as a Circumstantial sDm.n=f, which verb form in the
circumstantial clause is relative past with respect to any absolute time reference. Note that Ritter, Verbalsystem, 63
comes to the conclusion that Vernus's examples can all be analyzed as the relative past.
     30 The Circumstantial sDm=f is morphologically distinct from other sDm=f forms, but the Circumstantial sDm.n=f
only in an indirect sense, since it possesses no sDm.n.tw=f form like the Substantival sDm.n=f (and, possibly, also the
Indicative sDm.n=f; see my Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, in JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 39-108, part. 90-91) and on
account of its complementary distribution with the Stative of verbs of motion and other intransitives, and with the
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that in this construction they instead belong substitutionally with initial main clause formations,
which are unconverted/non-transposed patterns.31 According to him, this suggests that, in terms of
their syntax, the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f after mk and isT should be analysed as
unconverted/non-transposed patterns--in other words, as "verbal verb forms" according to
Polotsky's terminology. Furthermore, he has suggested that his analysis can be shown to account
for the well-known "adverbial" properties of these forms without invoking adverbial substitution.32

    For the following discussion it is important to note that it is evident that his analysis is not only
valid for the occurrence after the "particles" mk and isT, but also when the "auxiliaries" iw and
aHa.n are involved, on which the present contribution concentrates.33

    In his study Collier has, somewhat surprisingly, not drawn a comparison with other verbal/non-
transposed finite verb forms, notably the form generally called the Indicative sDm=f (and, as I
propose, also the Indicative sDm.n=f).34 It is this morphologically distinct sDm=f form with a
characteristic independent ("bare") affirmative use in the main clause which Polotsky has long
since provided with the label "verbal".35

    Because there is this fundamental syntactic difference with the Circumstantial verb forms in iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f, Collier's label "verbal verb form" is most unfortunate as a
characterization of these verb forms, as it evidently has reference to Polotsky's theory.
    Moreover, Collier's discussion concerns the only use of the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f
where they seem to defy an identification as an adverbial "transposition".36 In all other uses of the
verb forms it concerns the typically adverbial/circumstantial syntax.37 Particularly instructive is the
regular construction iw=f/substantive + Circumstantial sDm=f, from which, according to general
opinion, iw sDm=f/substantive derives.38

    It is, however, quite understandable to me that Collier had a major problem with the Polotskyan
substitutional analysis of iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f, which requires a Subject - Predicate
order in accordance with the Adverbial Model. Satzinger and he are, in my opinion, correct in
claiming that in iw sdm=f/sDm.n=f/substantive and aHa.n sDm.n=f/substantive the order is Predicate -
Subject.39 This is the order in the Verbal Sentence containing non-transposed verb forms. In a
syntactic surface analysis, these adverbial verb forms cannot be analysed as "transpositions" in the
                                                                                                                                                                           
Passive sDm=f.
     31 Collier, Circ. sDm.f/sDm.n.f, JEA 76 (1990), 73-85; see particularly p. 73 (summary), p. 74 (sub 1.) and pp. 84-
85 (6).
     32 Collier, op.cit., 73 (last line of abstract) and 83-84 (5).
     33 Collier, op.cit., 74, n.7, with reference to his unpublished dissertation, where it is argued that "even after
auxiliaries, the Circumstantial sDm(.f)/sDm.n(.f) are to be analysed as verbal verb-forms". From his remark referring to
Polotsky's article on the transpositions it is clear that the auxiliaries iw and aHa.n are meant, because these are the
auxiliaries mentioned there. His distinction between "particle" and "auxiliary" may be based on "particles" as a term
for unbound elements and "auxiliaries" as one for bound elements.
     34 See my note 30 above.
     35 See Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 46 (4.1.5): "ces formes [the Indicative sDm=f forms rdj=f, mA=f, LZ]
représentent, en toute probabilité, la catégorie proprement verbale ('factive'). ... On connait deux cas où 'donner' et
'voir' revêtent précisement les formes rdj.f et mA.f: l'un, en ancien égyptien (avec des survivances) en fonction de passé
narratif"; see also id., Eg. Tenses, 94 (50). Note also the remark by Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 15: "However, in
certain narrative texts from the XIIth Dynasty, the narrative sDm.f form is used for the third person past indicative of
transitive verbs, as it is in texts dating to the Old Kingdom". It is my conviction that in Middle Egyptian the Indicative
sDm=f in affirmative use is by no means only a "remnant, archaic" form (see Depuydt, Standard Theory, OLP 14
(1983), 42); see my article Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 85-86.
     36 For more on this issue see my note 59 below.
     37 See Collier's remark in Predication, LingAeg 2 (1992), 64: "Of course, there is much that still remains to be done
in promoting the N[ot] S[o] S[tandard] T[heory] account of the circumstantial sDm(.f)/sDm.n(.f) as verbal verb-forms,
notably in terms of a detailed defence of the extension of this analysis to other usages of these forms". A most
compelling argument concerning the adverbial nature of Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f is presented by Polotsky,
Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 26-27 (3.1.2, sub 1 and 2). In this light I am surprised about Satzinger's confession,
Protasis ir sDm.f -- Afterthoughts, LingAeg 4 (1994), 274 that he has never really believed in the existence of a
morphological category of adverbial sDm=f/sDm.n=f.
     38 For rare examples of iw=f/substantive + Circumstantial sDm.n=f see Edel, AäG, 451 (§890) and Polotsky, op.cit.,
36 (3.8.5); add CT [75] I 387 c/Bersha versions and CT [759] VI 389 d. For aHa.n/substantive + Circumstantial
sDm.n=f see Gardiner, EG, 392 (§479); the latter construction does not occur before the First Intermediate Period, see
Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 126.
     39 Collier, Circ. sDm.f/sDm.n.f, JEA 76 (1990), 80-82 (4); Satzinger, Anm. jw.f sDm.f, GM 115 (1990), 100.
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strict sense of the word40 without invoking a number of ad hoc explanations.41 It is thus only with
respect to this syntactic aspect of order that Collier's label "verbal" for the verb forms is justified,
but not with regard to that of the independent use.
    Given the fact that the particle is an obligatory constituent of the constructions iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f/substantive and aHa.n sDm.n=f/substantive, the constructions form a unity, i.e. a
"compound verb form" which, synchronically, may be regarded as a verbal verb form in its own
right.42 Thus, if the label "verbal verb form" is to be applied, it should be with respect to the
compounds iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f.
    My approach is different from Collier's because of the relative tense property of the verb forms
as it works in iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f.43 Proceeding from the semantics of these
compound verb forms, the literal translations are quite simple and leave the syntactic surface
analysis beautifully intact: iw sDm=f/ substantive "relative to here-and-now he/substantive hears
simultaneously"; iw sDm.n=f/substantive "relative to here-and-now he/substantive has already
heard"; and aHa.n sDm.n=f/substantive "relative to 'as it (has come to stand, and) stands now'
he/substantive has already heard".
    It seems to be common practice to translate the verb forms in iw sDm=f and iw/aHa.n sDm.n=f,
respectively, with "while (simultaneously)" and "after" (= "while already"), just as is done when
they are used in the subordinate clause.44 These usual translations for iw sDm=f/substantive, iw
sDm.n=f/substantive and aHa.n sDm.n=f/substantive go together with Collier's problem of the
syntactic analysis, because they force the postulation of an unexpressed subject in the deep
structure which precedes the predicate and, furthermore, a shift of the expressed substantival
subject to a position after the verb form.
     The problem of these translations is that an adverbial verb form is translated as if it is used
circumstantially. The concepts "adverbial" and "circumstantial" have, admittedly, close affinities,
but, with respect to the verb forms under discussion, "adverbial" refers to their nature as a verb
form category functioning as that part of speech,  and "circumstantial" to a function which may be
exercised by forms or constructions of an adverbial nature. Drawing an analogy with the Stative as
an adverbial predicate in the Pseudoverbal Sentence, e.g., iw=i Hs.kwi "I am praised", this form is
in practice never translated as if used circumstantially: *"I am while I am praised". Its adverbial
nature in Egyptian iw=i Hs.kwi is taken for granted in the translation, and remains unexpressed. The
analogy does, however, not go beyond this aspect of translation, because in iw=i Hs.kwi the verb
form does indeed exert an adverbial function, which seems to be different to those in iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f.
    The analysis of the compound verb forms iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f/substantive and aHa.n
sDm.n=f/substantive as "verbal" accounts for their Predicate - Subject order, but requires accepting
a 'suppression' of the adverbial function of the verb forms proper here. In other words, iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f are "verbal" compound verb forms which contain formally
adverbial, but functionally 'reduced' Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f forms.45 This may explain why
                                               
     40 Depuydt, Standard Theory, OLP 14 (1983), 50 (3.4) considers the explanation of this phenomenon to be a task of
the Standard Theory.
     41 Particularly the subject role for the particle/auxiliary, see Polotsky, op.cit., 6 (1976), 35 (3.8.4): "un temps
'indicatif' de l'égyptien classique est donc une phrase à prédicat circonstantiel. Il se compose d'un auxiliaire sujet et
d'un auxilié prédicat"; Junge, Gebrauch von jw, in: Fs. Edel, 271. I agree with Satzinger's implicit argument, op.cit.,
99-100, that the "auxiliaries" iw/aHa.n argued by the above authors as able to function as the subject cannot have that
role and that it is the suffix pronoun or substantive following the verb form which is the subject.
     42 As regards the particle as an obligatory constituent, I do not agree with Johnson's analysis of mk as an unbound
particle in mk sDm=f/sDm.n=f in id., Use of mk, in: Stud. zu Sprache und Religion. Westendorf, 71-85, which
construction would be the surface appearance of a deep structure mk iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f, with an always deleted iw;
rather, mk replaces iw as particle. For the compound verb forms see Depuydt, Standard Theory, OLP 14 (1983), 50:
"on the strictly synchronical level, it is preferable to view the compound forms as genuine verb forms".
     43 See the preceding section [pp. 69-70].
     44 E.g., Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 148 (§68.c.2: iw sDm.n=f ("lett. 'nu-nadat hij heeft gehoord')[lit., now-after he has
heard]") and 149 (§68.d: aHa.n sDm.n=f "en toen hoorde hij (lett. 'stond op nadat hij had gehoord')" ["and then he
heard (lit. 'stood up after he had heard')"]. Schenkel, Einf. Sprachwissenschaft, 135: iw cdm.n=f "(Es) ist, nachdem er
hörte"/"[Dass der Fall ist (o.ä.)] [(ist), nachdem er hörte]"; in this sense also Satzinger, Anm. jw.f sDm.f, GM 115
(1990), 102. Cf. also the formulation in Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 36 (3.8.5), for which see my note 28
above.
     45 In this sense also Allen, Form, Function and Meaning, LingAeg 1 (1991), 17-18.
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with the verb rdi not only the expected iw/aHa.n di.n=f occur but also iw/aHa.n rdi.n=f, which latter
constructions contain a non-adverbial form: the stems rdi and di in the sDm.n=f of rdi, which are
normally distinctive for the expression of the opposition of substantival versus circumstantial
forms, are evidently of no concern in the compound verb forms iw/aHa.n sDm.n=f.46 The
'suppression' of the typically adverbial syntax of Subject - Predicate seems to have been
influenced, not to say elicited, by the situation that with suffix conjugation forms the order is
Predicate - Subject.
    The adverbial nature of the verb forms can still be seen as overtly working in the common
Adverbial Model construction iw=f/substantive + Circumstantial sDm=f. In this case a literal
translation "here-and-now he/substantive is while he hears" does most justice, because then the
subject must be accounted for twice and the adverbial nature of the verb form must be expressed in
the best possible way.
    I note that the analysis of iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f as "verbal" compound verb
forms accounts for the fact that they have the "predicative"/ "indicative"/ non-emphatic/ rhematic
role in common with the verbal Indicative sDm=f/sDm.n=f.
    To sum up, the principle of a relative tense as working in an identical manner in Circumstantial
sDm=f/sDm.n=f in both the subordinate and in the main clauses is in accordance with the fact that in
both uses it concerns the same morphologically adverbial verb forms. Whereas the forms in the
subordinate clause and in iw=f sDm=f exercise adverbial function, this role is suppressed in iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f owing to the circumstance that they are "verbal" compound verb
forms themselves. The frequent construction iw/aHa.n rdi.n=f seems to illustrate this eloquently.47

§ 6. The presupposition in finite relative tenses related to the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f.

In the study on n sDm.t=f I suggest that from the fact that the negation asserts only non-holding of
the occurrence of the Event at the time of the Reference point, it may be inferred that the (relative)
future occurrence of the Event is a presupposition, which is immune to negation.48 Because the
verb form grammaticizes a Reference point to which an Event is related as part of its meaning, the
Event is presupposed. For Middle Egyptian this would entail the absence of clauses containing the
negation n + Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f with the meaning "relative to a Reference point he
does not hear/ has not heard", just as n sDm.t=f does not mean "relative to a Reference point he will
not hear".49 This is, indeed, not the case.
   The presuppositional restriction may explain certain syntactic phenomena regarding the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f. For the assertion of nonoccurrence of the Event in the main clause
the negative counterparts of iw + Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f are n + Indicative sDm=f/sDm.n=f,
which constructions also have this negative counterpart role with respect to Circumstantial

                                               
     46 Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 23 (2.6.7.3) sees aHa.n as the problem in aHa.n rdi.n=f, whereas I suggest
indifference for the form with r or without. Some examples follow. (A) Initial aHa.n di.n=f: Stela Cairo CG 20543, a,11
(publ. Lange - Schäfer, Grab- und Denksteine II, 165). Note that aHa.n di.n=f is absent in the Sh. Sailor, the narrative
parts of the Eloquent Peasant and the Pap. Westcar; see also the remark below under (E). (B) Initial aHa.n rdi.n=f: Stela
British Museum 614, 6 (publ. Blackman, Stele of Thethi, JEA 17 (1931), 55-61); Urk. IV 185,10; Urk. IV 894,5;
Sinuhe R 51 = B 26-27; Sh. Sailor, 161; id., 162; Pap. Westcar, 8,23; id., 8,24, id., 10,7; id., 11,14; id., 11,17; id.,
12,4 (2x); id., 12,23. (C) Initial iw di.n=f: Stela British Museum 1671, 11 (publ. Polotsky, Stela of Heka-Yeb, JEA 16
(1930), 194-199); Tomb Siut V, 10 (publ. Brunner, Texte aus den Gräbern von Siut, 65); Stela British Museum 574, 2
(publ. Simpson, Terrace of the Great God, pl. 61: ANOC 42.2); Inscr. Hatnub 12, 13 (publ. Anthes, Hatnub, 29). (D)
Initial iw rdi.n=f: Urk. I 133,2-3; Inscr. Hatnub 16, 10 (publ. Anthes, op.cit., 36); Tomb Siut IV, 62-63 (publ. Brunner,
op.cit., 59). (E) Note that aHa.n ... di.n=f is absent in the Sh. Sailor, the narrative parts of the Eloquent Peasant and the
Pap. Westcar; see also the remark above under (A). (F) Continuative aHa.n ... rdi.n=f: Sh. Sailor, 52-53; id., 155-156;
id., 170-171; Pap. Westcar, 12,4-5; id., 12,9-10. (G) Continuative iw ... di.n=f: Stela Petrie Museum UCL 14333, 9
(publ. Goedicke, Wisdom Text, JEA 48 (1962), 25-35); Tomb Siut IV, 64 (publ. Brunner, op.cit., 60); Sinuhe B, 291-
294. (H) Continuative iw ... rdi.n=f: Inscr. Hatnub 12, 15 (publ. Anthes, op.cit., 29). See for the verb rdi also my article
Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 91. (I) Exceptionally, Sh. Sailor, 76 aHa.n rdi=f wi m r=f.
     47 In the subordinate clause the form is the regular di.n=f; for an exception see Urk. IV 1090,13-14 hd=k sw rdi.n=k
sDm=f nA hd=k sw Hr=s "you denounce him (only) after you have caused him to hear that for which you denounce him".
     48 Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §6 [p. 46].
     49 For the r tm.t=f sDm.w construction with the meaning "until no longer" see Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f),
Appendix B [pp. 53-54].
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sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the circumstantial clause.50 Considered from the semantic viewpoint of the type
of tense, this may well be because as absolute tenses the Indicative sDm=f and the Indicative
sDm.n=f are not subjected to the presupposition of the occurrence of the Event, and negation of
these verb forms can thus assert the nonoccurrence of their Events.
    However, some scholars have suggested that the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the
circumstantial clause are negated by n-is.51 According to them, main clause iw + Circumstantial
sDm=f/sDm.n=f are negated by n + Indicative sDm=f and n + Substantival (or Indicative?) sDm.n=f,
but bare Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the circumstantial clause by n-is + Circumstantial
sDm=f/sDm.n=f. In my opinion the latter point is not correct, as it seems to say that, syntactically,
n-is is the negation of the verb form in the circumstantial clause: n-is does not assert the
nonoccurrence of the Event of the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f ("contradictory negation"), and
does not function in the subordinate clause as the negation of the verb form. On the contrary, it
functions at sentence level to dissociate a part of it for a negative scope/focus ("contrary
negation"): it is the adverbial phrase--which may well consist of only a circumstantial verb form!--
which is brought under the scope of the negation.52 This is something completely different from the
negation of the verb form.
    In other words, the version of BD ch. 26, 2/Nu (BM 10,477)53 iw n=i ib=i Htp=f im=i n-is wnm=i
Satt nt Wsir must be translated with "I have my heart; it is content in me, but not when/if I eat the
shatet-food of Osiris", but an imaginary adapted version *iw n=i ib=i Htp=f im=i n wnm.n=i Satt nt Wsir
would have to be translated as "I have my heart; it is content in me, while I do not eat the shatet-
food of Osiris".54

§ 7. The sDm.t=f is not an adverbial verb form.

From the two subordinate constructions Dr sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f it is evident that the verb form
cannot independently exercise adverbial function, but syntactically needs to be preceded by a
preposition/conjunction, which then entails a substantival function of the verb form. The fact that
the sDm.t=f is syntactically bound to a preposition/conjunction in an 'ideal' situation for bare
circumstantial use makes it clear that the verb form cannot be an inherently adverbial verb form.
    If it were, it should, like the related verb forms Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f, be able to occur
independently in the asyndetic circumstantial clause as *sDm.t=f, with an in-built relative future
meaning conveniently translated with "while yet" or "before", "until". Also, it should be able to
occur in the main clause after the particle iw (or suchlike) as Reference point, combining into an

                                               
     50 There are rare instances where the Circumstantial sDm=f of the negative verb tm is used instead of
circumstantialised n sDm.n=f. For example, Pap. Ram. III, B,10-11 (publ. Barns, Five Ram. Pap., pl. 12) rdit Ssp Xrd
tm=f snq.w "making that a child takes, when it does not suck"; Pap. Ebers, 49,8 [Eb 266] (publ. Grapow, Med. T., 239)
kt smAa mwyt tm=s mAa.w "another (prescription) to put right the water, when it is not in order"; Merikare, E 87 (ed.
Quack, Stud. Merikare = XXXIII[a] ed. Helck, Merikare) nn mn n=k 1apy tm=f iw.(w) "the Inundation will not be
troublesome for you, when it does not come". With reference to Quack's remark, op.cit., 53 (b), that tm is assumed to
negate substantivized forms, I note that this circumstance does not exclude its negating circumstantial forms--however
rare!; cf. Zonhoven, M.-Eg. gramm., 166 (r), where it is argued that tm is used as 'internal' negation when the syntax
does not allow the use of nn or n, and 167 (1.c-NB), where it is noted that normally n sDm=f/n sDm.n=f in circumstantial
function are used. On the use of the verb tm in this vein also Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 245 (§106.g).
     51 Gilula, JEA 56 (1970), 210 (sub A): "n-is sDm.f is the negation of the circumstantial sDm.f, and n-is sDm.n.f is the
negation of the circumstantial sDm.n.f". Junge, Adverbialsatz, GM 33 (1979), 74 ("n...js negiert vielmehr das Prädikat
mwt.k ... 'indem du nicht stirbst'"), 75 ("n-js ist also nichts anderes als die kontinuierliche Form der diskontinuierlichen
Negation n...js"); thus also id., Syntax mitteläg. Literatursprache, 43 (4.4), where nn + infinitive is related to n-js
sDm=f as differing only with respect to the presence of a new subject in the latter construction. Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM
37 (1980), 26: "negative relative present n js sDm.f/sDm.n.f"; for the verb forms as the circumstantial see p. 25, bottom.
For a more recent, different view see Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 127 (c), 170 (A).
     52 See Loprieno, op.cit., 127 (bottom; "nj-js  immediately precedes the negated syntagm, which is often an adverbial
adjunct or an adverbial clause") and 170 (6.5.2.A: "the continuous nj-js is used with true adverbial phrases involving a
sharp contrast and is immediately prefixed to the scope of the negation"). Collier, Circ. sDm.f/sDm.n.f, JEA 76 (1990),
76, n.17 recognizes that "n sDm(.f)/n sDm.n(.f) negate the bare Circumstantial sDm(.f)/sDm.n(.f) in addition to iw
sDm(.f)/sDm.n(.f) ", but adds "rather than n-is sDm(.f)/ sDm.n(.f) ", which seems to indicate that he in principle sees no
syntactic difference between negation of the phrase in focus and of the verb form.
     53 Publ. Lapp, Papyrus Nu, pl. 13; Budge, Book of the Dead. Facsimiles, pl. 7/Nu [sheet 5].
     54 See Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 187 (6): ", but not if...". Wrongly, e.g, Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 159
(§66b): "n js Dd.n=k rnw=n "wenn du nicht unsere Namen gesagt hast".
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absolute future tense *iw sDm.t=f.55

    There is no evidence for either! On the empirical grounds of an argumentum ex silentio, this
seems to exclude the verb form from being adverbial.
    However, with respect to n sDm.t=f, Loprieno has argued that this construction contains an
adverbial verb form, that is, a "transposition".56 In the light of my argument that the sDm.t=f is one
verb form--which is not Loprieno's opinion--57 and my observations just above, the correctness of
his argument is most doubtful. Moreover, it seems to me that in his analysis circumstantial
function of a negative construction is confused with the inherent adverbiality of its verb form.
Drawing an analogy with other negated constructions that can function circumstantially, the
argument that the verb forms in n sDm=f/sDm.n=f are circumstantial, in the case that the
constructions exercise this function, would probably find little support. This is true particularly for
nn + infinitive, which, like n sDm.t=f, is almost always used in circumstantial function and which
most definitely does not contain an adverbial verb form.
    I have recently suggested that the negation n cannot be used to negate circumstantial verb
forms.58 This would explain why the negative counterparts of iw + Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f
are n + Indicative/verbal sDm=f/sDm.n=f, irrespective of their occurrence in the main or in the
circumstantial clause. Indirect indications that the negation n is incompatible with adverbial forms
may be that also the Adverbial Sentence is not negated by n either, and that in classical Middle
Egyptian the Passive sDm=f is only occasionally found to be negated by n.59 I am inclined to
connect the latter phenomenon with the fact that one of the most important uses of the Passive
sDm=f is its use as counterpart of the Circumstantial sDm.n=f, thus in an adverbial function.
    Assuming that my suggestion is correct, the sDm.t=f verb form cannot be adverbial.

§ 8. The sDm.t=f is probably not a substantival verb form.

It cannot be denied that the sDm.t=f after r and Dr exercises substantival function. The vital question
is whether this entails that it is a substantival verb form , a "transposition" there.60 In other words,

                                               
     55 The construction as such seems to be considered possible on principle in Callender, Existential Paragraph
Markings, in: Akten München 1985. 3, 145, though there with past tense.
     56 Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 23-25.
     57 See my note 2 above. See also Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §4 [p. 45].
     58 See Zonhoven, Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 51. With respect to the Circumstantial
sDm=f see Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 242-243 (§106.b): "De partikel n. Aangetroffen bij alle vervoegde
werkwoordsvormen, behalve de prospectieve en circumstantiële sDm=f" [The particle n. Found with all conjugated verb
forms, except the Prospective and the Circumstantial sDm=f].
     59 Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 61 (1.27.1). For instances with future time reference see Vernus, Future at Issue,
138-140.
     60 To avoid any confusion about what I understand to be a "transposition" as presented in Polotsky, op.cit., 1-50, I
present here my stance in this matter. On p. 2 the title "notion de 'transposition du verbe'" (1.1) and the remark "en
égyptien ... la morphologie verbale ... fournit des formes [my italics, LZ] destinées à faire passer, sans l'aide de
moyens extérieurs, l'idée verbale dans les catégories du substantif, de l'adjectif et de l'adverbe de façon à remplir les
fonctions syntaxiques de celles-ci" are clear statements about what a "transposition" is: a verb form with one specific
syntactic function for a part of speech other than the verbal. Thus, when a verb form can exercise more than one
syntactic function, e.g. genuinely "verbal" in addition to "adverbial", it is no longer a "transposition". When Polotsky,
op.cit., 1 (3.3-4 of table of contents) labels the Passive sDm.w=f and the Stative "formes adverbiales
(circonstantielles)", he must thus be referring to verb forms. Indeed, as regards the Stative (op.cit., 29 (3.4)), he states
"la nature adverbiale (circonstantielle) du statif est évidente et universellement reconnue", with reference to Gardiner,
EG, 237 (§311) and Lefebvre, GEC, 176 (§347). However, Gardiner and Lefebvre have pointed out that there is also
the independent, thus non-adverbial use of the 1st person singular. Admittedly, the adverbial use of the Stative is most
important, but not exclusive to it, which is, in my view, a prerequisite for qualifying as a "transposition". If not, there
would be no difference between the terms "transposition" and "function". It is not clear to me whether Polotsky
implicitly thought, at least originally, of two different forms hidden under the "Stative", i.e. the independent, verbal
"Old Perfect(ive)" and the adverbial Pseudoparticiple; see now Kammerzell, Funktion und Form, GM 117/118 (1990),
181-202 and id., Augment, Stamm und Endung, LingAeg 1 (1991), 165-199 (for criticism on the morphological
foundation of this subdivision see Jansen-Winkeln, Pseudopartizip, BSEG 15 (1991), 43-56; for Perfect versus Stative
see Schenkel, scm.t-Perfekt und scm.ti-Stativ, in: Quaerentes scientiam. Fs. Westendorf, 157-182) (for remarks on this
issue see Depuydt, Stative Ending, OLP 26 (1995), 21-27). Furthermore, from Polotsky's remarks on the Passive
sDm=f (op.cit., 29 (3.3)), it can be inferred that he indeed thought of the Passive sDm=f in circumstantial use as
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whether in Classical Egyptian a verb form is automatically transposed when it exercises the
function of a part of speech other than the verbal one. I argue that this need not be so, witness the
Passive sDm=f. This verb form cannot be considered as adverbial/circumstantial by nature, because
its function as the passive counterpart of the Circumstantial sDm.n=f is not exclusive to it.61 The
very fact that the Passive sDm=f can also function independently, thus as a verbal verb form,
proves that it is not a transposition. What is true for the Passive sDm=f may on principle also be
true for the sDm.t=f: after r and Dr it need not be a substantival verb form. This point is stressed
because the argument that the verb form in its other use, in n sDm.t=f, is not substantival by nature
would entail that the sDm.t=f could no longer be spoken of as one verb form. There would then be
two verb forms hidden under the same appearance. On the basis of the evidence presented, such an
option seems to me to be implausible.

§ 9. The sDm.t=f is probably essentially a verbal verb form.

Loprieno has stated that the negation n is never linked to a nominal "transposition" of Egyptian
conjugation.62 Although, in my opinion, this is correct, Polotsky's long-standing claim that n
sDm.n=f contains the substantival verb form should not have been passed over without further
argument.63

    I have recently argued that n sDm=f is, which contains the Indicative sDm=f, and n sDm.n=f,
which needs no adverbial vedette, are serious obstacles to Polotsky's identification of the verb form
in n sDm.n=f (is) as the substantival transposition. There is a simple solution solving both of
Polotsky's problems, that is, to assume that both n sDm=f (is) and n sDm.n=f (is) contain an
Indicative, genuinely verbal verb form,64 although on morphological grounds the point cannot be
really proved with respect to the sDm.n=f. I have suggested that the negation n only combines with
verbal verb forms, and expressed the suspicion that, at least in Middle Egyptian, n cannot function
as negation of the substantival verb forms, for which the absence of *n mrr=f seems to be a clear
indication.65 Another indication supporting this view seems to me to be that in the classical Middle
Egyptian verb system the common negation of the future is nn sDm=f,66 which contains a
substantival verb form,67 and not n sDm=f.68

    The analogy with n sDm.n=f supports the view that the verb form in n sDm.t=f is verbal, too, a
point defended by several scholars.69 Indeed, when noting his problem with n sDm.n=f, Polotsky
                                                                                                                                                                           
different from the Passive sDm=f in independent use. If I have understood Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 17-29
properly, he sees the sDm.t=f as consisting of two forms = "transpositions" with syntactically and semantically separate
functions: a Nominal sDm.t=f (see p. 20(4)) and an Adverbial sDm.t=f (see p. 23 (5)), whereas I see the form as a unity.
     61 For extensive evidence see Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 13-52, passim. See further Hannig, sDm.w-Passiv,
GM 103 (1988), 20, 23-26.
     62 Loprieno, op.cit., 24.
     63 Loprieno, op.cit., 28, n.18 is concerned with n sDm.n=f is, where n ... is negates the vedette, but does not deal
with Polotsky's problem in Emphatic sDm.n.f, RdE 11 (1957), 116.
     64 Zonhoven, Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 40-53.
     65 Zonhoven, op.cit., 51.
     66 For the development from Old to Middle Egyptian see Vernus, Future at Issue, 121-122: "the twofold origin of
Middle Egyptian nn sDm.f"; the Old Egyptian constructions n + Prospective sDm.w=f and n + Prospective sDm=f "seem
to have progressively merged into the Middle Egyptian negative construction nn sDm.f".
     67 See Jansen-Winkeln, Finalsatz, GM 146 (1995), 37-60; for possible counterevidence see Depuydt, Egyptianism,
OLP 27 (1996), 23-27.
     68 Since Old Egyptian does not have the difference between n and nn as it exists in Middle Egyptian, the issue
cannot be studied with respect to this language phase; the question is whether 'archaic' n sDm.(w)=f when used as
negative future counterpart of nn sDm=f in the Coffin Texts within the framework of the Middle Egyptian transposition
system, worked as a verbal or a substantival verb form. See the interesting remarks by Vernus, op.cit., 131 on its
distribution in parallel or in alternation with n sDm.n=f. This could mean that this sDm.(w)=f was felt to belong to the
same category as the verb form in n sDm=f/n sDm.n=f, which--as I have argued--is for both the Indicative/verbal. Note
the remark by Schenkel, Verbalflexion PT, BiOr 42 (1985), 485 (§4.1): Old Egyptian "n sDm.(w)=f 'er wird nicht
hören' (klassisch-ägyptisches nn sDm=f).
     69 Gardiner, EG, 316-317 (§401): "under the name of the sDmt.f form we shall deal with a verb-form which is partly
verbal and partly nominal". Satzinger, Neg. Konstr., 29 (§ 39): "die indikativische Form liegt nach der Negation vor";
reviewed by Gilula, JEA 56 (1970), 207 (A III): "in my opinion, the form which is found in the construction n sDmt.f is
a regular verb form". Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 60 commenting on Gardiner's formulation "partly verbal":
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connects this with the construction n sDm.t=f.70

    However, if one adheres to the Polotskyan view that, like n sDm.n=f, n sDm.t=f also contains a
substantival verb form, one may speak of the sDm.t=f as such a verb form in all its uses.71

    On the basis of the semantic unity of the sDm.t=f my conclusion can only be that the sDm.t=f is
one verbal verb form, which assumes substantival function in the use after the
prepositions/conjunctions r and Dr.72

§ 10. The relationships between the constructions n sDm.t=f, nn sDm=f and iw=f r sDm.

From the translation with "before" or "(while) not yet" of n sDm.t=f it is clear that the construction
does not assert nonoccurrence of its future Event. For this, Middle Egyptian uses the main clause
construction nn + (Subjunctive) Prospective sDm=f.73 The affirmative main clause counterpart of n
sDm.t=f is the Pseudoverbal Sentence iw=f r sDm74--and not *iw sDm.t=f--which is used for the
expression of the objective absolute future.75 Whereas there is no obstacle to its relatives, the
Pseudoverbal constructions iw=f Hr/m sDm, being used circumstantially with the meaning "while he
is/was hearing simultaneously", this is different for the construction with r, which does not--or
hardly ever--76 occur in the circumstantial clause with the meaning "while he is yet going to
hear".77 Since syntax cannot be the reason, there must be another cause. In my opinion, this is
because the sDm.t=f constructions fulfil that role on account of their semantics.78

    Thus, while on the one hand iw=f r sDm does not occur in the subordinate clause, on the other
the occurrences of n sDm.t=f in the main clause seem to be very rare.79 This suggests that the two
constructions are in complementary distribution.
    It seems to me that when n sDm.t=f occurs in the main clause its choice is then motivated by the
presence of arguments in the preceding discourse which elicit its use on account of the need for an
explicit or implicit ("as yet not") reference situation in the context.80

§ 11. Like n sDm=f/sDm.n=f, n sDm.t=f is also essentially a main clause construction.

The construction n sDm.t=f shares with n + Indicative sDm=f/sDm.n=f the fact that they can function
circumstantially, owing to the semantic dependence of negative constructions on arguments in the

                                                                                                                                                                           
"wobei wir 'verbal' insofern näher präzisieren können, als unter dem Gemeinten zumindest teilweise eine
indikativische oder Hauptsatz-Konstruktion verstanden werden muss. Dies gilt insbesondere für die durch n verneinte t-
Form 'noch nicht', 'bevor'".
     70 Polotsky, Emphatic sDm.n.f, RdE 11 (1957), 116.
     71 Allen, Inflection, 320 (§ 472): "the sDm.t.f can therefore be analyzed as syntactically nominal in all its uses". Cf.
Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 7, n.13: "la forme (r) sDmt.f est sans doute une forme substantive personnelle
du prospectif".
     72 Compare for cases of relative present time reference the use of the Substantival mrr=f and the Indicative mr=f in
the stock phrase of the Appel aux Vivants m mrr=Tn vs. m mr=Tn; cf. Gardiner, EG, 357 (§444,2) and 374 (§454,4) and
Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 118-119 (§54,c).
     73 See Vernus, Future at Issue, 121-126; for nn sw r sDm see pp. 130-131. Schenkel, Verbalflexion PT, BiOr 42
(1985), 485 (4.1). See also Winand, Constructions analogiques, RdE 47 (1996), 117.
     74 Vernus, op.cit., 126.
     75 Vernus, op.cit., 9-15.
     76 The claim that the example CT [1017] VII 237 l is a circumstantial clause of Substantive + r sDm, as argued by
Vernus, op.cit., 7, n.12, cannot easily be substantiated.
     77 The relative time reference "while yet to" is equivalent to "until", "before".
     78 The almost exclusive use of iw=f r sDm in the main clause may well have been the main reason why the
construction iw=f r sDm is the only one in which the particle iw became a bound constituent in XVIIIth Dynasty Neo-
Middle Egyptian and Late Egyptian; see Vernus, op.cit., 7. One of its consequences was the renewal of the negative
objective future in the early XVIIIth Dynasty in nn iw=f r sDm, see Vernus, op.cit., 130-131 and Winand, op.cit., 118.
     79 See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [pp. 49-50].
     80 A good example of the obligatory use of n sDm.t=f instead of iw=f r sDm (or another construction with future time
reference in the main clause) seems to me to be letter Pap. Berlin 10016 from the Illahun archive (see Studies sDm.t=f
III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [p. 49]) which contains a question about the sending of female workers who have not yet been
received. The sending is beyond the control of the recipient. See also the next note.
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preceding context in general.81 Syntactically, this would explain the common use in Middle
Egyptian of negated constructions in asyndetic circumstantial function.82

    Whereas the main clause verbal patterns n sDm=f/sDm.n=f may exercise circumstantial function,
this is different with n sDm.t=f, which hardly ever appears to be used in the main clause. This
difference may be explained from the circumstance that the Indicative sDm=f/sDm.n=f are absolute
tenses and, thus, on account of their semantics naturally belong in the main clause. In contrast, the
sDm.t=f as a relative tense is ideally suited for use in the circumstantial temporal clause.
    Nonetheless, just like the two other negative constructions of n sDm=f/sDm.n=f, n sDm.t=f, too,
from the syntactic viewpoint, is essentially a main clause construction.83

§ 12. The syntax of the relative tense constructions iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and n sDm.t=f compared.

The way the particle iw functions syntactically in the main clause as Reference point for the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f is, to some extent, comparable with the role of the negation in n
sDm.t=f. By asserting the nonoccurrence of the Event at the reference time the negation is linked to
the reference situation and expresses the time reference coincidence with it. Whereas the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f are syntactically admitted to the use of iw as Reference point because
of their adverbial character, the sDm.t=f as a non-adverbial verb form is, in my opinion, barred
from this.
    For explicit linking with the reference situation the verb form has to take resort to other means,
namely a particle that can syntactically combine with verbal verb forms: the negation n. In turn, the
negation n seems syntactically incompatible with adverbial verb forms, which could be one of the
reasons why, unlike n sDm.t=f, the constructions *n + Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f do not occur
to express nonoccurrence of the Event of these relative tenses at reference time.84 As n sDm.t=f
proves, it is not the relative tense property as such of the verb forms that excludes them from
combination with the negation n.
    In addition to the syntactic comparability of iw and n as Reference point, there is also the fact
that both iw + Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f and n sDm.t=f in a past context refer to actual Events,
and that both iw=f r sDm and n sDm.t=f in a non-past context presumably refer to real Events.

§ 13. Why can the sDm.t=f not occur independently in the main clause?

In § 7 I have remarked that, in contrast to the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f, the bare sDm.t=f
cannot exercise circumstantial function, which explains the absence of bare sDm.t=f in the
circumstantial clause.
    In § 9 I have argued that the sDm.t=f is essentially a verbal verb form. Since such a verb form is
capable of occurring independently in the main clause, this raises the question of why the sDm.t=f
needs the negation n to function as a main clause construction. Why can it not perform there
independently as *sDm.t=f "relative to a reference point in the context he is yet to hear", while
relating itself to a reference situation which is either implicitly the absolute present of the speaker
or is explicitly provided in the preceding context? After all, the main clause is exactly the syntactic
environment for the independent use of verbal verb forms, as the Indicative(/verbal)
sDm=f/sDm.n=f, among others, in the main clause prove.

                                               
     81 For the greater discourse dependency of negative clauses see Givón, On Understanding Grammar, 103 (3.2.1):
"negative clauses are not used for introducing new referential arguments into the discourse, but rather, they are used in
contexts in which a referential argument has already been mentioned in the preceding discourse". For adverbial verb
forms and sentence types, I see a fundamentally different motivation for their occurrence in circumstantial function,
namely that adverbiality entails circumstantial function. Note that Ritter, Verbalsystem, 243 (2-3) has argued that the
word category of negations is prepositional rather than substantival.
     82 For Old Egyptian ny as typically functioning in the negative circumstantial clause see now the survey by Moers,
Negation n, LingAeg 3 (1993), 34-37. See also my note 100 below.
     83 See my Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §9 [pp. 49-50].
     84 There may also be semantic reasons for their absence. The very existence of n sDm.t=f proves that whilst using a
relative future tense it is sensible to state that "at a certain time an Event which is/was located posterior to it does/did
not occur" (compare an English expression like "it is/was not departure time yet"), but this may be different for the
relative present and relative past tense.
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    It looks as if the bare sDm.t=f is barred from this position for semantic reasons, owing to its
being a relative tense. This is corroborated by the related forms Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f,
which only occur in the main clause in cooperation with a syntactically compatible particle
functioning as Reference point.85

    In other words, it seems that in Middle Egyptian a relative tense can only function in the main
clause in dependence on a syntactic element serving as Reference point. In the rare cases of use of
the sDm.t=f in the main clause, there must also be an element forming the link with the reference
situation. It is the negation n which represents the time coincidence with the reference situation.
    To conclude this section, I would like to remark that the above answer to the question of why n
sDm.t=f, and not the bare sDm.t=f, occurs in the main clause in Egyptian seems to be unconnected
with the remarkable parallel of a main clause usage for reference to the future in a number of the
familiar Indo-European languages. Also, these languages then often use negative constructions with
"pas encore", "noch nicht", "nog niet" (Dutch) comparable with "he has (/had) not yet heard". The
future Event might equally well have been referred to with the affirmative construction "he is yet
to hear", with absolute future time reference, or with the affirmative "he was to hear yet (then)"
(with relative future time reference in the absolute past time field). It is precisely these usages of
"has (or, had) not yet" etc. which lie at the root of the idea that "(while) he has/had not yet heard"
is the literal translation of n sDm.t=f.

§ 14. Brief conclusion listing parallels and contrasts beteen the sDm.t=f and other forms.

The sDm.t=f cannot function independently in the circumstantial clause because it is not an
adverbial verb form; hence, either adverbial function is realized by the use of the
prepositions/conjunctions r and Dr, or the main clause pattern n sDm.t=f is used in circumstantial
function (compare n sDm=f/sDm.n=f).
    The form cannot function independently in the main clause because it is a relative tense. In
Egyptian, a relative tense can only function in the main clause if the Reference point is included
(compare iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f).
    Because the sDm.t=f is a verbal verb form, the syntactically compatible negation n (compare n
sDm=f/sDm.n=f) serves as Reference point (contrary to iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f).
    In n sDm.t=f the negation does not assert the future non-occurrence of the Event (contrary to nn
sDm=f), but only asserts nonoccurrence at reference time because with a finite relative tense the
Event is presupposed (contrary to n sDm=f/sDm.n=f).
    Generally speaking, owing to its being a relative tense construction, n sDm.t=f does not occur in
the main clause, which is the domain of absolute future iw=f r sDm.

§ 15. Has the sDm.t=f perfective meaning or perfective aspect?

From my study it is evident that I define the sDm.t=f as a relative future tense, and that I consider
the grammatical category of tense involved as its main characteristic.86 Verb forms may also be
involved in the aspectual distinctions of perfective and imperfective meaning, and languages may
even have special verb forms to indicate these.87 Such verb forms have perfective or imperfective
aspect, they grammaticize it. Verb forms may also combine the distinct grammatical categories of
time reference and aspect.88

    The sDm.t=f has been labelled "perfective" by several scholars,89 and this label must then

                                               
     85 In my article Polotsky, Sinuhe, Negation, JEOL 33 (1993-1994), 1995, 78-81 I have suggested that the
construction Substantive + Circumstantial sDm=f is instead a circumstantial clause construction and is not to be
confused with the main clause use of the alternative construction Substantive + Indicative sDm=f.
     86 Thus also Depuydt, Cat. of Coordinates, 163 (2.1.1.5). Remarkably, however, the 'until, (not) yet' notion
(2.1.1.5) is set apart from the future (2.1.1.3).
     87 Comrie, Aspect, 3 (bottom) and 7-9.
     88 See Comrie, op.cit., 9 and ch. 4. With respect to the sDm.t=f Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 80: [Tense] Past,
[Aspect] Perfective.
     89 Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 101-102 (§41.II): "Perfektiv", "Bedeutung: abgeschlossene Handlung (zukünftig
oder vergangen)". Englund, Middle Egyptian, 72: "the sDm.t=f is a form of the verb with an inserted t-element that
marks perfective aspect". Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 302: "sDm.t=f (perfective 'he has [been] heard')". See also
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indicate that in their view the sDm.t=f has perfective aspect as its primary feature. Since so far I
have worked solely with the concept of tense and time reference, this question deserves attention.
    Proceeding from the definition of relative tense, which essentially concerns the location in time
of an Event relative to a Reference point in the context, it seems to me that such a tense has
perfective meaning. The term "perfective" is used according to Comrie's definition: "perfectivity
indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of the various separate
phases that make up that situation".90

   Generally speaking with respect to Classical Egyptian finite verb forms, it is more difficult to
establish whether they grammaticize an aspect91 than to determine their time reference.92

    My argument that the sDm.t=f only has perfective meaning is based on the circumstance that the
perfectivity is only a feature derived from its meaning as a relative tense, in which two time points
are mutually related.93 I postulate that its t-morpheme marks (relative) future location in time, as it
does in other prospective/future forms too,94 and does not grammaticize perfective aspect, as is the
opinion of others, particularly Loprieno. In several studies he has related prospectivity to
perfectivity as a subcategory of perfectivity, among other things with reference to the t-morpheme
present in sDm.t=f, but under this viewpoint he has so far not explicitly related prospectivity to the
sDm.t=f.95

§ 16. The presupposition held by the speaker and grammaticized in the sDm.t=f.

In the preceding study on n sDm.t=f I approached the phenomenon of presupposition solely from the
viewpoint of its grammaticalization in the verb form.96 I have not discussed the use of the sDm.t=f
as part of an utterance made by a speaker in discourse, since this is an issue concerned with the
verb form proper. This aspect will now receive closer attention. My starting point is my conclusion
that in the sDm.t=f a presupposition of an Event located in a future relative to a Reference point is
being grammaticized.
    In making an assertion, the speaker assumes or presupposes that something is so.97 What is
presupposed is what the speaker takes for granted and what he assumes to be taken for granted by

                                                                                                                                                                           
Vernus, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 185 (2) (in general, "...la forme sDmt.i qui pourrait bien marquer l'accompli");
186, n.165 ("accompli" with respect to r sDm.t=f); id., Études VI, RdE 38 (1987), 173 (r/Dr/n sDm.t=f as "accompli").
For the term "accompli" as used by Vernus indicating aspect see id., op.cit., 172 (table) and 174 (III: "opposition
aspectuelle accompli/non accompli"). I have problems with Vernus's use of "en certains environnements", because a
verb form either grammaticizes aspect or it does not; it does not occasionally do so. If he means that a verb form may
be used in a situation that can be described as having "accompli" or "non accompli" meaning, this does not entail that
the verb form grammaticizes aspect. Junge, [Sprache], in: LÄ V, 1181-1182 (table) attributes neither aspect nor tense
to preposition + sDm.t=f. Note Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 164 (7.3.1.1.3): "Perfekt cDm.t=f" as against preceding
editions, id., Einführung in Sprache und Schrift, 160: "der perfektive Indikativ cDm.t=f".
     90 Comrie, Aspect, 16 (1.0). See also Ritter, Verbalsystem, 65-67.
     91 For the difference between "perfective meaning" and "perfective aspect" as a grammatical category see Comrie,
Aspect, 6-9.
     92 The reconstruction of an 'original' aspectual system as made in Loprieno, Verbalsystem, 38-50 is highly
hypothetical; cf. the remark by Junge, Emphasis, 32.
     93 See Comrie, Aspect, 10-11 for the point of the general characterization of the meaning of verb forms.
     94 More explicit on this point is §20 below [p. 89].
     95 Only in his first contribution does Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 17 (0.a) and 26 (6.a) refer to future and
prospectivity; on p. 23 (4), in the context of the discussion of an exceptional writing with ti of a r sDm.t=f construction,
he draws only marginal attention to "a t-suffix with prospective value largely attested in two other forms, i.e. the
participle sDm.tj.fj and the prospective sDm.f of the verbs jwj and jnj". Id., Aspekt und Diathese, in: Stud. zu Sprache und
Religion. Westendorf, 92 (§2.a) speaks only of "'perfektive' Bedeutung" of the verb form after nj and r/Dr, marking it
off from "'prospektive' Bedeutung" in the forms iw.t=f and in.t=f (sub (b)). Thus also in id., Verbalsystem, 44 (1-2);
ibid., n.57 he refers to Westendorf's proposal of the sDm.t=f as a relative future without committing himself.
Prospectivity is not related to the sDm.t=f in id., Ancient Egyptian, 78, 80, 151 either. For the issue of the t-morpheme
as prospective or passive see also Roccati, Coniugazioni derivate, Atti della Accademia delle Scienze di Torino 105
(1970-1971), 48-53.
     96 See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §3 [p. 44] and §6 [pp. 46-47].
     97 Lyons, Semantics, 599.
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the addressee.98 On the basis of Comrie's analysis of an affirmative verb form and its negative in
Luganda,99 one might add that in assertions the presupposition held by the speaker may find
expression through the use of a verb form grammaticizing this presupposition.
    The use of such a verb form in an assertion has two sides. On the one hand, the fact that the
presupposition inherent in the meaning of the verb form is held by the speaker permits him to use
the verb form and, consequently, it underlies his assertion. But, on the other hand, the felicity of
an assertion containing such a verb form must rest on the validity of the presupposition held by the
speaker.
    By the very nature of the location of Events posterior to the present, the presupposed occurrence
of the Event cannot be more than an expectation of fulfilment on the part of the speaker. For this
expectation there is a wide spectrum of possible motivations. There is a probability scale ranging
from the general human experience concerning the recurrence of cyclic phenomena, such as the
next sunrise and daily renewal of the existence of the cosmos or the course of human life, via the
effectivity of certain remedies "used a million times" and divine acts of justice, to the other end,
where personal convictions about the realization of private human actions are found.
    Let us turn to some examples, in the first of which the king asks the sun god a question.
    Stela Metropolitan Museum of Art New York 13.182.3, 2.100 sDA=k tr it=i Ra n wD.t=k wi Hbs Tw
tr pt n wD.t=k wi "will you then depart, my father Re, while you have not yet summoned me? Will
the sky then conceal you, while you have not yet summoned me"? This is surely a rhetorical
question on the part of King Wah-ankh, because royal dogma and the Ma'at ideology exclude real
doubts of this kind.101 Surely the king believes that he will be summoned by his father, the sun
god.
    Evidence for the '(relative) future Event' presupposition held by private persons in non-past
contexts is primarily dependent on contracts and letters. Most fortunately, there is a Middle
Kingdom archive of a private person, the famous Hekanakhte Papers.102 Hekanakhte's convictions
at the basis of his presuppositions may concern himself, who knows best that he will, is about,
intends or wishes to make something happen, of course all within the limits imposed by the future.
    In the next example the presupposition concerns Hekanakhte's own return home, about which he
no doubt feels certain.
    Hekanakhte Letter II, 28-29. inn=Tn n=Tn m ib qn r pH.t=i Tn "it is until I have reached you that
you shall conduct yourselves with stout hearts".103

    In another example it concerns the lives of the addressees, whom he may reasonably assume
will reach summer.
    Hekanakhte Letter I, vo. 8. di int=f/in.t=f n=i swt XAr 3 Hna gmt=k m it-mH m swt HAw aqw=Tn r
pH.t=Tn Smw "get him to bring me three khar of wheat together with what you can find of barley --
but only in excess of your allowances until you reach the summer".104

    Presupposition about realization of an Event which is subject to the will of another person rests
on a less certain basis. The realization of Events that are brought about by the actions of close
relatives, friends or dependents may well score as high on the probability scale as those brought
about by the speaker himself. Also, promises made by a reliable character create higher
expectations than those of a less trustworthy person, etcetera, etcetera. Central to all these
possibilities is that the speaker presupposes occurrence of the Event. To conclude the remarks on
the presupposition in non-past contexts, I present a last example from the Hekanakhte Papers.
    Hekanakhte Letter II, 5-6. xAA.tw aqw n 4A-nb-niwt m it-mH=f wn n=f m xtyw=f r rw.t=f r Pr-hAA "it
is until he departs for Per-haa that rations should be measured for Sinebnut from his barley which
he had on his threshing floor(?)".105

    In the frequently occurring case of absolute past contexts, the presupposition of the speaker is

                                               
     98 Lyons, op.cit., 605. See further, Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), n.18.
     99 Quoted in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §3 [p. 44].
     100 Publ. Clère - Vandier, T. Prem. Per. Intermed., 9-10 (no. 15); Winlock, The XIth Dynasty, JNES 2 (1943), pl.
36 (pp. 260-261). Photograph in Hayes, Scepter of Egypt. I, 152 (fig. 190).
     101 For the use of tr in rhetorical questions see Silverman, Interrog. Constr., 97-101. See also Sweeney, Rhetorical
Question, LingAeg 1 (1991), 315-331.
     102 Publ. James, Hekanakhte Papers. See also Goedicke, Studies Hekanakhte.
     103 Following James, op.cit., 32.
     104 James, op.cit., 14 leaves Smw untranslated (see p. 58, n.65). Goedicke, op.cit., 44 translates "harvest".
     105 I follow James's translation, op.cit., 32. Goedicke, op.cit., 17 and 25-26, n.(h) reads wnn=f m xtw=f "while he is
among his followers".
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that the Event has indeed occurred between the time of the Reference point and the absolute
present. The Event is presupposed to be a fact which may, quite objectively, be confirmed by the
context.
    The confirmation of the fact as true may be explicitly given, so, for example, in the following
example.
    CT [775] VI 409 b-c. mT rx{n}.n=i rn=T n iw.t=i "see, I knew your name (already), when I was not
yet boatless".106 Horus is addressing his mother Isis. Confirmation of the present situation that
Horus is indeed boatless is given earlier in the spell: CT VI 408 n in 1r iw "so said the boatless
Horus".
    But the confirmation may also be implicit, as in the following examples.
    CT [384] V 51 c-d/B6C. iw Dd.n N pn rn=k pAwt=k ny xpr.t=k107 "this N has said your name and
your primordial origin, when you had not yet come into existence".108 The very fact that the
speaker is addressing a being confirms the existence of the latter.
    Urk. VII 43,11. sxnt st=f iw=f m Xrd n rx.t=f Dt=f "one whose place was promoted, when he was
still a child, when he did not yet know himself".109 In autobiographical retrospective the tomb
owner looks back on his life, in which coming of age was an important milestone for him.
    Another possibility is that, owing to some intervening situation, the relative future Event has not
happened at some expected time in the absolute past and that the postponed Event is still expected
to occur at some point beyond the present. In such cases the n sDm.t=f construction ("still not yet")
must be used. In these instances the 'relative future Event' presupposition of the speaker is still
alive.
    Pap. (med.) Berlin 3038, 12,8-9. kt nt dr Sna m Xt n hAy.t=f "another (remedy) to drive off a
constipation in the belly which as yet has still not gone away".110

    Pap. Berlin 10016, vo. 4a. (i)n iw rdi.n=k int/in.t(w) iwAw(t) (3?) n Ssp.t=ø "have you caused the
(three?) women workers to be brought? As yet they have still not been received".
    In the study on n sDm.t=f I have provisionally referred to examples where there is no question of
postponement of the occurrence of the Event, but where the Event is purely and simply irreal
owing to its abortion by the action at a reference time located in the absolute past. Such instances
seem to defy my argument on the 'relative future Event' presupposition as part of the meaning of
the sDm.t=f.111

§ 17. Excursus: conditional sentences and the expression of irreal events.

Before turning to these examples, I would like to discuss the various types of conditional sentences,
particularly with respect to the issue of their ability to express the unfulfilled condition. They are
discussed here in connection with such a--much debated--sentence in the passages in the Instruction
of Amenemhat I for his Son which relate the murderous attempt on the king's life. This passage
will serve as the introduction to the other famous one on the question of the coregency, which
contains n sDm.t=f constructions. The interpretation of the latter as realis or irrealis is dependent on
that of the passage presented next. It is of great grammatical as well as of historical importance,
because its translation as an irrealis or realis is vital for the important historical issue of whether
the old king describes an assault which he survived or to which he succumbed.

                                               
     106  For general remarks on Horus being boatless see Borghouts, Magical P. Leiden 348, 85-86.
     107 For another Middle Kingdom example of archaic ny sDm.t=f see stela Cairo CG 20328, a,12 (publ. Lange -
Schäfer, Grab- und Denksteine I, 341): ms.n=k N ny xpr.t sDb "you have engendered N, when impediment had not yet
come into being"); quoted by Edel, AäG, 571 (§1098). See now the survey by Moers, Negation n, LingAeg 3 (1993),
34-37. See also my note 81 above.
     108 I follow Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 206. Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 15 takes the writing pAwt=k to stand for
pA{t}.k(wi).
     109 For another n sDm.t=f construction with Xrd as antecedent compare (in a broken context) Tomb Siut III, 5 (publ.
Brunner, Texte aus den Gräbern von Siut, 42) .... Xrd n xpr.t=f, in which according to Brunner, op.cit., 20, n.11 the
meaning is "... the child when it had not yet come into existence" rather than "... the child when it had not yet grown
up". See also Jansen-Winkeln's remark, Spätmitteläg. Grammatik, 72 (§113). For other expressions relating to
childhood see Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)=f), §5 [pp. 60-62].
     110 See already Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §8 [p. 48].
     111 Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §7, last paragraph [p. 48].
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    Instruction of Amenemhat I, VIIc-d/Sall.112 ir Ssp.n=i As.(w) xaw m Drt=f iw di.n=i xt Hmw m-{a?}
bAbA "if I could have quickly got to grips, with weapons in my [sic, 'his'] hand, I would have
made the cowards retreat from the attack(?)".113 The version of Pap. Millingen reads ir Ssp=i.114

    Recently, it has, in my opinion, been convincingly demonstrated that there is no substantial
evidence for a coregency between Amenemhat and Sesostris I.115 There can now be little doubt that
the old king did not survive the attempt and fell victim to a harem conspiracy. It seems, therefore,
hardly possible to find convincing arguments defending a translation in the realis: "now, after I had
quickly got to grips, with weapons in my hand, I have made the cowards retreat".116

    Proceeding therefore from the interpretation of successful regicide, the conditional sentences in
both versions of the text must express the irrealis of the past. Since the verb forms in the protasis
are different, their choice is, apparently, not essential in this respect. Evidently, not only the
protasis but also the verb form in the apodosis must be involved to achieve the notion of unfulfilled
condition.117

    In an abstract sense the time of the event in a subordinate conditional protasis is always the past
relative to the reference time in the apodotic main clause, because the fulfilment of the condition
given in the protasis entails the consequence of this expressed in the apodosis. From this viewpoint
of relative time reference it is of no concern whether the protasis contains ir sDm.n=f, ir +
Prospective sDm=f or a construction with ir wnn, but it is when the present moment of speech is
also taken into consideration, a moment that is necessarily present in any utterance because it is the
absolute deictic centre for time reference.
    I shall turn first to the protasis with the ir sDm.n=f construction, which has indeed been argued to
denote the unfulfilled condition.118

    Although the Pap. Sallier II text is less trustworthy than Pap. Millingen, there is occasional
evidence that ir sDm.n=f is a regular construction.119 The use of ir sDm.n=f in the medical texts gives
Westendorf good reason for his contention that the construction cannot be convincingly argued to

                                               
     112 Ed. Helck, Lehre Amenemhet, VIIc-d = Pap. Mill. 2,3.
     113 For Ssp As as an expression for "to make haste", see Gardiner, EG, 117 (§151) and Faulkner, Concise
Dictionary, 271. Pointing out that the meaning of the verb Ssp in Dutch is "aannemen, aanpakken" (German
"annehmen, anpacken"), I am inclined to see in the present passage an analogy with a specific meaning of Dutch
"aanpakken" in the sense of English "to get to grips". The word written As must either be taken as a substantive
"haste" (thus Gardiner and Faulkner), for which there is no other evidence, or it is used as the adverb As.(w), as is
usual. Assuming, therefore, that As.(w) is an adverb here, it is not likely to precede xaw as the object of Ssp.n=i (for
some counterevidence see Gardiner, EG, 413 (§507,2)); moreover, if xaw is taken as the object, and not as the subject
of a circumstantial Adverbial Sentence, what is then the sense of adding "in my hand", which seems to me the only
member qualified to grab weapons with? Thus, the verb should rather be taken here as having no object, just as iri "to
act" might do without; for another occurrence of this use without object see n.50 above (ex. Pap. Ram. III, B,10-11)
and, possibly, Pap. Berlin 10016, vo. 4a (n Ssp.t(=i)), if an active form is identified there (see Studies sDm.t=f III (n
sDm.t=f), n.54). For a different translation of As as "overwhelmer" see Goedicke, Instructions Amenemhet I. 1, 18, 23-
24. For the latest discussions of the hapax legomenon bAbA see Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 308-309 and Goedicke,
Instructions Amenemhet I. 1, 25.
     114 Note that this writing in Pap. Millingen is considered to be the only trustworthy one by Lopez, Pap. Millingen,
RdE 15 (1963), 32-33 (II,3); Ssp.n=i in Pap. Sallier and the other Ramesside variants is rejected as grammatically
incorrect.
     115 Obsomer, Sesostris I, 112-135. For the king's intention to establish a coregency see Blumenthal, Koregenz, ZÄS
110 (1983), 104-121. For a new opinion not challenging the murder but suggesting a later date for the composition
itself see Grimal, Corégence et association, BIFAO 95 (1995), 273-280. Parkinson, Tale of Sinuhe, 204 disconnects the
historical question of the ten-year coregency between Amenemhat I and Sesostris I--which seems probable to him--
from its representation in the Instruction; see also p. 22 (in particular n.22), where the motive for Sinuhe's panic and
flight is connected with the unexpected death of the old king.
     116 Most recently defended by Jansen-Winkeln, Attentat auf Amenemhet I., SAK 18 (1991), 253-254; see the
refutation of this by Obsomer, op.cit., 118-120.
     117 In essence this is also Lopez's argument, Pap. Millingen, RdE 15 (1963), 33 and 33, n.6.
     118 Gardiner, EG, 331 (§414,3) and 117 (§151): "doubtless this [ir sDm.n.f] was the construction regularly employed
to express an unfulfilled condition. Examples are, however, of extreme rarity"; thus also Lefebvre, GEC, 362 (§727,b).
Malaise, Propositions conditionnelles, CdE 60 (1985), 160-161 and 167 (table) leaves open the problem of realis or
irrealis with regard to the present example.
     119 For the evidence see Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 172-173 (§242,1). For other unusual constructions after ir
see now Westendorf, Doppelfunktion des jr, GM 151 (1996), 109-111.
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express the irrealis of the past (including the present passage!).120 In my opinion, ir sDm.n=f can not
only perfectly express the fulfilled condition in the examples from the medical texts, but also the
irrealis, the unfulfilled condition, in the passage under discussion.
    According to present opinion after ir it must concern a substantival form, thus the Substantival
sDm.n=f in the passage under discussion.121 This identification is confirmed by the passivized
sDm.n.tw=f in the only other example of the ir sDm.n=f construction in literary Middle Egyptian,
that is, if a reading ir is accepted, and not the alternative iw.122

    Admonitions, 12,6. ir snm.n.tw=n n gm.n.i Tw n iaS.n.tw n=i. In the spirit of Gardiner's translation,
"if we had been fed(?), I would not have found you, a call on me would not have been made".123

Because of the lacunose nature of the context and the obscure contents of the passage, I shall
refrain from discussing the issue of realis or irrealis.
    Although the Substantival sDm.n=f is not a relative but an absolute tense, in contrast to the
Circumstantial sDm.n=f, a substantival verb form is not barred from receiving relative time
reference as a contextual feature. For this the use of the Prospective sDm=f after conditional ir and
after prepositions/conjunctions, notably Dr "since" and m-xt "after", are eloquent testimony.
    With regard to the absolute time reference of the condition expressed by the speaker in the
protasis there are two possibilities.
    Case A: location of the time of the protasis after the moment of speech, i.e. in the absolute
future. Necessarily, the apodosis also has absolute future time reference because the protasis is
past relative to it. Both the fulfilment of the condition and the ensuing consequence are potentially
real. This is the best known and normal type of conditional sentence with the Prospective sDm=f in
the protasis, and it needs no further consideration here.
    Case B: location of the time of the protasis before the moment of speech, i.e. in the
absolute past. In this case there are two possibilities with the absolute time reference in the
apodosis.
   Case B.1: location of the time of the apodosis before the moment of speech. Necessarily, the
protasis has absolute past time reference, because it is past relative to the apodosis. This is the
situation in the passage from the Instruction of Amenemhat I under discussion, expressing the
unfulfilled condition in the past, both in the version Pap. Millingen with ir Ssp=i124 and in Pap.
Sallier with ir Ssp.n=i. I shall return to the question of these verb forms below.
    Another example of this construction expressing unfulfilled condition is known from the Coffin
Texts.
    CT [587] VI 208 p-r. ir di.n=k sw n tm=ø (/.w?) m aHA n Htm=ø (/.w?) m X[nnw] n pXr sAbwt n=sn "if
you would have left him [Seth] (free), then one would not have refrained from fighting, one would
not have abstained from turmoil, and the speckled snakes would not have rolled themselves up
(?)".125 I take the negative construction to have absolute past time reference, and I consider the
writings tm and Htm to be impersonal active Indicative sDm=ø forms rather than impersonal
Passive sDm=f forms.126

    The next example from one of Hekanakhte's letters is somewhat difficult owing to its double
entendre.

                                               
     120 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 172-173 (§242,1). There is no convincing support for his approval of the
translation "I drove back the cowards with a lance".
     121 Malaise, op.cit., 167 (table) and Satzinger, Protasis jr sDm.f, LingAeg 3 (1993), 132 (table).
     122 For the alternative reading iw see Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 99 (ex. 215).
     123 Gardiner, Admonitions, 83. In taking the verb snm to mean "to feed", I follow Lichtheim, Literature I, 160.
     124 Prof. Burkard has personally communicated to me that in a recent paper delivered at the Posener symposium,
Leipzig 1996 he proposed identifying the verb form in ir Ssp=i as the infinitive. In principle, there is no objection to
this, but if I am right in seeing in the writing As an adverb As.(w) rather than a substantive "haste" as object, then the
suffix pronoun =i is bound to denote the semantic object with the infinitive of a transitive verb. Under this viewpoint his
interpretation is less likely. See my note 110 above.
     125 I broadly follow the translation by Borghouts, Magical Pap. Leiden 348, 201. Translated somewhat differently
by Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 190; see also p. 190, n.1.
     126 For a similar construction with the preposition m + infinitive see Hekanakhte Letter II, 27-28: mTn SAa.w m wnm
rmT aA "see, they have started to eat people here"; translated with impersonal "they" by Goedicke, Studies Hekanakhte,
18, Baer, Eleventh Dynasty Farmer, JAOS 83 (1963), 8, James, Hekanakhte Papers, 39 (21), and Allen, Colloquial
Middle Egyptian, LingAeg 4 (1994), 5, n.26. Note that James and Allen identify the Passive sDm=f; for the
interpretation of similar constructions as impersonal passives see Reintges, sDm-tw-f, GM 153 (1996), 89-92.
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    Hekanakhte Letter I, vo. 3-4.127 ir wnn rdi.n=k int/in.t(w) n=i it-mH is r abt pA it-mH mA xy Ddt=i
nfr.w(y) st "if it would have been to preserve this new barley that you had let to be brought to me
the old barley, what is it that I could have said (then) but 'how clever it is!'".128 Satzinger has
convincingly argued that in the present example ir wnn sDm.n=f is not the conditional conversion of
main clause iw sDm.n=f,129 but rather of the emphatic main clause,130 with the Emphatic Prospective
sDm=f form wnn as 'nominalizer' after ir.131 As is apparent from the beginning of the verso of his
letter, Hekanakhte is unpleasantly surprised to receive old instead of new barley from Merisu
through the hands of Sahathor.132 With grim cynicism, in my opinion, he says that if Merisu had
done this for the purpose of finishing the old barley first, he could only have said how wise to do
so in meagre times was. But Hekanakhte suspects that Merisu is eating the new crop himself, and
fobbing him off with the old stuff. If Hekanakhte's words are viewed in this light, we may well be
dealing with an irreal condition in the protasis, not irreal in the sense that the barley had not been
seen sent, but irreal because of the reason presented as vedette: a reason which Hekanakhte makes
up but does not believe to be Merisu's motive.
    Case B.2: location of the time of the apodosis after the moment of speech. Thus, the protasis
has now absolute past time reference, but the apodosis is in the absolute future. However, in this
case the location of the present moment between the time of the protasis and that of the apodosis is
of importance.
    Of the three passages in question from the medical texts, formally all conditional sentences, I
shall only deal with the two that are complete, the third having a lacuna at the place of the
apodosis.133

    Pap. Edwin Smith, 8,12-13.134 ir nis.n=k n=f iw=f dgm.(w) n mdw.n=f Dd.in=k "when (if) you have
called him in a situation where he has turned out to be (lit., while he is) unconscious and unable to
(lit., while he cannot) speak, then you must say:".135 Note that Dd.in=k has future time reference
here, as is often the case in the medical texts.136

    Pap. Berlin 3038, 13,6-7.137 ir Ts.n=f im=f xpr.n=f m Sna ir.xr=k "when (if) it has become
constricted in him and it has become an obstruction, then you must do ...".
    In these examples the condition in the protasis is, evidently, presented by the speaker as
absolute past, as fulfilled before the present moment. However, the subsequent medical procedure
in the apodosis is presented as being located after the present moment. In the medical text corpus
such examples with absolute past ir sDm.n=f in the protasis are a small minority when compared
with those with absolute future ir + Prospective sDm=f.138 Nevertheless, they have approximately
the same meaning. I suggest that the same principle is at work here as shows up in "if you will find
such-and-such symptoms, then you must apply the following treatment", where, without essential
difference in meaning, the protasis can be replaced by "if you have found such-and-such
symptoms".
   What really counts in the Egyptian as well as in the English versions, is that the examination
precedes the diagnosis or the prescribed treatment, thus the past time location of the protasis
relative to the apodosis. The absolute time reference, i.e. the location of ir + Prospective sDm=f
after the present moment of speech and that of ir sDm.n=f before it, is of no essential significance.
Evidently, Egyptian has a general preference for ir + Prospective sDm=f.
    In the above examples from the medical texts I have presented the speaker as pretending that the
examination had taken place before the present moment (fulfilled condition under speaker's

                                               
     127 James, op.cit., pl. 3.
     128 My translation is slightly different from James's, op.cit., 14. For Ddt=i as Perfective Relative Form see James,
op.cit., 26, n.56.
     129 Thus Malaise, Propositions conditionnelles, CdE 60 (1985), 163-164.
     130 Satzinger, Protasis jr sDm.f, LingAeg 3 (1993), 131 (30). Supported by Allen, op.cit., 4, n.15.
     131 For my terminology "Emphatic Prospective sDm=f" for what by others is called the Prospective sDm.w=f see
Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), n. 34.
     132 For a summary of the contents of this section of the letter see James, op.cit., 16.
     133 See Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 173 (§242,1).
     134 Case Sm 22 (Pap. Edwin Smith, 8,9-17; publ. Grapow, Med. T., 324).
     135 For the suitability of the translation with both "when" and "if" in this and the next example see also Lopez, Pap.
Millingen, RdE 15 (1963), 32-33, n.6.
     136 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 205-206 (§280-281).
     137 Case Bln 154 (Pap. Berlin, 13,3-8; publ. Grapow, op.cit., 182).
     138 Westendorf, op.cit., 144-145 (§208).
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assumption), but a speaker may also be uncertain about the fulfilment or not of an Event that
should have taken place before the present (possibly fulfilled condition under speaker's
assumption). Such examples seem to me to include the following, the first of which does not
contain an ir sDm.n=f construction, but rather a negative construction with possible absolute past
time reference.
    Hekanakhte Letter I, vo. 4-5; this is the direct sequel to the passage from the Hekanakhte Letter
dealt with just above. ir nfr A Hsb=k n=i it-mH wat m it-mH mA nn Hsb=i n=k s(y) r nHH "but if you have
not (at all) reckoned for me a single (hekat) of barley from the new barley, I shall not reckon it to
you forever".139 Hekanakhte now seems to be pondering whether Merisu has been so foolish as to
allot to him no new barley at all and threatens to treat him likewise in the future, if he has indeed
been so foolish. Thus, while the condition of Merisu's not taking care to allot proper provisions
could have been fulfilled before the present moment, the consequence of this behaviour is located
after the present. However, a translation with "but if you will not reckon" is equally plausible.140

    Hekanakhte Letter I, 4-5.141 ir grt wnn Sd.n=sn Snat m DbA n nA n bdt{y} nty m Pr-hAA didi=sn st im
gr<t> "now if it would be that (or, 'if possibly') they have already collected value in exchange for
the emmer that is in Perhaa, then they (shall) give it [the emmer] there also".142 Satzinger's
suggestion that ir wnn introduces an emphatic sentence is less convincing here.143 It may be that wnn
is used here, somewhat tautologically, in connection with the uncertainty factor in Hekanakhte's
mind ("if it would be that", "if possibly") with regard to the execution of his orders.
    From the use of ir + Prospective sDm=f it is clear that it is ir which gives the whole sentence its
formal conditional status. From Cases B.1-2 it is clear that it is not the verb form in the protasis
that determines the status of the condition, but rather the tense in the apodotic main clause. With
the usual absolute non-past tense in the apodosis the condition in the protasis is free to be fulfilled
(Case A)--or to have reached fulfilment (Case B.2)--and to entail the consequence given in the
apodosis. But if the consequence described in the apodosis is presented in terms of the absolute
past (Case B.1), then the condition itself is, necessarily, barred from reaching fulfilment.
    Thus, in the passage under discussion it is only the combination of a protasis introduced by ir
and an apodosis with an absolute past tense iw sDm.n=f which determines the unfulfilled condition.
    In addition to the very rare instances of the expression of the unfulfilled condition in a
conditional sentence, the irrealis can also be expressed in a single main clause. Then the sDm.n=f
form or its negative counterpart n sDm=f are used in conjunction with the optative particle HA.144

As regards the verb form or construction used in a clause denoting irreal conditions, it is here
again evident that Egyptian has no other means but to use a form normally denoting actual past
Events.145 One could say that both ir and HA have the semantic role of converting into the irrealis
when cooperating with a main clause past tense, but differ syntactically, ir functioning in the
subordinate protasis and HA in the main clause.

§ 18. The use of the n sDm.t=f construction when describing irreal events.

After this long exposition on the irreality of the Events described in the protasis and the apodosis
of the above passage in the Instruction of Amenemhat I, I shall now turn to the passage concerning
the question of the coregency, which is referred to with n sDm.t=f constructions. In connection with
the irreality of this Event it is most interesting to note that for this passage and the one presented
next, in either of which the Event is 'aborted' by the action at reference time, a translation with
"before" is more felicitous than "while/when had not yet".146

                                               
     139 See James, op.cit., 14. For the discussion of the difficult negative compound nfr A see James, op.cit., 104-105
(7).
     140 Thus Baer, Eleventh Dynasty Farmer, JAOS 83 (1963), 5. Allen, Colloquial Middle Egyptian, LingAeg 4 (1994),
6 (ex. 11a).
     141 James, op.cit., pl. 1.
     142 James, op.cit., 13 and 104 (5). Allen, op.cit., 3 (ex. 6a). Slightly differently interpreted by Baer, op.cit., 3-4
and n.11.
     143 Satzinger, Protasis jr sDm.f, LingAeg 3 (1993), 131 (31); see Allen's remarks, op.cit., 4, n.15.
     144 Gardiner, EG, 180 (§238), 331 (§414,3) and 375 (§455, bottom).
     145 Gardiner, EG, 331 (§414,3): "the sDm.n.f form is used in reference to unfulfilled action".
     146 Also in the English example presented in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), n.4, where it equally concerns abortion
of occurrence, "before" cannot easily be replaced by "while/when had not yet": *"John got to the safety handle, when
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    Instruction of Amenemhat I, VIIIa-c/Mill. mk sTAw xpr.(w) iw=i m-xmt=k n sDm.t Snyt swAD=i n=k
n Hms.t=i Hna=k ix ir.y=i sxrw=k "see, the intrusion took place, when I was without you, before
(/when not yet) the court had heard that I would hand over to you, before (/when not yet) I had sat
together with you, so that I could make the planning for you". Since the "intrusion" resulted in
"murder", I shall paraphrase the translation of the sentence somewhat to underscore the point
concerning the less felicitous use of "when had not yet" here: *"the killing of the king took place,
when he had not yet announced the coregency with his son". Only in the case of the failure of the
attempt on the king's life would a translation of the passage with "when had not yet" be fully
appropriate.147 Interestingly, the above remarks do not apply to the message to the court, because it
can be defended that it was because of this posthumous will of the king that the court actually, and
much later, heard of the king's plan for his son--thus the realization of the Event that is
presupposed in the meaning of the verb form.
    There is another example with reference to an unfulfilled action.
    Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 77-80. mH.y=i Hr msw=s sDw m swHt mAw Hr n 2nty n anx.t=sn "I
shall feel sorry for her children who were broken in the egg and saw the face of the Crocodile,
before (/when not yet) they had lived".
    These examples seem to bring my definition of the verb form as involving a presupposition of a
relative future Event into serious problems, because it is precisely here that translations with "when
had not yet" are less suitable. It looks as if the use of n sDm.t=f in the above contexts is at the very
edge of possibility, and it may well not be accidental that in the following instance, which also
refers to an irreal event in the past, a different and rare construction with the meaning "before" is
used.
    Sh. Sailor, 32-34. Da prw iw=n m wAD-wr tp-a sAH=n tA "when the storm had broken out, we
were at full sea, before we could reach land (lit., before our reaching land)". Without being able to
prove the identity of the verb form sAH, I surmise this rare construction of preposition tp-a +
infinitive to have been used because the infinitive is a verb form devoid of the expression of mood
and time reference, and as such most suitable here.148

    To explain the use of n sDm.t=f in these examples and to defend my hypothesis, I see only one
plausible option. On account of the evidence that for unfulfilled action in the past Egyptian uses the
sDm.n=f, a verb form normally denoting fulfilled action, or even a n sDm=f construction, this will,
on principle, be no different for n sDm.t=f. This possibility to indicate, unusually, unfulfilled action
may well have been supported by the circumstance that in Middle Egyptian n sDm.t=f can be
considered a fixed construction in its own right, with a bound negation and a standard meaning.149

In this way the meaning of n sDm.t=f can be reduced to a context independent, abstract essence: "at
Reference point an Event located in a future relative to it does/did not hold".
    As such the meaning of this construction seems rather a platitude, self-evident, but it has
absolute truth value. Whatever the actualised or potential imagined realisations present in the
speaker's utterance may be, this truth cannot be cancelled by the context. It seems to me that such
a detachment from the actualities of the context would permit using the construction for the
description of irreal Events.
    Just as in the passage VIIc-d/Mill.+Sall. from the Instruction of Amenemhat I, where the
consequence is 'aborted' by the unfulfilledness of the condition in the past and is made irreal, this
irreality is denoted with the construction iw sDm.n=f, so too can the construction n sDm.t=f in the
same text (VIIIa-c/Mill.) be used to denote this.150

§ 19. Remarks on the history of the sDm.t=f.
                                                                                                                                                                           
the boiler had not yet blown up".
     147 For example, the translation in Erman - Blackman - Simpson, The Anc. Egyptians. A Sourcebook, 73 ("when I
had quickly taken weapons in mine hands, I drove back the rogues"; "when I did not yet dwell with thee"). Although I
am well aware that this is Blackman's translation, I assume that Simpson would have added a note if he had not agreed
with Blackman's interpretation and translation; cf. op.cit., XXVII (4), where he explicitly refers to this question, and
id., [Sesostris I], in: LÄ V, 895 (C): "an unsuccessful assassination attempt some ten years earlier before S. I had been
designated coregent".
     148 Another example of the use of tp-a + possibly infinitive is Admonitions, 16,1 (ed. Gardiner, Admonitions, 93 =
ed. Helck, Admonitions, 67 (section L)). Relying on Gardiner's commentary of these final obscure passages, he opts
for an imaginary description of the king, which would fit the irreality issue.
     149 See the next section.
     150 The version Pap. Sallier has here nn sDm.n=i and iw Hms.tw Hna=k.
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Old Egyptian provides slender, but certain evidence for the existence of Dr sDm.t=f, which
construction soon virtually disappears from Middle Egyptian and is, no doubt, superseded by n
sDm.t=f.151 In this light it is remarkable that for r sDm.t=f, which is a regular construction in Middle
Egyptian, there are no certain examples in Old Egyptian.152 Whereas Doret could not discover
certain evidence for the sDm.t=f in any of its indubitable constructions in the narrative verbal
system of the private inscriptions,153 Allen and Edel have collected the few examples of active and
passive n sDm.t=f in the corpus of the Pyramid Texts.154 This situation changes greatly for the better
for n sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f in Middle Egyptian, where they occur in a variety of text genres,
whereas Dr sDm.t=f is restricted to the Coffin Texts and, remarkably, the Instruction of Ptahhotep.
    This period forms the floruit of the sDm.t=f as a verb form in its own right, and I am much
inclined to connect this with the circumstance that at the same time in Middle Egyptian the core of
the narrative verbal system is formed by two other relative tenses, i.e. the use of the Circumstantial
sDm=f and sDm.n=f after the exemplary particles iw and aHa.n.
    Ritter has shown that in the XVIIIth Dynasty Neo-Middle Egyptian of Urk. IV, n sDm.t=f and r
sDm.t=f still live on.155

    Although the current Middle Egyptian constructions n sDm.t=f and r sDm.t=f have shown a
remarkable tenacity by surviving into Late Egyptian and Demotic, and even as late as Coptic--
while not losing the typical t!--there is also the seemingly contradictory fact that in the Classical
Egyptian inscriptions of the Third Intermediate Period and later the typical t-morpheme is absent in
writings, when translations of temporal clauses with "until" or "before/while not yet" are
required.156 Jansen-Winkeln has described a similar phenomenon in the sDm.ty.fy, on the same
occasion drawing attention to the analogy with the sDm.t=f.157

    To explain this anomaly, it seems necessary to me to make a sharp distinction between the form
and its two constructions. It is owing to the restricted use of the verb form that its two
constructions have become the more conspicuous. It is precisely owing to the circumstance that
these constructions are bound to a specialization for a specific meaning and use, i.e. the expression
of the temporal clauses with "until" or of the main clause with "not yet" (the latter as temporal
clause with the meaning "before" also preceded by circumstantializing iw), that they have
survived.158 Because the constructions became standardized, the understanding of the verb form as
the essential part of both has gradually waned, up to the point that it was no longer understood that
the Middle Egyptian verb form sDm.t=f preceded by either n or r was the ancestor of Late Egyptian

                                               
     151 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §18 [pp. 21-22].
     152  Edel, AäG, 368 (§734). A possible example is Urk. I 216,7 (quoted by Edel, AäG, 369 (§734)), if ir s<w>A.t=sn
is read instead of it s<D>A.t=sn; see Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), §7 [p. 38].
     153 Doret, Narrative Verbal System, 16.
     154 Edel, AäG, 370-371 (§737-738). Allen, Inflection, 312-313 (§460) and 358-359 (§530).
     155 Ritter, Verbalsystem, 211-212, where n sDm.t=f is said to be rare; pp. 234-235 ("r iri.t=f nicht sehr häufig"; see
ex. 254 with r wbn.t); p. 229 (four occurrences of r iri.t=f). Unfortunately, the example given of r sDm.t=f (ex. 246 on p.
231) contains the infinitive after the 'conjunction' sb.tw; for the identification of the -t-affixed form as the infinitive see
already Gardiner, EG, 136 (§181).
     156 However, De Meulenaere, Notable mendésien, in: Mélanges Mokhtar I, 193, n.(k) has drawn attention to a -t-
affixed form Htp.t in certain orthographically very correct Saite texts (the phenomenon is not mentioned in Manuelian,
Living in the Past). Remarkably, in all four examples mentioned by him it occurs in syntactic environments in which
the Middle Egyptian Prospective sDm=f (nota bene the forms iw.t=f and in.t=f) is to be expected, i.e. after the
preposition/conjunction m-xt and as object clause after the verb rdi. First, the two examples with m-xt: 1) Statue Durham
509, II,a,3 (publ. De Meulenaere, op.cit., 187-197, esp. 191-192): ix Dd.(w) mitt n Hm=Tn m-x(t) is Htp.t=Tn m anx "puisse
pareille chose être dite pour vos propres personnes après que vous reposerez dans la vie (éternelle)". 2) Adoption Stela
of Nitocris, 15-16 (see Caminos, Nitocris Adoption Stela, JEA 50 (1964), pl. 9 between pp. 74-75, and Manuelian,
Living in the Past, 302): ir m-xt spr=s r Hmt-nTr 5pn-wpt mAn=s s(y) Htp.t=s Hr=s mr.n=s s(y) r xt nb, which I would prefer
to translate with "now after she had approached the God's Wife Shepenupet, (and) she had seen her and had become
pleased with her, she loved her more than anything". Secondly, Htp.t=f after the verb rdi in the Serapeum texts nos. 63,2
and 64,3 (publ. Chassinat, Textes du Sérapéum, RecTrav 22 (1900), 20-21). I owe these references to Prof. De
Meulenaere.
     157 Jansen-Winkeln, Verbaladjektiv, SAK 21 (1994), 127-129; id., Spätmitteläg. Gramm., 72 (§113). Manuelian,
Living in the Past,  282 (§6; r sDm.t=f); the construction n sDm.(t)=f "(while) not yet" seems to be missing.
     158 Contra the use of "in spite of" in Loprieno's argument, Ancient Egyptian, 78: "in spite of its [sDm.t=f]
occurrence only in bound constructions, this form shows a surprising stability, surviving until Coptic".
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(iw) bw ir.t=f sDm and i.ir.t=f sDm (or SAa-(i).ir.t=f sDm) and Coptic empatefsotm and shantefsotm.159

§ 20. A morpheme written t or ti/y in verb forms marking the future: a final remark.

Now that it has been demonstrated that the sDm.t=f is a future verb form, the pattern of a cluster of
verb forms emerges in which a morpheme written t or ti/y is a marker of the future. In addition to
the sDm.t=f form and the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f forms iw.t=f and in.t=f, where this
morpheme is written with just t, there is also a writing with ti/y, occurring in participial forms with
future time reference.
    It will suffice here to draw attention to these forms: the sDm.ty.fy form; a very rare active
participial form written sDm.ti/y occurring with masculine and feminine antecedents; and a
remarkable -ti-ending optionally showing in the feminine passive Prospective Participle sDmt.i and
the feminine Prospective Relative Form sDmt.i=f. This complex will receive attention in the next
study.

Appendix A: disparate alleged uses of the sDm.t=f.

A primary concern of my studies of the three sDm.t=f constructions has been to identify -t-affixed
verb forms that did not fit the hypothesis as different verb forms. The feminine infinitive has been
by far the best candidate for alternative identification, but also the relative form in the purported r
sDm.t=f construction *r Hs.t=f.160 In the study of the passive sDm.t=f the defective writing of the
passive morpheme .t(w) has been another factor to reckon with.161 Alternative identification of
alleged sDm.t=f forms as a nomen actionis has so far not been necessary,162 though in my preceding
study of the passive sDm.t=f I have done the reverse by identifying an alleged nomen actionis as a
passive sDm.t=f form.163

    It is the coherence of the relative future meaning of the sDm.t=f in its three indubitable
constructions which, in my opinion, disqualifies all identifications by others of the form outside the
three familiar uses. These identifications as the sDm.t=f by others have no doubt been supported by
the circumstance that no coherent picture of the verb form has been elaborated so far.
    First, I would like to turn to the nomen actionis as an alternative identification.164 I shall start
with an example which shows that a member of the frequently occurring group of the immutable
verbs, the class of the 3-lit. verbs, may form a -t-affixed nomen actionis.
    Pap. Turin 54003, r., hor. above cols. 13-18.165 r n Snat n HfAw "spell of the repelling of a
snake".166 The indirect genitive leaves no doubt about the identity of the form.
    As the following examples illustrate, not all cases are that unequivocal.167 A suffix pronoun may
be attached to the form or there may be a direct genitive link with a substantive, and those
prepositions/conjunctions that are thought by several scholars to be used in sDm.t=f constructions
may be involved.
    Pap. Ramesseum VII, r.,A,7-9.168 HAgAg=Tn Hr=i mi HAgAgt Ast Hna Nbt-Hwt Hr sn=sn Wsir "may
you jubilate over me like the jubilating of Isis and Nephthys over their brother Osiris".

                                               
     159 Ray, DE 36 (1996), 142.
     160 For the discussion of this latter construction see Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), §5 [pp. 34-35].
     161 See Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §2 [p. 56].
     162 See my introductory remarks in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §5 [p. 10].
     163 See Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §7: Stela Cairo CG 20539, I,b,6 wAH-ib r sDm.t mdwt "patient
of heart until the words have been heard" [p. 64]; Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 177 (2) identified a "feminine
infinitival form" sDmt.
     164 Cf. Lefebvre, GEC, 209-210 (§413); Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 93 (§43.d). See also Gardiner's remarks, EG, 222-
223 (§298).
     165 Publ. Roccati, Papiro ieratico, pl.
     166 See Roccati's commentary, op.cit., 26 (n.(a)).
     167 For more examples of sDmt only see Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 177 (2); Lefebvre, GEC, 209 (§413). See my
note 154 above.
     168 Publ. Gardiner, Ramesseum Pap., pl. 22.
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    Hymnen an das Diadem, 14,5 - 15,1.169 HAgAg kAw=Tn Hr bity pn 4bk-Sdty-1r-Hry-ib-5dt mi HAgAgt
Ast Hr sA=s 1r-Xrd-m-Ax-bit "may your kas jubilate over this king Sobek-Shedty-Horus-who-resides-
in-Shedet like the jubilating of Isis over her son Horus-child-in-Khemmis".
    These two examples have recently been discussed by Vernus in a rejoinder.170 Although he notes
in an earlier study that the alleged sDm.t=f construction mi rdit=f actually contains the infinitive,171

he produces these counterexamples of possible uses of the sDm.t=f since they contain a -t-affixed
form of a verb with a masculine infinitive.172

    The bare use of the sDm.t=f in Old Egyptian as an object after certain verbs of perception has
been claimed by several scholars.173 An example with an immutable verb is the following.
    PT [246] §252a. mA aHat N pn m bA(?)"see the standing of this N as a ram(?)".174 The
identification of the form in this use in fact rests only on the form aHat; all other instances
presented allow identification as the feminine infinitive.175

    Two examples in the Coffin Texts suggested by Junge to contain the sDm.t=f in free use will not
be dealt with here, since Junge himself concedes that "Weginterpretation freilich möglich ist".176

    Particularly suspicious are verb forms where the writings of the suffix or dependent pronouns
=Tn and =T are preceded by an anomalous t. Therefore, I see no convincing reason to identify a
sDm.t=f in the following example.
    CT [644] VI 264 a-c/A1C.177 Nwt psS Tn Hr=i Xnm={t}T wi m anx Xry=T Ts=T awy=T Hr st=i tn
"Nut, spread yourself over me, may you enfold me with the life which is yours, may you fold your
arms over this seat of mine". Faulkner identified a sDm.t=f here,178 but that something may be
wrong is indicated by the confusion in the parallel G1T, which reads Xnm=T Tw n anx Xry=T.
   This instance does not stand alone in the Coffin Texts,179 and is also known from careless
writings in the Appel aux Vivants.180

    Inexplicable along the above lines is a case where two alleged sDm.t=f forms in 'anomalous'
bare use (pr.t=f and wnn.t=f) have been identified by Faulkner.181 I suggest a different solution,
taking the forms to be defectively written sDm.ty.fy participles.182

    CT [874] VII 79 g - 80 d/S2Ca. Hw.w Hm bA=i anx pr.t(y).f(y) tp [tA] wn[n.t(y)]=f(y) im "indeed,
reported will be my living ba which will go forth upon earth and which will be there".183

    In the following instance an active translation seems preferable to a passive one.
    CT [277] IV 20 d/B1Bo. n sp wp{t?} N pn nma m-m rHwy "this N has never taken sides between
the Two Companions".184 Following the usual analysis of the construction n sp sDm=f as containing

                                               
     169 Publ. Erman, Hymnen an das Diadem, 46.
     170 Vernus, Derechef mi, RdE 40 (1989), 199-200.
     171 Vernus, op.cit., 168-174.
     172 Against the evidence produced by Coptic as presented by Vernus I would like to draw attention to the evidence
for this word as a feminine; cf. Westendorf, Kopt. Handwb., 369; Vycichl, Dict. étym. copte, 298 (2nd col., bottom).
For a similar gerund of a verb with reduplication in the root see Pap. Westcar, 7,19 nn kHkHt nt sryt, where the indirect
genitive follows.
     173 Sethe, op.cit., 241; Edel, AäG, 371-372 (§739); Allen, Inflection, 317-319 (§467-469). Allen, op.cit., 317
(§469) notes that the version Nt has the sDm=f form aHa (it might also be a masculine infinitive!, LZ).
     174 I follow the reading bA "ram" (sign W10 for W10*?) as suggested by Allen, Inflection, 318 (§469). See further
the discussion of the word in Sethe, Übersetzung und Kommentar PT I, 241-242.
     175 Allen suggests the infinitive as an alternative identification. Faulkner, Pyramid Texts, 59, n.1 identifies aHat as a
feminine relative form.
     176 Junge, sDm.t.f, GM 1 (1972), 34. This concerns CT [509] VI 95 g (B9C gm.n=Tn versus B1Y gm.t=Tn) and CT
[482] VI 49 f (S1Ca mAA=sn wi versus S1Cb mAA.t=sn wi).
     177 For a translation of the spell see Willems, Coffin of Heqata, 485-486.
     178 Faulkner, Coffin Texts. II, 220 (644, n.1); Willems, op.cit., 485, n.(a) rejects the identification as a sDm.t=f.
     179 For further examples see Willems, op.cit., 405, n.(n).
     180 See Garnot, Appel aux Vivants, 72-73 (XVIIIb,10 [= Urk. I 224,14]]: Dd={t}Tn). Further, rock inscr. Kumma
120, [5-6] (publ. Dunham - Janssen, Semna - Kumma, 166): mr=Tn Hs {t}Tn nTrw=Tn Dd={t}Tn; stela Zagreb 8, 5-7
(publ. J. Monnet Saleh, Antiq. ég. Zagreb, 22-23): mr={t}Tn Hs Tn Wp-wAwt nb 6A-Dsr Dd=tn; stela Cairo CG 20515, b,4
( publ. Lange - Schäfer, Grab- und Denksteine II, 106): m mr={t}Tn anx msdd=Tn xpt Dd=Tn); stela Cairo CG 20329, a,4
(publ. op.cit. I, 342): mr=T{t}n anx msd=Tn xfty mi Ddt=T{t}n.
     181 Faulkner, Coffin Texts III, 44, n.4.
     182 There is also slender evidence that the sDm.t=f form of wnn is wn.t=f; see §1 above [p. 68].
     183 Note that the source S1C has pr.n=f. In the repetition of the passage in CT VII 80 c-d, source S1C has pr.n=f tp tA
wnn.t(y).f(y) m-m rmT, which is a somewhat unexpected combination.
     184 For the active translation see Faulkner, Coffin Texts I, 208 and 209, n.11 (wpt instead of the expected sDm=f
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sDm=f as subject clause,185 it cannot be excluded that the form wpt is here a form that is also
suitable for noun slots, i.e. the infinitive, in this case a transitive verb with expression of both the
semantic subject and object.
    Above I have presented alternative identifications for a number of alleged sDm.t=f forms I have
come across, and I have given some examples where the writing of a t can be explained as
redundant, particularly when it concerns dental environments. I shall conclude by stating that, in
my opinion, stronger evidence is needed to undermine my hypothesis concerning the sDm.t=f as a
relative future tense, and I look forward to the presentation by those who reject it of a coherent
counterhypothesis based on a substantial body of counterexamples.

Appendix B: the use of the sDm.t=f constructions after a negative main clause.

Examples of sDm.t=f constructions with a negation in the main clause can be found dispersed over
the individual studies of the constructions.186 It has been remarked that in such cases both
translations with "before" and "until" are possible,187 despite the fact that "until" differs from
"before" in that it signifies "all the time before".188 Reversing the matter and proceeding from a
translation of n sDm.t=f and Dr sDm.t=f with "before" as opposed to r sDm.t=f with "until", it is
interesting to see whether Egyptian is also capable of freely using these constructions under the
condition of a negative main clause. For this I present the following evidence.
    Urk. IV 1090,9-10. m wn.(w) sprw n hnn.t=k mdw=f "do not disregard a petitioner before/until
you have attended to his words".
    PT [667] §1936b. n gm.n=i sw Dr Htp.t pt Dr Htp.t tA "I cannot find him before/until the sky has
become peaceful, before the earth has become peaceful".189

    Pap. Turin 54003, r., 16.190 m pH.(w) qs m pSn.(w) mt r pH.t=k wDA r=i "do not attack a bone, do
not split open a vessel(?), before/until you have attacked the protective spell(?) of my mouth".191

    Kamose Stela II, 23.192 nn di=i n=f wAt r spr.t=k "I shall not give way to him before/until you have
arrived".193

    Taking into account all the examples dealt with in my sDm.t=f studies, six examples using the
vetitive m sDm.(w) have turned up, five of which are followed by r sDm.t=f and one by n sDm.t=f.194

A seventh example (Eloquent Peasant B1, 183 m grg.(w) dwAw n iy.t=f) is somewhat suspect, because
the suffix pronoun has dwAw as referent, which rather points to use of n iy.t=f as a virtual relative
clause ("which has not yet come").195 The two examples with the im=f sDm.(w) construction are
both followed by the r sDm.t=f construction.196 Of the six examples with the negations n or nn three

                                                                                                                                                                           
form wp; cf. also wHmt in IV 21 a/B1Bo); Grieshammer, Jenseitsgericht, 150 (18). Source B2Be also has wpt. For the
choice in favour of the passive see Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 276-277. In the parallel CT [277] IV 21 a, only source
B1Bo has n sp wHm{t} N pn m pr Hr irw n iw=f r=f mdw=sn, which is unintelligible to me; sources B2Be and BH2C have
wHm here.
     185 Gardiner, EG, 377 (§456). It is somewhat discomforting to notice that the construction is not discussed in
Vernus, Future at Issue.
     186 Although not properly belonging to this study of the verb form proper, the phenomenon could not be studied
earlier owing to the separate treatment of the constructions.
     187 See Vernus's remarks, Études III, RdE 35 (1984), 185.
     188 "Until" is an adverbial of duration which leaves no room for an interval between the two situations referred to,
see Smith, Meaning and Negation, 14-15. Klima, Negation, in: Structure of Language, 289: "simple absence would
then also involve a span of time".
     189 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §10 [p. 15].
     190 Roccati, Papiro ieratico, 26.
     191 Borghouts, Anc. Eg. Magical T., 91 (137).
     192 Publ. Habachi, Stela of Kamose, 39 and pl. 7; Helck, Hist.-biogr. Texte, 94.
     193 Thus also Smith - Smith, Kamose Texts, ZÄS 103 (1976), 61.
     194 r sDm.t=f: Ptahhotep, 126 and 266-267/Pr.; Stela London UC 14333, 14 (all quoted in Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §7 [pp. 62-64]); Stela king Neferhotep from Abydos, 13 (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), §3
[p. 32]; and the example Pap. Turin 54003, r. 16 (quoted above). n sDm.t=f: Urk. IV 1090,9-10 (quoted above).
     195 Quoted in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §1 [p. 43].
     196 Ptahhotep, 453/Pr. (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §7 [p. 64]); Letter to the Dead Naga
ed-Deir, 5-6 (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), Appendix B [p. 54]).
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are followed by n sDm.t=f constructions, one by Dr sDm.t=f, and two by r sDm.t=f.197 One example
from the Pyramid Texts stands apart, since it uses the rare negation w and the equally rare Dr
sDm.t=f.198

    Apparently, Egyptian has a free choice, but shows a slight preference for the r sDm.t=f. This is
in accordance with the preference in English for "until",199 but I suggest that a further motive is the
avoidance of a negation in the main and in the subordinate clause, the use of which is stylistically
somewhat less refined.

Appendix C: the 'not yet' notion in Egyptian, Luganda and English and the question of
presupposition or implicature.

At several points in my studies on the relative future tense sDm.t=f, which means "he is yet to hear
(relative to a Reference point in the context)" and in which the morpheme t is the tense marker,200 I
have dealt with the phenomenon of the presupposition of the occurrence of an Event in the relative
future.201 This presupposition is grammaticized in the verb form and is disclosed by the translation
of the negative construction n sDm.t=f with "not yet".202

    A similar case of a presupposition grammaticized in a verb form and its negative counterpart is
provided by the affirmative 'still' tense in Luganda (mu-kya-tudde "we are still seated") the
negative counterpart of which does not mean "we are still not seated", but is the 'no longer' tense
(te-mu-kya-tudde "we are no longer seated").203 The fact that negation results in this translation
reveals that "having been seated in the past up to the present" is a presupposition.204

    Indeed, presuppositions surface in a negation test as remaining untouched by it,205 and the time
adverbials "still" and "no longer" have been attributed to a type of presupposition which is as yet
little studied and ill-defined for want of a clear characteristic.206

    I have been able to demonstrate that the precise meaning of n sDm.t=f must be rendered in
uncommon or unacceptable English as "he is/was not to hear yet",207 and that the usual translation
"he has/had not yet heard" is no more than adequate. I have pointed out that the latter translation is
even deceptive if it leads to the analysis that in n sDm.t=f the verb form is a past tense.208

    Comrie, too, has analysed a 'not yet' tense in Luganda (te-tu-nna-genda 'neg-we-not:yet-go')209

and translated it with "we have not yet gone".210 This Luganda tense might in principle conceal the
same trap. It occurs only in the negative and contains the same negation te- that appears in the 'no
longer' tense and is usual with finite verb forms. In Comrie's opinion, its meaning is that a certain
"situation" (= my "Event") did not hold in the past and does not hold in the present. i.e. that it is
still the case that a certain "situation" (Event) does not hold.211 He notes that it may seem that there
is an additional semantic component, namely that this "situation" (Event) will hold in the future.
He reaches the conclusion that this is only an implicature, not part of the meaning of the verb

                                               
     197 n sDm.t=f: CT [982] VII 191 q (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §1 [p. 43]); CT [80] II 33 g - 34 e/B1C
(quoted in Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §4 [p. 58]); Dispute of a Man with his Ba, 11-12 (quoted in
Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §13 [p. 52]). Dr sDm.t=f: PT [667] §1936b (quoted above). r sDm.t=f: Urk. I 216,7
(quoted in Studies sDm.t=f II (r sDm.t=f), §7 [p. 38]); Kamose Stela II, 23 (quoted above).
     198 PT [440] §815b-c = PT [726] §2252b (quoted in Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §12 [pp. 16-17]).
     199 See Klima, Negation, in: Structure of Languages, 289 for the favourable environment for "until" provided by the
negative element.
     200 See Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §16-17 [pp. 19-21]; op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §4 [p. 45].
     201 See op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §6 [pp. 46-47].
     202 See op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §7 [pp. 47-48]. 
     203 Ashton e.a., Luganda Grammar, 230, 310-311. See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §3 [p. 44].
     204 See Comrie's analysis, Tense, 54. See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §7 [p. 47].
     205 Comrie, Tense, 54. Lyons, Semantics, 592-606. Leech, Semantics2, 279-280. Seuren, [Presupposition], in:
Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, 3313. Horn, [Pragmatics], in: Int. Encyclopedia of Linguistics. 3, 264.
     206 Seuren, op.cit., 3320.
     207 See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §5 [p. 46].
     208 See op.cit. III (n sDm.t=f), §1 [pp. 41-42] and §4 [p. 45].
     209 Ashton e.a., Luganda Grammar, 229 and 312-313.
     210 Comrie, Tense, 54-55. See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §3 [pp. 44-45].
     211 This analysis is rejected in Schadeberg, Schon - noch - nicht - mehr, Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blätter 2 (1990),
3-4.
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form, as is equally the case with the English expression "not yet".
    This analysis of only an implicature of the future occurrence of an Event stands in contrast to
mine of n sDm.t=f as revealing this to be a presupposition. Essentially, my analysis of n sDm.t=f
may also be valid for the Luganda 'not yet' tense, since this tense equally contains a common
negation meaning simply "not" and a tense marker (-nna-).
    As it is an inference largely dependent on the context, an implicature in an utterance has a more
or less accidental character and does not partake in the meaning of a verb form. This appears to
contradict the denomination of the Luganda verb form as the 'not yet' tense, which would only
make sense if the form typically has this meaning and grammaticizes "not yet".
    It is important to note that "we have not gone", which according to Comrie is the essential
meaning of te-tu-nna-genda, is radically different from "we have not yet gone", since the latter
always contains an additional semantic component of reference to "our going" in the future, which
in the translation is brought about by "yet". Evidently, the presence of "yet" is indispensable in the
translation of the Luganda 'not yet' tense. Therefore, what is evoked by the addition of "yet" as
used in "not yet", i.e. the reference to a future Event, must form part of the meaning, and this
reference cannot be an 'accidental' implicature. Though part of the meaning of the tense, this
future occurrence of the Event is not affected by the negation. What is asserted in the negative
tense is that this Event to occur in the future does not hold in the present.
    I therefore conclude that, just like Egyptian n sDm.t=f, the Luganda 'not yet' tense
grammaticizes the future occurrence of the Event as a presupposition unaffected by the negation, as
well as the location of this Event relative to a Reference point, at which time the Event is asserted
not to occur.212 Thus, in this case too the translation with "not yet" instead of "not" is the outcome
of a negation test.
    I hope to have demonstrated that Comrie's analysis of the Luganda 'not yet' tense cannot be
correct and that his analysis of this tense seems rather to be based on its usual, but deceptive
translation. This, however, does not mean at all that his analysis of English "we have not yet gone"
as involving an implicature is incorrect. Since I have related the 'not yet' notion to presupposition,
while the English expression "not yet" is analysed by Comrie as involving an implicature, this
question deserves closer attention.
    Whether n sDm.t=f and te-tu-nna-genda are translated literally with "he is/was not to hear
yet"/"we are not to go yet" or with the common "he has/had not yet heard"/"we have not yet
gone", in both versions of the English translation "not yet" is present. This arouses the strong
suspicion that the English expression "not yet" also involves the same presupposition of the future
occurrence of the Event. Either English translation can be analysed in terms of the location of an
Event in a future relative to a Reference point, though the occurrence of the Event is not
grammaticized in the verb forms as a presupposition.
    In favour of my presupposition analysis is that the expression "not yet" taken as a unity can be
considered as the outcome of a negation test to detect presuppositions, as has just been
demonstrated above for the Luganda 'not yet' tense. The presence of a presupposition is
particularly clear from the literal translation of n sDm.t=f with "he is/was not to hear yet". In this
case we are dealing with contrary negation which leaves the presupposed occurrence of the Event
in a relative future untouched. "He is (/was) to hear (the future Event), but not yet (/then)
(Reference point), just as in, for example, "I have not come for you", which means "I have come,
but not for you" and which leaves "my coming" unaffected as a presupposition.213 The Event of
"hearing" is formulated from the viewpoint of its future occurrence ("is/was to") as located relative
to the Reference point ("yet"), at which time the Event is restrictively asserted "not" to hold.
    The problem of "not yet" as implicature or presupposition turns up in the common and accepted
translation "he has/had not yet heard". When analysed as an implicature "not yet" must be split up,
"not" now functioning as a contradictory negation in "he has/had not heard" and asserting that the
Event of "hearing" had not taken place at the Reference time; the addition of the time adverbial

                                               
     212 Note that the Luganda 'not yet' tense can also occur in an absolute past context, see Ashton e.a., Luganda
Grammar, 312-313. Note Schadeberg's remark, op.cit. 2 (1990), 2 that the KiSwahili 'not yet' HA-JA form contains
the negative morpheme ha- and the formative -ja-, which certainly derives from the verbal stem -ja "to come"; on p. 3
it is pointed out that this HA-JA form is semantically--though not morphologically--similar to the Luganda 'not yet'
tense; id., op.cit., 3-4 analyses the Luganda 'not yet' tense somewhat differently, but in the sense of a presupposition.
     213 For the presuppositionally more marked status of negative speech acts in comparison with their corresponding
affirmatives see Givon, On Understanding Grammar, 93-115 (3.2).
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"yet" is responsible for what is either an implicature or a presupposition that this Event of hearing
is/was expected to take place at a later, future time. Here the formulation concerning this Event
proceeds from the viewpoint of the Reference time.
    "Not yet" taken on its own account--for example, as an answer to a question--expresses in
paraphrase in a present context approximately "the Event does not hold at the present moment, but
it is expected to hold later", and in a past context "the Event did not hold at some time (specified),
but, under normal circumstances, it is assumed (or confirmed) to have taken place beyond that time
point and before the present".
    Much specialised linguistic and philosophical debate is still going on about implicature and
presupposition, and I shall therefore refrain from getting involved in this debate. On account of the
obligatory analysis of a presupposition in "not yet" when grammaticized in certain verb forms--as it
seems to me, at least--and taking the negation test as a valid method to detect a presupposition, I
am inclined to opt for "not yet" as involving a presupposition in any case, thus also in English.
    The key question is then why English "not yet" also involves a presupposition. In the preceding
chapters of the study I have suggested that in the sDm.t=f the occurrence of the Event is a
presupposition because the verb form also grammaticizes a Reference point relative to which the
Event is located in the future.214 No location in time of the Event is possible without the Reference
point, but the grammaticalization of a Reference point in the meaning of the sDm.t=f deems the
occurrence of the Event located in a future relative to it to be presupposed: if the future Event is
asserted not to occur, then the presence of the Reference point to which the Event is related would
be pointless.
    This argument for the grammaticalization of two time points in the verb form cannot be used to
explain English "not yet" as involving a presupposition. For "not yet" as being presuppositional I
have to seek support from two other time adverbials, i.e. "still" and "no longer", which equally
contain a presupposition that can be grammaticized in a verb form, as shown by the Luganda 'still'
and 'no longer' tenses, and which in English too have been suggested to contain a
presupposition.215

    "Not yet", "still" and "no longer" all involve the relation of one verbal situation to two time
points/segments which are explicitly related to each other. The assertion about a situation of "being
still seated" not only involves the time segment of the present for the Event of "sitting", but also
explicitly stretches it back into the past, to "having been seated continuously up to the present"; the
assertion about the situation of "being no longer seated" equally involves two time segments
concerning the situation of "sitting", namely "not being seated" at the present, but "having been
seated" in the past. By asserting that the occurrence of an Event located in a future relative to some
other time point does not hold at that time point, the expression "not yet" relates one verbal
situation to an Event time and a Reference time.
    Thus, in all three cases we are dealing with a dependence relationship of two time
points/segments involved in one verbal situation, in which the occurrence of the Event at one time
point (with "not yet" in a present context only as an assumption!) is the precondition for relating it
to the other. Consequently, the presupposition is located at the time point/segment in which the
preconditioning Event occurs.216

    Without dropping my arguments in favour of the grammaticalization of two time
points/segments in the tenses discussed, which is revealed by their translations with "still"/"no
longer" and "not yet", as preconditioning the presence of a presupposition, I hesitantly suggest that
the argument can possibly be taken one step further, namely that the involvement of two time
points/segments in these English expressions makes them, too, carry the same presupposition.
    Although I opt for English "not yet" as involving a presupposition, there may be much in favour
of Comrie's implicature analysis with regard to the origin from which the presupposition has
developed. Since "he is/was not to hear yet" is very uncommon or unacceptable English, this
suggests that the origin of the expression "not yet" must be sought in the common formulation "he
has not heard yet", in which "yet" can be replaced by "as yet". In "he has not heard (as) yet (= so
far, presently)", the addition of "(as) yet" creates the implicature that the Event of "hearing" might
occur at some later, future time. It seems plausible to me that "not yet" (or "not...yet") taken as a
unity has developed into expressing simply the location of an Event in a future relative to a
Reference point, by asserting that this Event does not hold at the Reference time. That "not yet"

                                               
     214 See Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §6 [pp.46-47].
     215 See n.206 above.
     216 Compare Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), §6 [p. 47].
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and "not...yet" are different from "not as yet" appears from their use in past contexts, where "yet"
rather signifies "then", i.e. the Reference time located in the absolute past.
    A presupposition is a mental concept of the speaker which underlies his utterance.217 In the case
of "not yet" when used in a non-past context it is a belief, a strong expectation or an assumption
that some Event will be realized in the real world. When used in a past context, it is the knowledge
or the tacit assumption that this Event has been realized in the real world between the Reference
time and the present. Even if the Event has not taken place at some expected time, due to
unforeseen intervening circumstances, the postponed occurrence beyond the present is still
presupposed.
    By actions performed at a past Reference time the occurrence of the Event in a relative future
can even be 'aborted', and yet "not yet" can still be used felicitously.218 In "when the king was
killed, he had not yet announced the coregency with his son" the use of "not yet" is possible
because in my opinion "not yet" in practice does nothing more than locate an Event in a future
relative to a Reference point, and refrains from the reality issue. However, the presupposition of
the future occurrence of the Event may be seen as still at work in the background when the
subordinate and the main clauses of the above sentence are reversed: *(?) "the king was killed,
when he had not yet announced the coregency with his son". Now there is an alternative, namely
the use of "before", and it seems to me that "the king was killed, before he had announced the
coregency with his son" is preferable in cases where the Event cannot be realized.219 In my view,
this supports the presupposition analysis.

                                               
     217 See §16 above [p. 81].
     218 See §18 above [pp. 87-88].
     219 See the remark in Studies sDm.t=f III (n sDm.t=f), n.4 and in the present study, n.145.
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CHAPTER VI. THE FUTURE MARKER WRITTEN t ( ), ti ( , ) OR ty ( )
AND FUTURE/PROSPECTIVE PARTICIPIAL FORMS

In the concluding section of my study on the sDm.t=f form proper I remarked that there is a
morpheme written t or ti/y which marks the future.1 As we have seen, the writing t is present in the
suffix conjugation forms of the sDm.t=f form2 and the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f forms iw.t=f
and in.t=f. The future time reference of these forms needs no further consideration here.
    I have noted that this marker appears written optionally plene as ti/y in the sDm.ty.fy participle.
Following Gunn I shall argue that a very rare invariable active Future Participle written plene
sDm.ti (allograph ty) is most probably the base of the sDm.ty.fy form.3

    The well-known phenomenon of the particular writing ti showing up in the feminine passive
Prospective Participle and Relative Form I am inclined to consider as not deriving from the tense
marker written ti/y in the Future Participle sDm.ti, but rather as consisting of the feminine t
followed by another future/prospective marker, i.e. the i-morpheme (written y, rarely i in the
masculine).4

    In order to make a convenient working distinction between the various future/prospective
participials to be discussed, I shall in the following refer to the sDm.ti/y form as the Future
Participle sDm.ti and to the other participial formation ending in masculine -y/i and in feminine -ti as
the Prospective Participle (and the derived Relative Form).

                                               
     1 Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §20 [pp. 89-90].
     2 Exceptionally written ti in Ptahhotep, 266-267/L2; see Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §7 [p. 63].
     3 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 42. See also Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 86-87 (§313) and 121 (§454); however,
I see no good reason to consider his examples PT [516] §1184b (sD.ti tmt; cf. Sethe, Übersetzung und Kommentar PT V,
77-78: sD titmt) and PT [301] §447b (irti nTrw wTti nTrw smnt nTrw; dual ending, cf. Edel, AäG, 304 (§628,cc) and 504
(§986), and Sethe, op.cit. II, 239) as having future time reference; for the example PT [374] §659d see §3 below. Note
that for reasons of convenience the familiar name "sDm.ty.fy form" is retained here instead of the more correct "sDm.ti.f
form", as pointed out by Schenkel, Einf. Sprachwissenschaft, 101, Anm. 2.
     4 The passive Prospective Participle (and the derived Relative Form) has not as yet found general recognition.
Fundamental and, in my opinion, convincing evidence is presented by Gunn, op.cit., 1-39 (chs. 1-2 + Appendix to
chs. 1-2); in any case, it is true that where the -ti-ending appears a translation with a future tense is a good or better
choice. Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 12 (2.2.9) did not doubt its existence, but considered only one of all
the examples given by Gunn to be really indubitable. In my opinion, it is implausible to assume that, whereas the
participial form sDm.ty.fy covering the future time field in the active voice is known to exist, the future in the passive
voice has to be covered by a passive Perfective Participle, which in its certain past uses shows the ending -yt. Of the
older grammars only Lefebvre, GEC, 223-224 (§445-446) treats the passive Prospective Participle as a separate form;
De Buck's stance, Grammaire élémentaire, 56 (§84, Obs.1), is ambiguous where the Prospective Participle is
considered very problematic, but see p. 65 (§105), where the derived Prospective Relative Form is accepted! In more
recent grammars and grammatical studies, the passive Prospective Participle is recognized in Westendorf, Gramm.
med. T., 224-229 (§306-308), where an excellent survey and discussion of the arguments both for and against are
given. It is further recognized in: Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 86-87 (§313); Callender, Middle Egyptian, 48-49
(3.5.11.3); Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik1, 124-125 (§49.I), though much more hesitantly in op.cit.2, 119 (§51.I);
Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 224-225 (48.3-4); Menu, Petite grammaire, 131; Englund, Middle Egyptian,
51 (NB2); Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 216-217 (hesitantly; see his Anm. 1-2); id., Einf. Sprachwissenschaft, 102
(3.3); Hoch, M.Eg. Grammar, 174 (§121.3,b); Zonhoven, M.-Eg. Gramm., 131 (§54c3); Théodoridès, Relatif
prospectif, Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves 14 (1954-57), 85-108 (part. p. 102);
Satzinger, Attribut und Relativsatz, in: Stud. zu Sprache und Religion. Westendorf, 140. It is not recognized in
Borghouts, Egyptisch I, 165 (§75.b-NB) and 175 (§78.b-NB2); Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian, 88 (recognized only in the
earliest Egyptian).
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§ 1. The invariable active Future Participle sDm.ti with masculine antecedent.

One of the first to collect evidence for this active Future Participle sDm.ti was Erman, who ranged
it together with the sDm.ty.fy under the denominator of the "verbal adjective".5 In an observation he
remarks that it stands to reason to connect this form with the Prospective Participle with the ending
written ti, were this certain itself. Since he recognized that it here concerns a Future Participle
sDm.ti occurring with masculine antecedents, it is remarkable that he did not connect this form with
the sDm.ty.fy dealt with by him next.6

    Noting that the suffix pronouns .fy/.sy/.sn in the sDm.ty.fy form as formative elements to express
number and gender are abnormal among participles, Gunn regarded the sDm.ty.fy form as
consisting of an invariable element sDm.ti followed by suffix pronouns "in apposition functioning as
determinatives of gender and number".7 Recognizing a feminine active Prospective Participle
sDmt(.)i too--as the counterpart of a masculine form sDm(.)i--8 he found it very difficult to believe
that a feminine form could constitute the base of the sDm.ty.fy.9 After drawing attention to the
Future Participle sDm.ti with masculine antecedents he wondered what the connection between this
form and the sDmi/sDmti couple might be.10 Under the proviso of a possible connection, he saw no
other way of explaining these odd phenomena than to assume that the feminine form sDmt(.)i lost its
specifically feminine use early on, and became a word of common gender and number. To avoid
ambiguity in this respect the suffix pronouns were appended to it.
    The existence of a future marker written t in suffix conjugation forms is excellent grounds for
connecting the tense marker in the sDm.ty.fy form with an invariable Future Participle sDm.ti.
    To create a clear picture, I shall begin in this section by only presenting instances of the Future
Participle with a masculine antecedent.
    Tomb Siut III, 11-12.11 n sXm=(i){f?} r nDs Hr-iwtt xpr=f r=i m spr{t}.ti in inw m mt(y)t nt ib.12 "I was
not rude against the commoner, because he was not towards me as one who comes to petition and
who brings tribute in affection of heart".13 The mistaken t before the spr-sign F42 makes it clear
that this sign functions here as a phonetic determinative after a full sound-value writing rather than
as a triconsonantal sign. Owing to the fact that ti is written behind this sign, ti can be nothing else
but a verbal ending: it is not possible to simply read here the substantive sprti/y "petitioner",14 a
nomen agentis with the ending written ty expressing an expected activity, as Gardiner and Lefebvre
have suggested.15

    The existence of a Future Participle of the verb spr invites a reconsideration of the instances
where this alleged substantive sprty, deriving from sprt "petition",16 is written in the text called the

                                               
     5 Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430).
     6 Erman, op.cit., 218 (§431).
     7 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 40.
     8 Gunn, op.cit., 35-39 (ch. 3). Note that Gunn subsumes all the examples with feminine antecedent which I take to
be instances of the invariable active Future Participle under this active Prospective Participle.
     9 Gunn, op.cit., 41.
     10 Gunn, op.cit., 42.
     11 Publ. Brunner, Texte aus den Gräbern von Siut, 44.
     12 For the reading ib mistakenly written with the niwt city-sign see Brunner, op.cit., 21, n.27. For a most probable
other instance of this word in the same inscription see line 4: TAm Hr n spr{t}.[ti] "indulgent towards the one who comes
to petition".
     13 For mtr/mty HAty/ib see Janssen, Trad. eg. autobiografie I, 38.
     14 Brunner, op.cit., 17. Interestingly, Brunner, op.cit., 21, n.20 identifies the Future Participle xsf.t(i) in the form
written xsft in line 8 of the same inscription (publ. Brunner, op.cit., 43), which reads as follows: n ir=(i) iw n wn xsft ib=i r
ir.n=i Sfw(t?). On p. 17 Brunner translates "I did not do wrong to one who wanted to oppose my heart, until I had
created justice(?)". He explains the presence of wn as follows: "Durch das vorgesetzte wn wäre diese der Bedeutung
nach prospektive Form in die Vergangenheit gesetzt". Assessing the passage and the form spr.ti under discussion, I
consider his solution to be rather improbable. Furthermore, wn and xsf.t(i) cannot both be participles without the m of
equation in between, unless a mistake is assumed. I propose translating: "I did not do wrong to one who neglected what
my heart opposes, until I had created awe (?)".
     15 Gardiner, EG, 280 (§364) and Lefebvre, GEC, 230 (§459). They leave unexplained why this type of word
formation at the basis of the sDm.ty.fy is unable to form a feminine *nDtyt and a plural *nDtyw. Note Lefebvre's remark:
"forme en -ty ... probablement identique à des mots mi-substantifs, mi-participes, ayant le sens futur, qui se rencontrent
exceptionnellement, comme mrty [sur stèle Caire CG 20030, i,5]".
     16 See Valloggia, Messagers (wpwtyw), 8-9 (§102).
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Duties of the Vizier.17

    Urk. IV 1110,7-12.18 ir g<r>t wp(w)t(y) nb h(A)b TAt(y) r=f Hr sprty/spr.ty nb iw di=f Sm n=f ir grt
spr.t(y).f(y) nb n TAt(y) Hr AHwt wD=f sw n=f. Van den Boorn translates "as for any messenger whom
the vizier sends for concerning any petitioner, he (the vizier) will let (him; the messenger) go to
him (the petitioner). However, as for anyone who shall make a petition to the vizier concerning
fields, it is to him(self; the vizier) that he orders him".19 Translating "anyone who comes to
petition" is another possibility, as also in the following example.
    Urk. IV 1111,9-10.20 ir sprty/spr.ty nb n[t]y r Dd mnmn.(w) tASw=n xr mA.t(w) n[t]t st Hr xtm n srw iry
"as for any petitioner/ anyone who comes to petition (and) who will say 'our boundaries are
moved', then it is inspected whether they are under the seal of the appropriate officials".21

    Though this word also occurs in the same text in Urk. IV 1111,2 and 15, I shall confine myself
to the above examples because in the first passage the spr(.)ty in the first clause is taken up in the
next by the sDm.ty.fy form of this verb, and because in the second passage there is a relative clause
with future time reference, nty r Dd, to introduce the oratio recta. It has been noted by Van den
Boorn that the Duties contain two derivations of the verb spr, i.e. the sDm.ty.fy form and the
"curious" word written sprty, used instead of the common sprw, the latter two words being
basically provided with participial meaning.22

    On the basis of this evidence, the occurrence of the Future Participle in the above passages
cannot be excluded. This is also true of the final example from the Duties, other translations of
which are also defendable.
    Urk. IV 1112,6.23 ntf sbb pXr.ty nb wDyt nbt nt pr-nsw. Van den Boorn's preferred translation is "it
is he who dispatches everyone who will circulate all messages of the palace".24 Assuming that the
word written pXrty is indeed a participle, this explains the use of a direct object wDyt nbt.25

    As will appear from the example to be presented next, the stem of the sDm.ty.fy of IIae gem.
verbs differs from that in sDm.ti--,26 that is if the irregular verb wnn is to be representative of this
class.
    Urk. IV 576,17.27 iw=k m 1r Hry-tp tAwy wn.ty wn xftyw=f "you are (as) Horus, the chief of the
Two Lands, who will exist when (as long as) his enemies exist". There are several reasons for
following Gunn's identification of wn.ty as the Future Participle, and not to consider wnty to be an
incorrect or, at the very least, a most unusual writing of the form wn.ti of the independent Stative
2nd person singular,28 because that would leave the suffix pronoun in xftyw=f unexplained (=f
instead of the expected =k). Moreover, this Stative form is written correctly in the following line.
Nor is it likely to read n nty instead of wnty here.29 The use of the suffix pronoun =f can only be
grammatically correct if we are dealing with a participial construction, which is always in the third
person.30

    The following may be another example of this Future Participle with masculine antecedent
serving as a divine epithet.
    Tomb of Wahka II, Qau.31 Wsir anx.ty m Iwnw "Osiris-who-will-live-on-in-Heliopolis".32 The
epithet of Osiris may well refer to his living on as member of the Heliopolitan Ennead after his

                                               
     17 See now Van den Boorn, Duties of the Vizier.
     18 Van den Boorn, op.cit., 146 ([version] R[ekhmire] 17).
     19 Van den Boorn, op.cit., 147; Lorton, Duties of the Vizier, in: Essays Goedicke, 149-151.
     20 Van den Boorn, op.cit., 185 (R20); Lorton, op.cit., 153-154.
     21 For sDm.xr=f as a contingent tense see Depuydt, Conjunction, 208-233.
     22 Van den Boorn, op.cit., 205 (2). For another writing sprty see Stela Petrie Museum UCL 14333, 14 (quoted in
Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §7 [p. 63]).
     23 Van den Boorn, op.cit., 202 (R21-22).
     24 For this and alternative translations and their discussion see Van den Boorn, op.cit., 205-207.
     25 For the question of the direct object see also §1 below, ex. Ptahhotep, 49-50/L2.
     26 Gunn, op.cit., 43.
     27 Gunn, op.cit., 41, ex. 2.
     28 Sethe added "so" here, but I am not sure that he meant this identification. What may support this is that he added
another "so" after the suffix pronoun in xftyw=f; he may have expected =k.
     29 See Urk. IV. Übersetzung, 145: "für die (n ntj?), die deine Feinde sind". Apart from the improbable emendation,
a construction n nty wn xftyw=f to render the above meaning seems to me to be impossible in Middle Egyptian.
     30 For an exception among the sDm.ty.fy forms as vocatives see Urk. I 202,1: ir.t(y).Tn.
     31 Publ. Petrie, Antaeopolis. The tombs of Qau, pls. 26-27 = Vandier, Tombe de Ouahka, CdE 19 (1944), fig. 14
(facing p. 182) and 184 (text 3).
     32 Translated by Vandier, op.cit., 185 (No. 3: "le vivant dans Héliopolis").
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death.33 It is worth noting that the sDm.ty.fy form is not uncommon as a personal name in the
period from the Old Kingdom to the Middle Kingdom, witness personal names such as Ankhtifi
and Senebtisi.34 I suggest that masculine names like Ankhti and Senebti35 are their counterparts
with the Future Participle rather than being independently used Stative 2nd person singulars
meaning "may you live long" and "may you stay healthy".36 If my suggestion is correct, then the
evidence for the Future Participle must include these names too.
    Reliable evidence for future time reference comes from the Appel aux Vivants and the other
formulae addressing a reader. There are several examples where this Future Participle occurs
instead of the expected sDm.ty.fy.
    Stela Cairo CG 20030, i,5.37 i anx tp tA mrr anx msDD mwt wab nb Xry-Hb nb sS nb Hm-kA nb m
mr.ty wAH tp tA "O you who lives upon earth, who loves to live and hates to die, any priest, any
lector-priest, any scribe, any soul-priest, namely one who will want to stay upon earth".
    Stela Cairo CG 20038, a, right.38 Htp-di-nsw nTrw imyw tA mr.y.t(y).f(y) nTr pn swA.t(y).f(y) Hr is pn
Dd.ti39 "the-boon-which-the-king-gives and the gods who are on earth (to) the one who will love this
god, to the one who will pass by this tomb and will say:".
    Stela Cairo CG 20518, a,4-6.40 Dd=f mr.t(i) 2nty-imntyw nb AbDw mr.t(i) nsw mr.t(i) Wp-wAwt nTr pn
n{t} Dt mr.t(i) wAH m AbDw snb.(w) Xr Xrd m Hmw-nTr nb m rmT nb swA Hr abA pn Dd.t(y).f(y) "he says:
the ones who will love Khenty-amentiu Lord of Abydos, who will love the king, who will love
Wepwaut, this god of eternity, who will love to stay in Abydos healthy and with a child, namely
all priests and every man who passes by this offering stone and who will say:".
    Stela Stuttgart 10, cols. 6-8.41 i anxw tp tA Xry-Hb nb sS nb wab nb wt nb iAty nb swA.ty Hr wD pn "O
you who live upon earth, any lector-priest, any scribe, any common priest, any embalmer, any
functionary who will pass by this stela".
    Stela BM 156, horiz., last line.42 i rmT nb anx tp tA sS nb Sd{d?}.ty mdt tn "O any man who lives
upon earth, any scribe who will read this inscription". The stem of the IIIae inf. verb Sdi here
displays reduplication, as against the evidence for the short stem in mri in the example above.
However, this reduplication may well be a mistaken writing owing to the dental environment.43

    This problem of a dental environment also turns up in the following example, but if taken as it
is written the example must contain the Future Participle.
    CT [696] VI 331 f. in RHwy srd.ti sw m awy sxmw=sn "it is the Two Companions who will plant
it with their mighty arms (lit., arms of their might)".44

    This alternative participle for the sDm.ty.fy may also be expected in threat formulae beginning
with "as for anyone who will ...".
    "Stela Hatnub", 9.45 [ir] grt HD.t(i) twt pn nn pH=f pr=f "now as for one who will damage this
image, he will not reach his home".46

    In the following example the identification is confirmed by the sDm.ty.fy form in the parallel
versions.

                                               
     33 On the position of Osiris in the Heliopolitan Ennead see Griffiths, Origins of Osiris, 118-121.
     34 Ranke, Personennamen I, 68 (22+24) and 314 (23+25). For the meaning of these names see Ranke, op.cit. II,
29-30; Vandier, Tombe d'Ankhtifi, 13 translates the owner's name, but gives no further commentary on its meaning.
     35 Ranke, op.cit. I 68 (20) and 314 (22). It is possible that the name Neferti also belongs here, although no name
Nfr.ty.fy/.sy is known.
     36 Indeed, Ranke, op.cit. II, 31-33 did not consider the possibility of this name type when dealing with names
construed with the Pseudoparticiple (Stative).
     37 Publ. Lange - Schäfer, Grab- und Denksteine I, 38-40. Ex. = Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§ 430, ex. 2); =
Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 41, ex. 1; = Lefebvre, GEC, 230 (§459).
     38 Publ. Lange - Schäfer, op.cit. I, 46-48; photograph in Simpson, Terrace of the Great God, pl. 2: ANOC 1.2.
     39 Does the form mr.y.t(y).f(y) stand for regular mr.w.t(y).f(y)?
     40 Publ. Lange - Schäfer, op.cit., II, 113-114. Ex. = Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430, ex. 3).
     41 Spiegelberg - Pörtner, Grab- und Denksteine I, pl. 6. Ex. = Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430, ex.4).
     42 Publ. James, Hieroglyphic Texts BM 9, pl. 28. Ex. = Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430, ex. 5).
     43 For other mistaken spellings with this verb see Urk. IV 966,1 (Sd{t}.t(y).fy). Further, Sd{t}.t(y).f(y) on stela MMA
New York 12.184, 18 (= publ. Sethe, Lesestücke, 80,4; photograph in Hayes, Scepter of Egypt I, 298 (fig. 195)).
Correctly written in "Stela Hatnub", 6 (see §1 below).
     44 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 262, n.13 identified the participial form under discussion. There is possibly a specific
reason for using the Future Participle here, due to the dependent pronoun, see below, ex. Ptahhotep, 49-50.
     45 Publ. Posener, Stèle de Hatnoub, JEA 54 (1968), pl. 9 (between pp. 70-71); note the "sic" added after HD.t(i).
     46 Among the rich collection of examples, this is the only one with the Future Participle in Morschauser, Threat-
Formulae, 46 (9).
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    CT [277] IV 19 c-d/B1Bo. ir mwt nb mwtt nb(t) ns.w.t(i) r=f xft N pn m hrw pn xr=f n nmt "as for any
male dead of any female dead who will (brutally?) open his mouth in front of this N on this day, he
will fall to the slaughterhouse". It is most important to note that in the form ns.w.t(i) the -w-infix
appears, which also optionally shows up in the Middle Egyptian sDm.ty.fy form of verb forms with
a final weak radical and causatives.47

    In the next example from the Coffin Texts an identification problem arises that must remain
unsolved, despite the parallels having a suffix pronoun =f(y) following the t.
    CT [343] IV 360 a-b/B4Bo. srs [n=k] aqn in.t(i)/in.t(w) mXnt tw DAAt Axw aprw im=s "awaken Aqen,
who will bring/ that may be brought this ferry in which the equipped akh-spirits ferry across".48

The identification choice between the passivized Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f or the active
Future Participle runs parallel with the other versions, where the writing int./=f could easily be
identified as the sDm.ty.fy form in.t(y).f(y) "who will bring", or as the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f
form in.t=f "that he may bring".49

    The Future Participle may offer a grammatically solid solution as opposed to the assumption of
corruptions or garbled versions.
    CT Spell 830 appears to be one such garbled text, in which the deceased seems to be addressing
a god.
    CT [830] VII 31 c-f. sxm=(i) m-xt anx.ti rx///ink sA imy-irt=f ip.t(w) ib=i sAq.t(w) awt=i wTs.t(w)=i im
anx.ti n nHH. Whereas Faulkner introduces a Stative 2nd person singular in circumstantial use into
these passages entirely concerned with the speaker, ", you being alive," without a referent of the
2nd person being mentioned,50 I suggest--unclear though the spell is--translating the passages with
"may I have power in the future, one who will live, know...//// I am the son of He-who-is-in-his-
eye. May my heart be counted, may my limbs be assembled, may I be raised thereby, one who will
live forever".
    The above example is reminiscent of a curious formulation on a Middle Kingdom stela.
    Stela Berlin 1191, section C.51 Htp-di-nsw n imy-r pr wr 2nt(y)-X(ty)-wr m saHw=f nbw m swt=f nb(t)
<m> mrt=f nbt nfr n=f im xr nTr xa.ti m Sms nsw-bity "a-boon-which-the-king-gives to the Great Steward
Khenty-khety-wer in all his dignities, in all his places, in all what he wishes to be good for him
there near the god, one who will appear in the following of the king".52

    There is only one example of the Future Participle from the literary Middle Egyptian texts that I
consider certain.
    Ptahhotep, 49-50/L2. m Axt n sDm.t(i) st m wggt nt th.t(i) st. I agree with Erman and Gunn's
identification of the Future Participle,53 and not with the nomen agentis with -ty-ending, here taking
a direct object, as suggested by Gardiner and Lefebvre.54 I translate "as something useful to him
who will obey it [the instruction], but as something woeful to (lit., of) him who will transgress it".
The Prisse version has sDm.t(y).fy and nty r tht st here; the Carnarvon Tablet has sDm.t(y).sn and
[th].t(y).sn. Burkard notes that the Prisse version was certainly changed for stylistic reasons,55

although the nice parallelism is now broken up. Whereas the Carnarvon Tablet version omits the
expression of the dependent pronoun sw as object in both sDm.ty.fy forms, the Prisse version only
altered the second sDm.ty.fy form into the stylistically inferior nty-construction. I surmise that this
was done because an object was felt to be necessary with the transitive verb thi "to transgress",
because, possibly, in the redactor's opinion the suffix pronoun endings of the sDm.ty.fy form did
not favour the expression of a pronominal object 3rd person singular or plural. In the first form,
sDm.t(y).fy, however, the expression of the pronominal object could be spared because the verb
sDm may, in addition to the more frequent transitive meaning "to hear", also mean intransitively

                                               
     47 Its absence among his examples was noted by Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 43. For the Middle Egyptian evidence
see Gardiner, EG, 281 (§364). In Old Egyptian there is also evidence for this -w-infix in the sDm.ty.fy of the IV-inf.
verbs and of causatives; see Edel, AäG, 343-343 (§681).
     48 For the akh-concept see now Jansen-Winkeln, Horizont und Verklärtheit, SAK 23 (1996), 201-215.
     49 Faulkner, Coffin Texts II, 279, n.23 identifies Prospective sDm=f forms.
     50 Faulkner, op.cit. III, 20.
     51 Publ. Äg. Inschriften Berlin I, 184-185; photograph in Simpson, Terrace of the Great God, pl. 58 (ANOC 40.1).
     52 For the use of the verb nfr in this funerary context see also the example CT [925] VII 128 d-e, dealt with in §2
below.
     53 Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430, ex. 6); Gunn, op.cit., 41, exs. 3-4.
     54 See my note 15 above.
     55 Burkard, Textkritische Unt., 148.
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"to listen to",56 which fits the instructional context particularly well. The alteration supports the
view that st in the L2 version functioned as object and that, consequently, the verb forms should be
identified as the sDm.ti form.
    The instruction genre may contain another instance of the sDm.ti form.
    Merikare, E 106-107.57 shA tAS=k r a [rsy] PDt(y) pw sSp.t(i) aAgsw58 "'draw' your boundary
against the southern region. It is the Bowman who will take up the armour(?)".59 Westendorf has
argued that this passage contains the Future Participle, because the form PDty "Bowman" should be
read here rather than a feminine singular word PDt.60 I consider this instance doubtful.
    One more example of this Future Participle identified as such by other scholars that I have come
across also comes from a literary text.
    Berlin Leather Roll (Pap. Berlin 3029), I,5-6.61 ms.n=f wi [m?] ir.t(i) irt.n=f r sxpr wD<t>.n=f ir<t> "it
was in order bring into existence what he had ordained to do that he fashioned me as one who was
going to do what he had done". After consideration, on account of a tiny trace, De Buck, the editor
of this text, rules out the plausible restoration of r + infinitive irt,62 though it is nicely in parallel
with r sxpr. He hesitantly suggests the restoration m irt, but is evidently aware that m + infinitive
cannot be smoothly translated: "he fashioned me in doing" (unless this is understood as "forming"
in the sense of education).63 Indeed, De Buck translates with "as one who should do".64

    Certain examples cannot be excluded on principle from containing the Future Participle, but
given its rarity the utmost caution is warranted. If an alternative identification of a regular form or
construction is possible, this should be given preference, thus, for example, in the following
example.
    CT [637] VI 259 n-q. iry-mnit=f ir n N pn wAt swA N pn anx.(w) wDA.(w) snb.(w) nn irt/ir.t(i) xt nb r N
pn Dw. Faulkner translates here: "O Keeper-of-his-Mooring-Post, prepare a path for this N, so that
this N may pass, he being alive, prosperous and hale, for there are none who will do anything
evilly against this N".65 On the basis of this translation the Future Participle ir.t(i) should be
identified, but I suggest that we are dealing here with the very common construction of nn +
infinitive: "without anything being done against this N evilly".
    The participle with anomalous -t-ending in the following example is probably not a Future
Participle for several reasons.
    CT [1061] 319 a/B12C (male owner). ink apr{t} nTrw "I am the one who has equipped the gods".
The first reason is that all other variants, except B3C with a female owner, have no -t-ending.
Secondly, the normal future variant of the Participial Statement is ink sDm=i. Thirdly, only one
instance is known to me of the sDm.ty.fy form in this construction.66 Therefore, it is most unlikely
that, in turn, the sDm.ty.fy form has been replaced by the Future Participle. Indeed, it appears that
translators have rightly paid no special attention to this version.67

    A final word on the Future Participle with masculine antecedent should be devoted to the
expression ir=k anx.ti Dt, which Gunn has hesitantly suggested contains this participle.68 His
hesitations were evoked by the fact that the variant versions in the 3rd person singular have ir=f anx
Dt or ir=f di anx. Despite the strong morphological indications which, on this account, can only lead
to an identification as the Stative, I agree with Gunn when he states that the forms anx.ti and anx
can hardly be the Stative.
    Indeed, from a grammatical point of view, it seems incontestable that di anx contains a
participle, presumably the passive Perfective Participle,69 and that, consequently, anx Dt is also a
                                               
     56 Wb. IV, 385 (sub B-C).
     57 Ed. Quack, Stud. Merikare, 188 = Ed. Helck, Merikare, XXXVIII [a-b].
     58 Quack, op.cit., 62-63 favours saHA instead of shA as the original form.
     59 See Quack, op.cit., 63 (c) for the word aAgsw.
     60 Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 134, n.2; I assume that he is referring to the nisbe of a feminine word, as in sxty
"peasant".
     61 Publ. De Buck, Building Inscr., in: Studia Aegyptiaca, 48-57.
     62 De Buck, op.cit., 49, n.(h) and 54, n.7.
     63 Cf. the German verb "bilden".
     64 De Buck, op.cit., 52.
     65 Faulkner, op.cit. II, 217.
     66 Urk. IV 221,14: swt HqA.t(y).s(y); see Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 59 (5).
     67 Lesko, Book of Two Ways, 69. Faulkner, op.cit. III, 141.
     68 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 41-42, ex. 5.
     69 For the di anx construction see Schenkel, D(j.y)-anx, MDAIK 37 (1981), 427-432 and Kammerzell, rDj +
Pseudopartizip, GM 67 (1983), 57-64. I would like to suggest a simple alternative to these complex explanations: di/y
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participial construction. When the active form anx.ti is approached from this grammatical
viewpoint, nothing obstructs its identification as the Future Participle. It is unfortunate that there is
no evidence from genuine Middle Egyptian for the expression ir=k anx.ti Dt/ ir=f anx Dt, because this
would have shed more light on this difficult matter. It appears that in the New Kingdom,70 the
expression ir=k anx.ti Dt was used without a proper understanding of the identity of the verb form--
which is indeed conceivable for this very rare participle--and was reinterpreted on the basis of the
verb form's formal similarity to the Stative 2nd person singular in independent use as expressing
"may you be a 'may you live forever'-(person)".71 This may have led to ir=f anx Dt "that he may be
a 'may he live forever'-(person)".
    Apart from this 'circumstantial evidence' for anx.ti being a participle, the Future Participle
would suit the context very well: ir=k anx.ti Dt "may you be one who will live forever".72

§ 2. The invariable active future participle sDm.ti with feminine antecedent.

So far I have deliberately only dealt with masculine antecedents, whether implicit or explicit, but
the feminine form sDm.ty.sy suggests that the Future Participle sDm.ti may just as easily have a
feminine antecedent.
    Gunn deals with such instances under the heading of the active Prospective Participle, which
very rarely occurs beside the better known passive form.73 On morphological evidence alone there
is no way of conclusively establishing whether in an active participial form with -ti-ending and
feminine antecedent this ending is the marker of the invariable Future Participle sDm.ti or the
feminine ending -t + marker i of the Prospective Participle sdmt.i (masculine sDm.i/y). Some
indication for identification might be provided by the circumstance that among all Gunn's examples
of the feminine passive Prospective Participle that are written plene there is none showing the
writing ty.74

     Except for the very few masculine and feminine couples of the active Prospective Participle in
the Pyramid Texts passages presented by Gunn,75 there is, in principle, no grounds for not ranging
forms written sDmti and occurring singly, with a feminine antecedent, under the heading of the
invariable Future Participle. Moreover, evidence for the active Prospective Participle is even rarer
and does not occur outside the Pyramid Texts--that is, judged on the basis of the unequivocal
masculine form. I therefore consider it more likely that in the case of a form written sDmti it
concerns the Future Participle sDm.ti. The stem rdi in the form rdi.ty.fy does not favour a connection
with the active Prospective Participle, the passive of which appears to have the stem di.76 Finally, it
is hardly conceivable that the feminine ending -ti of the Prospective Participle lost its 'femininity' in
the active voice only, while retaining it in the passive.
    I shall start with an example which, taken as it is written, must contain the Future Participle on
account of the presence of the sDm.ty.fy form in parallel versions.77

    CT [1087] VII 365 a-b/B2L. ir s nb rx.t(y).f(y) s(y) n sk.n=f im Dt Dr rx=f wn.ti <m> R-sTAw "as for
                                                                                                                                                                           
anx is the well-known nfr-Hr-construction with a passive participle instead of an adjective, for which see, for example,
imn rn "the one hidden of name" in CT [148] II 223 a; it is well known that in the adjectival sentence nfr sw too a
participle can be substituted for the adjectival predicate, cf. Gardiner, EG, 289 (§374). This suggestion seems
compatible with the approach to the nfr-Hr-construction as a relative phrase of Jansen-Winkeln, Exozentrische
Komposita, ZÄS 121 (1994), 51-75.
     70 All instances given by Gunn, op.cit., 41-42, ex. 5 come from Urk. IV, reign of Tuthmosis III.
     71 For an approach to the comparable problem of a clause or verb form with the syntactic distribution of a noun in
the construction ink mr=f see Borghouts, ink mr(i)=f, LingAeg 4 (1994), 12-24.
     72 Cf. CT [830] VII 31 c-f, quoted above in this section.
     73 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 35-39 (ch. 3).
     74 See Gunn, op.cit., 22-25 and 31-32.
     75 Mentioned below in §3.
     76 The evidence for the derived Prospective Relative Form is neatly presented by Gunn, op.cit., 24 (C); for Gunn's
problem with the stems rdi and di see p. 43.
     77 Westendorf, Gramm. med. T., 227 (§307,2,a) presents an example from the medical texts, case Bln 193 (Pap.
Berlin, vo. 1,3-4): siA st ms.t(i) r st nn ms.y=s "Erkennen einer Frau, die gebären word, gegenüber einer Frau, die nicht
gebären wird", which has a parallel in case Kah 19 (Pap. Kahun, 3,2-3): siA ms.ti.si Xrd "das Erkennen einer, die ein
Kind gebären wird" (quoted by Westendorf, op.cit., 229 (§311,2)). However, as appears from the transcription of case
Bln 193 (publ. Grapow, Med. T., 471), there is a lacuna at the spot of the ti-element after ms; although Westendorf's
restoration is plausible, we cannot be certain.
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any man who will know it, he cannot perish there forever, because he knows what will exist (in)
Rosetau". Note that the parallel versions have wn.t(y).s(y), with the stem wn,78 the alternative
wnt=s/wnt s(y) giving no good sense.
    In the following example the writing of the participial ending as T seems to exclude even the
'common' feminine t.79

    Urk. IV 261,9-10. rx=f nfr n xaw n wpt-rnpt m HAt rnpwt Htp.T(i) nt ir<r>=s HHw m Hbw-sd aSA wrt
"as he knew the perfection of a coronation of New Year's Day as the beginning of peace-promising
years of her celebrating very many millions of sed-festivals". Since among the t's written in this
passage the participial ending is the only one written with T, this, in my view, corroborates the
identification of the Future Participle.
    The next two passages, both of which play on the same theme of Hatshepsut's peaceful reign or
regency, may just as easily contain the Future Participle.
    Urk. IV 262,7. tpy Axt wpt-rnpt tp rnpwt Htp.t(i) "the first (month) of akhet, New Year's Day, the
beginning of years which will be peaceful".
    Buhen, South Temple, speech of a goddess to the boy king Tuthmosis III.80 ///m-Xnw-a rnpwt
Htp.t(i) di.n=(i) n=k "within the compass of the peace-promising years as I have given to you".81

    The oldest instance of this expression dates to the Pyramid Texts.
    PT [535] §1290a-b. hA N pw mi anx ank=k nn m tr=k m tr=k m rnpwt iptn Htp.ti srf mrwt=k "O N
here, come and live your life there up to your time, up to your time in these peace-promising
years, while the love of you is warm".82

    Another example with a clear reference to future times comes from the instruction literature.
    Neferty, IIIa.83 [iw]=f mH=f Hr xpr.ty m tA 84 "he worries about what is going to happen in the
country".
    It is probable that the following example should also be interpreted in this vein.
    Urk. IV 1217,1-4. nTr nTry xpr Ds=f Dd xpr xpr.ty "the divine god who came into being of himself,
who says to happen what is going to happen".85

    Finally, I would like to present a possible example from the Instruction of Ptahhotep, where
both the Prisse and L2 versions display the same form.
    Ptahhotep, 149-150/Pr. (=157-158/L2).86 aHA.ti m sDwi m mdt skn.ti wr n wr "beware of causing
harm with speech which would embroil a great one with another great one".87

    Proceeding with passages from the Coffin Texts, I shall present two examples which have been
identified as the passive Prospective Participle.88

    CT [67] I 286 a-d/T2C. Hw.(w) n=k bdt{y} Asx.(w) n=k bdt{y} ir.w.ti n rnpwt=k im ir.w.ti n Abdw=k
ir.w.ti n psDntyw=k "emmer is beaten for you, emmer is reaped for you, which will 'do' for your
yearly festivals there, which will 'do' for your monthly festivals there, which will 'do' for your
half-monthly festivals". Note that the version B10C has ir.ti. It is the presence of the -w-infix in
ir.w.ti which, in my opinion, forces an identification as the Future Participle.89

    The following may be an example with a feminine rather than a masculine antecedent.

                                               
     78 Lesko, Book of Two Ways, 87, n.(p) opts for the omission of .s(y) after wn.t(y); Hermsen, Die zwei Wege des
Jenseits, 187 translates "was in Rosetau existiert".
     79 For this and the related passages with the expression rnpt Htp.t(i) see Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 36, exs. 2a-d.
     80 Publ. Caminos, Temples of Buhen II, pl. 48 (left); = Gunn, op.cit., 36: ex. "Buhen, text, p.54".
     81 Caminos, op.cit. II, 56 translates with "peaceful".
     82 The word written Htpti is translated as a verb form in circumstantial function by Sethe, Übersetzung und
Kommentar PT V, 194, but see pp. 209-210, where he agrees with Gunn's identification as a Prospective Participle.
     83 Ed. Helck, Nefer.tj. Ex. = Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430, ex. 1); = Gunn, Studies in Eg. Grammar, 37,
ex. 6.
     84 Note Gunn's remark, op.cit., 37 (6) that the writing with y in xpr.ty is quite distinct in the facsimile; also read
xpr.ty by Erman, Äg. Grammatik, 217 (§430). Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 133, n.1 has drawn attention to a writing
xprt(i?) in Ptahhotep, 116/Pr. (wDt nTr pw xprt(i?) "what happens (will happen?) is what the god commands") and Urk. IV
888,14 (SAt Hm=f pw xprt(i?) "what happens (will happen?) is what His Majesty establishes"). Since in these examples a
general present can also be translated, they cannot serve as hard evidence.
     85 Slightly differently translated by Gunn, op.cit., 37, ex. 7.
     86 Ex. = Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 37, exs. 9a-b.
     87 See Zabá, Maximes Ptahhotep, 77 (translation) and 124, where the form is identified as probably being an active
Prospective Participle.
     88 Polotsky, Transpositions, IOS 6 (1976), 12-13 (2.2.9) and Graefe, Mitteläg. Grammatik, 119 (§51.I).
     89 Note Faulkner's remark, Coffin Texts I, 64, n.19.
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    CT [925] VII 128 d-e. m saHw=f nb m swt nbt mrt(.i)=f nfr.ti n=f im xr nTr "[offerings for N] in all
his dignities, in all the places which he would desire, things that will be fine there for him near the
god". I agree with Polotsky that nfr.ti has the offerings as antecedent rather than the desirable
places. With an intransitive adjective verb there must in the case of a passive participle
construction be a resumptive pronoun. Indeed, Polotsky translates "[offerings] through which it
will be good for him near the god", but my translation cannot be ruled out. It might concern the
Future Participle.90

    Although the context in the following example is unclear, it seems certain that it contains a
Future Participle wn.ti.
    Pap. BM 10059, 14,7. ... n pHwyt Xt mi ... Dr wn.t wn.ti "the hind parts and (/of) the belly ...
before that which was destined to exist existed".91

§ 3. The distinctions between the active and passive future/prospective participles in Middle
Egyptian and the relations with suffix conjugation forms.

For want of a better explanation, Gunn considers the affix written ti/y in the masculine sDm.ti form
and the sDm.ty.fy as a defemininized ending of the feminine Prospective Participle. Now that his
evidence for an active sDm.ti form with feminine antecedent has been rearranged under the same
sDm.ti form that occurs with masculine antecedent, the picture is, in my opinion, considerably
clearer. I feel justified in following Gunn's view that an invariable participial formation sDm.ti is
the base of the sDm.ty.fy form.92 However, in contrast to Gunn, I identify a future morpheme
written ti/y in these forms, which solves his problem of ti as connected with the feminine gender.
    Except for the Future Participle written wnti/y of the notoriously irregular verb wnn, the common
sDm.ty.fy form of which is wnn.ty.fy,93 nothing contradicts this derivation. I agree with Gunn that
this obstacle is by no means insuperable.94 Furthermore, the derivation is supported by the
particular morphological detail of the -w-infix facultatively showing up with the IIIae inf. verbs, of
which there is one certain and one probable instance.95

    The relation between the invariable active Future Participle sDm.ti and the sDm.ty.fy form is
nicely confirmed by evidence from the classical phase of later Old Egyptian and Middle Egyptian:
apart from the very few exceptions with passive meaning, the sDm.ty.fy form is also always
active.96

                                               
     90 Faulkner, op.cit. III, 66 and Barguet, Textes des sarcophages, 53 translate quite differently.
     91 For this example see my Studies sDm.t=f I (Dr sDm.t=f), §13 [p. 17].
     92 For a survey and brief discussion of the various theories of Sethe, Erman, Gunn, Gardiner, Westendorf, Edel,
and Schenkel on its origin and construction see Barta, sDmtj.fj, GM 105 (1988), 7-9; after consideration he prefers
Schenkel's theory, Suffixkonjugation, 58 (5.2.8), who argues in favour of a nomen actionis + suffix pronoun "der mit
den beiden Zuhörungen, d.h. der auf jeden Fall hört"; Barta, op.cit., 9: "einer, der besonders gut hört". I cannot see at
all what particularly good hearing may have to do with future time reference. The same problem of a connection with
future time reference applies to the derivation of the sDm.ty.fy form from a nisbe nomen agentis type wpwty "messenger"
by Gardiner and Lefebvre (see my note 15 above). No less remarkable an explanation than Schenkel's and Barta's is
given by Loprieno, Verbalsystem, 100-102 (6.2.2; not mentioned by Barta), who argues that the sDm.ty.fy/.sy/.sn form is
a nisbe nomen agentis deriving from those suffix conjugation forms that have the perfective sDm.t/mrj.t as base (note
that on p. 101 with his suffix conjugation form sDm.t=f/=s/=sn as the basis of his sDm.t(j)=fy/=sy/=sn, the Subjunctive
Prospective Forms jwj.t=f/inj.t=f [see p. 100] are meant rather than what is generally called the "sDm.t=f Form"); see also
id., Ancient Egyptian, 88. See further Allen, Inflection, 420 (§605).
     93 Except for wn.t(y).s(y) in CT [1087] VII 365 a-b, dealt with above in §2.
     94 Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 43.
     95 The instance in CT [277] IV 19 c-d/B1Bo (in §1 above) seems to me to be certain; the one in CT [925] VII 128 d-
e (in §2 above) is probable. The form written wAHwt./=f (CT [473] VI 9 b/B1C) is argued by Bidoli, Sprüche der
Fangnetze, 80, n.(a) to be the passivized suffix conjugation form wAH.t(w).f, but by Osing, in: Denkmäler Dachla, 27,
n.63 is considered to be a passive sDm.ty.fy form with -w-infix wAH.w.t(y).f(y) (thus also wAH.t(y).f(y) in version B9C). See
also the spelling mr.y.t(y).f(y) in stela Cairo CG 20038 (see §1 above). The form hAA.w.t(y).f(y) with reduplication in the
stem in Urk. I 205,11 is probably irregular; see Edel, AäG, 342 (§681,3): "wohl fehlerhafter Verdoppelung".
     96 There are only a few exceptions to the rule that the sDm.ty.fy is an active form; see Gardiner, EG, 280 (§363). For
more examples with passive meaning see Edel, AäG, 344 (§682) and Westendorf, Gebrauch Passivs, 137-139 (6.2).
Add Monument Dakhla 21 (false door of Khentyka), right, lower part, cols. 2-3 (publ. Denkmäler Dachla, pl. 4),
which reads in mr.w.t(y).sn nsw m sS(w) nb Sddw sS pn Hr mrxt tn didi n=(i) t Hnqt m ntt m-a=Tn "it is ones to be loved (by)
the king among all scribes who read this inscription on this memorial stone and who give bread and beer to me from
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    One such unique exception with passive meaning among the instances of the Future Participle
may be the substantive mr.w.ti/y/ mr.y.ti/y "the loved one, the beloved, the favourite",97 which word
is well known and has a long history down to Coptic times, but whose formation is somewhat
elusive. If the word is indeed a substantivized Future Participle, its meaning has become
lexicalized, with, strictly speaking, the meaning "the one who is to be loved/favoured", "the
lovable one" instead. In any case, it can hardly be a nisbe form deriving from mrwt "love"98, firstly
because the writings of nisbe forms with the ti-sign (U33) are uncommon,99 and secondly, because
the referent is the undergoer of love, and not the agent, as would be expected on the basis of a
comparison with active nomina agentis like wpwty "messenger", sprty "petitioner" or nDty
"helper".100

    It is worth noting that the word is curiously written mr.w.y.ti in Tomb Siut III, 4,101 in the same
way as spr{t}.ti in line 11 of the same inscription,102 which writing rather points to a participial
formation. Unfortunately, the preceding context is missing, but the word can hardly have anything
but a masculine antecedent. I wonder whether the curious writing with a -w- and a -y-infix is
connected with the passive meaning, the appearance of a -y-infix being related to the similar infix
in the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f of the ult.inf. verbs.103

    The Future Participle and the sDm.ty.fy form I suggest are the adjectival counterparts of the
suffix conjugation form sDm.t=f.104 In the case of the sDm.t=f of the verb wnn, which is wn.t=f, the
stem is in accordance with that in the Future Participle wn.ti, though not with the sDm.ty.fy form
wnn.ty.fy; the sDm.t=f of the verb rdi, which is--or, at least, can be--rdi.t=f, accords with the sDm.ty.fy
form rdi.ty.fy.105 Also, the IIae gem. have the full stem in the sDm.t=f and the sDm.ty.fy. An evident
disaccord, however, is the stem iy in the sDm.t=f form iy.t=f versus the stem iw in the sDm.ty.fy form
iw.ty.fy, but it may be that the stem iw in the latter form is connected with the -w-infix showing in
ult.inf. verbs.
    The special bond between the ti-morpheme and the active voice evident from the Future
Participle and the sDm.ty.fy form may be connected with the question of why, contrary to other
active suffix conjugation forms, the sDm.t=f cannot be passivized with the tw-morpheme and has its
own passive formation,106 although I am at a loss as to offer an explanation. I do not exclude the
possibility that the appearance in Old and Middle Egyptian of an optional -w-infix in the sDm.ty.fy
forms of IIIae inf. and other verbs with a final weak radical107 has to do with the same principle of
word formation that also results in the appearance of the equally facultative -y-infix in the passive
sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f of this verb class.108

    On the other hand, in Classical Egyptian there is the Prospective Participle with gender
distinction showing in the feminine as t and with a tense marker written i/y,109 which almost
exclusively occurs in the passive voice. Some very rare instances with active meaning in the oldest
                                                                                                                                                                           
what is in your (sic) hand", which contains a passive sDm.ty.fy form according to Osing, op.cit., 27, n.(b); for further
evidence see p. 27, n.63.
     97 Wb. II, 103, 11 ff.
     98 For this identification see Westendorf, sDmwf, ZÄS 90 (1963), 128.
     99 Except in xnty "foremost", which nisbe derives from a preposition that--at least originally--reads xnti rather than
xnt, given certain writings with the ti-sign; see Edel, AäG, 394 (§767) and Wb. III, 303, 10 ff. In Wb. 304, 10ff. it is
noted that from the Middle Kingdom on a writing of the nisbe with ty is preferred.
     100 See my note 15 above.
     101 Publ. Brunner, Texte aus den Gräbern von Siut, 42.
     102 See ex. Tomb Siut III, 11 in §2 above [p. 98].
     103 See below in this section. See further Brunner's note, op.cit., 20, n.9: mrwjtj = Coptic merit (Wb. II, 103-104
mrw.tj/mrj.tj "the loved one, the favourite").
     104 Loprieno, sDmt.f, GM 37 (1980), 23 has only in passing noted that a morpheme t(i) with prospective value
occurring in an occasional writing with ti in the r sDm.t=f construction (he suggests that the verb form was originally a
Prospective Relative Form [see his p. 22]) also occurs in the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f forms iw.t=f/in.t=f and the
sDm.ty.fy form; note that in id., Verbalsystem, 101 with his "sDm.t=f/=s/=sn" the Subjunctive Prospective Forms
iw.t=f/in.t=f mentioned on p. 100 are actually meant (see my note 84 above). Sander-Hansen, Äg. Grammatik, 86 (§313)
and 121 (§454) considers the sDm.ti participle and the sDm.ty.fy form to be related to the sDm.t=f form.
     105 See Studies sDm.t=f V (sDm.t=f), §1 [p. 67].
     106 See Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §1 [p. 55].
     107 Edel's suggestion, AäG, 342-343 (§681) to connect this -w-infix with the w-marker of the Prospective sDm.w=f is
not very probable because the sDm.ty.fy form is a formation apparently unconnected with this suffix conjugation form.
     108 See Studies sDm.t=f IV (passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f), §1 [p. 55].
     109 Thus also analyzed by Schenkel, Tübinger Einführung, 217 (Anm. 1-2), only as a possibility, however.
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text corpus, the Pyramid Texts, are an exception to this.110 Evidently, this active use was already
so obsolete by then that in a later Pyramid Text version (PT [412] §728b/N) the construction msti
Tw "she who would beget you" in PT [374] § 659d and PT [412] §728 b/T was altered into one
with the sDm.ty.fy form ms.ti.s(y) Tw.111 This suggests that the potential active use of the Prospective
Participle was suppressed by a participle containing a strong, predominantly active future marker,
i.e. the sDm.ty.fy form. In other words, the active sDm.ty.fy form and the passive Prospective
Participle have a complementary distribution.112

    Given the evidence from the passive Prospective Participle of the verb rdi, which has the stem
di,113 it seems to me that its future marker written i/y is connected with the Old Egyptian
Subjunctive sDm=f (stem di)114 and the subjunctive variant (optional -y-affix)115 of the merged
Middle Egyptian Prospective sDm=f rather than with the Old Egyptian Prospective sDm.w=f (stem
rdi).116

    Whereas the existence of a future tense marker written t(i/y) in participial forms seems
incontestable on account of the evidence presented above, the most interesting question why,
contrary to other participles, the Future Participle ending with this marker is invariable for gender
and number must remain unsolved. The fact that the grammatical solution of appending suffix
pronouns to indicate gender and number in the sDm.ty.fy form is in current use in the very old
corpus of the Pyramid Texts suggests that this marker may belong to the oldest substratum. When
naming the Stative the "Old Perfective", Gardiner remarks that it is the sole surviving relic in
Egyptian of the Semitic finite verb.117 Given the fact that the Akkadian perfect iptaras which has
been related to the Egyptian sDm.t=f118 is used in particular when posterior time reference is
emphasized,119 I do not exclude the possibility that the ti-morpheme stems from the Semitic
substratum and entered historical Egyptian already in a petrified form. It seems to me that the
writing of this morpheme as t in the suffix conjugation and as t(i/y) in the participials points instead
to the i/y representing a vowel.120 In agreement with Satzinger's opinion--at least as far as the
sDm.t=f is concerned--any connection of this morpheme with the feminine ending -t would seem
most improbable to me.121

    In the introduction to the present study I have referred to the -ti-ending showing up in the
feminine passive Prospective Participle and the derived Relative Form. It seems to me that, given
the relation of this participle with the future marker y/i and its marking of the feminine gender, this
-ti-ending is morphologically unconnected with the future marker ti.122 However, because of the fact

                                               
     110 For the rare instances where the masculine Prospective Participle with the ending -i/y and active meaning may be
identified in the PT see Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 35-37, exs. 1a-c, 3 and 4; possibly also ex. 5 from the Middle
Kingdom. See also Hoch, M.Eg. Grammar, 173-174 (§121,3,a).
     111 See Gunn, Studies in Eg. Syntax, 35-36, exs. 1a-b. Differently identified and explained by Edel, AäG, 323
(§652-653) and Allen, Inflection, 48-49 (§71.B).
     112 Cf. Grandet - Mathieu, Cours d'égyptien II, 221 (48.1) and 224 (48.3).
     113 Gunn, op.cit., 24 (C).
     114 Vernus, Future at Issue, 15.
     115 Schenkel, Verbalflexion PT, 489 (table).
     116 Vernus, op.cit., 29.
     117 Gardiner, EG, 234 (§309).
     118 See Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 68 (4).
     119 Von Soden, Akkadische Grammatik3, 130 (§80,d): "Nachzeitigkeit in der Vergangenheit, wenn diese besonders
betont werden soll"; cf. also the situation in Late Babylonian, see Streck, Zahl und Zeit, 220 (II §48c.50: "lediglich der
Ausdruck der Nachzeitigkeit ist -ta- zugeordnet" (I owe the latter reference to Prof. Schenkel).
     120 This is also assumed for the comparable passivizing morpheme .tw by Reintges, sDm-tw-f, GM 153 (1996), 79,
n.1.
     121 Satzinger, sDmt.f, JEA 57 (1971), 68, n.5. See Thacker, Semitic and Eg. Verbal Systems, 267-271, who argues
that the form is a special employment of the feminine singular Relative Form. In taking a prehistoric nomen actionis
sDm.t/mrj.t as the basis for the sDm.t=f, Schenkel, Suffixkonjugation, 45 obviously has the feminine ending in mind,
because the t-element is not ranged under the formative elements in the suffix conjugation n, in, xr, kA and ti/tw. Edel,
AäG, 368 (§732, Anm.) also opts for a nomen actionis, which is formally identical with the infinitive in the case of the
IIIae inf. and caus. 2-rad. verb classes. Loprieno, Verbalsystem, 44: "der historischen Analyse zufolge geht die t-Form
auf eine nominale mrj.t-Basis zurück, die in der klassischen Sprache als Infinitiv einiger Verbalklassen oder als sog.
'Komplementsinfinitiv' in produktivem Gebrauch auftritt". For an altogether different approach see Janssens, Verbal
System in Old Eg., 21-23 (§28-29).
     122 Note that, from a synchronic viewpoint, the sDm(t).n=f Relative Form also undeniably shows that the tense
marker.n follows the feminine ending.
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that this special -ti-ending in the feminine Prospective Participle could maintain itself in Neo-
Middle Egyptian, the future marker ti at work in the regularly used forms sDm.t=f, sDm.ty.fy, iw.t=f
and in.t=f may well bear responsibility.
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SAMENVATTING

Deze studie is gewijd aan enkele synchrone aspecten van de sDm.t=f-werkwoordsvorm, op de eerste
plaats haar betekenis en haar gebruikswijzen in het Klassiek Egyptisch. In de inleiding wordt enige
aandacht geschonken aan de geschiedenis van de bestudering van de vorm en haar oorsprong, een
punt dat verder buiten beschouwing blijft. Overeenkomstig het algemene inzicht van tegenwoordig
wordt de sDm.t=f hier beschouwd wordt als behorend tot de suffix-conjugatie.
    Hfdstk I is grotendeels gewijd aan de actieve Dr sDm.t=f-constructie, maar begint met een
algemeen deel ter inleiding van de vorm. Uitgangspunt is de beschrijving zoals gegeven in
Gardiner's standaardgrammatica. Drie vormen van gebruik worden daar beschreven: (1) de
negatieve constructie n sDm.t=f "voordat hij gehoord heeft/had", "terwijl hij (nog) niet gehoord
heeft/had", "hij heeft (nog) niet gehoord" (met zijn aantekening dat de temporele notie "nog niet",
"voordat" maar zeer zelden afwezig is); (2) het gebruik na de preposities/conjuncties m "toen", xft
"toen", m-xt "nadat", mi "zoals", r "totdat" and Dr "sinds, van het moment dat", maar ook
"voordat", "totdat"; (3) het gebruik als narratieve tijd. Gardiner merkt op dat het gebruik na de
vier eerstgenoemde preposities/conjuncties onzeker is. Het kan hier ook een infinitief met
vrouwelijke -t-uitgang betreffen, omdat er alleen voorbeelden bekend zijn van werkwoorden met
een vrouwelijke infinitief.
    Dan worden de recentere meningen over gebruik en betekenis van de sDm.t=f beschreven.
Overeenkomstig de geldende opinie wordt de sDm.t=f in vertellend gebruik als niet-bestaand
beschouwd, omdat alle vormen die als bewijs voor het bestaan ervan aangevoerd zijn net zo goed
infinitieven kunnen zijn. Terwijl er unanimiteit heerst over het bestaan van n sDm.t=f, ligt dat voor
het gebruik na preposities anders. Sommigen erkennen het gebruik van de vorm na de zes door
Gardiner genoemde preposities/conjuncties, anderen alleen de twee zekere gebruiken na r en Dr.
    Wat betreft r en Dr zijn er dan twee problemen. Het eerste is dat voor r sDm.t=f door sommigen
ook een betekenis "zodat hij hoort/hoorde" wordt aangenomen, naast het algemeen erkende "totdat
hij hoort/hoorde (gehoord heeft/had)", maar het is een klein probleem, omdat in beide vertalingen
de tijdsreferentie dezelfde is. Een groter probleem voor de auteur is dat voor de zekere constructie
Dr sDm.t=f door sommigen zowel een relatief-verleden vertaling met "sinds/vanaf het moment dat
hij gehoord heeft/had" alsook een relatief-toekomstige met "voordat hij gehoord heeft/had"
geaccepteerd worden, en door anderen slechts een van beide.
    Het lijkt de auteur niet toevallig dat alleen de zekere constructies n sDm.t=f en r sDm.t=f met,
respectievelijk, de relatieve-toekomst uitdrukkende conjuncties "voordat" en "totdat" vertaald
kunnen worden. Deze relatief-futurische tijdsreferentie nu in verband brengend met het onzekere
gebruik na de preposities/conjuncties m, m-xt, mi en xft, waar deze ontbreekt, ziet hij zich gerechtigd
deze preposities/conjuncties buiten beschouwing te laten. Er wordt teruggegrepen op een hypothese
van Westendorf dat de sDm.t=f-vorm de relatieve-toekomst aangeeft. Er wordt nu een voorlopige
hypothese opgesteld dat de drie zekere sDm.t=f-constructies (niet de vorm) een relatief-futurische
tijdsreferentie gemeenschappelijk hebben, en dus dient het enige probleem, Dr sDm.t=f, nader
bekeken te worden in dit licht.
    Alvorens hiertoe overgegaan wordt, wordt de voor deze studie fundamentele theorie over de
begrippen "tijd" (in grammaticale zin) en "tijdsreferentie" en over de tegenstelling tussen relatieve
en absolute tijden of tijdsreferentie uiteengezet. Er wordt duidelijk gemaakt dat absolute
tijdsreferentie van heden, verleden en toekomst gerelateerd is aan het moment van spreken, terwijl
dit anders is bij relatieve tijdsreferentie. Daar is het Referentiepunt een zeker punt in de tijd is dat
gegeven is in de context. Dit is niet noodzakelijkerwijze het absolute heden, hoewel dit wel altijd
als zodanig beschikbaar is. Temporele bijzinnen die de noties "terwijl/toen (tegelijk)", of
"nadat/sinds"/ "terwijl/toen reeds", of "voordat/totdat"/ "terwijl nog" uitdrukken hebben,
respectievelijk, een relatief-heden, een relatief-verleden en een relatief-toekomstige tijdsreferentie.
    Een finiete relatieve tijd ("tijd" is hier bedoeld in de zin van werkwoordsvorm)
grammaticaliseert als relatief-presens tijd gelijktijdigheid ("ik hoor/ben aan het horen") relatief
t.o.v. een Referentiepunt in de context"); als relatief-verleden tijd voortijdigheid ("ik heb al
gehoord") relatief t.o.v. dat punt; en als relatief-futurische tijd natijdigheid ("ik zal nog horen")
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t.o.v. dat punt.
    De relatieve tijd kan gerelateerd zijn aan een soort Referentiepunt dat op zich een 'leeg'
ankerpunt is, d.w.z. zonder dat het zelf absolute-tijdsreferentie heeft (bijv. "(op) een tijdstip
(dat)"), maar het Referentiepunt kan ook zelf geladen zijn met absolute-tijdsreferentie (vergelijk
hiermee absolute-tijdsadverbia als "morgen", "gisteren", "vandaag"). Daarom wordt nu een
onderscheid gemaakt tussen de Referentiesituatie en het Referentiepunt als woord (of uitdrukking)
waaraan de relatieve tijd zich syntactisch relateert en dat zich door zijn relatief-temporele betekenis
zelf weer in de tijd relateert aan de Referentiesituatie met absolute tijd. Die twee kunnen natuurlijk
samenvallen.
    Voor de duidelijkheid moet hier gezegd worden dat onze 'moderne talen' geen finiete relatieve
tijden hebben, maar wel werkwoordsvormen die absolute en relatieve tijdsreferentie combineren,
zoals het plusquamperfectum en het perfectum futuri, die allebei voortijdigheid uitdrukken t.o.v.
van een Referentiepunt, dat in het geval van van het plusquamperfectum gelegen is vóór het
absolute-heden, maar in de absolute-toekomst, wanneer het het perfectum futuri betreft.
    Er kan natuurlijk verschil bestaan tussen de referentietijd en de tijd van de context, bijv.
"gisteren zei hij: 'ik zal mij wassen voordat ik de tempel betreed'". Er is hier sprake van een
relatief-futurische tijdsreferentie van het "betreden van de tempel" t.o.v. een absoluut-futurische
Referentiesituatie "ik zal mij wassen", terwijl de tijd van de context absoluut-verleden is ("gisteren
zei hij").
    Deze uiteenzetting is te meer gewenst, omdat Gardiner en velen na hem verklaard hebben dat de
sDm.t=f in haar zekere gebruiken een relatief-verleden tijdsreferentie heeft. Dat is in flagrante
tegenspraak met de vertaling van juist de zekere constructies r sDm.t=f met "totdat", en van n
sDm.t=f en Dr sDm.t=f met "voordat". Onder de zekere gebruiken is er alleen overeenstemming met
de vertaling met "sinds/van het moment dat" van Dr sDm.t=f.
    Op deze constructie concentreert het hfdstk zich nu. In de bespreking van het bewijsmateriaal
wordt aangetoond dat "voordat" een dwingende, of minstens goed passende, vertaling is voor de
weinige zekere voorbeelden van Dr sDm.t=f--d.w.z. waar de vorm niet ook geïdentificeerd kan
worden als de infinitief--en in het geval van die morfologisch onzekere vormen waarvan de
identiteit als de sDm.t=f toch op andere gronden met zekerheid vastgesteld kan worden. Er wordt
gepostuleerd dat alle voorbeelden van Dr + veronderstelde sDm.t=f met de betekenis "sinds/van het
moment dat" de vrouwelijke infinitief bevatten (voor bewijs zie Excursus B).
    Vervolgens wordt het equivalent van de kernbetekenis van het substantief Dr(w) "limiet" voor
het daarvan afgeleide Dr als temporele prepositie/conjunctie omschreven met "(op) een uiterste
tijdstip". De vertaling van "voordat" bij Dr sDm.t=f kan op een lijn gebracht worden met de
gebruikelijke rol van 'beginpunt' ("sinds/van het moment dat/van") van Dr als prepositie/conjunctie
in Dr + Prospectieve sDm=f/ + infinitief/ + substantief, indien aangenomen wordt dat in deze
gevallen "sinds/vanaf het moment dat/van" alleen maar een interpretatie is, net als in het Engels
"(since/from) the moment that he was born/of his birth he has appeared as king". Ook bij Dr
sDm.t=f kan het tijdstip vertegenwoordigd door Dr beschouwd worden als gesitueerd op het
beginpunt van het deel van de tijdlijn dat bezet wordt door de tijdsituaties van de hoofd- en de
bijzin: ia=i wi Dr aq.t=i r iwnyt betekent feitelijk "ik zal mij wassen op een tijdstip dat ik de tempelhal
nog zal betreden".
    De, nu verfijnde, hypothese luidt dat de sDm.t=f een relatief-futurische tijd is met de betekenis
"hij zal nog horen relatief t.o.v. een referentiepunt of -situatie in de context". Deze verklaart de
situering van de Gebeurtenis in de bijzin in een toekomst die gerelateerd is aan het 'lege'
Referentiepunt van Dr, dat in de tijd samenvalt met de Referentiesituatie in de hoofdzin en dat het
verbindingspunt met de referentietijd vormt.
    Op basis van de resultaten verkregen in hfdstk I wordt in hfdstk II de andere constructie met een
prepositie/conjunctie, de actieve r sDm.t=f, behandeld. Er wordt gepostuleerd dat de constructie
uitsluitend met temporeel "totdat hij hoort/hoorde (gehoord heeft/had)" vertaald dient te worden, in
tegenstelling tot r + Prospectieve sDm=f met consecutief(/finaal) "zodat hij hoort/hoorde". Eerst
wordt opgemerkt dat r + infinitief in de Pseudoverbale Zin iw=f r sDm altijd temporele betekenis
heeft ("in de tijd op weg naar" → "zal"), maar dat deze constructie als adverbiale bepaling, in het
algemeen gesproken, gedacht wordt de finale betekenis "met het doel te" te hebben. De auteur
neemt aan dat ook in dit laatste gebruik de betekenis temporeel "tot" kan zijn. Verder wordt
benadrukt dat identificatie van een werkwoordsvorm + uitdrukking van de handelende persoon als
een suffix-conjugatievorm, en niet als de infinitief, slechts op een aanname berust.
    Deze zienswijze schept de mogelijkheid van een semantische middenpositie voor r + infinitief
als adverbiale bepaling, die zowel een vertaling met temporeel "tot" als met modaal "met het doel
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te" toestaat.
    Na vastgesteld te hebben dat de r sDm.t=f-constructie voorkomt als gerelateerd aan de drie
mogelijke absolute-referentietijden, worden de veelvuldig in de medische teksten voorkomende
constructies r snb.t=f "totdat hij weer beter is" versus r snb=f (Hr-awy) besproken. Deze laatste
constructie dient vertaald te worden met "zodat hij (zeer spoedig) weer beter wordt" als een
Prospectieve sDm=f aangenomen wordt of met "tot zijn weer beter zijn" (r snb=f) / "tot het doel van
zijn (zeer spoedig) weer beter worden" (r snb=f (Hr awy) bij aanname van een infinitief.
    Hoewel door sommigen wordt verondersteld dat de in enige varianten bekend zijnde constructie
r Hst=f de sDm.t=f bevat en vertaald moet worden met "zodat hij prijst/prees", wordt er door de
auteur, in navolging van Gunn, echter een relatiefvorm geïdentificeerd: r Hst=f "met het oog op wat
hij prijst/prees".
    Om het postulaat dat r + Prospectieve sDm=f slechts modale betekenis heeft te ondersteunen
worden enige voorbeelden gepresenteerd van r + vormen zonder -t-affix als adverbiale toevoeging
die spreken voor een identificatie als mannelijke infinitief, met een mogelijke vertaling met
temporeel "tot".
    Tenslotte worden in dit hoofdstuk de rollen van de prepositie/conjunctie r en de sDm.t=f nader
beschouwd. Er wordt aangetoond dat het de prepositie/conjunctie r is die de situatie in de hoofdzin
verlengt tot een proces dat "al de tijd tot" een finaal punt uitgedrukt door de sDm.t=f voortduurt, en
dat het beginpunt van die situatie als referentietijd dient. Zonder probleem kan de hypothese van de
sDm.t=f als relatief-futurische tijd in deze constructie overeind gehouden worden.
    In hfdstk III, over de actieve n sDm.t=f-constructie, wordt uitgegaan van de vorm als een
eenheid, en daarom moet geprobeerd worden de drie gebruiken n sDm.t=f en Dr/r sDm.t=f onder een
gemeenschappelijke semantische noemer te brengen. Bij de vaststelling van het voorkomen van de
n sDm.t=f-constructie als gerelateerd aan de drie mogelijke absolute referentietijden wordt voorlopig
de gebruikelijke vertaling met "voordat hij gehoord heeft/had" ingezet, teneinde te benadrukken dat
in die vertaling de constructie geïnterpreteerd kan worden in termen van relatief-futurische
tijdsreferentie en dat de tamelijk algemene acceptatie van een relatief-verleden tijd uitgedrukt door
de werkwoordsvorm onjuist is.
    Vervolgens wordt een linguistische analyse door Comrie van de 'nog steeds'-, 'niet meer'- en
'nog niet'-tijden in een Bantoetaal geciteerd. Daarin zet hij uiteen dat een presuppositie (d.w.z.,
een vooronderstelling die ten grondslag ligt aan wat de spreker zegt, die door hem voor lief
genomen wordt en waarvan aangenomen wordt dat de hoorder haar deelt) ten grondslag kan liggen
aan dat wat een werkwoordsvorm beweert, dus gegrammaticaliseerd is in de betekenis. Er wordt
door hem betoogd dat, hoewel het lijkt alsof in een zin als "he has not yet heard" beweerd wordt
dat het horen in de toekomst zal plaatsvinden, deze tijdsreferentie toch slechts een implicatuur is
(d.w.z. iets dat redelijkerwijs afgeleid kan worden uit een uitspraak, zonder dat het expliciet
beweerd wordt). Er wordt namelijk volgens hem niet meer beweerd dan "he has not heard in the
past up to the present".
    Voorts maakt hij duidelijk hij dat het verschil tussen een presuppositie en een implicatuur is dat
een presuppositie niet 'geannuleerd' wordt bij 'blootlegging' door een negatie, die dus maar een
deel van de betekenis kan ontkennen; daarentegen kan een implicatuur door argumenten in de
context wel 'geannuleerd' worden. Implicatuur maakt geen deel uit van de betekenis van een
werkwoordsvorm, en presuppositie als onderliggend element in wat de vorm beweert wel.
    Omdat met name in Dr sDm.t=f de oorspronkelijke tijdsneutrale betekenis van Dr bewijst dat de
werkwoordsvorm daar relatief-futurische betekenis heeft, moet die tijdsreferentie dus deel van de
betekenis uitmaken. Er kan dus in de Egyptische n sDm.t=f geen sprake zijn van relatief-futurische
tijdsreferentie als implicatuur, terwijl Comrie heeft beweerd dat implicatuur wel aanwezig is geval
is in de zo goed passende vertaling met "(while) he has not yet heard". Omdat deze vertaling niet
de letterlijke kan zijn, moet er toch sprake zijn van een vertaalvalkuil.
    Bij het gebruik van n sDm.t=f in een situatie die absoluut-verleden tijd is, wordt duidelijk dat niet
beweerd wordt dat de Gebeurtenis niet heeft plaatsgevonden, maar slechts dat die Gebeurtenis niet
plaatsvond ten tijde van de Referentiesituatie. De Gebeurtenis in de relatieve-toekomst zelf wordt
dus niet 'aangetast' door de negatie. Dit lijkt een presuppositie van een 'Gebeurtenis in de
relatieve-toekomst' bloot te leggen.
    Gezien de relatief-futurische tijdsreferentie als behorend tot de betekenis van de sDm.t=f, moet
voor letterlijke weergave de bekende vertaling "terwijl hij nog niet gehoord heeft/had" dus
aangepast worden. De zin sr=sn Da n iy.t=f luidt dan met absoluut-verleden tijd "zij voorspelden een
storm, toen 'hij zou nog komen' er niet was" en met absoluut-heden tijd "zij voorspellen een
storm, terwijl 'hij zal nog komen' er niet is".
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    De opvatting dat de sDm.t=f een relatieve tijd is biedt een oplossing voor de vraag hoe het nu
kan dat de negatie in n sDm.t=f niet de relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis ontkent, maar slechts het
optreden ervan ten tijde van de Referentiesituatie. Immers, zo'n tijd grammaticaliseert in haar
betekenis twee tijdstippen, dat van de Gebeurtenis en dat van het Referentiepunt/de
Referentiesituatie. Als door de betekenis van een relatieve tijd de Gebeurtenis in de tijd gerelateerd
wordt aan een daarin gegrammaticaliseerd Referentiepunt/-situatie, is het optreden van de
Gebeurtenis voorondersteld, een presuppositie. Het relateren van een niet-bestaande of -bestaanbare
Gebeurtenis aan een Referentiepunt/-situatie geeft geen zin.
    In n sDm.t=f wordt de presuppositie van een relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis blootgelegd: deel
uitmakend van de betekenis van de werkwoordsvorm, kan zij niet ontkend worden door de negatie,
en kan de negatie zich slechts betrekken op het niet presuppositionele deel van de betekenis en
beweren dat deze Gebeurtenis niet optreedt ten tijde van het Referentiepunt/-situatie. Dit alles
resulteert in een verplichte vertaling met "nog niet", waarbij uit praktisch oogpunt het best de
bekende en passende vertaling met een verleden tijd gehandhaafd kan blijven.
    Twee gevallen van, al dan niet vermeende, n sDm.t=f-constructies waar de 'nog niet'-notie lijkt
te ontbreken worden kort besproken. Dan worden de zeldzame zekere voorbeelden van n sDm.t=f in
de hoofdzin gepresenteerd, inclusief -- en vooruitlopend -- enkele hiervoor belangrijk bewijs
vormende passieve sDm.t=f-vormen. Tenslotte wordt de weglating van het suffix-pronomen in
bepaalde n sDm.t=f-constructies besproken, meestal wanneer ze functioneren als een 'echte' of
'onechte' relatieve zin. Deze weglating wordt verklaard uit de specialisering van de betekenis van n
sDm.t=f om zoiets als de notie "voorafgaand aan de Gebeurtenis" aan te geven, en voorts uit de
gebondenheid van de negatie aan de werkwoordsvorm.
    In hfdstk IV wordt de passieve sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f-vorm behandeld, waarbij het werkwoord msi de
ult.inf. werkwoorden vertegenwoordigt, bij welke een -y-infix, al dan niet uitgeschreven, vóór de t
optreedt. Eerst wordt benadrukt dat deze vorm gewoon de finiete passieve vorm van de actieve
sDm.t=f is, en niet, in een afstandelijker formulering, de 'passieve pendant'. Dan wordt de aandacht
gevestigd op de uiterlijke overeenkomst van de passieve sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f met de defectief
geschreven gepassiveerde sDm.t(w)=f. Aangezien dit gevolgen heeft voor de vertaling, wordt een
geval in dit licht uitgebreid besproken.
    Vervolgens presenteert de auteur een serie passages uit de religieuze literatuur die passieve n
sDm.t=f/ ms.yt=f/ms.(y)t=f-constructies bevatten, deels gecoordineerd met actieve n sDm.t=f-
constructies. Ze handelen over conceptie, geboorte en bestaan in de oertijd van de (dode) spreker,
nog voordat goden etc. bestonden. Na bespreking van twee zekere voorbeelden van n fx.t=f "toen hij
nog niet besneden was" en van de weinige andere zekere n sDm.t=f-constructies met passieve
betekenis, worden gevallen van de passieve r sDm.t=f/ms.yt=f en een passieve Dr ms.(y)t=f behandeld.
    Nu niets een definitie van de sDm.t=f in haar drie gebruiken als relatief-futurische tijd meer in de
weg staat, kan het laatste hfdstk V zich concentreren zich op de andere aspecten van de vorm zelf
en de relaties met soortgelijke relatieve tijden in het Klassiek Egyptisch. Begonnen wordt met een
overzicht van de stamvormen in de veranderlijke werkwoorden. Dan wordt duidelijk gemaakt dat
de relatief-futurische tijd sDm.t=f het best bestudeerd kan worden vanuit de optiek van het bestaan
van andere relatieve tijden in het Klassiek Egyptisch, de Circumstantiële sDm=f en sDm.n=f, die
respectievelijk de relatief-heden en relatief-verleden tijd zijn.
    Eerst wordt hun karakter als relatieve tijd besproken, alsmede de kwestie van hun adverbialiteit
in zowel de circumstantiële zin als in de hoofdzinsconstructies iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f en aHa.n sDm.n=f.
Terwijl de Circumstantiële sDm=f/sDm.n=f in de bijzin gewoonlijk gerelateerd zijn aan een
Referentiesituatie in de hoofdzin, hebben de hoofdzinsconstructies iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f en aHa.n
sDm.n=f de partikels iw/aHa.n als absoluut-presentisch Referentiepunt en geven ze als samengestelde
vormen zelf absolute tijd aan. De semantische functie als relatieve tijd van de Circumstantiële
sDm=f/sDm.n=f is in hoofd- en bijzin gelijk.
    Om die reden wordt geopponeerd tegen Collier's recente analyse van de Circumstantiële
sDm=f/sDm.n=f na partikels als verbale werkwoordsvormen in de zin van Polotsky's Standaard-
Theorie. Door de semantische en syntactische verbondenheid van werkwoordsvorm en partikel
kunnen -- niet alleen naar het inzicht van de auteur -- wel de samengestelde vormen zelf als
zelfstandige verbale werkwoordsvormen gezien worden. Echter, er wordt ingestemd met Collier's
inzicht dat de morfologisch adverbiale vormen in iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f/substantief en aHa.n
sDm.n=f/substantief geen adverbiale functie kunnen hebben. In oppervlakteanalyse hebben deze
constructies een volgorde van Predicaat - Subject. Door de afwezigheid van de bekende adverbiale
zinsvolgorde van Subject - Predicaat onttrekken zij zich dus aan de transpositionele analyse van
Polotsky.
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    De gewone volgorde in aanmerking genomen van Predicaat - substantief als Subject bij de
suffix-conjugatievormen en de oorsprong van iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f en aHa.n sDm.n=f in een Adverbiaal
Model, dat in het Middelegyptisch nog werkzaam is in iw=f/substantief + Circumstantiële sDm=f,
lijkt het verschijnsel hieruit verklaard te kunnen worden.
    Nu wordt het type van presuppositie van 'relatieve tijdssituering van de Gebeurtenis' die ten
grondslag ligt aan de relatieve tijd sDm.t=f in verband gebracht met de zustervormen
Circumstantiële sDm=f/sDm.n=f. Zo zou verklaard kunnen worden waarom de negatieve
tegenhangers van deze vormen ter ontkenning van de Gebeurtenis in zowel de hoofdzin (met
iw/aHa.n) als de circumstantiële zin n + Indicatieve sDm=f en n + Indicatieve (of Substantivische)
sDm.n=f zijn, d.w.z. werkwoordsvormen die als absolute tijden niet onderworpen zijn aan deze
presuppositie.
    Er worden argumenten aangevoerd waarom de sDm.t=f-vorm, gezien als eenheid, geen
adverbiale werkwoordsvorm kan zijn. Immers dan zou, net als bij de Circumstantiële
sDm=f/sDm.n=f, de sDm.t=f zelfstandig moeten kunnen functioneren in de (of, 'als') temporele
bijzin. De constructie met r en Dr bewijst dat dit niet zo is. Ook is *iw sDm.t=f in de hoofdzin niet
mogelijk.
    Voor de bestemming van de werkwoordsvormcategorie wordt teruggegrepen op een recent
artikel van de auteur, waarin hij gepoogd heeft aannemelijk te maken dat niet alleen de constructie
n sDm=f (is), maar ook n sDm.n=f (is) een 'indicatieve', verbale werkwoordsvorm bevat, dit in
tegenstelling tot de zienswijze van Polotsky en navolgers, die in n sDm.n=f (is) de Substantivische
sDm.n=f identificeren. De verbondenheid in syntactisch opzicht die Polotsky terecht gelegd heeft
tussen n sDm.n=f en n sDm.t=f wordt nu aangewend voor de suggestie dat ook n sDm.t=f een verbale
werkwoordsvorm bevat.
    Onder de aanname dat de sDm.t=f slechts één vorm omvat, weerspreekt een verbale vorm in alle
drie gebruiken niet per sé een 'slechts' substantivische functie--in plaats van de substantivische
vorm--na de preposities/conjuncties r en Dr, aangezien zo'n multifunctionaliteit ook bekend is van,
bijvoorbeeld, de Toestandsvorm 1e persoon enkelvoud, de Passieve sDm=f en de Indicatieve sDm=f
(wat betreft de twee eerstgenoemde vormen natuurlijk alleen voor zover die als een eenheid gezien
worden). M.a.w., het bezetten door een werkwoordsvorm van een van de functies van de 'parts of
speech' anders dan de verbale zou niet automatisch transpositie in een adverbiale of substantivische
werkwoordsvorm inhouden.
    Als de sDm.t=f vorm nu inderdaad een echt verbale werkwoordsvorm is, dan moet n sDm.t=f, net
als n sDm=f/sDm.n=f, principiëel wel een hoofdzinsconstructie zijn, al komt zij in de praktijk
vrijwel uitsluitend circumstantiëel voor. Uitzonderingsgevallen van n sDm.t=f in de hoofdzin waren
reeds in hfdstk III bijeengezet.
    Het in de praktijk vrijwel altijd circumstantiële gebruik van n sDm.t=f en haar '(terwijl) nog
niet'-notie geven aanleiding tot een korte confrontatie met de hoofdzinsconstructies nn sDm=f en
iw=f r sDm. De negatieve constructie nn sDm=f verschilt van n sDm.t=f in dat zij beweert dat een
absoluut-futurische gebeurtenis niet zal plaatsvinden. Het absoluut-futurische iw=f r sDm is de
hoofdzinspendant van n sDm.t=f. In het algemeen gesproken hebben die twee een complementaire
distributie. Er is namelijk principiëel geen enkele syntactische belemmering voor iw=f r sDm om,
net als iw=f Hr/m sDm, in de circumstantiële zin te fungeren. Deze beperking van iw=f r sDm tot de
hoofdzin kan verklaren waarom alleen in deze Pseudoverbale constructie iw in het latere
Middelegyptisch en het Nieuwegyptisch een gebonden constituent is geworden. Negatieve
uitspraken haken gewoonlijk ontkennenderwijze in op iets dat al eerder in de context gezegd is, en
de combinatie in n sDm.t=f van relatieve tijd en negatie predisponeert de constructie voor gebruik
als een ontkennende bijzin na een hoofdzin; het uitzonderlijke gebruik van n sDm.t=f in de hoofdzin
kan verklaard worden uit het feit dat dit niet per sé zo hoeft te zijn, zoals, bijvoorbeeld, in een
dialoog of briefwisseling.
    Nadat er duidelijk gemaakt is dat in zekere zin iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f en aHa.n sDm.n=f syntactisch
vergelijkbaar zijn met n sDm.t=f, namelijk door de afhankelijkheid van hun werkwoordsvormen van
de Referentiepunten iw/aHa.n respectievelijk n, rijst de vraag waarom dan, als de sDm.t=f een
verbale werkwoordsvorm is, zij niet zelfstandig in de hoofdzin kan optreden als relatieve tijd, en in
plaats ervan n sDm.t=f optreedt. Per slot van rekening is de hoofdzin typisch de omgeving waarin
verbale werkwoordsvormen optreden. Op grond van de aanwezigheid van een Referentiepunt in iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f en aHa.n sDm.n=f in de vorm van een partikel en in n sDm.t=f in hoofdzinsgebruik in
de vorm van de negatie wordt geconcludeerd dat in het Klassiek-Egyptische verbale systeem
relatieve tijden alleen in de hoofdzin kunnen functioneren, als het Referentiepunt daar ook
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vertegenwoordigd is. Voor de negatie geldt dan dat zij niet als Referentiepunt met absolute
tijdsreferentie fungeert, maar als syntactisch verbindingselement dat de tijdscoincidentie met de
Referentiesituatie vastlegt.
    Vervolgens wordt de vraag gesteld of de sDm.t=f perfectief Aspect grammaticaliseert, zoals de
vorm vaak gekarakteriseerd wordt. Het t-morfeem in de vorm wordt door de auteur geacht het
futurum te markeren, zoals ook in andere futurumvormen met -ti/y-affix (zie verderop). Het feit dat
de sDm.t=f een Gebeurtenis situeert in een toekomst t.o.v. een Referentiepunt staat toe te spreken
van een daarvan afgeleide perfectieve betekenis, maar staat niet toe met zekerheid te beweren dat de
vorm perfectief Aspect heeft.
    De presuppositie van 'de relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis', die tot nu toe slechts een rol
gespeeld heeft als gegrammaticaliseerd in de relatief-futurische tijd sDm.t=f, wordt nu in verband
gebracht met de spreker en de motivering waarom de sDm.t=f door hem in een uitspraak gebruikt
wordt. Wanneer de sDm.t=f gerelateerd is aan een absoluut-verleden Referentiesituatie, vormt de
omstandigheid dat de realisering van de Gebeurtenis gewoonlijk inmiddels heeft plaatsgevonden de
bevestiging van de juistheid van de presuppositie bij de spreker. Wanneer de Referentiesituatie niet
absoluut-verleden is, is objectieve bevestiging van de realisering van de Gebeurtenis door de feiten
niet mogelijk. Niettemin blijft de spreker uitgaan van de absoluut-toekomstige realisering, hoewel
hijzelf met zijn handelen vaak niet eens greep kan hebben op de haalbaarheid van de realisering.
    Enkele gevallen van n sDm.t=f waarin de relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis 'geaborteerd' is door
de handeling in de Referentiesituatie--o.a., de beroemde passage over het coregentschap in de Leer
van Amenemhat I--lijken de presuppositie te ondermijnen. Waarom zou een spreker voor
verwijzing naar een irreële Gebeurtenis, waarvan hij hoogstens kan vinden dat zij had behoren
plaats te vinden, een werkwoordsvorm gebruiken in de betekenis waarvan deze Gebeurtenis
gesitueerd in een toekomst relatief t.o.v. een referentietijd als presuppositie gegrammaticaliseerd
is? Enerzijds kan het gebruik onder deze conditie verklaard worden uit het feit dat het Klassiek
Egyptisch ook in andere situaties van irrealis van het verleden een werkwoordsvorm (de sDm.n=f)
gebruikt die normaliter uitdrukt dat iets al heeft plaatsgevonden; ook de negatieve constructie n
sDm=f kan ingezet worden voor het uitdrukken van de irrealis van het verleden. Anderzijds is het
mogelijk dat de werkwoordsvorm niet meer doet dan puur een Gebeurtenis situeren in een
toekomst relatief t.o.v. een Referentiepunt, zonder dat de realiteit of potentiële realiteit van die
relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis een rol speelt.
    Dit hfdstk sluit af met enige opmerkingen over de geschiedenis van de sDm.t=f en over de
andere werkwoordsvormen waarin een morfeem geschreven als t of ti/y toekomstige tijd aangeeft.
Excursus A gaat o.a. in op het nomen actionis van de werkwoorden met mannelijke infinitief dat de
uitgang -t heeft. Excursus C betoogt dat de 'nog niet'-tijd in een Bantoetaal die door Comrie
geanalyseerd is als bevattende een implicatuur op dezelfde wijze geanalyseerd moet worden als n
sDm.t=f, d.w.z. in termen van presuppositie van een relatief-toekomstige Gebeurtenis. Ook de
Engelse uitdrukking "not yet" gezien als eenheid kan als deze presuppositie bevattend geanalyseerd
worden.
    Het laatste hfdstk VI behandelt het ti-morfeem dat met de schrijfwijze t voorkomt in de sDm.t=f
en de Subjunctieve Prospectieve sDm=f-vormen iw.t=f en in.t=f, en als infix geschreven t(i/y) in het
futurische sDm.ty.fy participium. Vermoedelijk geeft de i/y dan een vocaal aan. Gunn wordt gevolgd
in zijn aanname dat de basis van dit participium een actief Futurisch Participium sDm.ti is, dat
onveranderlijk is. Dit laatste verklaart het unieke gebruik van de suffix-pronomina ter indicatie van
het geslacht en het getal van het antecedent. Na de presentatie van de bewijsplaatsen van deze vorm
bij een mannelijk en bij een vrouwelijk antecedent wordt beargumenteerd dat Gunn's afleiding van
dit Futurisch Participium uit een vrouwelijke participiale vorm onwaarschijnlijk is, zeker nu het
bestaan van een ti-morfeem dat het futurum markeert aangetoond is. Het Futurisch Participium
sDm.ti en de sDm.ty.fy vertonen diverse gemeenschappelijke kenmerken: ze zijn beide actief,
schrijven optioneel een -w-infix bij de ult.inf.-werkwoorden, en hebben dezelfde stam (behalve bij
het onregelmatige werkwoord wnn). De auteur suggereert dat deze vormen de participiale
pendanten zijn van de suffix-conjugatievorm sDm.t=f, wat ondersteund wordt door de overeenkomst
in de stam van de vormen. Niet uitgesloten is dat dit ti-morfeem verwant is aan het infix -ta- in het
Akkadische Perfectum iptaras dat in het bijzonder gebruikt wordt wanneer natijdigheid aangegeven
moet worden.
    Het vrijwel uitsluitend in het passief voorkomende Prospectieve Participium, dat in het
mannelijk de uitgang -y en in het vrouwelijk -ti toont, wordt gezien als losstaand van de vormen
met het futurummorfeem ti, maar als verbonden met de Prospectieve sDm=f, die in het
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Middelegyptisch een optioneel geschreven futurummorfeem y heeft. Ook komen de stammen van
het (passieve) Prospectieve Participium en de Prospectieve sDm=f overeen. Het feit dat de
schrijfwijze van het vrouwelijke (passieve) Prospectieve Participium met de uitgang -ti zich heeft
kunnen handhaven, kan zeker wel beïnvloed zijn door het bestaan van het futurummorfeem ti. Het
is duidelijk dat deze twee futurisch/prospectieve participia een complementaire actief-passief
distributie hebben.
    Een bibliografie en een index van gebruikte tekstplaatsen zijn toegevoegd.
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SUMMARY

This study is devoted to some synchronic aspects of the sDm.t=f verb form, primarily its meaning
and uses in Classical Egyptian. In the introduction some attention is paid to the history of the
studies of the form and its origin, an aspect which will receive no further consideration. In
accordance with present common opinion the sDm.t=f is here considered to belong to the suffix
conjugation.
    Ch. I is primarily concerned with the active Dr sDm.t=f construction, but begins with a general
introduction to the form. The author proceeds from the description in Gardiner's standard
grammar. Three uses are distinguished there: (1) the negative construction n sDm.t=f "before he
has/had heard", "while he has/had not (yet) heard", "he has not (yet) heard" (a remark that the
temporal notion "not yet", "before" is only very rarely absent is added); (2) the use after the
prepositions/conjunctions m "when", xft "when", m-xt "after", mi "like", r "until", and Dr "since",
"from the moment that", but also "before", "until"; (3) the use as a narrative tense. Gardiner notes
that the use after the first four prepositions/conjunctions is not certain. It might concern the
infinitive with -t-ending, since only examples of verbs with a feminine infinitive are known.
    Next, the more recent opinions on the uses and meaning of the sDm.t=f are described. In
accordance with common opinion, the sDm.t=f in narrative use is considered non-existent, because
all forms used in evidence may also be regarded as infinitives. While there is unanimity of opinion
on the existence of n sDm.t=f, this is not so for the use after prepositions. Some scholars recognize
the use of the form after all six prepositions/conjunctions mentioned by Gardiner, but others only
the two certain uses after r and Dr.
    Two problems regarding r and Dr confront us here. The first is that some scholars also claim the
meaning "so that he hears/heard" (has/had heard)" for r sDm.t=f, in addition to the generally
accepted "until he hears/heard (has/had heard)"; this is only a minor problem, however, since both
translations have the same time reference. A weightier problem for the author is that for the
indubitable construction Dr sDm.t=f some scholars accept both a relative past translation with
"since/from the moment that he has/had heard", and a relative future one with "before he has/had
heard", whereas others accept only one or other of the two.
    The author does not believe it to be coincidence that only the indubitable constructions n sDm.t=f
and r sDm.t=f can be translated with the conjunctions "before" and "until" expressing the relative
future, respectively. Relating this relative future time reference to the uncertain use after the
prepositions/conjunctions m, m-xt, mi, and xft, which do not have this time reference, he feels
justified in leaving them out of consideration. Westendorf's hypothesis that the sDm.t=f verb form
denotes the relative future is taken up again. On this basis the provisional hypothesis that the three
indubitable sDm.t=f constructions (and not the form) share a relative future time reference is
formulated. Then, the only problematical construction in this respect, Dr sDm.t=f, requires closer
observation.
    Before proceeding to this construction, the basics concerning the concepts "tense" and "time
reference", and concerning the distinction between relative and absolute tenses or time reference as
used in this study are described. It is pointed out that the absolute time reference of present, past
and future is related to the moment of speaking, whereas this is different with relative time
reference. In this case there is a Reference point, that is, some point in time given by the context.
This is not necessarily the absolute present, which is, however, always available as the Reference
point. Temporal clauses expressing the notions "while/when (simultaneously)", or "after/since"/
"while/when already", or "before/until"/ "while yet to" have relative present, relative past and
relative future time references, respectively.
    A finite relative tense grammaticizes as relative present tense simultaneity ("I hear/am hearing")
relative to a Reference point in the context; as relative past tense anteriority ("I have already
heard") relative to it; and as relative future posteriority ("I am yet to hear") relative to it.
    The relative tense may be related to the type of Reference point which itself is an 'empty'
anchor point, thus not having absolute time reference of its own (in contrast to, for example,
absolute time adverbials like "tomorrow", "yesterday", "today"). Therefore, a distinction is now
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made between the Reference situation and the Reference point as a word (or expression) to which
the relative tense is syntactically related and which relates itself by its relative temporal meaning to
the Reference situation providing the absolute time. Of course, the Reference point and the
Reference situation may well coincide.
    For the sake of clarity it should be pointed out that our 'modern languages' do not possess finite
relative tenses, but they do have verb forms that combine absolute and relative time reference, such
as the pluperfect and the future perfect, both of which express anteriority relative to a Reference
point, which in the case of the pluperfect is situated before the absolute present, but in the absolute
future when it concerns the future perfect.
    Of course, the reference time and the time of the wider context may differ, for example,
"yesterday he said: 'I shall wash myself before I enter the temple hall'". Entering the temple is
located in the future relative to the absolute future Reference situation of "going to wash myself",
while the time reference of the context is absolute past: "yesterday he said".
    This exposition on time reference is the more necessary since Gardiner, and others after him,
have stated that the time of the sDm.t=f in all its certain uses is the relative past. This bluntly
contradicts the translation of precisely those certain constructions r sDm.t=f with "until" and n
sDm.t=f/Dr sDm.t=f with "before". Among the certain uses the statement is only in agreement with
the translation of Dr sDm.t=f with "since/from the moment that".
    This construction is now concentrated upon. The discussion of the evidence shows that "before"
is an obligatory, or at least a suitable, translation of Dr sDm.t=f, not only in the few indubitable
examples--that is to say, where the form cannot also be the infinitive--but also where we are
dealing with morphologically ambiguous forms which can, nevertheless, be identified with
certainty as the sDm.t=f on other grounds. It is postulated that all examples of Dr + alleged sDm.t=f
with the meaning "since/from the moment that" contain the feminine infinitive (see further
Appendix B).
    Next, the equivalent of the core meaning of the substantive Dr(w) "limit" with respect to the
derived Dr as temporal preposition/conjunction is defined as "(at) an ultimate time point". The
translation with "before" of Dr sDm.t=f can be brought into agreement with the common role of
'starting point' ("since from the moment that/of") of Dr as a preposition/conjunction in Dr +
Prospective sDm=f/ + infinitive/ + substantive if it is assumed that in these cases "since/from the
moment that/of" is only an interpretation, as in English "(since/from) the moment that he was
born/of his birth he has appeared as king". Also, in Dr sDm.t=f the time point represented by Dr can
be regarded as located at the beginning of the part of the time line occupied by the situations of the
main and the subordinate clauses: ia=i wi Dr aq.t=i r iwnyt actually means "I shall wash myself at a
time that I am to enter the temple hall yet".
    The hypothesis is now narrowed down to the formulation that the sDm.t=f verb form is a relative
future tense meaning "he is yet to hear relative to a Reference point/situation in the context". This
would explain the location of the Event in the subordinate clause in a future relative to the 'empty'
Reference point of Dr, which coincides with the Reference situation in the main clause and forms
the transfer point for the reference time.
     In ch. II, on the active r sDm.t=f construction, the author proceeds from the results obtained in
ch. I for the sister construction Dr sDm.t=f. It is postulated that r sDm.t=f has the exclusive temporal
meaning "until he hears/heard (has/had heard)", in contrast to r + Prospective sDm=f with
consecutive (/final) "so that he hears/heard". Attention is drawn to r + infinitive in the
Pseudoverbal Sentence iw=f r sDm, which always has the temporal significance of "underway in
time to" → "shall, will". Generally speaking, however, the construction as adverbial adjunct is
thought to have the final meaning "to the purpose of", but the author assumes that in the latter use
too the meaning can be temporal "until". Furthermore, it is emphasized that identification of a verb
form + expressed agent as a suffix conjugation form and not as the infinitive only rests on an
assumption.
    In this view r + infinitive as adverbial adjunct has a semantically intermediate position which
allows the translation with temporal "until" as well as with modal "to the purpose of".
    After establishing that the r sDm.t=f construction occurs while related to the three possible
absolute reference times, the author discusses the constructions r snb.t=f "until he is better" versus r
snb=f (Hr-awy), which frequently occur in the medical texts. The latter construction must be
translated either with "so that he will be better (very soon)" when a Prospective sDm=f is
identified, or with "until his being better" (r snb=f) / "to the purpose of his being better (very
soon)" (r snb=f (Hr-awy)) in case of identification as the infinitive.
    Although some scholars are of the opinion that the construction r Hst=f, known in a number of
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variants, contains the sDm.t=f and must be translated with "so that he praises/praised", the author,
following Gunn, identifies a relative form: r Hst=f "with a view at what he praises/praised".
    To corroborate the postulate that r + Prospective sDm=f has only modal and not temporal
meaning, some examples are presented of r + forms without -t-affix as adverbial adjunct which
favour an identification as masculine infinitive, with the possible translation "until".
    Finally, in this chapter the roles of the preposition/conjunction r and the sDm.t=f are subjected to
closer observation. It is demonstrated that the preposition/conjunction r lengthens the main clause
situation into a process which continues "all the time before" a final point expressed by the sDm.t=f
and the beginning of which serves as reference time. The hypothesis of the sDm.t=f as being a
relative future tense in this construction, too, can be maintained without problem.
    In ch. III, on the active n sDm.t=f construction, the point of departure is that the form is a unity,
and therefore an attempt must be made to bring the three uses n sDm.t=f and Dr/r sDm.t=f under one
common semantic denominator. In the section establishing that, just like the r sDm.t=f construction,
n sDm.t=f also occurs as related to the three possible absolute reference times, the common
translation "before he has/had heard" is provisionally employed, in order to underscore that in this
translation the construction can be interpreted in terms of relative future time reference and that the
rather common acceptance of a relative past time reference is incorrect.
    Next, a linguistic analysis by Comrie of the 'still', 'no longer' and 'not yet' tenses in a Bantu
language is quoted in some detail. Comrie points out there that a presupposition (i.e. something
underlying the utterance and taken for granted by the speaker, and assumedly by the adressee as
well) may underlie the assertion of a verb form, and is then grammaticized in its meaning.
Furthermore, he explains that, although it seems that in an utterance like "he has not yet heard" it
is asserted that "hearing" will occur in the future, this time reference is only an implicature, i.e.
something that can reasonably be inferred, though it is not actually said. According to him, the
utterance asserts no more than "he has not heard in the past up to the present".
    Furthermore, he argues that the distinction between a presupposition and an implicature is that a
presupposition cannot be cancelled when disclosed under negation, which can thus contradict only
part of the meaning; in contrast, it is possible to cancel an implicature with arguments in the
context. Implicature is not part of the meaning of a verb form, in contrast to presupposition as
underlying the assertion.
    Since in Dr sDm.t=f specifically the original meaning of Dr as being neutral to absolute time
reference proves that the verb form has relative future meaning, this time reference must be part of
the meaning of the verb form. On the one hand, relative future time reference as implicature in
Egyptian n sDm.t=f must therefore be excluded, while on the other Comrie has stated that an
implicature is present in its most suitable translation "(while) he has not yet heard". Because this
translation cannot be the literal one, we must be dealing with a 'translation trap'.
    When the n sDm.t=f construction is used in a situation which is located in the absolute past, it
becomes evident that it is not being asserted that the Event has not taken place, but only that this
Event has not occurred at the time of the Reference situation. The occurrence of the Event in a
relative future is not affected by the negation. This seems to me to reveal a presupposition of an
'Event in the relative future'.
    Since the relative future time reference is part of the meaning of the sDm.t=f, adaptation of the
usual translation "while he has/had not yet heard" is required. In a literal translation the sentence
sr=sn Da n iy.t=f with absolute past time reference must be rendered "they foretold a storm, when 'it
was yet to come' was not holding", and with absolute present time reference "they foretell a storm,
while 'it is yet to come' is not holding".
    The view that the sDm.t=f is a relative tense offers a solution to the question of how it is
possible that the negation in n sDm.t=f does not deny the occurrence of the Event in a relative
future, but only its occurrence at the time of the Reference situation. This is because such a tense
grammaticizes two time points in its meaning, one of the Event, the other of the Reference
point/situation. When thus, by the very meaning of a relative tense, the Event is related in time to
a Reference point/situation which is grammaticized in that meaning, that Event is presupposed, and
as such a presupposition. It is pointless to relate a nonexistent or potentially nonexistent Event to a
Reference point/situation.
    In n sDm.t=f this presupposition of a 'relative future Event' is revealed: being part of the
meaning of the verb form, the presupposition cannot be denied by the negation, whence the
negation can only turn to the non-presuppositional part of the meaning and assert that the
occurrence of the Event does not take place at the time of the Reference point/situation. This all
results in an obligatory translation with "not yet", but for all practical purposes the usual and
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suitable translation with a past tense should be maintained.
    Two cases of n sDm.t=f constructions--whether correctly identified as such or not--where the 'not
yet' notion seems to be absent are briefly discussed. The rare indubitable examples of n sDm.t=f in
the main clause are presented, including--in anticipation--some passive sDm.t=f forms which form
important evidence for this use. Finally, the omission of the suffix pronoun in certain n sDm.t=f
constructions is studied, which phenomenon primarily occurs when it concerns n sDm.t=f in the
'true' and the 'virtual' relative clause. This omission can be explained from the specialization of
the meaning of n sDm.t=f to indicate something like "before the Event", and from the situation that
the negation and the verb form are bound together.
    Ch. IV deals with the passive form sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f (where the verb msi represents the ult.inf.
verbs, in which an optionally defectively written -y-infix occurs in front of the t). First, it is
emphasized that this form is simply the finite passive form of the active sDm.t=f, and not, in a more
detached formulation, its 'passive counterpart'. Attention is drawn to the formal resemblance
between the passive sDm.t=f/ms.(y)t=f and the defectively written passivized sDm.t(w)=f. Since this
has an effect on the translation, a case is extensively discussed in this light.
    Then, the author presents a series of passages from the religious literature which contain passive
n sDm.t=f/ ms.yt/ms.(y)t=f constructions. They deal with the conception, the birth and the existence
of the deceased speaker in primordial times, before the gods etc. had come into existence. After the
discussion of two certain examples of n fx.t=f "when he had not yet been circumcised" and of the
rare other indubitable n sDm.t=f constructions with passive meaning, instances of the passive r
sDm.t=f/r ms.(y)t=f are studied, as well as one with passive Dr ms.(y)t=f.
    Now that all obstacles to the definition of the sDm.t=f in its three uses as a relative future tense
have been removed, Ch. V turns to other aspects of the verb form proper and the relationship with
other relative tenses in Classical Egyptian. The chapter begins with a survey of the forms of the
stem in the mutable verbs. Next, it is pointed out that the relative future tense sDm.t=f can best be
studied from the viewpoint of the existence of other relative tenses in Classical Egyptian, the
Circumstantial sDm=f and sDm.n=f, which are the relative present and the relative past tense,
respectively.
    Their characters as relative tenses are discussed, as well as the problem of their adverbial nature
in both the circumstantial clause and in the main clause constructions iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n
sDm.n=f. Whereas the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f in the subordinate clause are usually related to
a reference situation in the main clause, the main clause constructions iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n
sDm.n=f have their particles as absolute present Reference point and, taken in their entirety as
compound verb forms, they have absolute time reference themselves. The semantic function of the
Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f as relative tenses is identical in the main and the subordinate clauses.
   For this reason the author takes a stand against Collier's recent analysis of the Circumstantial
sDm=f/sDm.n=f after particles as verbal verb forms in the sense of Polotsky's Standard Theory.
Since the verb form and the particle are bound, semantically as well as syntactically, the compound
verb forms are, in the view of the author and others, best viewed as verbal verb forms in their own
right. However, Collier's view that the morphologically adverbial forms in iw
sDm=f/sDm.n=f/substantive and aHa.n sDm.n=f/substantive cannot have an adverbial function is
accepted. In a surface analysis the constructions display an order of Predicate - Subject. Given the
absence here of the well-known adverbial order of Subject - Predicate, they do not fit into the
transpositional analysis of Polotsky.
    The phenomenon can be explained from the regular order of Predicate - (substantive as) Subject
with the suffix conjugation forms and from the origin of iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f in an
Adverbial Model, which is still active in Middle Egyptian in iw=f/substantive + Circumstantial
sDm=f.
    Next, the presupposition type of 'relative time location of an Event' which is at the basis of the
relative tense sDm.t=f is connected with the sister forms Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f. This may
explain why the negative counterparts of these forms, for the purpose of negation of the Event in
the main clause with iw/aHa.n as well as in the subordinate clause, are n + Indicative
sDm=f/sDm.n=f (or Substantival sDm.n=f), i.e. verb forms which as absolute tenses are not subjected
to this presupposition.
    Arguments are brought forward concerning why the sDm.t=f form viewed as a unity cannot be
an adverbial verb form. If so, the sDm.t=f should be able to function independently in the (or, as)
temporal clause, just as the Circumstantial sDm=f/sDm.n=f do. The construction with r and Dr
proves that this is not so. Also, *iw sDm.t=f in the main clause is impossible.
    To determine the verb form category, the author refers to an earlier article in which he
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attempted to demonstrate that not only the construction n sDm=f (is), but also n sDm.n=f (is) contains
an 'Indicative', verbal verb form, this in contrast to the view of Polotsky and his followers who
identify the Substantival sDm.n=f in n sDm.n=f (is). Polotsky's view concerning a syntactic
connection between n sDm.n=f and n sDm.t=f is now applied to promote the suggestion that n
sDm.t=f also contains a verbal verb form.
    Assuming that the sDm.t=f covers only one form, a verbal verb form in all three uses does not
per se contradict the fact that after the prepositions/conjunctions r and Dr the function is 'but'
substantival--instead of the form as substantival--, in view of the fact that such a multifunctionality
is also known from, for example, the Stative 1st person singular, the Passive sDm=f and the
Indicative sDm=f (with respect to the first two forms, of course, only in so far as they are viewed
as a unity). In other words, when a verb form exercises one of the functions of the parts of speech
other than the verbal, this does not automatically entail transposition into an adverbial or
substantival verb form.
    If the sDm.t=f form is thus indeed a genuinely verbal verb form, then n sDm.t=f must on
principle be a main clause construction, like n sDm=f/sDm.n=f, though in practice it almost always
functions circumstantially. The few instances of n sDm.t=f in the main clause have already been
assembled in ch. III.
    The practically always circumstantial use of n sDm.t=f and its '(while) not yet' notion invite a
short confrontation with the main clause constructions nn sDm=f and iw=f r sDm. The negative
construction nn sDm=f differs from n sDm.t=f in that it asserts that an absolute future Event will not
take place. The absolute future iw=f r sDm is the main clause counterpart of n sDm.t=f. Generally
speaking, the two constructions have a complementary distribution. On principle there is no
syntactic obstacle at all to iw=f r sDm exercising a circumstantial function, just as iw=f Hr/m sDm
can. This use of iw=f r sDm as restricted to the main clause may explain why in later Middle
Egyptian and Late Egyptian iw has become a bound constituent only in this Pseudoverbal
construction. Negative utterances usually take up a matter mentioned before in the context, and the
combination in n sDm.t=f of relative tense and negation predisposes the construction for use as a
negative clause subordinate to a main clause; the exceptional use of n sDm.t=f in the main clause
can be explained by the fact that this need not be so per se, thus, for example, in dialogues or
correspondence.
    After it has been pointed out that iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f are, to some extent,
syntactically comparable with n sDm.t=f, namely with respect to the dependence of their verb forms
on the Reference points iw/aHa.n and n, respectively, the question arises of why, if the sDm.t=f is a
verbal verb form, it cannot operate independently as a relative tense and, instead, n sDm.t=f occurs.
After all, the main clause is typically the environment where verbal verb forms occur. On account
of the presence of a Reference point in iw sDm=f/sDm.n=f and aHa.n sDm.n=f in the form of the
particle, and in n sDm.t=f in main clause use in the form of the negation, it is concluded that in the
Classical Egyptian verbal system relative tenses can only function in the main clause if the
Reference point is also represented there. The negation is not a Reference point with absolute time
reference, but rather functions as syntactic transfer point establishing the time coincidence with the
Reference situation.
    The next question posed is whether the sDm.t=f grammaticizes the perfective aspect, according
to a frequent characterization of the verb form. The t-morpheme in the form is judged by the
author to mark the future, just as in other future verb forms with -ti/y-affix (see below). The fact
that the sDm.t=f locates an Event in a future relative to a Reference point permits of perfective
meaning as deriving from this to be spoken of, but does not ascertain that the form has a perfective
aspect.
    So far, the presupposition of a 'relative future Event' has only played a part when
grammaticized in the relative future tense sDm.t=f, but now it is connected with the speaker and his
motivation for using the sDm.t=f in an utterance. When the sDm.t=f is related to a reference
situation in the absolute past, the very fact that the occurrence of the Event has usually meanwhile
been realized confirms the truthfulness of the speaker's presupposition. But when the Reference
situation is not located in the absolute past, objective factual confirmation that the Event has been
realized is impossible. Nevertheless, the speaker now also proceeds in his utterance from the
realisation of the Event in the absolute future, although he may not even be able to exercise control
over this through his own actions.
    Some instances of n sDm.t=f where the Event has been 'aborted' by the action in the Reference
situation--among others, the famous passage on the coregency in the Instruction of Amenemhat I--
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seem to contradict the presupposition of a 'relative future Event'. Why would a speaker for
reference to an irreal Event--of which at best he may find that it should have occurred--use a
construction which grammaticizes, as a presupposition, the expectation that this Event would occur
in a future located relative to a reference time? On the one hand, the use of the construction under
this condition may be explained by the fact that in other situations involving the irrealis of the past,
too, Classical Egyptian uses a verb form, the sDm.n=f, which normally expresses a fact that has
taken place; also, the negative construction n sDm=f may be employed to express the irrealis of the
past. But on the other hand it may be that in n sDm.t=f an Event is simply located in a future
relative to a Reference time, without being concerned about the reality of the occurrence of the
Event.
    This chapter concludes with some remarks on the history of the sDm.t=f and on the other verb
forms in which a morpheme written t or ti/y marks the future. Appendix A deals, among other
things, with the nomen actionis ending -t of verbs with a masculine infinitive. In Appendix C it is
argued that the 'not yet' tense in a Bantu language, which has been analysed by Comrie as only
involving the implicature of a future Event, must be analysed in the same way as n sDm.t=f, i.e. in
terms of a presupposition. Also, the English expression "not yet" as a unity can be analysed as
containing this presupposition.
    The last chapter, ch. VI, is devoted to the ti-morpheme which when written as t occurs in the
sDm.t=f and the Subjunctive Prospective sDm=f forms iw.t=f/in.t=f, and as infix written as t(i/y) in the
future participle sDm.ty.fy. Presumably the writing with i/y indicates a vowel. Gunn's assumption
that the basis of the sDm.ty.fy is an active Future Participle sDm.ti which is invariable is followed.
The latter point would explain the unique use of the suffix pronouns to indicate the number and
gender of the antecedent. After presenting the evidence for this form with both masculine and
feminine antecedents, Gunn's derivation of this Future Participle from a feminine participial form
is rejected as too improbable, particularly now that the existence of a ti-morpheme marking the
future has been demonstrated. The Future Participle sDm.ti and the sDm.ty.fy display a number of
common features: both are active, facultatively write a -w-infix in the case of ult.inf. verbs, and
have the same stem (except with the anomalous verb wnn). The author claims that these forms are
the participial counterparts of the suffix conjugation form sDm.t=f, a claim supported by the
agreement in the stems of the forms. It may be that this ti-morpheme is a relative of the infix -ta- in
the Akkadian Perfect iptaras that is particularly used when indication of an Event as posterior to
another one is necessary.
    The Prospective Participle that is almost exclusively used in the passive voice and has the
endings -y and -ti in the masculine and feminine, respectively, is regarded as unconnected with the
forms having the future morpheme ti, but related to the Prospective sDm=f, which in Middle
Egyptian may show a future morpheme y. Here, too, there is a correspondence between the stems
of the (passive) Prospective Participle and the Prospective sDm=f. The circumstance that the writing
of the ending -ti in the feminine (passive) Prospective Participle has been able to maintain itself,
may well have been positively influenced by the existence of the future morpheme ti. Evidently,
these two future/prospective participles have a complementary active/passive distribution.
    A bibliography and an index of text citations are added.
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Sh. Sailor, 118 II §3 [31]
Sh. Sailor, 155-156 V n.46
Sh. Sailor, 161 V n.46
Sh. Sailor, 162 V n.46
Sh. Sailor, 170-171 V n.46
Sinuhe B, 26-27 V n.46
Sinuhe B, 32-33 I §7 [12]
Sinuhe B, 109 I n.40; IV n.56
Sinuhe B, 236 I n.40
Sinuhe B, 242 I n.40
Sinuhe B, 247 I §2 [6]; II §3 [30]
Sinuhe B, 248 I n.40
Sinuhe B, 291-294 V n.46
Sinuhe B, 309-310 II n.17
Sinuhe R, 51 V n.46
Sinuhe R, 156 I n.40
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MEDICAL PAPYRI

Pap. Berlin 3038, 5,1-4 II n.47
Pap. Berlin 3038, 12,8-9 III §8 [48]; V §16 [83]
Pap. Berlin 3038, 12,9 V n.11
Pap. Berlin 3038, 13,3-8 II n.47; V n.137
Pap. Berlin 3038, 13,6-7 V §17 [86]
Pap. Berlin 3038, vo. 1,3-4 VI n.77
Pap. British Museum 10059, 14,7 I §13 [17];III n. 81;

V n.10; VI §2 [105]
Pap. British Museum 10059, 15,13 II §4 [32]
Pap. Ebers, 6,14-16 II n.76
Pap. Ebers, 39,18-19 III §9 [50]
Pap. Ebers, 49,8 V n.50
Pap. Ebers, 50,16-21 II §4 [33]
Pap. Ebers, 53,18-19 V n.29
Pap. Ebers, 74,2-3 II n.47
Pap. Ebers, 76,1-4 III n.48
Pap. Ebers, 80,15-17 II n.47
Pap. Ebers, 100,6-7 II §6 [35]
Pap. Ebers, 101,11-14 II §6 [36]
Pap. Ebers, 102,9-11 II n.47
Pap. Hearst, 8,12-13 II n.47
Pap. Hearst, 10,2-4 III n.48
Pap. Kahun, 1,25 II n.35
Pap. Kahun, 1,29 II §4 [32]
Pap. Kahun, 2,4-5 II n.17
Pap. Kahun, 3,2-3 VI n.77
Pap. Kahun, 5,24-25 II n.36
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 2,2-11 II n.47
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 2,7 II n.70
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 2,21 III n.48
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 2,25 - 3,1 IV §6 [62]
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 4,11 III n.48
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 7,14-22 II n.47
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 7,18 II n.70
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 8,9-17 V n.134
Pap. [Edwin] Smith, 8,12-13 V §17 [86]

PYRAMID TEXTS

PT [246] §252a V App. A [91]
PT [246] §252a/Nt  V n.173
PT [261] §324c-d I App. B [25]
PT [301] §447b VI n.3
PT [374] §659d VI §3 [107]; VI n.3
PT [412] §728b/N/T VI §3 [107]
PT [429] §779b/P IV §4 [60]
PT [440] §815b-c I §12 [16]; V n.198
PT [516] §1184b VI n.3
PT [518] §1197d - 1198a/P II §7 [37]
PT [535] §1290a-b VI §2 [104]
PT [541] §1333d I n.65
PT [541] §1334a I §10 [14]
PT [553] §1355a-b I §12 [17]; I App. B [24]
PT [570] §1449a-c/M II §7 [37]
PT [570] §1462d - 1463e/P IV §4 [59]
PT [571] §1466b-d IV §4 [58]
PT [607] §1701a-b/M III §1 [42]; V n.4
PT [667] §1936b/P I §10 [15]; I §15 [19];

I n.73; V App. B [92]; V n.197
PT [689] §2091a-c I §12 [17]
PT [726] §2252b I §12 [17]; I n.89; V n.198
PT Rev. no. 1938c/Nt, see PT [667] §1936b
PT "P fragment OrE3" IV §4 [60]

RELIGOUS TEXTS, VARIA

Destruction of Mankind, SI, 7-8 I n.3; II n.42

Destruction of Mankind, SI, 9-10 I n.3; II n.42
Destruction of Mankind, SI, 29 I n.3; II n.42
Dramatische Ramesseum
  Papyrus, 102-103 (33,22) II §4 [33]; II §9 [39]
Himmelskuh, see Destruction of Mankind
Hymnen an das Diadem, 14,5 - 15,1 V App. A [90]
Pap. British Museum 10,470, see
  above BD of Ani (ed. Budge).
Pap. British Museum 10,477, see
  above BD of Nu (ed. Lapp).
Pap. Brocklehurst II, see
  above BD/ Ax (ed. Naville).
Pap. Louvre 3292, D,1; Q,1 I n.3
Pap. Ramesseum III, B,8 II n.46
Pap. Ramesseum III, B,10-11 V n.50; V n.113
Pap. Ramesseum VII, r. A,7-9 V App. A [90]
Pap. Ramesseum VII, r. O,2 IV §4 [60]
Pap. Ramesseum X, 1,4-6 IV §4 [59]

Pap. Turin 54003, r. hor. II n.71; V App. A [90]
Pap. Turin 54003, r. 16 V App. B [92]; V n.194

ROCK INSCRIPTIONS

Inscr. Hatnub 11, 9 III n.66
Inscr. Hatnub 12, 13 V n.46
Inscr. Hatnub 12, 15 V n.46
Inscr. Hatnub 16, 10 V n.46
Inscr. Hatnub 22, 18 III §10 [51]
Inscr. Hatnub 24, 1-2 III n.16; V n.7
Inscr. Kumma 120, [5-6] V n.180
Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 17, 15 I n.40
Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 3 I n.40
Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 3-5 II §7 [36]
Inscr. Wadi Hammamat 110, 6 IV n.22

STATUE INSCRIPTIONS

Statue Berlin 2296, see Urk. IV 405,8
Statue Cairo CG 534, back,3-5 II §3 [30]
Statue Durham 509, II,a,3 V n.156

STELAE

"Adoption Stela of Nitocris", 15-16 V n.156
Stela ANOC 1.2, see Cairo CG 20038
Stela ANOC 40.1, see Berlin 1191
Stela ANOC 42.2, see London BM 574
Stela Berlin 1191, C VI §1 [101]; VI n.51
Stela Cairo CG 20030, i,5 VI §1 [100]; VI n.15
Stela Cairo CG 20038, a,right VI §1 [100];

VI n.38; VI n.95
Stela Cairo CG 20328, a,12 V n.107
Stela Cairo CG 20329, a,4 V n.180
Stela Cairo CG 20515, b,4 V n.180
Stela Cairo CG 20518, a,4-6 VI §1 [100]
Stela Cairo CG 20539, I,b,5-6 IV §7 [64]; V n.163
Stela Cairo CG 20543, a,11 V n.46
Stela Cairo JE 46048 I §13 [18]
Stela Florence 2510, 6-7 II n.17
Stela Florence 2540, 6 IV n.53
"Stela Hatnub" [JEA 54, pl.9], 6 VI n.43
"Stela Hatnub" [JEA 54, pl.9], 9 VI §1 [101]
"Kamose Stela" II, 23 V App. B [92]; V n.197
"Kamose Stela" II, 26 III §1 [42]
Stela Leiden V7, vert.,right,3 III §10 [51]
Stela London BM 101, reg.3,1-5 V n.29
Stela London BM 156, hor.,last line VI §1 [100]
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Stela London BM 574, 2 V n.46
Stela London BM 614, 6 V n.46
Stela London BM 614, 12 II §7 [38]
Stela London BM 1671, 11 V n.46
Stela London UCL 14333, 3-5 II §6 [36]
Stela London UCL 14333, 9  V n.46
Stela London UCL 14333, 11-12 IV §7 [63]
Stela London UCL 14333, 13 IV n.77
Stela London UCL 14333, 14 IV §7 [63];

V n. 194; VI n.22
"[King] Neferhotep Stela, Abydos", 13 II §3 [32];

V n.194
Stela New York MMA 12.184, 18 VI n.43
Stela New York MMA 13.182.3, 2  V §16 [81]
Stela New York MMA 17.190.1960, 1-2 II §3 [31]
Stela Paris Louvre, C168, 4 IV n.47
Stela Stuttgart 10, 6-8 I §1 [100]
Stela "TT 65"[JEA 4, pl.8], 3 IV n.47
Stela Zagreb 8, 5-7 V n.180
Stela [Studi Rosellini II, 264] II n.76

TOMB AND TEMPLE INSCRIPTIONS

Abydos, Temple Seti I
  [Wb.V Bel. 103*(593,7)] I App. B [24]; I n.142
El-Bersha Tomb No.2 [Bersha I,pl.7,5] II n.55
Buhen, South Temple
  [Caminos, Buhen II, pl.48] VI §2 [104]
Dakhla, Mon. 21, right, below, 203
  [Denkmäler Dachla, pl.4] VI n.96
Deir el-Bahri
  [ed. Naville, pl.116,4th night h.,5] IV §4 [60]
Meir, Tomb No.A2
  [Meir V, pl.31, lower reg.right] I §11 [16]
Qasr el-Sayed, Tomb of Idu [Kêmi 6,118] I §11 [15]
Qau, Tomb of Wahka II
  [Petrie, Antaeopolis, pls.26-27] VI §1 [100]
Saqqara, Tomb of Ankhmahor
  [Capart, Rue, pls.45+56] I §11 [16]
Saqqara, Tomb of Ti
  [Steindorff, Ti, pl.111, 3rd reg. right] I §11 [16]
Saqqara, Serapeum Texts 63,2 + 64,3
  [RecTrav 22, 20-21] V n.156
Siut I [Griffith, Siut], 278 II §3 [31]
Siut III, 4 VI §3 [106]; VI n.12
Siut III, 5 II §6 [36]; V n.109
Siut III, 8 VI n.14
Siut III, 11 VI §3 [106]; VI n.102
Siut III, 11-12 VI §1 [98]
Siut IV, 62-63 V n.46
Siut IV, 64 V n.46
Siut V, 10 V n.46

URKUNDEN

Urk. I 50,13-14 III App. A [53]; IV n.24
Urk. I 86,5 II nn.49-50
Urk. I 100,9 II §5 [34]; II n.54
Urk. I 100,11 I n.50; II §5 [34]
Urk. I 133,2-3 V n.46
Urk. I 195,10 I §13 [17]
Urk. I 202,1 VI n.30
Urk. I 205,11 VI n.95
Urk. I 216,7 II §7 [38]; V n.152; V n.197
Urk. I 217,2 II §5 [34-35]
Urk. I 220,16 - 221,1 II n.17
Urk. I 224,14 V n.180
Urk. IV 2,12-15 III §1 [42]
Urk. IV 7,6 III §10 [51]

Urk. IV 38,11 III n.66
Urk. IV 89,8 I n.40
Urk. IV 117,3-4 II §3 [31]; II §9 [39]
Urk. IV 134,13-14 II n.57
Urk. IV 185,10 V n.46
Urk. IV 221,14 VI n.66
Urk. IV 261,9-10 VI §2 [104]
Urk. IV 262,7 VI §2 [104]
Urk. IV 345,10-11 II §5 [34]
Urk. IV 386,1-2 I App. B [25]
Urk. IV 405,5-9 I App. A [23]
Urk. IV 406,10 I App. A [24]
Urk. IV 406,11 I n.125
Urk. IV 576,17 VI §1 [99]
Urk. IV 751,9 III n.66
Urk. IV 888,14 VI n.84
Urk. IV 892,6-9 III §8 [48]
Urk. IV 894,5 V n.46
Urk. IV 966,1 VI n.43
Urk. IV 971,2 III §10 [51]
Urk. IV 1073,8-11 I App. B [25]
Urk. IV 1090,9-10 V App. B [92]; V n.194
Urk. IV 1090,10 V n.4
Urk. IV 1090,13-14 V n.47
Urk. IV 1110,7-12 VI §1 [99]
Urk. IV 1111,2 VI §1 [99]
Urk. IV 1111,9-10 V §1 [99]
Urk. IV 1111,15 VI §1 [99]
Urk. IV 1112,6 VI §1 [99]
Urk. IV 1143,7 I n.3
Urk. IV 1217,1-4 VI §2 [105]
Urk. IV 1409,1-2 I App. B [25]
Urk. V 6 III n.61
Urk. VII 34,1 IV §5 [61]
Urk. VII 43,11 V §16 [82]

VARIA

"Abydos"
  [Petrie, Abydos I, pl.54,below, right,5] I n.103
Cairo CG 1784 (painting) I §11 [16]
Pap. Boulaq XVIII, section 11 II n.55
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